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ABSTRACT 
The Huli are one of the major Highland groups in Papua New 
Guinea. They perform a wide variety of musical genres, most of 
which are solo and are based on language. Huli instrumental 
music,'especially that of the gawa (double-stringed musical bow) 
and hiriyula (jaw's harp), involves the articulation of poetry. 
The aim of this thesis is to examine Huli music in terms 
of Huli culture and ideas, as well as from an analytical view-
point, thus arriving at an understanding of its intrinsic 
nature. After a brief introduction outlining the Huli situation 
regarding recent outside influences and research, the text falls 
into three parts. 
In Part One, the ethnographic context of Huli music is 
discussed. Chapter 2 considers the place of music in Huli life, 
society and culture, while Chapter 3 explores Huli ideas about 
the cosmos and oral history for clues to the origins of musical 
genres. The roles of music and dance in major Huli rituals are 
examined in Chapter 4. 
Part Two begins with an explanation of some important Huli 
musical concepts. It then analyzes specific examples of the 
major musical genres, explaining further ethnosemantic concepts 
where applicable. The examples discussed in Chapters 6 to 16 
are transcribed in Volume 2 and recorded on the tapes in the 
supplement. 
Conclusions arising from this study are summarized in Part 
Three. It appears that since language is the basis of most 
genres, including most instrumental music, speech-tone is the 
main determinant of melodic contour. Where linguistic articula 
-tion in instrumental music is not feasible, the Huli imitate 
yodelling—a form of communication which they believe is the 
precursor of human speech. Four basic pitch arrangements or 
tuning systems are employed in Huli music, the major third 
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being the most outstanding interval. Huli musical performances 
also display a range of textures and forms. 
Finally it is shown that certain instrumental types and 
practices, such as language articulation, found amongst the 
Huli also characterize other related groups. These features 
may be typical of all cultures of the West-Central language 
family, to which Huli belongs. 
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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
While working as headteacher at the Walete Primary School 
(which was then administered by the Asia Pacific Christian 
Mission) amongst the Tani clan of the Huli people during the 
late 1960s, missionary Syd Gould often invited Huli musicians 
to perform for the students. One day he asked a man to play his 
gawa (double-stringed musical bow). During the performance the 
children were convulsed with laughter, and the only explanation 
they gave for their behaviour was "It's good'. It's good'." 
Gould made a tape recording of the perfordnance for future refer-
ence. 
Syd Gould later taught in the Evangelical Church of Papua 
Vernacular Bible School at Walidegemahu. In 1974 during a 
discussion with Huli pastors about using indigenous music for 
evangelism and church worship, one of the pastors mentioned that 
the Huli articulate words while playing the gawa, hiriyula (jaw's 
harp) and gulupobe (common panpipes instrument). To clarify 
this, Gould played his recording of the Walete gawa performance 
which caused the pastors to burst into laughter. When asked the 
reason for their amusement, they explained that the gawa player 
was describing a girl with an ugly face who was unable to find 
a husband.(personal communication Ken Macnaughtanjl 
The discovery that the Huli articulate words and poetic 
verses with these instruments was an important ethnomusicological 
find which the Asia Pacific Christian Mission was eager to have 
investigated. 
During 1974 while majoring in music as a third year Arts 
student at Monash University, I wrote to my uncle and his wife 
Ken and Helen Macnaughtan (A.P.C.M. missionaries who were then 
living at Walete) about the possibility- of researching Huli 
music for my Honours thesis in 1975. The arrival of my letter 
coincided with Syd Gould's important discovery, and arrangements 
were made for fellow-student Bronwyn Peters and me to undertake 
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field work amongst the Huli from December 1974 to February 1975. 
The numerous musical examples recorded and the data collected 
formed the basis of our Honours theses which provided a brief 
analytical survey of the major Huli musical genres (including 
articulatory instrumental genres) and a general outline of the 
cultural context of the music (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975, Peters 
1975), Recording equipment used during this trip was supplied 
by the Department of Music and Monash University and included 
a Tanberg 11 tape recorder (mono), a Beyer microphone (MSB, 
200 OhiTi) and a pair of "General Educator" headphones (600 Ohm, 
Model GF 3D). 
Many questions arose from this work, particularly speech-
tone realization in Huli music, the nature and importance of 
group yodelling and the performance of rare instruments. In 
1976,1 commenced research at the University of Queensland under 
a Commonwealth Postgraduate Research Award to discover solutions 
to these questions and also arrive at a deeper ethnosemantic 
understanding of Huli music. During 1975, the Huli church had 
experienced a Christian revival which produced an outpouring of 
new songs. I was esger to record some of these, along with 
examples from other genres some of which were not recorded 
during the first field trip (see Pugh-Kitingan 1978). 
During 1976 and 1977 I was able to transcribe and translate 
the texts of many of our previously recorded examples (which had 
not been discussed in our honours theses) with Tege Tandagua and 
Malingi Kamia, Huli men staying in Brisbane at the time. I 
returned to Papua New Guinea for further field work amongst the 
Huli from July 1 to September 21, 1977 and May 7 to July 26, 
1978. These two trips were funded by the Amy R, Hughes Scholar 
-ship presented by the Australian Federation of University 
Women. The Department of Music at the University of Queensland 
supplied my recording equipment which included a Nagra IV-S 
tape recorder (2 track stereo), two Beyer MlOl microphones, two 
Beyer M88 microphones and a pair of Senheiser headphones. 
During these latter trips, I learnt to speak Huli at a 
conversational level and recorded many further examples of 
musical genres as well as completing the documentation of the 
material recorded earlier. Although based at Bebenete, the 
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location of Dauli Teachers College and site of an ancient spirit 
ground, I visited and stayed in many other places including 
Hoiebia, Walidegemabu and Walete where former mission services 
were now staffed by the Huli (my uncle and family had moved to 
live amongst the Samberigi people). 
Whereas my original field work had involved equal contact 
with men and women, I spent more time working with women during 
my second trip which enabled me to comprehend life and culture 
from a Huli woman's viewpoint. During my third stay I employed 
a young man, Bogaya Newai, as research assistant to help me 
primarily with translation and interpreting, since my conversa-
tional Huli speaking could not cope with detailed technical 
interviews. Bogaya introduced me to many important or "big" 
men, including Madiabe of Dombe M^a clan who is one of the most 
respected and knowledgeable men in the Huli area. Since most of 
my time was spent in contact with Huli men during this trip, I 
developed an understanding of the Huli man's view of life and 
culture. 
This dissertation discusses music in. the context of Huli 
life, culture and beliefs, and then analyzes specific examples 
with reference to Huli musical concepts. Transcriptions and 
tapes in Volume 2 are for use in conjuction with the text of 
Volume 1. The one hundred and four examples discussed here are 
but a small selection from the total number recorded during 
field work. These have been catalogued using a system showing 
recordist's name, (abbreviated), place of recording, date of 
recording (year-month-day) and item number. Where applicable, 
the alternative cataloguing system employed during the first 
field trip is shown in brackets after the item number on the 
information page preceding each group of examples by an indivi-
dual performer. Since I married during 1976, my maiden and 
married names are joined for ease of cataloguing tapes. 
\flusicians who performed for recording and English-speaking 
helpers were usually given their polaroid photographs as a ges-
ture of thanks. Bogaya, however, was an intelligent young man 
who could not garden properly or obtain a job, being of a rather 
freil build and having left school early. My employing him at 
Kl.OO per day provided experience which helped him to later find 
permanent employment. 
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The frequency measurements shown on these information 
pages were obtained using the Real-Time Frequency Analyzer in 
the Physics Department of the Caulfield Institute of Technology 
in Melbourne (Transcription 104 was included later and its 
pitches were measured with a Sine Wave Generator). This piece 
of equipment gives both instantaneous and averaged readings of 
frequency and intensity from maximum frequencies of 500 Hertz 
to 20 kilohertz, graphing the changing spectral patterns on a 
screen. It provided a wealth of acoustical information about 
each example and proved to be an invaluable aid to transcrip-
tion. 
Equipment used for linguistic analysis included the Tempo-
thon of Monash University's Music Department (to lower tape 
speed while maintaining pitch so that passages of rapid articu-
lation in instrumental music could be transcribed more easily) 
and the Spectrograph in the English Department at the University 
of Queensland (for producing sonograms). 
Most of the photographs in this volume were taken with a 
Pentax F Spotmatic 35 mm camera using Ektachrome X slide film. 
Some, such as Plate LIX, were photographed with an Agfa insta-
matic camera and Focal or Kodak colour print film. 
The transcriptions and much of the text of this thesis 
were written in Brisbane, while the remainder was typed in Mel-
bourne. Completion of these volumes was delayed for over a 
year following the birth of my son in March 1980. 
There are many people whom I wish to thank for their help 
in my research. 
Firstly, I would like to express my gratitude to all the 
Huli people who performed their music for recording. Hopefully 
a selection of musical examples from the tapes will soon be 
made into a record disc. 
I also want to thank the Huli men who recounted their 
genealogies and oral history, especially Land Mediator Madiabe 
from Bebenete. 
Acknowledgements are also due to: 
Mr. Bogaya NewajL (Bebenete) for arranging and interpreting 
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at interviews and recording sessions of men's music, carrying 
recording equipment, transcribing and translating words of 
examples, assisting with labelling speech-tones, and information 
about Huli culture 
Done, Dindiba, Ami and Magia for assisting Bogaya 
Mrs. Aguale Humbi (nee Nigiba) and her sister-in-law Gagime 
(Bebenete) for their friendship, arranging and interpreting at 
recording sessions of women's music, word.transcription and 
translation, speech-tone labelling and information about Huli 
culture 
Pastor Tagube Pugili (Evangelical Church of Papua, Wali-
degemabu, formerly of E.C.P. Bebenete) for arranging recording 
sessions, word transcriptions and information about Huli beliefs 
Mr. and Mrs. Hamono Kalu (formerly of Dauli Demonstration 
School), Mrs. Tugume Nogobe, Miss Bill Muli (Bebenete) and Mr. 
Hedole Wakima for word transcription and translation 
Mr. Semua Ibowa (Headteacher, Dauli Demonstration School) 
for arranging recording session of boys' group yodelling 
Miss Beverley Warren (formerly of Dauli Teachers College) 
for her hospitality and assistance, particularly in arranging 
contract for Bogaya 
Mr. Francis D, Uliando and Mrs, Helen Unliando (Oaveg/Oauli 
Teachers College) for arranging recording session of Daveg 
workers, providing map and information about Huli life and 
culture 
Mr. Murray Rule and Mrs. Joan Rule (Dauli Teachers College, 
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ORTHOGRAPHY 
The orthography used for spelling Huli words throughout this 
thesis is that devised by the Rules, based on their research of 
the Huli phonological system. An outline of Huli phonology is 
given below (Rule and Rule 1970:i-xi, Rule 1977:8-10). 
(WI = word initial position, WM = word medial position, WF = 
word final position) 
Stops Bi-labial 
Alveo-dental 
Velar 
Phoneme 
(Ortho-
graphic 
symbol) 
hi 
M 
/mb/ 
/t/ 
hi 
h^l 
M 
hi 
Allophones 
[p^] 
[PP] 
[p] 
[b] 
M 
[mb] 
[t'j 
W 
[nd] 
[^1 
[^ ] 
M 
H 
Distribution 
WI & WM 
WI & WM 
WI 
WM 
WM between i-i, 
i-e, i-a, a-a, 
a-e and o-e 
WI & WM 
WI & WM 
WI & WM 
WI & WM 
WI & WM 
WI 
WM between a-i, 
a-u, e-e, (some 
speakers only) 
e-i, i—a, i-e, 
i-i, i-o, i-u, 
u-a, u-e, u-i, 
u-o and u-u 
WM between a-a, 
a—o, a-e, e—a, 
o-o, o-e, o-a 
XXVlll 
XXIX 
s t o p s 
( c o n t i n u e d ) 
F l a p s 
Nasa l s ' 
F r i c a t i v e s 
S e m i -
vowel 
C l e a r 
Vowels 
N a s a l i s e d 
Vowels 
• 
V e l a r 
Vo iced 
A l v e o l a r 
V o i c e d R e t r o -
f l e x e d l a t e r a l 
B i - l a b i a l 
A l v e o l a r 
Vo iced 
A l v e o l a r 
V o i c e l e s s 
P h a r y n g e a l 
A l v e o l a r 
F r o n t 
C e n t r a l 
Back 
F r o n t 
C e n t r a l 
Back 
=*honeme 
( O r t h o -
g r a p h i c 
symbol ) 
/ n g / 
M 
HI 
hi 
hi 
hi 
hi 
n i l 
hi 
hi 
hi 
hi 
hi 
hi 
ly 
1^1 
/ £ / 
/£/ 
/id/ 
Allophones 
[53J 
[ ? ] 
[1] 
QmJ 
QnJ 
U] 
[b] 
L=: 
[»] 
[ i ] 
[ I ] 
C l^ 
L«l 
[ - ] 
Lo] 
Lu] 
[J] 
[f] 
C f l 
[?] 
Hvl 
D i s t r i b u t i o n 
WI & WM 
WM o n l y 
WI & WM 
WI & WM 
WI & WM 
WI & WM 
WI & WM 
f r e e v a r i a n t of 
/ t / w i t h some 
s p e a k e r s 
WI & WM 
WI, WM & WF 
b e f o r e - r i , - r a , 
- m i , -mu, - n i and 
- n u 
WI, WM & WF 
WI, WM & WF 
b e f o r e / i / , / u / & 
n o n - s t r e s s e d 
s y l l a b l e s c o n t a i n 
- i n g t h e s e v o w e l s 
WI, WM & WF 
WI, WM 5 WF 
WI, WM & WF 
WI, WM & WF 
WI, WM & WF 
WI, WM & WF 
WI, WM & WF 
XXX 
Tone Patterns 
/ = high-falling tone 
(symbols placed _ ^ j^^^-leyel tone 
above words) 
= low rising tone 
GLOSSARY OF MAJOR TERMS 
aba 
abi 
agali 
a^ya 
aiyali 
ali 
aliwa, ali iwa 
ambua(go) 
an da 
anga 
angalu nanenamu 
ayage 
N 
ayage togo 
baeahago 
bagane ahda 
balamanda, balama 
ahda 
Baya-Baya 
bayale 
b"e 
be bindi 
bebo 
be haraya 
father 
compensation payment for war death or injury 
married man 
mother 
"mother"; expression of sorrow 
man 
group yodelling by boys and youths when they 
see rain approaching 
yellow clay used for facial decoration 
house 
pandanus; pandanus nuts 
special variety of pandanus 
palm tree; man's palm bark rain-cape 
"palm bridge"; an initiation test for boys 
in the t'ege pulu cult 
woven dancing belt 
house where pigs are killed to spirits 
during exorcism rites 
man's house where bachelors in the haroli 
cult live 
legendary perfect man who was murdered 
during dindi pongone rites at Bebenete 
good 
bamboo 
bamboo variety used for making jaw's harps 
and short panpipes 
level, low-pitched call used in group 
yodelling 
bamboo variety used for making medium-
sized and long panpipes 
bendele 
be tiribi, 
be tegelabo 
^i 
biango 
plectrum for activating musical bowstring 
(includes fingers) 
other bamboos for making jaw's harps and 
short panpipes 
words 
dog 
xxxi 
XXX11 
bi henene 
bilogua 
bingi 
bi te 
/ 
bi yobage 
bu 
bubiri 
dabo terebo ali 
dagia gamu 
Dahuliya (anda 
dalia g'amu 
daloali 
dalowali 
dama 
damanda 
dama togono 
damba bi 
danda 
danda gamu 
dange 
dara 
daraba 
Datagaliwabe, 
Dataliwabe, 
Dapobe 
dawaga 
dawanda 
dawe 
dawe bilogua 
dawe haga agali, 
dawe hago 
"words of truth," myths, Huli oral history 
"farewell" verses chanted to spirits at 
exorcism 
cataclysmic darkness coming down from the 
sky, accompanied by fire, ash and earth-
quakes 
"story words," fireside stories or fairy 
tales 
"parable words," figurative imagery used in 
poetic verses 
"heart," seat of the emotions 
heart (in chest) 
men dressed in leaves and branches who run 
about trying to scare the crowds on the last 
day of tege and gaia tege cult cycles 
magic chants to help girl attract a husband 
a good place in the sky; Heaven 
"strong/hard magic," second stage in boy's 
life after moving to his father's house 
bachelor (not member of haroli cult); older 
childless married man 
spinster; older childless married woman 
demons or evil spirits of non-human origin 
generic term for spirit houses or caves 
where sacrifices occur 
"dama across bridge," sorcerer 
"smashing/drowning words," legal oration 
black palm imported from Duguba peoples; 
large hunting bow made from this wood 
magic to make bowstring taut 
cowrie shells 
sadness 
sad 
names of a wholly pure and good omnipotent, 
omniscient, omnipresent spirit (not dama or 
cJinini) who lives in the sky; God 
ground oven 
courting house where married men meet single 
eligible women (for additional wives) 
courting party; any public "sing-sing" or 
dance spectacle 
excorcism/medicine magic dance ritual 
"married men who hold dawe," exorcists 
XXXlll 
/ 
digewi 
digili 
dindanao, dinanao 
dindi 
dindi gamu 
dindi kai 
dindiha 
s — 
dindi pongone 
dinini 
Dinini Holihe 
dombena 
dombeni, tombeni 
dugu 
N _ 
duguanda 
Duguba 
Duna 
ega 
ega kamia 
\ .—. , 
ega igiri 
ega molo 
ege 
gaia tege 
gambe 
gamu 
- \. 
gamu yi 
bundle said to contain excreta of liruali 
(actually contains cus-cus skulls and orher 
rubbish) which is carried about then burnt 
by dabo terebo ali on final day of tege 
red dye from crushed seeds of a certain pod, 
which is used as face paint 
name of long low-pitched drum played only by 
dawe fTfega agali 
ground, land, place 
"ground magic;" name of an ancient small-
scale fertility cult 
"land praise," praise for one's homeland 
underneath, below 
"ground knot," name of ancient large-scale 
fertility cult 
spirit of a human being; spiritual essence 
Holy Spirit 
in between 
name of shorter, common drum played by mali 
dancers 
"crying;" mourning chants sung by women 
"crying house" where the deceased is laid 
out 
Huli name for the peoples living on the 
Papuan Plateau between Mt. Sisa and Mt, 
Bosavi; also applied to Huli living in 
southerly direction 
Huli name for the Yunua, the people living 
to the northwest; also applied to Huli 
living in this direction 
land being prepared for new garden 
yes 
bird, fowl 
component rite in dindi pongone 
"bind boys," young men who hunt birds in 
the ^ ia tege cult 
name for the first larks to cry at dawn; 
name for stage in a small boy's life when he 
goes to live with his father 
the moon; a month 
small-scale fertility cult 
cane, pit-pit; plaited pit-pit wall 
magic; magic chants 
gamu practitioner 
xxxiv 
y 
gawa 
gebe 
gebeali 
gebeanda 
gela 
gewali 
gili, gilini, 
giligili 
gilinine ore 
podolene 
gulungulu, 
n^ulungulu 
gulupobe 
gungu 
guruma igiri 
gurua'nda 
hlgabibi, 
hagererebi 
haguane anda 
hako-hako 
halaga 
hameigini 
hare 
hare gamu 
hari 
hlroli 
heao 
hebe 
y 
hibulu baralu 
hibuni 
hina 
hiriyula, hiliyula, 
hiliyule, yulambe 
double-stringed, orally-resonated musical 
bow used for articulating poetic verses 
see dama 
generic term for a spirit man or one who 
deals with gibe 
spirit house, see damanda 
rising call used in group yodelling; the 
name of the group yodel cried in the t"ege 
pulu and ^aia tege cults 
two long white feathers placed on the back 
of a man's wig 
decoration, carving, pattern; also used for 
writing and melody 
"decoration itself very breaking," another 
expression describing melody 
rare long seven-tubed panpipes kept in a 
man's house 
generic term for panpipes instruments; also 
used for common medium-sized seven-tubed 
panpipes carried about outside 
hand to hand combat 
boys to undergo tige pulu initiation 
tige ;^lu cult house 
whispering; whispering words with longer 
gulupobe instruments 
see tJagane ahda 
solo yodelled call 
divination 
basic social and genealogical group, clan, 
sub-clan 
ochre 
^ 
dagia gamu chanted as girl dresses and paints 
in ochre before attending dance 
mountain 
seclusive cult for celibate bachelors; 
member of this group 
group call by women and girls in fine weather 
see h'ebe 
rare single-stringed musical bow (not used 
for articulating words) 
bowstring 
sweet potato 
jaw's harp 
XXXV 
homa habuabe 
Komali 
homali 
homa loari 
homanogo 
honebi, honabi 
honogagu 
hubibi gamu 
Hubirini (anda) 
hura 
i 
iba gana 
iba giya 
ib "• a giya gamu 
\ -
iba tiri 
igini 
igiri 
igiri haroli 
\ 
ira hiburiba 
— \ 
ira kui 
iwa 
kau boga 
ke 
kiabudugu 
la 
la amuha 
laboanda 
lai tet'ebo 
lawini 
layano 
raised coffin 
coffin, grave 
pork payment for carrying corpse 
pig feast to mark the cessation of mourning 
pale; term used for fair-skinned people 
clump of brown cassowary plumage on the 
back of a man's wig 
magic chants for protecting menfolk in war; 
magic chants for preventing husband from 
being attracted by another woman 
bad place under the ground; Hell 
skirt 
level medium-pitched call used in group 
yodelling 
"trickling water," a generic term for singing 
magically potent (ginger) plant kept by 
haroli (generic term) 
magic to prepare igiri Inaroli for seeing iba 
giya 
species of dama appearing as eels in rivers 
and propitiated in dindi p'ongone rites 
son 
boy 
"boy hai?oli," student in the haroli group 
producing fire by cane friction-thong 
bundle of sticks for calculating pork 
distribution at pig feasts 
group yodelling; a group yodel cried after 
victory in battle or when men perform heavy 
tasks together 
rituals on final day of tege and gaia tige 
high-pitched level call used in group 
yodelling 
specialized lamentation by a prominent woman 
to say, speak 
"speak in either direction along a horizon-
tal," refers to drone-like support for tune 
longhouse 
sites of Datagaliwabe's fires in ancient 
times, location of dindi pongone spirit 
grounds 
beloved, sweetheart 
wood used for making drums 
XXXVl 
layano tabage, 
tabage 
liru 
liruali 
liruali awa 
liruanda 
liru ira 
liru kui 
lo poda, lo podo, 
lo" bianga 
_ ^ -^  — 
lo podo iri dali, 
lopodopoda, 
lopodalu 
y 
lubungawe 
ma 
mabu 
mali 
mall iwa 
N. 
mana 
manda 
manda galu 
manda hare 
mg ara 
mbagua 
/ — 
mo tigabia 
munini 
V 
nagira 
drum 
species of dama 
spirit man who deals with liru and organizes 
tege and gaia tege cults 
magic chant intoned by liruali in guruanda 
during tege pulu initiation 
small gebeanda for housing spirit stones 
rite performed in kau b'oga following the 
death of a liruali 
"sun's chips/' black meteorites or lumpy stones 
"break the speaking," used for melody or 
pitches; sometimes used for coda 
melody, going up and down 
bow men who lead public tege pulu procession 
and run back and forth during kau boga 
taro 
garden 
dance ritual formerly used to celebrate death 
by sorcery, nowadays for any celebratory 
event 
group yodel called by male dancers at nightly 
mali rehearsals 
rules, instructions, correct behaviour 
hair, wig 
common rounded wig worn by ordinary men 
crescent-shaped ochre ceremonial wig worn 
by h'aroli and rffali dancers 
short-lived pig-killing cult of the 1940s 
tree oil imported from Lake Kutubu, worn on 
special occasions 
y 
to fix, repair; to tune a gawa 
j < ' • • ~ 
see dinini 
type of vine with long roots which are used 
for gawa and hibulu baralu strings 
nditingi gamu 
Ngode 
man's magic to avert menstrual poisoning 
God 
Ngodenaga iba gar^ Christian songs 
the sun 
\ 
nl 
ni habane "sun's eggs," term for round stones with hole 
in the centre or black spherical meteorites 
XXXVll 
/ s 
ni tangi 
nogo 
nogo aiya 
nogo dabuhana, 
nogo dauhana 
nogo 
nogo 
nogo 
\ 
nu 
o" 
ere 
homanogo 
/ 
u 
Obena 
ogoanda 
pagamu 
payabu 
pebe, pebo, page 
V 
pilipe 
/ — - / _ 
pi po la, pi pu la 
podolene 
pTigua 
pulu 
pulugela, welagela. 
gelagi 
pulu yaba 
— s. 
pupai 
N, 
tagira dalia gamu 
yu h"olene 
tege, teke 
tege bamia 
_ V 
tege mini 
tege tene 
"sun's hats," hollowed out mortars 
pig 
"pig's mother," a woman who owns large pig 
herds and donates most pigs in a tege cult 
wedding 
ceremonial sporran with pig tassles 
pigs killed for feast at the end of mourn-
ing 
group yodel by men carrying pig meat to 
hbmanogo 
net bag 
group death wail by women 
Huli name for peoples living to the north, 
northeast and east (ipili. Wage and Wela 
respectively); also applied to Huli living 
in these directions 
tall skillioned-roofed gebeanda used in 
dmdi p'ongone and ^ia t"ege 
divination by blowing on leaves 
tail leaves worn by men and boys 
see bebo 
short stopped bamboo or reed tube used as 
a whistle; flute 
to blow (wind); to blow a gulupobe instru-
ment 
"breaking (noun)," another term for melody 
swamp 
lowest call used in group yodelling 
short eight-tubed panpip.es 
pandanus flap decoration worn over payabu 
or on back of back at a dance 
sporran worn over a man's dambale or net 
apron 
"outside strong magic holding life," stage 
in a youth's life when he lives in the bush 
in preparation for joining the haroli group 
large-scale fertility cult 
"beat the tege," an ordeal for boys under-
going the teige pulu initiation 
clan^  group who is given pigs to organize 
a tege 
"tige soLirce," clan group who decides to 
hold a tege 
XXXVlll 
tia 
tia balena 
Tiame 
tore 
tugubili 
turu 
tHruba 
u 
u, dawanda ^ 
ulu 
wai 
wall 
wall dabulene tu 
harahole 
wall dabu bira 
gamu 
walia 
wandari 
wandarilabo 
wane 
waneigini gamu 
wariabu 
wena 
s 
yabera 
yari 
Yasu 
yiami 
yobage 
yulu malai, malai 
cus-cus, opossum 
species of cus-cus, the skin of which is 
used for drum heads 
ancient murdered woman from whose butchered 
body various iba "giya plants sprouted, and 
whose myth forms the basis of the Inaroli 
cult 
sorcery 
see nagira 
happiness 
happy 
solo yodelling; a high-falling call used in 
solo and group yodelling 
courting songs sung by men at a dawanda 
see pulu 
fighting with bows and arrows 
woman 
"woman marrying stage," stage in a man's 
life when he is considered mature enough to 
marry 
"woman marrying magic," magic for man's 
first coitus with wife 
species of lizard, the skin of which is used 
for the drum head of the yulu malai 
girl, unmarried woman; young childless 
married woman 
women of the pre-Huli inhabitants of the 
Huli area, who married ancestors of the Huli; 
Duguba women 
daughter 
"children magic," performed for sickly babies 
by old women 
bride-wealth 
fish 
woman's rain-cape made from pandanus leaves 
common brown cassowary 
Jesus 
rare large black and blue cassowary 
parable 
high-pitched c:arved fish-tailed drum former-
ly imported from Duguba peoples, often 
described as "the drum with the open mouth" 
because of the appearance of its open end 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The Huli 
The Huli are a large homogeneous group inhabiting the 
Tagali River Basin and surrounding areas, a region of about 
6180 square kilometres (2,000 square miles), in the Southern 
Highlands Province of Papua New Guinea (see Map l). They 
number over 71,000 people and are thus the third largest group 
in Papua New Guinea, with Enga and Chimbu as largest and second 
largest respectively. 
Huli is classified as a sub-family level isolate of the 
West-Central Family of the East New Guinea Highlands Stock, 
part of the huge Trans-New Guinea Phylum of Papuan (non-Melane-
sian/non-Austronesian) languages (Wurm 1977e:469). This 
family includes the Enga, Mendi and Kewa languages, the 
speakers of whom share certain ethnographic similarities with 
the Huli. 
Like most Highlanders the Huli have a short, sturdy 
physique and an aggressive, individualistic temperament. Being 
extremely proud of their culture and history, they consider all 
non-Huli cultures to be inferior. These characteristics have 
ensured the tenacity of the Huli life-style despite increasing 
association with outsiders. 
The figure of 71,000 is an estimate suggested by Noel 
Wright (D.O.I.C, Tari) in 197B. 1976 census figures suggest a 
conservative total of 58,739, while incomplete 1978 figures put 
the Huli population at around 67,000. Due to the multilocal 
residence, high mobility and gardening patterns of the Huli, 
many people believe the total population may approach 100,000. 
2 
The vast majority of languages in Papua New Guinea and 
Irian Jaya are classified as Papuan. Melanesian languages are 
a sub-category of the Austronesian (Malayo-Polynesian) group, 
few of which are present in the New Guinea island (Wurm 1977a), 

White Contact 
The Huli were first contacted by Europeans during the 
Hides and O'Malley expedition in 1935 (Hides 1936). Although 
subsequent sporadic patrols provided further brief contacts, 
it was not until 1951 with the establishment of an Administra-
tion post at Lumu-Lumu that they first experienced any real 
communication with the outside world. 
These early patrols are still remembered by elderly people 
such as Madiabe, the Land Mediator at Bebenete, who gave the 
following account: 
. . , Patrol officers carrying cargo came up to Mt. 
Ibira then followed the track towards Bebenete where 
the road is now. They came to the Dagia River and 
chopped down a big tree to cross the river, but it 
was too strong and the tree was carried away. 
When they were going back, I saw them—white things 
in the distance, moving away, wearing clothes and 
shirts. When they went off they killed one man called 
Haumali Minabe. They also killed Hogo Baia. Then they 
went around to Yangome. Over 'at Wabia side they killed 
Hogo Tagobe. 
They were the first hongbi to come to the Huli QHides 
and O'Malley, 1935_]. Then there are some others who 
came but I can't recognize their faces so I don't 
know who they are. 
Then Gebe Dara and Gebe Tale (Taylor and Black, 1938-9) 
came to Hoiebia and told us "We flew over the land and 
then came here when we saw this place."- They said "We 
are going to live with you. We won't kill you or hurt 
you, but live with you." 
Then Mitida Tabuanda (? Mr. Arthur Carey, 1952) came 
and made the airstrip at Lumu-Lumu. I was an important 
man during that time and I fought in the big battle. 
Mayiandabo (Mr. Smith) and Mitida Kalena (Mr. Clancy) 
came. They said "We are going to live with you." So 
I said "All right, I'll come with you." So they said 
"What's your name?" I said "My name is Madiabe." 
Then they said "Where is your place?" I said "I'm 
Dombe Md.a (clan name)." Then they said "What is your 
father's name?" But I did not say my Qdead^ father's 
name because I was afraid of his spirit. So I told 
them someone else's name. 
Then they went to Lake Gurubu (Kutubu) and I went with 
them. Only these names—Gebe Dara, Gebe Tale, Tabuanda, 
Mayiandabo and Kalena—these names I know. I don't 
know the other names, I know these names . • , 
The term h^ bnebi (pale) refers to fair-skinned Huli people, and 
the Huli also apply it to other light-skinned people such as 
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white Australians and New Zealanders. 
In 1952, the Unevangelized Fields Mission (U,F,M., now 
Asia Pacific Christian Mission) and the Methodist Overseas 
Mission (now United Church Mission) established posts in the 
Huli area, followed later by the Roman Catholic Capuchin Mission, 
the Seventh Day Adventist Mission, the Wesleyan Mission and 
Christian Missions in Many Lands (C.M.M.L.). The Leprosy Mission 
is based at Hoiebia with the United Church and conducts leprosy 
patrols amongst the Huli and neighbouring peoples. 
Most of these missions have sought to encourage Huli 
culture and to establish indigenous, self-supporting churches, 
unencumbered by Western traditions and ideas. A c:ase in point 
is the Asia Pacific Christian Mission (A.P.C.M.) which founded 
the Evangelical Church of Papua (E.C.P.). 
A.P.C.M. is now seconded to the E.C.P,, assisting in 
linguistic research (the Huli New Testament is nearing comple-
tion), literacy work, medical and pastoral training, family 
planning, marriage counselling, youth work and agricultural 
development. Missionaries may work with the church only by 
invitation from the Huli pastors, and are given a thorough 
training in language and culture before being actively engaged 
in the field. This practice has reinforced indigenous attitudes, 
while also giving the Huli a yardstick by which to critically 
evaluate increasing Western innovations. As an example, 
literacy work, which involves the use of traditional Huli legends 
as reading material, has resulted in most of the people being 
literate in their own language. 
The Huli churches are located in all clans throughout the 
area, often far from white contact, while the missions remain 
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The Huli distinguish three skin shades amongst themselves: 
mindibi (black), l<abi (brown) and Ronabi or >Tbnebi (pale). These 
are merely adjectives describing physical appearance. The Huli 
discriminate between peoples not on the basis of skin colour, 
but of cultural difference. 
amongst the people in the places where they began. Many of these 
mission centres and their medical clinics are now controlled and 
staffed by Huli, The primary schools which the missions started 
4 
are today run by the government. 
Not all missions are seconded to indigenous churches as in 
the above example. The Roman Catholic Mission controls the 
Catholic Church and although employing Huli catechists, pastoral 
work is still in the hands of expatriate priests. Some of these 
priests have become familiar with Huli language and culture 
after long years in the field. Many of the younger lay workers, 
however, seem completely ignorant of the people amongst whom 
they live. 
This is also true of many expatriate governm.ent workers, 
who speak Pidgin instead of Huli, label various places and 
clans as "villages" (although the Huli and other related peoples 
do not live in villages) and even misrepresent Huli place names 
4 
The Roman Catholic Mission has a secondary school at Wabia, 
attended maihly by Huli, A,P,C,M. administers Dauli Teachers 
College at Bebenete on behalf of the Evangelical Alliance of 
Papua New Guinea. Students come here from all over the country. 
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An incident illustrating this occurred on 26/5/78 at a 
concert at Wabia High School, organized by the Catholic Mission 
to raise funds for the government hospital at Lumu-Lumu. 
The largely Huli audience sat quietly as members of the 
mission played various monotonous piano-accordian pieces, 
accompanied by an hourglass drum. However, when three Swiss 
lay workers (a woman and two men) linked arms and sang some 
German beer-hall songs, while swaying from side to side and 
bouncing up and down, the audience literally collapsed into 
howls of uncontrollable laughter. Some rolled on the floor 
screaming "DawandaI DawandaI" 
Later when I remarked to one of the performers, who had 
lived there for about 18 months, that the Huli associated these 
antics with activities in a dawanda (courting house or courting 
party where married men obtain additional wives), he asked 
innocently "What's a dawanda?" (l) 
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on maps.^ Only Huli men working for the government use Pidgin, 
which is dismissed as a "rubbish language," and although some 
young people now use "village" as an English alternative for 
d\ndi ("ground" or "place") none of the Huli have adopted the 
government place names. 
The coming of government control has meant a ban on warfare 
(not entirely successful) and traditional platform burials, 
Dange (cowrie shells), the traditional Huli money, has been dis-
placed by common currency due to the increased supply and lack 
of liquidity of the former, Non-Huli government workers have 
also introduced alcohol and betel nut into the area (like most 
people of the New Guinea island, the Huli do not have a tradi-
tional alcoholic beverage). Few Huli, however, have accepted 
alcohol and none appear to have adopted betel nut chewing. 
Prior to Independence in 1975, the area was relatively 
isolated being accessible mainly by small aircraft. The Huli 
experienced little interference from the outside world. After 
the completion of the Highlands Highway from Mendi to Lumu-
Lumu following Independence, however, they obtained easy access 
to commercial centres such as Mt. Hagen. 
Thus Goloba is rendered Koroba, Gumu becomes Komo, 
Walidegemabu becomes Waritegemabu, Bebenete sometimes appears 
as Pepenette, Mogora Pugua becomes Fugwa and so on. Throughout 
this thesis the correct Huli names have been used, as they are 
by the missions in the area. Government practice is gradually 
changing as more Huli accept government jobs. 
The name Tari has a more complicated explanation. During 
his trip through the Huli area, the explorer Jack Hides fell 
into a gesticulated "conversation" with an old man at Lumu-Lumu. 
Hides claimed that the man said this was the country of the 
"Tarifuroro" and that the patrol was heading towards the "Waga 
Furari" river (Hides 1936:117). 
IfI is not a Huli phoneme, and the old man probably said 
"Tagali ^orogo" or "I'm going to the Tagali." As for "Waga 
Furari," the Huli probably said "Wage ^ orabi" meaning "You (dual) 
are going to the Wage" or "Wage porami" which is "You (plural) 
are going to the Wage." 
Nevertheless, for many years the Administration referred to 
the Huli as the "Tarifuroro" which was eventually abbreviated to 
"Tari." Today the gt^vernment uses Tari as an alternative name 
for the place Lumu-Lumu. The Huli, however, think it is the 
government name for the government station and use it as such. 
Numerous Huli-operated trade stores are now springing up 
along the main roads in the area, and many people share owner-
ship of Public Motor Vehicles (P,M,V,s) which run to Hagen and 
back. With the trade store boom, more Huli are wearing Western 
clothes whereas formerly usually only Seventh Day Adventists 
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were inclined to do this. Transistor radios, cassette recorders, 
guitars and ukeleles can now be purchased from trade stores, 
along with ladies' underwear and denim jeans. 
Despite these Western novelties, the majority of Huli still 
prefer their traditional dress and paraphernalia. The lure of 
the wider world of Papua New Guinean commerce appears not so 
much to obtain goods as to make money—a traditional Huli 
aspiration. Unregulated proliferation of trade stores cannot 
continue indefinitely since competition and rising fuel prices 
will make such ventures unprofitable. 
With the emergence of Papua New Guinea as an independent 
nation, many younger people are leaving the Huli area to attend 
university or to work in the government's Highlands Labour 
Scheme. Unlike the emigration of tertiary students, most of whom 
maintain strong clan and family ties, the Highlands Labour Scheme 
presents a serious problem for all concerned. Thousands of 
young men have left home for work in other parts of the country 
and few have returned. 
Hundreds of Huli now hold jobs on the plantations of Mt. 
Hagen, where they compete with and try to dominate workers from 
other groups. An estimated 9,000 Huli men live in Port Moresby 
7 
This was because the Seventh Day Adventist Mission paid 
their workers in Western clothes. Other missions were opposed 
to this practice since the traditional Huli costume suits the 
environment and the wearing of Western clothes encourages 
certain diseases. 
People who continually wear unwashed clothes or share clothes 
with their relatives and friends are more prone to leprosy, 
scabies and vaginal infections in women. When caught in the rain, 
people wearing Western clothes may develop pneumonia since clothes 
become rapidly saturated. By contrast, the traditional Huli 
costume, which includes tail leaves, woven string apron and bark 
rain-cape for men and thick reed skirt and pandanus rain-cape 
for women, is virtually waterproof. 
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where many of the younger men who have lost their jobs have 
a 
formed street gangs to fight gangs from other groups. 
This has produced an imbalance in the traditional male/ 
female ratio in the Huli area, resulting in an increase in 
polygynist marriages. Moreover, absent men unable to maintain 
clan contacts and argue for their rights inadvertently forfeit 
their land claims to older mercenary men and women. 
Despite these changes, the basic culture r^nains intact. 
The Huli seem capable of exploiting appropriate elements of 
Western technology without suffering cultural dislocation. 
Research 
Descriptions of various aspects of Huli culture have 
appeared in several books and films, as well as governmental 
surveys (see Bibliography). In this brief introduction only 
major academic works will be mentioned. 
Joan and Murray Rule, a husband and wife linguistic team 
working with U.F.M./A.P.C.M., conducted the first systematic 
anthropological and linguistic research amongst the Huli in 
1954 and 1955 producing a tentative Huli grammar and a diction-
ary. Although subsequently working amongst twenty-five other 
groups in Papua New Guinea and Irian Jaya they have maintained 
contact with the Huli, periodically updating their research. 
Their "Statement of the Phonology & Grammar of the Huli Language" 
(1970), dictionaries (l970) and comparative, studies (1977) 
remain the most comprehensive works written about the Huli 
language. 
The Roman Catholic Huli Language Conference have since 
produced a Huli-English dictionary (l97l) and a "simplified" 
Huli grammar (1973). The dictionary is of an acceptable 
academic standard, while the grammar resembles a collection of 
g 
Personal communication Alwyn Neuendorf, Murray Rule, Ken 
Macnaughtan and Tom Varghese (plantation accountant, Hagen). 
The latter claims the Huli are the most aggressive and ethno-
centric workers he has encountered. 
puerile Western jokes (in both English and Huli) interspersed 
with inaccurate and poorly written sections on the Huli language. 
From 1955 to 1956 and 1959 to 1960, Robert Glasse carried 
out anthropological field work amongst the Huli. Despite the 
time spent in the field and the amount of linguistic assistance 
given him, he was unable to learn Huli and conducted his inter-
views in Pidgin which even today is not widely used by the Huli. 
Consequently although he grasped the basic format of the Huli 
social structure and descent system, his writings contain many 
inaccuracies and phonological blunders (see Bibliography). 
During 1956 Glasse also made several tape recordings of 
Huli dawanda (courting house) singing and activities during the 
tige cult. The quality of these recordings is exceedingly poor, 
in no way enhanced by the recordist's amateurish commentary. 
Nevertheless, the tapes provide valuable historical source 
material for the experienced field researcher. 
As outlined in tbe Preface, the preliminary ethnomusicologi-
cal research amongst the Huli undertaken by the author and fellow 
-student Bronwyn Peters (Peters 1975, Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975) 
raised many questions including the nature of speech-tone reali-
zation in Huli music, the significance of group yodelling, the 
structure and practice of rare instruments and Huli musical con-
cepts (Pugh-Kitingan 1978:1-5)i This thesis-, based on the author's 
subsequent research, provides answers to these questions and 
attempts to give the reader a deeper understanding of the nature 
of Huli music and its place in Huli culture. 
PART ONE 
THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF HULI MUSIC 
CHAPTER 2 
HULI LIFE AND SOCIETY 
Environment 
The land of the Huli extends from near the former border of 
Papua and New Guinea in the north, south to Mt. Sisa, and includes 
the Muller and Karius Ranges, Labani Valley and Goloba/Mogora 
Pugua area in the west, with Magarima and its environs west of 
the Wage River in the east (Maps I and II). Possibly this was 
traditionally smaller, for Hides (1936:111-112) thought that 
the eastern mountains appeared to mark a cultural boundary 
between the Huli and peoples further east. As will be shown in 
Chapter 3, there is also evidence that the southern part of the 
Huli area was once inhabited by the peoples who today live on 
the Papuan Plateau south of Mt. Sisa. 
Topographically, the area is basically limestone country 
with volcanic soils spreading out from the eastern mountains. 
The limestone supposedly formed when the land was submerged as 
part of the Papuan geosynclinej while extensive uplift due to 
folding and faulting produced the mountain ranges and character-
istic undulation of the countryside. Sporadic volcanic activity 
established the large Doma Peaks volcano in the east, known to 
the Huli as Hari Ambua (Kari = mountain). Resultant lava flows 
formed the fertile volcanic plains with ash fallout clogging 
rivers, causing swamp formation in many places (McAlpine 1972, 
Renwick 1970), 
Most of this region lies between 1550 and 2500 metres 
(5,000 to 8,000 feet) above sea level, with some mountain peaks 
well over 3500 metres (11,000 feet). There are no seasons. 
Rainfall averages around 2500 millimetres (lOO inches) per 
annum, while temperatures range from 7 C to 27 C (McAlpine 1972), 
Afternoon rains and daily sunshine contribute to abundant crops 
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PLATE I: Hai Pugua in flood, as seen from Walete 
in Tani clan territory with Buriani land beyond 
of sweet potato. Occasional freak weather such as ex.cessive 
rain, harsh frosts or prolonged drought, however, destroys crops 
and severely affects food supplies. 
Although most of the countryside has been cultivated, 
patches of lower montane forest remain, chiefly around limestone 
outcrops. Apart from recurrent quakes and gases escaping from 
fissures in its crater, Hari Ambua is now dormant and its 
surrounding volcanic soils have been put to profitable horti-
cultural uses. The presence of swamps (pugua) in the area 
(Plate l) and former ash fallouts have an important historical 
and ritual significance for the Huli (see Chapter 3). 
The mountainous terrain is also musically significant. 
Solo yodelling (L^ ) is used for communicating messages across 
the hills, while group yodelling (iwa) assists in performing 
certain group tasks (a difficult feat for the individualistic 
Huli), Yodelled patterns have both a musical and organological 
importance for instrumental music, as will be shown in Part Two, 
Features of the physical environment also function as poetic 
imagery in musical verses. 
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Relations between the Huli and neighbouring groups have 
been partially determined by the nature of the terrain. The 
Muller and Karius Ranges, for example, form an impenetrable 
limestone barrier separating the Huli from the Bogaia and other 
Lowland groups to the southwest. Materials which cannot be 
obtained from the forests, soils and rivers of the Huli area 
must be imported from neighbouring regions. 
The immediate neighbours of the Huli are the Wage and Wela 
in the east, the Ipili and Pai-ela in the north, the Duna (who 
call themselves Yunua) to the northwest, the peoples south of 
Mt. Sisa on the Papuan Plateau, and the Fasu and Foe of Lake 
Kutubu in the southeast (see Map II). Until recently, the Huli 
had no contact with peoples beyond these. 
Like the Huli, the Wage, Wela and Ipili/Pai-ela belong to 
the West-Central Family of East New Guinea Highlands Stock 
languages (Wurm 1977e:469-470), and share ethnographic similari-
ties such as dispersed family settlements, raised coffins, 
elements of dress and rituals. The Ipili, Pai-ela and Wage are 
of Enga origin with shallow genealogies and patrilineal descent, 
in some cases tracing their ancestry to western migrations from 
Mae Enga groups (Meggitt 1958a:3^, while the Wela are linguisti-
cally and culturally most closely related to the Mendi (Rule 
1965:98-9). 
The Huli sometimes marry into the Wage and Wela, who supply 
them with vegetable salt, stone axe heads and nowadays pearlshell 
in return for pigs and other goods (Williams 1939:3, Meggitt 
1956:102-3). Vegetable salt is also obtained from the Ipili and 
Pai-ela via a precipitous route over the mountains from the 
Pogera Valley to the Huli area. Very few marriages have occurr-
-red between the Huli and these two closely related groups due 
to infrequent contact caused by the harshness of the interven-
ing countryside. Nevertheless the Ipili and Pai-ela, who 
depend on the Huli for tree-oil for bodily decoration and pigs, 
have adopted several Huli rituals including an exorcism rite 
and a small fertility cult (Meggitt 1958a:52-54). Although Wage 
and Wela have comparatively greater contact with Huli, the Ipili 
and Pai-ela are more strongly influenced by the Huli and Duna 
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due to their relative isolation from other groups (Meggitt 19583: 
55). 
Of all the neighbouring peoples, the Duna (or Yunua) have 
been most strongly influenced by the Huli. This acculturation 
is greatest on the border between Huli and Duna, so that on 
initial contact many investigators were confused about the exact 
nature of the cultures here (ses Sinclair 1973:49, Wurm 1959). 
Although the Duna have similar material culture, descent and 
social systems, warfare and ritual practices to the Huli, recent 
linguistic and anthropological research suggests that they are 
of the same stock as the Bogaia and peoples of the Strickland 
Gorge (Voorhoeve 1977b:395, Modjeska 1977:12). 
The dominating Huli regard the more timid Duna as weak 
people, yet recognize that they are supernaturally more power-
ful and often purchase stones and other paraphernalia for 
sorcery as well as occasionally borrowing Duna cults. In return, 
the Duna receive pigs, cowrie shells, salt, tree-oil, stone and 
nowadays steel axes. Intermarriage between Huli and Duna occurs 
frequently in the fringe areas and the children of such unions 
usually speak only Huli and claim that they are Huli. 
Like the Duna, the peoples of the sparsely populated 
Papuan Plateau between Mt, Sisa and Mt, Bosavi are linguistically 
classified as part of the Central and South New Guinea Stock 
(Voorhoeve 1977b:393-5). There are about five or six distinct 
groups of only a few hundred people each living in this area. 
The main ones are the Kaluli on the northern slopes of Mt. 
Bosavi, Etoro on the southern slopes of Mt. Sisa, Onabasulu south-
east of the Etoro.and an eastern group of the Beda'muni west of 
the Etoro (Kelly 1977:7-19, Schieffelin 1977:5-14) .''• 
The Huli trade with these longhouse peoples mainly for 
black palm wopd to make hunting bows, sometimes purchasing small 
palms to plant in the Huli area. A decorated fish-tailed drum 
in the literature Beda'muni are often referred to as 
Bedamini, Petamini, Beami and Biami, the latter two being 
government spellings. Etoro is thought to be a Beda'muni 
dialect (Voorhoeve 1977b:393). 
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called yulu malai was also formerly imported from these groups. 
According to Kelly (1977:14), the Onabasulu produce tree-oil 
which the Etoro exchange with the Huli, along with other products, 
for excessively expensive cowrie shells, pearlshell, piglets and 
Western trade goods; The Huli do not marry into these peoples 
whom they despise for their cannibalism. 
No intermarriage occurs between the Huli and the Foe and 
Fasu, who live in villages around men's longhouses and speak 
languages of the Kutubuan Stock (Rule 1977:1, 109-110; Wurm 
1977e:493-5). A brisk trade in tree-oil, however, occurs between 
the Foe and the Huli, Wela and Wage. This oil cannot be obtained 
from the higher Highlands altitudes (Williams 1941:15). 
The Huli collectively refer to the Ipili and Pai-ela, Wage 
and Wela as "Obena," while the Yunua are called "Duna," the 
Papuan Plateau peoples are classified as "Duguba" and the Foe 
and Fasu are labelled "Hewa." According to the Huli, Obena, 
Huli, Duna and Duguba are descended from a common ancestor 
named Hela, while Hewa are unrelated "foreigners." 
An inherent ambiguity lies in these terms, however, because 
in former times they were often applied to Huli people living 
towards the direction of these non-Huli groups. Thus the Huli 
living east of the Tagali called those on the west "Duna," 
while they in turn labelled people further west "Duna" and 
referred to Huli in the north, northeast and east as "Obena." 
Similarly Huli in the south were often called "Duguba," while 
they themselves used the term for people further south and so 
on. The term "Huli" itself was applied to people living in the 
Bebenete area, from where the group as a whole originated, while 
other Huli clans (h'ameigini) were known by their individual 
3 
names. For the Huli, these terms thus embody directional 
"Trom conversations with Huli, this may have resembled the 
drum played by Etoro and Onabasulu sorcerers (Kelly 1977:26) or 
that played in the Kaluli Ilib Kuw:> dance (Schieffelin 1977:225) 
3 
Bebenete people often refer to people south of the Huria 
River as "Obena" because they moved there from the east during 
a time of trouble. The term "clan" is used here as in British 
anthropological work, corresponding to the American "sib." 
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concepts of human migration and settlement (Pugh( Kitingan) 1975: 
xii). 
Neighbours of the Huli apply the term "Huli" to the group 
as a whole. This usage has been adopted by the government who 
also label the Yunua "Duna" and the peoples of the Strickland 
Gorge "Hewa." Since the Huli have no traditional contact with 
the Hewa, the government has presumably adopted a Duna term in 
naming them (Sinclair 1966:164), 
Language 
The Huli language is one of the most tenacious aspects of 
Huli culture, and language communication is the most important 
4 
feature of Huli music. As shown previously, this is exempli-
fied by the performance of the instruments gawe (double-stringed 
musical bow) and hiriyula (jaw's harp), through which poetic 
verses are articulated, as well as the solo nature of most 
other musical genres (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975, 1977, 1979a), 
From examining the orthography listed earlier, which is 
that devised by the Rules (1970, 1977), it can be seen that 
Huli is phonologically suited to such treatment, having no 
fricatives apart from the voiced alveolar /y/ and the voiceless 
pharyngeal /h/. The basic syllabic structures of V, W , CV 
and CVV, where all words end in vowels with no consonant 
clusters, also assist rapid articulation and instrumental 
treatment. 
4 r ^ 
Contrary to Glasse's naive assumption (1968:20], Huli as 
a sub-family level isolate of the West-Central Family of East 
New Guinea Highlands Stock languages has no dialects. The 
language is spoken consistently throughout the entire area. 
5 
This is often incorrectly transcribed as / j / by non-Huli, 
who also confuse the retroflex /l/ with the English /r/ and 
mistake the Huli flapped /r/, which occurs only in word-medial 
position, for the English /d/. 
The amount of friction in the Huli /y/ varies according to 
a speaker's idiolect, /s/ may sometimes occur as a free variant 
of h i in word-initial position with some speakers. 
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To appreciate the analysis of musical examples in Part Two, 
further points should be noted. Huli is a full tone language 
employing three contrastive word tone patterns: high falling 
(/), mid level (—) and low rising (•^ ). Verb affixes have their 
own tonal patterns which are independent of those of verb stems 
(Rule and Rule 1970:x-xi, Rule 1977:lO). 
Huli has nine pronouns expressing singular, dual and plural 
in all three persons (Rule and Rule 1970:3)., Four basic tenses 
(historic past, near past, present and future) and two voices 
(active and stative) are differentiated. 
The basic sentence structure is subject-object-verb. 
Sentence-medial verbs precede principal verbs to form subordinate 
clauses of time, purpose, reason, condition, direction and 
manner. Extensive suffixing is a morphological feature of verb 
forms and suffixes denoting tense, voice, person, number, 
aspect, mood and interrogative are added to verb stems to form 
principal verbs. 
There are two basic types of imperative, immediate and 
future or deferred. Huli has three existential verbs which, 
when used in their relevant stative form, convey the equivalent 
of the English "to be." Suffixes may also be added to nouns to 
indicate focussed subjects, adverbial phrases or the possessive. 
The Huli numerical system is based on 15 (nguira) and each 
number has a cardinal (n), ordinal (nth) and repetitive (n times) 
form. Ordinals are used for counting objects in a row, while 
group counting is done in singles, wholes or pairs using the 
repetitive form. Multiplication also occurs, the highest number 
being 225 or 15 times 15 (Rule and Rule 1970:49-51), 
This resembles a body-parts system in which 13 fhaleria) 
corresponds to "ear" (hale). 14 (deria) to "eye" (^) and 15 
(nguira) to "nose" (ngui). When counting, people begin from 
In Huli literature these signs are placed at the start of 
a word where there is a possibility of ambiguity. Throughout 
this thesis, however, they will be used on all words to facili-
tate the analysis of speech-tone realization in music, except 
in certain translation sections where this would be redundant. 
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the little finger of the left h'and. Using the right index as a 
pointer, they run across the fingers and up the arm to shoulder, 
neck and face then down the other side to the little finger of 
the right hand. The system is thus symmetrical jand pivots on 
the nose. In conversation the number 50 is sometimes indicated 
by pressing the palms together then touching the toes. 
The voluble expression of personal opinion is an outstand-
ing Huli character trait, language being the main vehicle for 
defining the thoughts of the individual. As with other features 
of their culture,' the Huli consider their language to be 
superior to all others and encourage non-Huli people to learn 
to speak it. 
Settlement and Agriculture 
Like most of the major Highlands groups, the Huli do not 
live in villages but in family settlements dispersed across the 
countryside amongst their gardens (Plate II). Population 
density is high, at over 100 person's per square mile (Sillitoe 
1977:73).^ 
Each settlement consists basically of two houses (anda), 
one of which is occupied by a man and his sons over the approxi-
mate age of seven years (agandia or Balama anda) and the other 
by his wife, daughters and small children (wandia). The Huli 
have a multilocal residence pattern whereby an individual may 
periodically reside with kin amongst other clan (hameigini) 
groups. Hence house occupancy varies. Co-wives, who are usually 
hostile to each other, rarely share houses and often live amongst 
other clan groups. There is a strict segregation of the sexes 
and men and women never enter each other's houses. 
n 
Laycock (1977b:219-21) has incorrectly suggested that the 
Huli number system is based on 14 and, being derived from a 
body-parts scheme, cannot be a true numerical system but merely 
a tally arrangement. As shown above, however, the Huli use a 
true numerical system. Although it is based on a body-parts 
arrangement, they are quite capable of calculating in numbers 
greater than 15 and make substantial profits when trading, 
• 
Sillitoe's population figures are extremely low for the 
Huli and are possibly out of date. 
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PLATE II: Huli settlements amongst sweet potato gardens 
Men are responsible for house construction. As shown in 
Plate III, Huli houses are small ridged-roofed dwellings built 
flat on the ground for defence purposes and heat retention 
during the cold nights. Entry is made through a small doorway 
(haraba) which is covered by two or three planks placed edgewise 
between two vertical posts. The rough timber walls are insula-
ted with bark and at night a fire burns inside, the smoke of 
which helps to preserve the kunai grass (dangi) roof. 
The occupants lie around the fire on the ground or on 
wooden sleeping ledges (paliagane) and spend the nights listen-
ing to the recitation of bi te or stories or playing solo 
musical instruments such as gawa, hiriy'ula and the men's pan-
pipes or gulupobe. through which words are also articulated. 
Pieces of food may be roasted in the flames or cooked in the 
ashes of the fire. For normal eating purposes, however, a 
ground oven (dawaga) is prepared outdoors every two or three 
days to feed the occupants of each house. Men usually do not 
eat from the same ground oven as women unless they can take the 
food first, since to eat food handled by women is considered 
dangerous. 
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PLATE III: Haralu in front of his house 
During the day, most activities are concerned with horti-
culture and pig-raising. Sweet potato (hina) is the staple of 
the Huli diet. Other crops include taro (ma), bananas (hai), 
ginger (mondoro, palena) for medicinal purppses, sugarcane (du) 
and various green shoots. Men also grow croton and cordyline to 
wear as tail leaves (payabu), and tobacco (mTindu) which is 
smoked in bamboo pipes (mundu tae), Women grow reeds (dambe) 
which, after being plucked, slit open, beaten flat and dried in 
the sun, at'e made into skirts (Kura). River flats are often 
used for reed cultivation with fences encircling patches belong 
-ing to different families. Since white contact, various crops 
such as coffee, tomatoes and potatoes have been successfully 
introduced. Pineapples and citrus fruits have also been intro-
duced but do not grow well in the high altitude. 
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Most horticultural activities revolve around the cultivation 
of sweet potato. Men cut new gardens (mabu e) from the bush by 
felling the trees then burning the undergrowth and digging in 
the ashes. Deep drains are also dug around the perimeters to 
keep out marauding pigs and mark boundaries between neighbouring 
land. 
Once the men have cleared the ground the women form the 
soil into mounds (m"Dndo, Inondone) and plant sweet potato runners 
in the top of each mound. They are also responsible for tending 
gardens (mabu) throughout crop maturation which usually takes 
three to four months in well prepared soil. The growing period 
is estimated in months (ege) by watching the phases of the moon 
(age). 
Gardens are cultivated continuously until soil resources 
become depleted, resulting in smaller tubers which take longer 
to mature. Old gardens (plini) are then left to fallow, other 
gardens being cultivated elsewhere, and pigs are allowed in to 
forage. Fallow time is estimated by observing the amount of 
secondary regrowth on the sites. When densely covered they can 
be recultivated. 
Prior to recultivation, bush and undergrowth are cut down 
and sites are covered with dried grass (era, e Bora) which is 
burnt off. Either men or women can perform this task, but 
again mounding and recultivation is usually the responsibility 
9 
of women. New mounds are formed from adjacent old mounds, the 
new top soil coming from the base of the old mounds (Figure l), 
old mounds 
new mounds 
Figure 1: Mound reformation 
If the garden belongs to a bachelor or unhappily married 
man all mounding and cultivation is done without female assis-
tance. 
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The traditional implements used in gardening were the man's 
stone axe (ayu) and digging stick (hiomabu). and the woman's 
digging stick (l<feba). These have been superseded by the steel 
axe (^eleba) and metal shovel (lama). 
Outdoor activities such as gardening are frequently accom-
panied by yodelling. When clearing a garden, for example, men 
yodel a particular iwa (known simply as iwa) as they lift heavy 
logs together or perform any arduous task requiring a group 
effort. Women walking together to their gardens in fine weather 
cry the group call named Heao, which consists of two musical 
parts simultaneously calling "Hiea-o-il" The 'aliwa or ali iwa 
("men's yodelling") is an iwa yodelled by groups of boys walking 
together in cold weather. The same term is used for the solo 
yodel of a lone shivering little boy who sees rain approaching 
as he goes to perform his errands. 
In addition to sweet potato cultivation, women are also 
largely responsible for raising pigs (nogo). These animals are 
the most highly prized objects in Huli culture and a person's 
prestige is estimated according to the number of pigs owned. 
An individual may possess between ten and one hundred pigs 
(Glasse 1968:277), although ownership in a family situation is 
usually shared equally between husband and wife with children 
being given responsibility for particular piglets. Pigs are 
named and treated as members of the family to which they become 
emotionally attached. Every pig recognizes the mbu or pig-call 
of its owner. This is uttered mainly through the nose, and 
resembles a long, loud, nasalized grunt of rising pitch followed 
by three or four clicks of the tongue. 
Pigs are fed on poor quality sweet potato. During the day 
they may be tethered by the leg outside or allowed to roam 
through old gardens, while at night they are housed in pig pens 
(nogo golia) separate from the owners' houses (Plates IV and V), 
Murray Rule (personal communication) estimates that the 
steel axe has reduced the time spent in felling trees to one 
eighteenth of its former duration. 
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PLATE IV: Pig led by tethering rope (h'ende) 
> 1 •. 
PLATE V: Pig pen (nbgo_gblia) 
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Live pigs are presented as bride-wealth (wariabu) to 
legalize marriage, and are given as conpensation (abi) for 
deaths and injuries in battle. Pigs are killed and the meat is 
exchanged during pig feasts such as the homanogo held after 
someone has died, or feasts organized by Huli Christians on 
significant occasions. These events provide opportunities for 
settling old debts and placing others under new obligations. 
If many people are invited to a feast, the hosts estimate 
the amount of meat to be distributed using a small bundle of 
twigs or bamboo called ira kui. Each stick represents an 
individual to whom meat is owed and if there are more twigs than 
meat, more pigs will be killed. The aim is to have more meat 
than twigs, thus placing the guests in debt. The meat is cut 
up and distributed by men, while women wash the intestines and 
PLATE VI: Men dividing meat at United Church feast 
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PLATE VII: Woman washing pig's intestine 
—after filling it with water, she blows into it 
and the faeces is expelled at the other end 
stuff them with greens to be cooked in ground ovens with the 
meat (Plates VI and VIl). Men and women receive equal shares 
of pork. 
As well as celebrating the end of mourning and church events, 
pigs may be sacrificed to spirits to avert trouble, sickness or 
spirit possession. During major fertility cults, pig sacrifices 
are frequently accompanied by feasting and debt settlement. 
"Tit is difficult to estimate the monetary value of pigs 
in Huli society. One large sow is worth more than a small pig-
let. I recall a Wela acquaintance who wanted to marry a Huli 
woman and had to j?aise from K600 to K800 to buy sufficient pigs 
for the bride-wealth fl5 to 20 pigs). 
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The Huli also raise fowls (ega) which are occasionally 
substituted for pigs at feasts, although they are of lesser 
value. They are left to scratch about the house during the day 
and at night may be housed in a coop. 
The importance of pig-raising and sweet potato cultivation 
to the Huli is reflected in their musical verses. The idea of 
pulling pigs out of their pens for bride-wealth is a common 
theme in gawa and hiriyula verses (see transcriptions 14, 15, 
19, 21, 27, 29 and 37). Pride in growing, cooking and eating 
sweet potato is also frequently used as subject matter (tran-
scriptions 26, 28 and 37). 
While agriculture supplies the Huli with most of their 
food, additional resources are obtained from the bush. Animals 
such as cus-cus (tia) are hunted throughout the Huli area, while 
wild pigs (nogo gabua) and cassowaries (yari) still flourish in 
the bush towards Gumu. Fish (wena) are caught only during freak 
floods when swamps overflow, since most rivers are too swift and 
treacherous for fishing. Pandanus trees grow extensively in the 
bush and supply the Huli with red pandanus fruit (abare). 
Certain pandanus varieties also produce syncarps of edible nuts 
(anga) which are relished as a delicacy. 
Social Structure and Descent System 
The basic social and genealogical group in Huli society is 
called h'ameigini (h'amene = man's brother, igini = son), which 
literally means "brothers' sons." English speaking Huli use 
the word "clan" when explaining the concept of hameigini, an 
exogamous group which includes all living descendants who trace 
their ancestry through all male and female links to a founding 
ancestor. 
Glasse (1968:23-4) distinguishes between tTameigini as a 
genealogical unit which he calls "cognatic stock" and as a 
social group or "parish," This distinction is meaningless to 
the Huli, since current hameigini members are the living elements 
in a flowing genealogical continuum—the genealogical unit is 
realized in the social group which centres' on the individual. 
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Each hameigini consists of several smaller hameigini which 
English speakers sometimes call "sub-clans," while Glasse 
(1968:24) labels them "parish-sections." The Huli often 
describe the founder of a major h'ameigini as the father (aba) 
of the founders of composite hameigini, who are themselves 
portrayed as brothers (tiamene). This is a putative relation-
ship, however, since sub-group founders can be any descendants 
of the original h'ameigini founder and are not necessarily 
brothers. 
Ha'meigini retain the names of their founding ancestors. 
Glasse (l959a:179-lBl) suggests that sub-groups can be named 
after either male or female ancestors but major h'ameigini are 
only named after male ancestors, a fear of mentioning the names 
12 
of female ghosts presumably being the reason for this. These 
assumptions, however, are incorrect because female ancestors 
are often mentioned by name in genealogies and there are several 
major h'ameigini who retain the names of their female founders. 
Buriani h'ameigini, for example, was founded by the woman Buria. 
Thus in time a h'ameigini produces large multilineages 
which, due to their size, form individual Hameigini. This is an 
ongoing process, as illustrated by the Tani hameigini shown in 
Figure 2. Formerly Tani was a major exogamous h'ameigini consist-
ing of the sub-groups Hewago, Toromo, Egago and Dabo. Today 
these composite groups are approaching the status of major 
h'ameigini and consist of their own sub-groups. The rule of exo-
gamy no longer 'applies to Tani as a whole and while Egago and 
Dabo still marry into h'ameigini outside of Tani, Hewago and 
Toromo are now so large that they can marry into each other as 
exogamous h'ameigini. 
Each major hameigini has its own territory and composite 
h'ameigini own portions of land therein. These are further sub-
divided into parcels owned by individuals and their kin, A 
12 
Glasse's term "ambilineage" in this article is misleading 
since more than two lineages may form a clan. In describing the 
Huli descent system in terms of quasi-lineages and heterogeneous 
ambilineal/agnatic forms, I feel that he has twisted the flexi-
ble Huli system to suit his rigid non-Huli models. 
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group of instructors in the liaroli bachelor cult is associated 
with each major h'ameigini, as is a set of spirit stones and a 
ground for large-scale fertility rites. Major hameigini 
assemble for interclan warfare, but most other disputes occur 
at the composite h'ameigini level where small-scale rituals 
are also organized. 
The Huli have a cognatic descent system in which genealo-
gies are traced primarily through Fa, Mo, FaFa, FaMo, MoFa and 
13 MoMo. Since en individual is potentially the member of many 
different h'ameigini through utilizing these kinship links and 
those further back in the genealogy, he or she maintains alle-
giance to several groups at once. While it is impossible to 
maintain contact with every group, most individuals try to 
participate in the affairs of at least three of their h'ameigini 
and influential men may concurrently exercise influence in up 
to seven separate hameigini (Glasse 1959b:278-283), Multi-
local residence results from this, as people periodically 
reside with different cognates to maintain influence amongst 
other liameigini. 
Before discussing the significance of the Huli descent 
system in musical verse structure, some genealogies should be 
considered. Huli genealogies are comparatively long, in some 
cases extending to fifteen or more generations. Most people 
remember their ancestors as far back as the founders of compo-
site Inameigini, while influential old men trace their ancestry 
right back to Hela the progenitor of the Huli. 
Madiabe (Plate VIII), one of the most respected Huli Land 
Mediators, recounted genealogies through his FaFa, FaMo, MoFa, 
MoMo and MoMoMo (Figures 3 to 7). The former three were traced 
from Hela while the latter two were given only briefly, possibly 
because he was tired at this stage of the interview'. Although 
this is a typical cognatic descent system, agnatic preference 
is shown by lines through even female links being realised 
mainly in terms of male ancestors. The "mothers" of these are 
"Tather, mother, father's father, father's mother, mother'i 
father and mother's mother respectively. 
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PLATE VIII: Dombe Mia Madiabe 
identified by personal name, hameigini name or both according to 
preference. 
The most distant generations have been telescoped here, for 
Madiabe later claimed that Obena, Huli, Duna and Duguba were 
actually Hela's grandsons as shown in Figure 8. Thus Huli is 
often surnamed by his ancestor as Hela Huli. 
In Figure 3 some of the most important descendants of Huli 
are included. Relationships within a particular "generation" do 
not imply similar Hameigini status because different groups 
Madiabe would identify a particular woman by her personal 
name or h'ameigini name on different occasions. Women who are 
unnamed in these diagrams are usually remembered, but in our 
discussions he forgot to mention their names. 
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Hela 
I T 
Pangali 
Obena Huli O 
9 
Duna 
""1 
Duguba 
I 
Baibali 
1 
Dabera Uguma Wara Irabu 
Mane Jpfw^ -^'^ -Tanabe Buri Pibi Page Tani Buria 
,^ --''' (foundress 
of Buriani) 
Tanabe 
Gogonabe 
Yangali (a w'andarilabo from Obena direction) 
Dubidili's daughter from Duguba 
Wariyobe 
K: 
Hale of Tagobali hameigini in Duguba direction 
Uguma Wabia woman of Gulubal i h'ameigini 
—i 
Uguma Yanga 
A = 
Garu 
Wabiago woman of 
Dagima 
hameigini ci) 
Dombela Tagobe 
(foundress of Dombe Wia) 
.1^  " 
woman of Kobaya h'ameigini 
woman of Gerabu hameigini 
Miabe woman from Bai (Baibali) hameigini 
Biama woman of Poro hameigini 
A: 
Tidagua/Tidaya woman of Dalihi hameigini 
Higira woman of Page h'ameigini 
Haroli Haile of Toira h'ameigini \[ 
Madiabe 
Figure 3: Wadiabe*-s father's father's line 
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Hela 
I 
Pangali 
Obena 
A 
Huli i Duna Duguba 
Tanabe Buri Page 
Uguma 
<f 
1= 
Gome Gume 
woman of Pibi 
Kuingia Mume 
hameigini 
1=0 , VTT 
K X "F 
woman of 
Kuingia Mume 
h'ameigini 
Hogombe Merai Pagale Uguma Warila 
Toyala Goriyano Agira Hayare 
O A: 
A Uguma Lumbale 
A-
Uguma Langibe 
=0 
Uguma Gabora 
A= 
Uguma Aibe 
K 
Andigi Higira .Tiane 
A= 
:? 
Tandali ; 
Haroli Haile 
Madiabe 
Figure 4: Madiabe's father's mother's line 
expand and fragment at different rates. Thus Tanabe can be 
described as a phratry which includes all the Rameigini in the 
Bebenete-Wabia-Gupari area and Mane likewise includes all the 
groups from Hoiebia around to Walidegemabu, vihlle XfSi^l, Tani, 
Buriani, Pibi and Page are essentially major exogamous clans 
composed of sub-clans. These are obviously not rigid structures 
but are in a state of change and development. 
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Hela 
I 
Obena Huli 
Pangali 
Duna 
1 
Duguba 
_ A 
A: 
Dabera 
A-
Dabera Yaluabe woman of Diribiame hameigini 
towards Duna direction 
Duguba 
woman 
Dabera Yole/Yolo Obena woman 
• Dabera Wara 
-O 
(can't remember) 
Angali/Angalia 
L 
woman from Haro 
Angalia Toira 
Angali Toale woman from Haro 
Angali Endego woman of Baibali hameigini 
Angalia Gawana Gangua hameigini woman 
Mbiraga 
• .£ 
Magabo hameigini woman 
=o Angali Ybmo [ Pimali of Tabaya hameigini in Obena direction 
Abale 
"T 
Wana H&roli I Haile 
Madiabe 
Figure 5: Madiabe's mother's father's line 
Although Madiabe is directly descended from Wabia and 
Wabiago through Tagobe, he gives his allegiance to the large 
h'amBigini named Dombe Mi^ a which was founded by Tagobe* s half-
sister Dombela. Ml.abe was possibly Dombela's son, but he traced 
his decent through Tagobe. 
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A= 
Mabu Homai 
K 
Mabu Wauwira 
k^ 
Wana 
Obena woman 
1: 
Hiru 
<5 T ^ 
P i m a l i Hagau 
woman of Hibinda 
h'ameigini 
A: :i 
Andiya's Angali Yomo 
mother 
A 
Andiya Haroli | Haile 
Homogowali 
1 
Madiabe 
Figure 6: Madiabe's mother's mother's line 
Dali Uguma 
1 
Dali Undua 
Uguma Tidango 
i 1 
•-O 
Wandome of Dali Mandi hameigini 
A 
Uguma Biru Uguma-Hiwa Uguma^Pal-agua ,Y-omo 
S" 
Homogowali Walibaya 
Haroli Haile 
Madiabe 
Figure 7: Madiabe's mother's mother's putative descent 
r 
Anda Libaya i 
Obena 
Hela =o Pangali 
Hulu Gumaia 
1 " 
Huli 
Midila 
1 
Duna 
1 
Dugu Yabagoya i 
Duguba 
Figure B: Hfela's descendants 
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A similar Hameigini expansion to that of Tani is shown in 
Figure 5, where Madiabe's mother was agnatically part of Toira 
Hameigini. This was a sub-group of Angalia or Angali which was 
originally a sub-group of Dabera Wara. Angalia is often 
included under Tanabe because they moved to live in the Bebene-
te area. Page and Pibi are also from near Bebenete but are not 
descendants of Tanabe. 
Figures 6 and 7 shown two alternative genealogies for 
Madiabe's MoMo. Here she is named Homogowali, whereas in 
Figure 5 she is called Pimali which is the name of her sister 
in Figure 6. Yomo, Madiabe's MoFa, may have married both women 
and Pimali may have been his first wife while Homogowali was 
the mother of Haile. 
The genealogy in Figure 6 is that of Homogowali's actual 
descent, while that in Figure 7 shows the ancestry of some of 
the people amongst whom she lived. Putative kinship links are 
sometimes used to substantiate land claims and maintain contact 
amongst non-relatives, thereby increasing an individual's realm 
of influence. 
Further evidence of this can be seen in some of the genea-
logies described in the Appendix which analyzes the descent of 
several other influential men. From examining this appendix, 
it can be seen that descent can also be traced through the half 
-sibling of a parent, and names may be changed and generations 
omitted when reciting genealogies. If the distant ancestors of 
h'ameigini founders are forgotten, the names of totem-like 
animals are occasionally substituted as putative predecessors. 
In the rare cases where this occurs, the totems are said to be 
manifestations of da"ma or gebe (spirits of non-human origin) 
who were placated during fertility cults. 
It can thus be seen that the Huli have a cognatic descent 
system which is socially realized in the formation of hundreds 
of exogamous clans or h'ameigini, each consisting of smaller 
h'ameigini or multilineages, Hameigini are in a continuous 
state of change and development with smaller sub-groups gradual 
-ly assuming exogamous status as major h'ameigini. These eventu 
-ally expand beyond cohesive organizational groups and achieve 
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phratry-like status in which the founder's names are only 
remembered as ancestors of existing h'ameigini. 
Both men and women manipulate their extensive genealogies 
to utilize cognatic kinship links and further their influence 
amongst other groups. Although some genealogies extend for 
fifteen or more generations, these are frequently telescoped 
with unimportant distant ancestors omitted. 
Individuals are surnamed by their fathers' agnatic h'ame-
igini in everyday life. The surname precedes the personal 
name. In the poetic verses of Huli music, however, a person 
may be identified by the names of other h'i.meigini from whom he 
or she is cognatically descended or place names within the 
territories of these clans. Personal names are rarely used in 
musical verses, and figurative imagery is often employed with 
the other names. 
As an example, the verse shown in Transcription 16 may be 
considered. Its literal translation is also given here: 
^ / N 
Yai damu yarogo. Rain I am being wet, 
Ibai yki damu yai yarogo. Ibai rain I am being wet. 
Aluya yai damu yarogo. Aluya rain I am being wet. 
Ahdama yai damu yarogo. Andama rein I am being wet. 
Gurubu yai ^amu yarogo. Gurubu rain I am being wet. 
Gangabu yai c5amu yarogo. Gangabu rain I am being wet. 
Mandalo, Gurubu yai Mandalo, Gurubu rain 
damu yarogo. I am being wet. 
This was articulated by a woman named Gagime as she played her 
gaw©. The changing names in the verse refer to places amongst 
the Hameigini associated with her husband, and thus she discreet 
-ly indicates her affection for him using the idea of rain from 
these places. This verse is typical of Huli love poetry in 
which place names or clan names alternate in the verse structure. 
Other examples will be considered more fully in Part Two. 
Hameigini names and places are an important feature of 
kiabudugu laments, damba bi or legal orations and other Huli 
genres as well as music expressing love. Gawa and hiriyula 
verses sometimes communicate dindi l^i or praise for one's home-
land by the use of such names. The Kameigini concept thus not 
only influences a person's social actions, but also affects 
musical verse structure. 
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Male Life Cycle 
Huli boys spend their first few years under the care of 
their mothers and apart from occasional small chores, lead 
reasonably free lives. Between the ages of five to seven, they 
move to their fathers' houses and undergo a period of strict 
supervision in preparation for adulthood. Responsibility for a 
15 boy may be shared between his father and other male kin. 
All boys pass through a series of developmental stages. 
During the first stage, which is c^ alled ejga mblo after the first 
larks to cry at dawn, boys learn discipline and respect for 
their elders as well as adaptation to harsh climatic conditions 
and responsibility for certain chores. They are forced to 
sleep away from the fire and must rise at daybreak, when the 
ega mblo first cry, to leave the house to wash and- change their 
tail leaves (payabu). If they fail to pass an inspection on 
returning, they are sent for a second wash in the cold morning 
air. Chores include collecting firewood, water and sometimes 
tobacco leaves or mundu for the men to smoke in their mundu b'e 
or pipes (Plate IX), Misdeeds and failure to perform chores 
satisfactorily are punished by beating or the withholding of 
food. 
Through mixing with their male kin, boys become familiar 
with their genealogies and wider kinship contacts, and are told 
the myths or bi henene ("true words") of their people. They 
also observe adults playing musical instruments and sometimes 
make their own toy instruments. 
The second stage or d'klia gamu ("strong/hard magic") covers 
the ages of about ten to fourteen. In addition to the chores 
and genealogical knowledge of the previous stage, boys now 
acquire the skills of making net bags (m) and net aprons 
(dambale). They are subjected to hard physical exercise, and 
are taught to hunt cus-cus (tia) and birds (^a) with a small 
A young unmarried man may take responsibility for a boy. 
With the exodus of young men away from the Huli area under the 
Highlands Labour Scheme and the involvement of older men in the 
trade store boom, the traditional male life cycle is starting 
to disintegrate. Many boys and youths lack parental discipline. 
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PLATE IX: Man with smoking-pipe fmlindu be) 
—when the dried tobacco leaf in the sidehole is lit, 
the smoke is sucked through the open end of the tube 
imitation of the long bow (danda) and prepare a ground oven 
dr dawaga. Their acult instructors are paid with a portion of 
the game. 
During this stage and the previous one, boys occasionally 
may be subjected to the initiation ordeals of the sporadic t'ege 
pulu cult to give them greater strength. This will be discussed 
in Chapter 3. 
The third stage or tagira dalia gamu yu Hblene ("outside 
strong magic holding life") begins when boys approach puberty 
around fifteen years. They now withdraw into the bush together 
to become self-sufficient by developing their hunting skills 
and preparing their own food, and begin growing their hair for 
wig manufacture in the following stage. 
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In order to grow strong the youths must remain chaste and 
free from sexual influences, and hence avoid all contact with 
women (who are also considered dangerous because they menstruate) 
and married men. Younger boys often act as intermediaries 
between the youths and their fathers. Occasionally a youth may 
return to work in hiis father's garden at night, but he must 
avoid seeing women and should return to the bush before daybreak 
without being seen. 
The youths try to develop firm muscles and "big" hair, the 
signs of chaste healthy growth, through hard work and by sprink 
-ling their hair five or six times per day with dew or clear 
swamp water. Each afternoon they are visited by one or two 
instructors from the Haroli bachelor cult, who chant manda gamu 
("hair magic") over the youths as their hair is sprinkled. The 
h'ai^ oli, who are paid in strings of dange shells for their ser-
vices, instruct the youths to observe certain dietary restric-
tions such as abstaining from pig-fat, burnt or overcooked foods 
and charcoal. Small lean portions of pork, small amounts of 
undercooked greens and plenty of sweet potato are allowed to 
ensure luxuriant hair growth. Food prepared by women or married 
men, however, is absolutely forbidden. 
Having reached the approximate age of twenty to twenty-two 
years, some men decide to join the seclusive h^'oli group as 
igiri haroli ("Haroli boys") for a period and then either leave 
to marry or continue on as Karoli instructors. This will be 
dealt with in Chapter 4, Due to the expense of paying the 
Haroli (fees include pigs, d^nge and face-paint), many men 
prefer to bypass the igiri Haroli stage and return to normal 
society to i?aise pigs for their eventual marriages. Since the 
introduction of the government's Highlands Labour Scheme, many 
men of the igiri h'aroli age group have left the Huli area to 
work elsewhere. Subsequently, the Haroli cult has,declined and 
young men tend to marry at an earlier age. 
Wall dabulene £u h'arahole (^ "woman marrying stage") is the 
time in a man's life when he is considered old enough to marry, 
traditionally from twenty-five to twenty-eight years. Men in 
this category may or may not have passed through the i"giri 
Haroli stage, but they should be fully mature with firm muscles 
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and full beards. They are now old enough to wear wigs (rfianda) , 
play the g'ulupobe instruments, court women and play gawa and 
h'lriyula through which poetic verses of love are articulated. 
No formal instruction in playing these instruments is given. 
Prpficiency is acquired through observing others and practising 
alone. The gulupobe instruments are played by most men, while 
only the skilful play gawa and Hiriyula. If a young man has no 
aptitude for the latter two instruments or if he grows up among 
men who do not play them, he may never learn their performance. 
Gulupobe or panpipes instruments are played for personal 
entertainment to pass time as, for example, when walking on a 
long journey. There are three types of gulupobe—two with seven 
pipes and one with eight. The common seven-tubed variety, which 
has no specific name and is simply dialled "gulupobe," and its 
longer version the gulungulu or ngulungulu are played from the 
time men reach adulthood. Like the wig, they are visual indi-
cations of being a man (ali) as opposed to being a boy (igiri). 
The small eight-tubed gulupobe called pulugela, welagela or 
gelagi is played usually by married men (agali) after the birth 
if their first child, and thus symbolizes a new stage in a man's 
life. 
During, courtship, wordis may be whispered into the pipes of 
the common gulupobe and gulungulu as the performer blows. The 
rare gulungulu is usually kept in a man's house to be played at 
night, while the two other gulupobe are played outside during 
the day. 
The birth of children is regarded as a significant part of 
a man's life, and older men who are childless or who never marry 
(apart from permanent Haroli) are called daloali. Most old men 
(alali) no longer wear their wigs and finery and either leave 
their heads unccn/ered, indicating that they no longer feel 
virile and strong, or wear makeshift grass wigs. They go about 
their business, working in their gardens and visiting their kin, 
but consider themselves too old to have sexual relations with 
their wives. 
Baldness appears common amongst middle-aged men, while all 
old men seem to be bald, and the wearing of wigs may be connect 
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-ed with this genetic characteristic. A balding man shows that 
he still feels strong and virile by wearing his wig, whereas an 
old man no longer feels it necessary to indicate his strength 
m this way. 
When Huli men are sick, they also leave off their wigs and 
cover their heads with rags or pieces of bark to show that they 
feel ill. Many men frequently leave off their wigs as they go 
about their daily work, covering their heads with wreaths of 
thin green bamboo or grass as a protection against the sun. 
The wigs are kept safely at home on wig-stands, to be worn on 
more auspicious occasions. 
Thus, the training and discipline which turns a Huli boy 
into a man is designed to make him strong and give him long-
evity. The Huli say that without this discipline a man's skin 
will wrinkle, he will weaken and die young. Firm muscles and 
a luxiuriant head of hair are the hallmarks of Huli masculine 
health and strength, and'this is emphasized by wearing detach-
able wigs made from the wearers' hair. 
Female Life Cycle 
Huli girls usually live with their mothers until they marry, 
and from them they acquire most of their skills and knowledge. 
Gardening techniques are learnt early in life and from around 
the age of five years girls are given greater responsibilities, 
such as carrying crops home from the gardens in their net bags, 
minding pigs and younger siblings. 
Girls are taught to make net bags (nu), net caps (-^ angi), 
reed skirts (hlira"), pig tethering ropes (Hinde) and the woman's 
pandanus rain-cape (yabera) by their mothers. If a particular 
woman is proficient in the specialized mourning lament called 
kiabudugu, or the telling of stories (bi te) she may also pass 
these skills on to her daughter along with important genealogi-
cal information and knowledge of h"afnBigini structure. 
Since Glasse (l97l) has extrapolated his ideas about the 
Huli wig being a ^ 'rnask of venery" from a ribald (by Huli stand-
ards) story once told him by a witty Huli, his assumptions must 
be cautiously viewed as only representing a hypothetical concept. 
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PLATE X: Woman making string bag (nu) 
Huli girls appear to reach puberty between the ages of 
17 
eighteen and twenty-two. They must then cover their breasts 
until they have married and produced children. Nowadays trade-
store blouses are used for this purpose, while formerly a piece 
of bark or an empty net bag hung from the neck would suffice. 
The little girl's skirt and bag are discarded for a woman's 
costume, the skirt of which is full and long at the back to 
keep the wearer properly covered when bending. A net bag hang-
ing down the back from the forehead is an indispensible part of 
the outfit and is used for carrying loads of sweet potato. 
17 
Personal communication Joan Halliday and Helen Uliando. 
This rather late onset of menstruation may be due to the low 
amount of protein in the Huli diet. 
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greens, small pigs and chickens. After marriage, it also is 
used to carry a baby wrapped in the mother's rain-cape (Plate 
X). 
Menstrual blPod is considered to be dangerous, even lethal, 
and girls are taught to avoid contact with men and to keep to 
themselves during menstruation. In general, Huli people avoid 
stepping over one another's belongings for fear of polluting 
them. This is especially true for menstruating women who will 
even barricade garden mounds over which they have inadvertently 
18 
stepped to indicate that the tubers inside are inedible. 
After reaching puberty, girls are allowed to court boy-
friends, look for husbands and articulate love verses through 
gawa and hiriyula. Instrumental proficiency is generally 
acquired through personal observation and practice. Occasional 
-ly, however, old women who were skilful performers in their 
youth instruct one or two younger students. If a young woman 
has difficulty in articulating words with the gawa, she may eat 
tigibi leaves from the swamp to facilitate words rolling off 
the tongue. This practice is not employed with the hiriyula 
which is comparatively easy to play and sometimes is not used 
for poetic articulation during performance. 
Mothers often perform a type of gamu or magic called d^gia 
gamu for their daughters to attract suitable husbands. These 
gamu are usually chanted spells which the girls themselves may 
learn. Dagia gamu performance is regarded as a sort of option-
al "finitiation" to prepare a young woman for adulthood just as 
a man may join the Haroli for a period. On marriage a woman is 
still regarded as a girl (wrandari) and covers her breasts until 
after the birth of her first child. She is then considered a 
woman (wall). 
During early pregnancy, a woman works doubly hard in her 
gardens so that she will have sufficient food to relax with her 
Modjeska (1977:333) observed a similar practice amongst 
the Duna and suggests a correlation between mounding, menstrual 
blood beliefs and optional bachelor seclusion. The Huli term 
igiri Haroli has been mispelt here as "igity haroli." 
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infant child. As pregnancy advances, she avoids the presence 
of men who may feel shame at seeing an obviously pregnant woman. 
When the birth is due, the woman retires to a small bush house 
built by her husband. It has pit-pit (^ambe) walls with fern 
leaves (rrtalingi) covering the ground. Huli women traditionally 
give birth alone, without assistance even from female kin. 
This is apparently due to a fear of contamination, since child-
birth involves dealing with the genital area and handling the 
19 bloody placenta. 
After giving birth, a woman rests for eight days in the 
birth hut and makes clothing for her child—a small Hura for a 
girl or a tiny dambale and string sporran or pupai for a boy. 
Nudity is not tolerated in Huli society and children are taught 
from an early age to be properly covered. 
Men keep away from their wives during pregnancy and child-
birth. Usually, only when a child is ten months or older will 
its father see it for the first time. Again this may be due to 
a fear of contamination, and possibly also because infant 
mortality was higher prior to white contact. Frequently a 
woman with a sickly baby would pay an old woman to perform virane 
-igini gfamu ("children magic") to help it grow. 
The mother usually names the child, since she has most 
contact with it in the early stages of its life. Huli names 
reflect the events and circumstances surrounding a person's 
birth, A girl with several older brothers, for example, may be 
named Payabu because she figuratively follows the boys like 
their payabu tail leaves. A boy born during a tiege pulu cult 
may be called Tege. 
When Huli women reach menopause, which appears to occur 
from the age of thirty-five to forty, they cease sexual relations 
with their husbands. Older women can exert a strong and deter-
mined influence amongst other Huli, and younger women look to 
them for advice (Plate XI). 
19 
Ryan (1958) reports a similar practice amongst the 
Mendi, 
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PLATE XI: Old woman making pandanus rain-cape (yabera); 
she is selling loose roasted pandanus nuts (left) 
and broken nut syncarps (right) with 
sweet potato (right foreground) at a market 
Some women choose to remain single throughout their lives. 
They are called dalowali, a term which also refers to older 
childless married women. 
Huli women are as aggressive and outspoken as Huli men, 
20 
and can have great influence in the society. This may be 
because they are largely responsible for the care of pigs, the 
most important Huli exchange commodity. Huli women own and 
inherit land, and argue for their rights in legal disputes. 
The strict segregation of the sexes may also contribute to 
independence and individuality. 
20 
This is in marked contrast to the apparent status of 
women in the surrounding cultures (Williams 1941:48-51, Modjeska 
1977:192-196). 
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Courtship and Marriage 
Huli marriage is agnatically exogamous and marriage 
21 between close non-agnatic cognates is also prohibited. 
People usually choose their partners, although very occasion-
ally a shy man may have his marriage arranged by his mother. 
In this case the woman concerned will have expressed an 
interest in the man and his mother will make sure that she is a 
suitable bride. After the wedding the man's parents organize 
pig feasts for the couple to help them become accustomed to 
each other. Arranged marriages of this type were once common 
but rarely occur nowadays, a reason being given thus: 
When the second world war was going on, we saw Japan 
-ese 'planes flying over our land. We didn't know 
anything about the outside world or the war, but we 
knew terrible things were happening. When we saw 
these strange things in the sky, people would say 
"The end of the world is coming. We haven't got 
time to pay attention to all these old rules and 
traditions." (lege Tandagua) 
The decrease in the number of men becoming i"giri Haroli also 
means that there are fewer shy bachelors who need parental help 
in choosing wives. 
As mentioned earlier, girls marry from around twenty years 
while men traditionally marry from between twenty-five and 
twenty-eight years. Potential partners usually meet at inter-
clan gatherings, such as pig feasts, cult processions and legal 
disputes, and frequently court in groups. When a couple show 
interest in each other, they are called lawini. Such couples 
may meet alone, but they usually keep their distance tc avoid 
any suggestion of promiscuity. Affection is never publicly 
displayed and to speak openly about interest in members of the 
opposite sex is highly improper. 
One of the few ways in which affection between lawini may 
be legitimately expressed is through the performance of the 
orally-resonated, double-stringed musical bow gawa and the jaw's 
harp Hiidyula (which is also called hiliyula, hiliyule and 
yulambe), The Huli articulate words with these instruments by 
21 
See Glasse (1968:48-51) for a further analysis of this. 
Agnation can be realized in MoFa's line as well as FaFo's line. 
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reshaping the sound energy from the external instrument with 
the mouth as the tongue moves into the different points of 
articulation for the various phonemes, the vocal cords remain-
ing silent (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:110!-186,. 1977). 
Both men and women may play these instruments, although 
not all people are skilled in these genres. Verses are created 
spontaneously and, as mentioned earlier, fall into a series of 
similar lines containing changeable words which may be place 
names or Hameigini names alluding to the performer's lawini. 
/ ^ y 
The hiriyula is often played within the hearing of the lawini, 
while the g£wa may be played within earshot of the lawini's kin 
to impress them but not directly before the lawini. Neverthe-
less, gawa performance is believed to make the absent lawini 
think of the performer. Examples of these musical genres will 
be discussed in Chapters 7 and B. 
The lawini relationship is not a binding betrothal and it 
can be broken by either partner. When this happens, sorrow is 
often expressed through gawe and Hiriyula performance. Young 
men abandoned- by their lawini can also convey their anguish by 
sitting on a hillside and crying verses in a falsetto register 
while punctuating each line with shrill blasts on a bamboo tube 
called pilipb. If a woman is informed by passersby that her 
former lawini is doing 'p^ ilipe for her, she may return to him 
(Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:83^101). 
When people decide to marry, they inform their parents and 
men approach their future affines through intermediaries. The 
parents then meet to discuss the bride-wealth or wariabu which 
usually consists of fifteen to twenty pigs presented to the 
bride's kin by the groom. If the woman is known to be promis-
cuous, the wariabu will be smaller. 
The wedding (nogo dabuhana:) or transference of the pigs 
takes place on a day and at a place mutually agreed upon. Pigs 
are tethered in rows and handed over the the bride's parents 
who distribute them to her kin, often to the accompaniment of 
loud bickering over the size and state of the animals. The 
Wariabu is the only payment given to legalize marriage. Fathers 
sometimes present their daughters with a wedding-gift of land. 
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Nogo dabuhana or the .transference of the wariabu compen-
sates the bride's kin for the theoretical loss of a member of 
their group. In actual fact, Huli women maintain their cognatic 
kinship contacts and allegiances after marriage as well as their 
new contacts amongst their husbands' groups. Hence nogo dabu-
hana also forms a connection between two or more unrelated 
groups. 
TransfBring the wariabu means that husband and wife can 
share gardening (not food preparation) and pig-raising, with 
the husband providing a house for his wife if she decides to 
live on his land. It also signifies that they may have sexual 
intercourse, after an initial period of abstinence, and legiti-
mizes children born from the union. 
Men with insufficient livestock for wariabu borrow pigs 
from their kin and often spend the rest of their lives working 
to repay the debt. Marriage is sometimes initiated with pigs 
being paid in installments thereafter, which is an unsatisfac-
tory arrangement frequently leading' to bitter contention between 
affinal groups. 
Occasionally just before or after a wedding, youths who are 
related to one of the bridal couple parade through public pieces 
dressed like the main characters involved in the match (Plate 
XII) . Passersby find the sight of young men dressed in women's 
costumes or as old men extremely amusing, and reach out to 
touch the boys. The Huli have no specific name fcr this mimicry 
and apart from making people laugh, it appears to serve no 
definite purpose. 
After nogo dabuhana, brides may reside with their mothers-
in-law or occupy houses built for them for their husbands, or 
occasionally they continue living with their mothers. A period 
of sexual abstinence follows, during which couples prepare 
their gardens, begin pig-raising and become better acquainted. 
This period may last from a few months to over a year. It 
enables brigies to decide whether they really like their husbands 
and affines, and also provides an opportunity for mothers-in-
law to examine the quality of brides' gardening and pig-raising. 
Either partner can dissolve a marriage,by demanding the return 
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PLATE XII: Young men imitating wedding characters 
—the youth on the left leads others representing 
(left to right) a bride, her husband, 
father (behind with white face) and mother 
of the wariabu, 
G£wa and Hiriyula performance declines after marriage, 
occuring mainly as a form of personal expression or for the 
entertainment of others. Women frequently abandon these 
instruments in case their husbands suspect them of adulterous 
intentions. 
The consumation of marriage is approached with caution and 
some husbands perform wall dabu Bira gamu ("woman marrying 
magic") for protection from the supposed dangers of first 
having sexual contact with a woman. Couples retire discreetly 
to small garden houses for two to four nights each month. 
Coitus occurs during the middle of the menstrual cycle, since 
it is believed that a man will sicken and die if he copulates 
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with his wife when she is menstruating. If a man fears that he 
may be suffering from menstrual poisoning, he performs nditTngi 
— 22 
gamu to regain his health. 
Once a wife is pregnant, sexual relations are normally 
23 postponed until the child is weaned. They cease altogether 
after menopause which appears to occur between thirty-five to 
forty years. After this, couples continue to work together in 
gardening, pig-raising and child-rearing but as old age 
approaches they become more independent. 
Continence is the norm of Huli sexual relations. Adultery 
and premarital affairs are prohibited, although they sometimes 
occur. Incest, including marriage between cognates, is forbid-
den and homosexuality appears to be totally unknown. This 
situation may seem strange to people from other cultures, but 
it should be remembered that Huli thinking is largely outward-
looking and preoccupied with pigs, gardens, land and Hameigini 
relationships. 
Many middle-aged men are polygynists, there being several 
reasons for this. Some women encourage their husbands to take 
additional wives to help them with gardening. Other men may 
wish to form alliances with h'ameigini amongst whom they have no 
cognatic links, or they may want to gain prestige in the eyes 
of their fellows by showing that they own enough pigs for 
several wariabu. In some cases, a man may desire a sexual part 
-ner while his wife is sexually taboo, or he may simply be 
lecherous. 
Additional wives are courted at dawe (courting parties) or 
dawanda (courting houses). Attendence at these gatherings is 
See Frankel (l980) for medical analyses of conditions 
associated with menstrual poisoning. 
23 
Similar abstinences are observed amongst neighbouring 
groups and elsewhere (Meggitt 1956:107, Modjeska 1977:202-209, 
Allen 1967:22, Trobisch 1975:115, Knodel 1977:1112, Katz and 
Young 1978:80-85). Frankel (1980:98) suggests that Huli nursing 
mothers can resume sexual relations from as early as eight 
months after childbirth, provided they have resumed menstruation. 
24 ^ 
Dawe can be translated simply as "social gathering." 
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open only to married men (called dawandali if they attend 
dawanda), single or divorced women and widows. Huli generally 
regard dawanda with disgust, because throughout the night men 
and women sit close together. They sometimes swear and engage 
in obscene talk, and many of the songs sung by the men have 
suggestive connotations. 
Dawanda gatherings often form spontaneously at pig feasts, 
nightly rehearsals for mali dancing or rituals such as the dawe 
bilogua exorcism rite from where the dawanda as an institution 
originates. In some places, semi-permanent houses (dawanda) or 
supported roofing is used to shelter either the women or both 
men and women at courting gatherings of this type. 
Men and women sit in separate groups facing each other, 
and the men sing songs called dawanda u or simply u which direct 
proceedings throughout the night. All 0 verses have the same 
basic format—one man sings a line, then the other men follow 
with five more lines based on the grammatical structure of the 
first line. Each line contains a changing pla,ce name or ha'me-
igini name which identifies an individual present (Pugh(-Kitingan) 
1975:70-82).^^ 
The men begin by singing a verse which alludes to a certain 
woman present. They then sing verses referring to each man and 
when they sing about a man whom the woman finds attractive, she 
comes over to sit near him. After this the men sing- a verse 
about another woman, followed by verses referring to the remain-
ing men, until this woman also chooses her partner. If a woman 
decides that she is not interested in any of the men present, 
she remains seated and the men pass on to sing about the next 
woman. Most of the women will have chosen their partners by the 
early hours of the morning. 
Partners often, sit side by side with their shoulders, arms 
and thighs touching—an indecent proximity in Huli society, 
Glasse (1956 tapes) also witnessed a dawanda gathering where 
the man and woman in each pair sat facing one another with the 
woman's rain-cape between them. 
Contrary to Glasse (1968:53) dawanda U are not rounds, 
S3 
Young unmarried men, who are excluded from attending 
dawanda, often gather outside and wistfully sing 5-type verses. 
They resent the dawandali for monopolizing the attentions of 
unmarried women, although they themselves may not be specific-
ally interested in the women in the dawanda. If a young man's 
I'awini abandons him to go to a dawanda, he normally will not 
perform pTilipe or grieve for her. Girls who chase after married 
men are suspected of being promiscuous and young men are care-
ful not to become involved with such women for they are not 
considered good prospects. 
From this account it can be seen that musical expression 
is an essential ingredient in Huli courtship, because it 
provides a means of communicating feelings which cannot be 
declared directly. Gawa and Kiriyula performance constitute 
sophisticated art forms incorporating linguistic agility, poetic 
creativity and instrumental dexterity. Even in the dawanda 
where according to Huli standards behaviour is more permissive, 
the singing of H is an indispensible catalyst in establishing 
contact with members of the opposite sex. 
Conflict 
Conflict can 2'rupt unpredictably between individuals over 
issues such as stolen pigs, stolen crops, laying claim to land 
which rightfully belongs to another, adultery and premarital 
sexual affairs. Opponents are often supported by their kin and 
if agreement in the ensuing argument is not quickly reached or 
if someone hastily retaliates by killing or injuring people or 
their pigs, the situation may burst into full-scale warfare. 
Arguments amongst members of the same household frequently 
lead to violence. Co-wives often fight, hitting each other 
with their digging sticks, or they may surreptitiously use 
sorcery (tore) against each other. An angry daughter may 
26 
Not all men desire additional wives, many claiming that 
they are attached to their first wives. Women frequently boss 
and bully their husbands and men with several wives often lead 
a "hen-pecked" existence. 
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react against her mother or her kin by setting fire to their 
27 houses. 
In marital arguments, men sometimes beat their wives or 
axe into them in frustration. Some women shout "You're not 
beating me hard enoughl" to exasperate their husbands, and 
afterwards parade around displaying their wounds. Their kin 
often take their side, even to the point of preparing to return 
the wariabu. In some cases it is the wife who delivers the 
beating or the axing to her husband, or she may resort to 
sorcery. A woman can also bring shame and anguish upon her 
husband by hanging herself. If she suicides her kin will demand 
appropriate compensation. 
Small-scale conflicts can explode into full-scale warfare 
if differences are not settled and kin become involved. When 
discussing warfare, the Huli distinguish between fighting with 
bow and arrows [WBI) and fighting without these weapons (gungu), 
The Huli bow (danda) has a span of about 1,5 metres (around 5 
feet) and is made from danda or black palm wood with a bow-
string (hibuni) of split bamboo. Arrows (timu) have a total 
length of approximately 1,2 metres (4 feet) from tip to shaft 
end. As shown in Figure 9, arrows are also used in hunting and 
different arrows have different functions. 
Weapons used in gungu or close combat include a killing 
pick barbed with a cassowary toe and a spear (yandare) consist-
ing of a cassowary toe affixed to the end of a bamboo shaft, A 
bark shield (humbi) painted in ochre and clay is used for 
protection when fighting with these weapons, 
Huli battles can last for days or weeks and may involve 
hundreds of warriors. In seeking revenge, the men try to 
inflict greater injury on their enemies by burning houses, up-
rooting crops, slashing down banana trees and hacking pigs to 
death. Women gather their children and belongings and run to 
safer grounds amongst other Hameigini with whom they have kin-
ship contacts .(Twyman 1961:66-67, 73, 96-98). 
27 
Women generally appear to be strict with their daughters 
while pampering their sons. Men, however, are often severe 
with their sons but dote on their daughters. 
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pudayu 
tia wanga/be wangane 
with three black palm 
prongs for hunting 
birds 
.^ 
with large 
bamboo head 
for shooting 
pigs or 
enemies in 
battle 
tiabolo/ng£la ngola 
smooth black palm 
head for hunting 
cus-cus 
langa 
barbed black palm head 
for shooting enemies 
in battle or hunting 
cassowary 
gabi 
black palm head with cleft 
used in battle when wounded 
is shot with langa; gabi 
driven in beside barbs to 
remove langa head 
Figure 9: Some Huli arrow heads 
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As men prepare for battle, they or their wives may chant 
iTubibi gamu to protect them from their enemies. The d^ma or 
evil spirits placated by the particular h'ameigini then enter 
the warriord shields to make them appear invisible before their 
opponents. 
In major battles involving hundreds of fighters, usually 
only a handful of deaths occur. The individual warrior, while 
hoping to inflict the worst on his enemies, is careful to save 
his own skin. When the enemy suffers a loss, the victors 
return home calling the victory iwa as they go. This group 
yodel is the same as the one performed by men working together 
in making new gardens, and has no specific name. 
After several deaths or when men tire of fighting, a truce 
may be declared end compensation (abi) paid. Warring groups 
present pigs to each other as payback for serious losses. 
Individual fight-leaders must also compensate their own sides 
for deaths or injuries suffered. Dissatisfaction with payments 
provides the seeds of future conflict. 
In peacetime, a person can kill individuals or entire 
hameigini with sorcery. Suspicion of sorcery often causes more 
fighting leading to full-scale war. 
During verbal disputes, particularly those about land or 
compensation payments, a knowledgeable man may be asked to give 
a legal oration or damba bi (damba = to submerge, suppress, 
squash; ba^  = words). This man remembers all the details of 
h'ameigini history—who owned which piece of land, how many 
battles were fought and which clans were involved, how much 
compensation was paid—and loudly recites this information 
while turning from side to side with each line. His recitation 
silences all argument and since his judgement is respected, he 
is able to arbitrate in the dispute. 
Nowadays, the government appoints Land Mediators to divide 
the land and settle land disputes. These men are skilled in 
damba bi and know the details of Huli h'ameigini history. The 
government has also instituted an inappropriately named system 
of Village Courts to settle other disputes. Since there are no 
villages in the Huli area, magistrates visit different places 
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>i^ .'. 
PLATE XIII: Tani magistrates and their secretary (left) 
in their appointed areas on different days (Plate XIIl). These 
magistrates are younger than the old Land Mediators and are 
wealthy, influential and upright men. Their knowledge and 
experience enables them to eventually become old damba bi 
performers. 
In former times, warfare was a recurring feature of Huli 
life and men carried their bows and arrows for protection when-
ever they ventured outside of their Hameigini territories. The 
da'nda could also be- used as a musical bow to produce simple 
melodies by orally resonating the tnibuni while striking it with 
an arrow. 
Warfare has diminished with white contact due to the 
governmental ban on fighting and the fact that many Huli have 
become Christians. Although it is still occassionally used as 
a weapon and as a musical instrument, the da'nda is kept mainly 
for hunting. Other weapons are also used in hunting, and the 
spear can be used for catching fish when swamps overflow due to 
excessive rain, . 
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Death and Mourning 
Traditionally most deaths result from warfare, murder or 
sorcery. Death from illness is also frequently attributed to 
the actions of dama or evil spirits. 
News of a death is spread quickly as mourning is announced 
by female kin of the deceased crying 5^  on a level pitch. This 
cry is taken up by other women situated further away and 
communicated across the countryside as more join in the o. 
Mourning is condticted around the body in a dYiguanda or 
"crying house," a large house without walls. The body is 
wrapped in a blanket or sheet of bark and laid out with its arms 
straight by its sides on top of a narrow horizontal wooden plat-
form. Sometimes it is laid out in a separate hut adjoining the 
duguanda. 
During the first six hours or so of mourning, female kin 
gather in the duguanda, crying hysterically, stamping their feet 
and jumping up and down as they grasp and tug at the corpse in 
anguish. Individual women walking to the duguanda cry solo 
laments (dugu) to themselves, while groups of approaching women 
cry the 5. With the arrival of more women, mourning in the 
duguanda eventually settles down to a stylized form in which a 
prominent woman cries a special lament or l<iabudugu with the 
others crying o at the end of each of her outbursts. 
Female mourners, especially close kin of the deceased, wear 
long uncut skirts and rows of grey hongo seeds ("Job's tears") 
around their necks (Plate XIV). A widow and the mother of the 
deceased may also smear their bodies with clay. Grief is often 
visually expressed by both men and women by amputating one or 
two joints from a finger of the left hand. 
Men do not take part in the actual mourning which is 
entirely the domain of women. Male kin of the deceased prepare 
the coffin (homali) and stand guard amongst the trees against 
possible attacks by enemies. 
If a man has died in battle or from murder or sorcery, the 
chief mourner is usually his mother although his wife sometimes 
assumes this role. She cries verses of vengeance to stir her 
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PLATE XIV: Old woman wearing mourning dress (centre) 
male kin into avenging the death. 
She remains in the dbguanda crying kiabudugu for days, 
weeks or months, depending on how long it takes for the death 
to be compensated. This usually involves the payment of pigs 
to the kin of the deceased, but retaliatory killing can also 
occur. Since she does not. normally leave the d'bguanda during 
this period, her female relatives bring her food. When the 
compensation has been paid, she publicly and ceremoniously 
leaves the duguanda which is then burnt down. Casting aside 
her mourning dress, she resumes normal life. 
Mourning for a woman follows the same proceedure as for a 
man. Since deaths were always nearly the result of conflict, 
kiabudugu were traditionally mourning cries of vengeance. Nowa 
-days they are car-ied at the funeral of any adult, regardless of 
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the nature of the death. The words are cried spontaneously, as 
always, and refer to the deceased and his or her cognatic kin. 
There are usually one or two women in each locality who are 
skilled in performing this genre. Funerals sometimes assume 
the atmosphere of a -competition as two opposing kiabudugu 
performers, surrounded and supported by their friends and kin, 
attempt to drown each other out. 
In former times, the body would lie in the duguanda for 
about two days and then be placed in a box-like coffin raised on 
stilts (homa Habuabe homali) approximately 2 metres (over 6 
feet) above the ground. According to Glasse (1968:63), if the 
deceased was killed in battle an ochre figure would be painted 
on the coffin. 
Six to twelve months later, or when the putrefying odour 
had disappeared, the body would be sat on a low ledge in a small 
house-like structure (also called homali), After lying here for 
a further twelve to eighteen months, the bones would finally be 
buried or laid on the ground and a tall picket fence would be 
built around the grave (see Figure 10). 
The government has banned raised and open coffins because 
of the health risk. Hence the dead are now buried one or two 
days after death, and graves are sometimes marked by ridge roofs 
like that shown in Plate XV. 
Mourning concludes with a homanogo (homa = to die/the dead, 
nogo = pig) or "pig feast for the dead." Although this is held 
in honour of the deceased, the Huli maintain that it is not 
conducted for his or her spirit but to help relatives recover 
from their grief. Pigs or nogo Abmanogo are donated by kin for 
the feast, and bearers (homa yayago) who have carried or handled 
the corpse receive special payments of pork called homa loari. 
The nogo tibmanogo are killed and butchered on the ground 
where the grave is situated and then carried to the place of 
the feast. As the men carry the half-sides of pork, they cry 
the group yodel called nogo u which ! 
ended and relatives are to be happy. 
signals that mourning has 
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Stage 1: raised 
coffin 
(6 to 12 
months) 
ae 2: ledge under low 
supported roof 
(12 to 18 months) 
Figure 10: Stages in traditional Huli burial 
m 
"^"^Ssat^. 
PLATE XV: Grave (homali) of an old man, 
displaying his wig and pupai (on wigstand), 
string bag and water gourds 
Nowadays, people sometimes substitute chickens for nbgo . 
nbmanogo to avoid wasting valuable pigs. There also seems to 
be a subconscious connection between a bird flying away and the 
spirit of a human being (dinini) departing from the body (Per-
sonal communication. Ken Macnaughtan), While homanogo are not 
held to placate the spirits of the dead, a bird can be symbolic 
for a spirit in Huli thinking. 
For deaths from natural causes, the homanogo occurs on the 
third day after the death. If the deceased was murdered, 
however, it will not be held until after the payback has been 
given. 
If someone dies away from home, the corpse is carried back 
to its land in a burial procession. This is headed by women 
wailing the o, followed by homa yayago c^ arrying the body and 
ends with men carrying butchered nogo homanogo and crying the 
nogo u. Listeners on the route are informed of the death by the 
o, while the nogo (j tells them that compensation has been paid 
and relatives should not be too sorrowful but must prepare for 
the feast. 
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Figure 11; Bier for carrying a male corpse 
Two men carry a mah*s body in a bamboo or sapling bier tied 
to a pole (see Figure ll). The corpse of a woman is carried in 
a large string bag, either tied to a pole between two women or 
hanging from the head of a woman. A child's body is also trans 
-ported in this way. 
Death of a child is considered a tragic event and mourned 
with great anguish. It is announced across the countryside by 
the o, and female mourners wail beside the body in a small 
dL^ guanda. Kfabudugu are not cried at the funeral of a child, 
unless it has been murdered (a rare occurrence). The child is 
buried in the same manner as an adult, but mourning is not 
concluded with the homanogo since pigs are considered too 
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valuable to spend on the death of one so young. 
Apart from the o, the only lament normally composed for a 
child is that cried by its mother as she works alone in her 
garden. The woman wails softly and calls to her child whenever 
she remembers it during the months after the death. This genre 
has no specific name and is classified simply as dugu or "cry-
ing." When the bereaved mother becomes pregnant again, she 
forgets her dead child. 
Huli Christianity 
The role of missions and their relationship with the Huli 
Church has been discussed in Chapter 1. This section will now 
focus on Huli Christians, their attitudes, lifestyle and 
worship. 
n'he second stage of the traditional Huli burial was 
omitted for children. 
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Christianity amongst the Huli has generally resulted in the 
formation of indigenous churches based on what Wakatama (1976: 
13) calls "the naked Gospel," largely unencumbered by non-
essential Western cultural appendages in worship and lifestyle. 
Some notable exceptions to this are the abstinence from eating 
meat, lack of pig-husbandry and greater tendency to wear Western 
dress amongst Seventh Day Adventists, and the use of European 
names, piptures, images and one wooden gothic-style church 
29 building at Guluanda by Roman Catholics. 
The other churches, such as the E.C.P. , can be described as 
"dynamic equivalent churches" (Kraft 1973)—churches which 
culturally realize the New Testament concept of the "body" of 
believers, not transplanted replicas of Westfern denominations. 
These are self-supporting bodies with national pastors, and 
worship forms and church government systems appropriate to Huli 
culture. 
'Apart from'the general tendency of, missions to encourage a 
true Christian experience without introducing'irrelevant Western 
-ization, there are other reasons why Christianity has been 
readily accepted by the Huli, Aspects of Huli oral history and 
their belief system have enabled them to easily understand the 
Christian Gospel, as will be shown in Chapter 3. During the 
early years of white contact when much of the Huli area was 
unexplored, expatriates were confined to within a three mile 
radius from the administration post at Lumu-Lumu and Christian-
ity was spread beyond this boundary by Huli residing multi-
locally with cognates further afield. Biblical narratives were 
often told around firesides at night. In subsequent years when 
missionaries travelled further into the area, they frequently 
found a partial familiarity with the Gospel. 
Huli Christians are full participants in their culture. 
They are interested in genealogy and Hameigini affairs, maintain 
29 
Not all people who use Western names are Roman Catholics, 
School students sometimes go through crazes of adopting European 
names, and young couples occasionally give their chilciren sig-
nificant Western names. One man named his baby son Vincent 
after reading the name on a packet of Vincent's headache tablets. 
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cognatic kinship links through multilocal residence, garden, 
raise pigs, court, marry with bride-wealth, give birth, mourn 
and bury their dead like other Huli. They are less likely to 
fight or participate in sporadic spirit cults—activities that 
have diminished anyway with governmental prohibitions on warfare 
and the broadening of Huli knowledge about the outside world 
since white contact. 
Church worship reflects the individualistic Huli tempera-
ment and social etiquette. Men and women segregate themselves 
on opposite sides of the building with the speaker standing in 
front between both groups. The men generally listen in silence 
while the women frequently interject with comments, questions 
and orders. During most prayer sessions, everyone prays aloud 
simultaneously. Songs are often initiated by an individual and 
taken up by the group. 
The Huli have resisted missionary attempts to develop 
traditional musical genres for church worship, and instead have 
created their own new music for this purpose. 
During the early years of white contact, Huli Christians 
adopted many expatriate Christian songs and ignored suggestions 
by U.F.M, missionaries that new Christian songs could be 
composed in the style of dawanda U (this being the only form of 
group singing amongst the Huli)-. Later, when United Church 
missionaries introduced Christian songs in dawanda U style to 
the church at Hoiebia during a Sunday morning service, the 
people reacted angrily. Some men shouted that such songs could 
not be sung by women, since only men sing in that style in the 
dawanda. Others claimed that the songs were unsuitable for 
Christian worship because their sound reminded the men of the 
dawanda and filled them with thoughts of adultery. Despite 
these attitudes, the Roman Catholic mission has used such songs 
in their church where they are sung by both men and women. 
The Roman Catholic mission also organized mali dances to 
celebrate Christmas, New Year and other church events, Non-
Catholic Huli considered this rather strange, since nlali are 
traditionally for honouring dama or evil spirits after enemy 
deaths from sorcery. In recent years the nfeli has changed its 
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context however, and is now used for celebrating Independence 
Day, the start of the financial year or any important social 
event. Although the United Church now celebrates the opening 
of new church outposts with mali dances, members of the E,C,P. 
feel that such dances are still too strongly associated with 
sorcery and dama to be used for church events. 
With the momentous discovery by Syd Gould, an A,P,C,M. 
missionary working in the E,C,P. Vernacular Bible School, that 
the Huli articulate words through gawa and hiriyula, it appeared 
that these instruments could be used in both Christian worship 
and outreach. Although this was first suggested by Huli pastors 
and did not have the inherent problems of dawanda U" style songs, 
it has not been taken up by the Huli church. 
It was not until a Christian revival spread throughout the 
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area that the Huli finally developed their own Christian music. 
As shown in Map III, the revival began amongst Foe Christians at 
Lake Kutubu at the end of 1973. From there,- it spreaxi northwest 
into the Huli area and northeast amongst the fela. Its entry . 
into the Huli region was temporarily halted at Homa, where a 
group of non-Christians tried to produce a cultic counter-move-
ment and mordered one of their number in doing so. When Christ-
ians were held partly responsible for the death in the ensuing 
court case, their enthusiasm was considerably dampened and they 
decided to curb any revival outbreak in their church. 
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A.Christian revival has been described as "the renewal of 
the first love of Christians, resulting in the awakening and con 
-version of sinners to God . . , the arousing, tjuickening and 
reclaiming of the more or less backslidden church and the more 
or less general awakening of all classes, and insuring attention 
to the claims of God" (Finney 1868:14], It differs from other 
social movements and revolutions in that it cannot be planned or 
engineered but occurs spontaneously as a work of the Holy Spirit 
(Watson 1976:175-178, Green 1975:58-75). There appear to be 
three main stages in such a Revival: (i) a mass conviction of 
sin and repentance, (ii) a period of joy and excitement during 
which the enthusiasm spreads quickly around the countryside, 
often accompanied by conversions and miracles such as healing, 
(iii) a stabilizing period in which the enthusiasm settles down 
to a quieter, deeper, more mature faith in Christians. For 
brief evaluations of the Huli and Foe nevival see .Macnaughtan 
and Gould 1976, Rule and Rule 1977 and Hicks and Hicks 1977. 
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Meanwhile Wela Christians in the United Church continued 
to experience the revival as it spread northwards to Magarima. 
Like the E.C.P. church at Homa, these small churches were 
located far from missionary contact. When the revival reached 
Magarima, it continued into the Huli area amongst the United 
Church people and reached Hoiebia during 1974. 
From there, it spread northwest towards Pori in Duna 
country with some influences being felt in areas north of Walete 
and Erebo. After this it moved southwards through Brethren 
churches founded by C.M.M.L, until it came to Gunu, not far from 
Goloba in Huli country. From Gunu, the revival spread to 
churches started by the Wesleyan mission in the Mogora Pugua 
area. During 1975, it reatihed its peak in E.C.P. churches at 
Erebo and Walete and then subsided somewhat as it spread further 
to Walidegemabu, Bebenete and southwards in 1976. 
Music had been an outstanding characteristic of the revival 
amongst the Foe, and it again became prominent from Goloba and 
Gunu to Walete. People frequently sat up all,night singing and 
creating new songs, sometimes singing the same song over and 
over for sheer joy. As will be shown in Chapter 12, some songs 
were carried throughout the area with the revival and the main 
tunes used as melodic formulae were possibly acculturated from 
outside sources. Nevertheless, most verses were composed 
spontaneously by the Huli, although pastors at Walidegemabu and 
Goloba also translated a few English songs into Huli and sang 
them to Huli tunes (personal communication. Ken Macnaughtan), 
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The Huli refer to this genre of music as Ngodenaga iba gana 
("God's songs"). It is sung by both men and women who sit 
segregated as always. During the revival, women often accom-
panied their singing with relaxed hand movements such as 
rotating each hand around the other, a spontaneous expression 
°^ joy* These demonstrative actions occur less frequently nowa-
days, since worship forms have become more standardized after 
the revival. 
With the introduction of guitars and ukeleles into the area 
through trade stores. Christian songs are today sometimes 
accompanied by a string band backing. These instruments are 
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played by young men only within the context of Christian worship 
and are not used for other musical purposes. Most Ngodenaga iba 
gana, however, are unaccompanied group singing. 
Mpst Huli were probably affected to some extent by the 
revival. It is apparent from this discussion, however, that the 
revival was most strongly experienced amongst churches which are 
not dominated by their founding missions, although missionaries 
may be seconded to these churches. The development of NgTodenaga 
iba gana as a result of the revival illustrates the missiologi-
cal point that indigenous Christians (particularly Huli) can 
only create what they feel is an appropriate musical expression 
of genuine Christianity if they are not impeded by Western 
denominationalism, 
Summary: Music in Huli Life 
Music is an integral feature of Huli culture with each 
genre being associated with a particular aspect of Huli life, 
in many cases providing the most important communicative medium. 
The Huli are fully aware of the functional aspects of their 
music, and do not perform musical genres in contexts different 
from those for which they are intended. U style singing, for 
example, is generally considered unsuitable for church music 
because it belongs in the dawanda. Conversely, courtship verses 
are not accompanied by guitar playing since this new instrument 
31 is used for Christian songs. 
Any Huli person can be a musician provided he or she shows 
aptitude in a particular musical genre. Musical proficiency is 
determined by an individual's interests and skills, not by 
external pressure or constraint. Just as Huli society is class 
-less with no hereditary leadership positions, so there are no 
special classes of musicians. A person may become renowned for 
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Another example of Huli musical functionalism occurred 
after a ntali at Hari Awi on 25/5/78. Having recorded the "fhali, 
I asked the dancers if they would cry the nfeli iwa so that I 
could record it also. They agreed to do this, even though this 
group yodel is normally only cried at nightly irfeli rehearsals. 
When I asked if they would also cry the gfela (the te'ge plJlu iwa) 
they refused, saying "Today is a time for mali, not tege plilu." 
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his or her talent as a ^ wa performer, for example, just as a 
man may be a famous fight-leader or legal orator. Musical 
ability, like any other accomplishment, is essentially dependent 
on the motivation and skill of the individual, 
Huli musical enculturation, or the process whereby musical 
knowledge and performance practice is passed on from one 
generation to the next within Huli culture, is a casual learning 
experience in which an interested young person gradually 
develops skill in a particular musical genre after having 
observed its performance by others and practising alone. This 
usually does not involve teaching, although an older musician 
may occasionally give instruction if asked for advice (especial-
ly with women's gawa playing). In instrumental music, a young 
performer sometimes requires assistance in correctly construc-
32 ting an instrument. 
Most genres of Huli music are solo, and the few that 
involve group music-making are learnt simply by performer 
participation. Where poetic verse forms are used, the musician 
is also usually the composer. The enculturation of Huli music 
thus reflects and reinforces Huli individuality by relying on 
the initiative and creativity of the developing performer. 
Since most genres are not based on a static repertoire of pre-
composed material, Huli music is generally innovative and 
changing. 
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As will be shown in Chapter 4, gamu and cult rituals 
containing music may involve extensive tuition. 
CHAPTER 3 
HULI CONCEPTS ABOUT THE UNIVERSE 
Belief System 
The Huli belief system recognizes three types of spirit: 
dinini pr ghosts, dama or demons, and a powerful good spirit 
named Datagaliwabe whp is quite different from dama and dinini. 
The spirit of a human being, known as either dinini or 
munini, appears to be associated with the emotional "heart" (bu) 
located in the physical heart (tj'ubiri) of a person's chest. As 
an idea, the term dinini embodies the concept of personality and 
also conveys the notion of spiritual essence or pure spirit. 
Huli Christians, for example, refer-to the Holy Spirit as Dinini 
h'olihe or Yasunaga Dinini. 
When a person dies, the dinini is thought to leave the body 
through an invisible hole in the crown of the head. Children 
frequently have their heads shaved, but on sickly children a 
topknot of hair (lumbira) is left to cover this invisible hole. 
As death approaches, relatives grasp the hair to block the hole 
and prevent the spirit from escaping. 
After death, dinini are said to go to an invisible place 
under the ground named Hubirini anda or Hubirini. This is 
described as a bad place (dindi kb) where it is perpetually dark 
in contrast to DeThuliya ahdage or Dahuliya, a good place (dindi 
Isay^ li) in the sky. Although dinini are more or less confined 
to Hubirini after death, they may occasionally return to haunt 
the living. They often hover around graves, whispering to their 
kin. The sighting of an unfamiliar or migratory bird may be 
See also Glasse 1965:29-37. This account is based on my 
own research and differs from Glasse's findings in many respects, 
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associated with a ghostly presence, while the clicking noise of 
a cricket in freak dry weather is interpreted as the sound of a 
ghost. 
Dinini live on indefinitely after death. Some people 
conceive of their existence as being similar to that of other 
humans—they can marry other dinini and produce ghostly off-
spring (as in the bi te by Goarima described in Pugh(-Kitingan) 
1975:17-23). Many, however, do not subscribe to this view. 
Some express a fear of mentioning the names of the recently 
dead, while others do not. 
The dinini of former spirit men are especially feared and 
certain rites in the fertility cults may be directed towards 
them if they are suspected of causing trouble. The power of these 
ancestral dinini, however, is not as great as that of the dama, 
the second category of spirits recognized by the Huli. 
Dama or g"ebe are invisible supernatural beings of non-human 
origin who by nature are evil and treacherous, inflicting trouble 
2 
and suffering on mankind. Various rituals are performed to 
avert their malevolence. 
It is often thought that dama either created the world or 
were placed in charge of it long ago. There are both male and 
female dama who are believed to be able to produce progeny. 
Hence there are possibly hundreds recognized throughout the Huli 
area, with an individual dama or group presiding over each 
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loc^ ality. Some have greater powers than others and all have 
individual names. 
>. _ There are several species of dama, Iba tiri, for example, 
are responsible for cleaning the rivers by moving the debris 
along and are often visually manifested as eels (xbia) in the 
water. Two famous iba tiri are Yubale and Dabale who inhabit 
"^ome people credit dama with creating the first humans and 
and believe that after death dinini go to them to be used and 
controlled by them. Possibly "Kepei" is Glasse's mispronuncia-
tion of g'ebe, a generic term and not a personal name as he says 
(Glasse 1965:36), 
n'he Huli claim that most dama fled up to Duna country and 
beyond (even to the Sepik) when Christianity came to the area. 
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rivers in the Bebenete area. Another particularly vicious type 
of dama is the fabira g"oba who dwell in uninhabited bush and 
mountain areas and physically assault lone travellers. Dunawall 
are a female dama variety who also attack and kill humans. 
Different dama are thought to have supervised different 
activities at the beginning of time. Tiliali, for example, 
controlled water, rainfall and farming and is held responsible 
for a great flood which inundated the world in ancient times. 
He also showed mankind how to cultivate taro, 
Ni, the sun, end his sister Ege, the moon, were initially 
responsible for supervising the first humans. Some Huli think 
that Ni created mankind and say "The sun is our father; the moon 
is our mother." This does not mean that they trace their ances-
try from Ni and Ege as Glasse (1965:48) suggests, for they insist 
that humans and dama are quite separate species. The "parent-
hood" of the sun and moon has a similar meaning to trailing a 
woman "the pig's mother" (nogo aiya) or a man "the pig's father" 
(r?ogo aba) because they keep large pig herds. Concerning the 
relationship between Ni, Ege and humans, Me'diabe said: 
, . . before, some people thought their parents were 
Ni and Ege, Iba (water), Ni and Ege, they are the 
shining ones, ^ge and Ni are up in the sky and look 
down. They are sister and brother , , . Ege is female 
and Ni is male. Sometimes they would go and eat 
together . , , I don't know who their parents were. 
They were dama, Dapobe (God) made them , , , their 
children were dama. They were looking after the 
people but they weren't the ancestors of the people. 
Ni and Ege were long before Hela, 
In a literal sense, the sun and moon do supervise human 
activity as night follows day and months are measured according 
to phases of the moon. Madiabe expressed the importance of the 
moon for measuring time as: 
Ege is a special one because she gives us instruction 
(mana). Ege's daughter £any Huli woman]] will give 
instruction about when to harvest sweet potato and 
n"he Huli whom I interviewed did not accept Glasse's gene-
alogy (1965:33-34) showing the Huli descended from dama. The 
m£on is called ege amongst the Huli, not Hana (a type of dama), 
Dunawali (Glasse 1965:36) is a generic term not a personal name. 
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when to grow bananas. Pigs too, Ege will give them 
instruction and they will have piglets. People too 
-T-same thing like that. 
There are various types of houses throughout the Huli area 
in which sacrifices .and rituals are performed to placate dama. 
These buildings are generally termed gebeanda or occasionally 
damanda. Caves are also sometimes used as gebeanda. The 
generic term for the ritualists who conduct sacrifices in these 
houses is gebeali, a word which is occasionally used for the 
spirit itself instead of g'ebe or deTma. 
The specific names of the different types of g"ebeanda vary 
according to the genus of dama associated with each. Terms for 
the ritualists also indicate the type of spirit house they keep. 
Men known as firuali, for example, keep lirua'nda in which 
rituals are performed to dama of the liru variety. Similarly, 
,_> ^ 5 
ogoali keep ogoanda for ogo spirits. 
An p'gpanda is a round building with a tall skillioned roof 
(Plate XVl), which is used principally in the dindi p'ongone 
and gaia tige fertility cults. It is usually built on or near 
special spirit grounds situated near pine groves throughout the 
Huli area. 
Cirua'nda are used to house special stones which are thought 
to be repositories of supernatural power from the particular 
dama concerned. There are three main types of spirit stone used 
in the Huli area: ni tangi ("sun's hat") are hollowed-out 
mortars, ni Habane ("sun's eggs") are round stones with a hole 
in the centre and liru kui ("sun's chips") are smooth black 
round meteorites (personal communication, Murray Rule and Bogaya 
Newai), I have also heard the latter described as ni h'abane 
and "sun's excrement," and the name liru icui applied to rough 
stones. 
Stone mortars and pestles are found throughout the New 
Guinea island, along with stone figurines of humans and animals 
and stone clubheads. Their prehistoric origins and functions 
nHamoali keep hamoalianda, endali keep endalia"nda and giru 
-ali keep ^iruanda (personal communication, Murray Rule and 
Bogaya Newai), 
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PLATE XVI: An ogoanda 
remain a mystery, and they, appear to be almost universally 
p. 
regarded as the magical prpducts of spirits. Fossils and other 
stones are also used as Huli spirit stones (Bjerre 1964:94, 
Glasse 1965:34). 
Training to be a gebeali or ritualist is passed from an 
established practitioner to a younger man, even from father to 
son. In many ceases the initial interest and instruction results 
from an encounter with a dama who then possesses the gebeali, 
imbuing him with its power. Various gebeali organize large-
scale fertility cults in times of famine, sickness or catas-
trophe, to appease the dsTma causing the trouble. 
Modjeska (1977:89-93) suggests they may have resulted from 
brief contacts in the west with Southeast Asian bronze cultures 
and were produced as highly valued ritual objects in pre-Ipomean 
times, 
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Apart from large-scale disaster, dama also attack and 
possess individuals causing illness and violent psychological 
disorders. The Huli generally regard dama with a mixture of 
fear and contempt. 
Datagaliwabe, or Dapobe as he is often called, is an 
omnipresent, omniscient and omnipotent spirit who inhabits 
7 
Dahuliya, a good place in the sky. He is quite different and 
separate from dama and dinini, and cannot be placated by sacri-
fice, ritual or magic. Notions about Datagaliwabe are usually 
very vague, but three main ideas about his character are 
universally held—he is "all-seeing," absolutely good and he 
punishes wrong-doing. The following are typical descriptions 
of him: 
Dapobe lives up in the sky. He is everywhere and 
invisible, and sees and knows everything. You can't 
see him; you can only feel his breath, the wind 
(puyabu). (Madiabe) 
Datagaliwabe is a different one from the dama. He is 
somebody up there in the sky. If you do wrong or 
disobey him, he will kill you. He is a big one. He 
is everywhere and watches everyone and everything. 
Da'ma are not like him; they are just small evil ones 
moving here and there. Datagaliwabe is good, (Gai) 
Datagaliwabe is somebody pure, clean, set-apart—a 
spirit but not a dama, always up there in the sky 
watching you. When you are alone in the bush you can 
feel him always watching, watching you, (Malingi Kamia) 
Datagaliwabe is a spirit, but not dinini, not dama, up 
there in the sky watching everybody. If people do sins 
he would kill them or punish them for what they did. 
(Tagube Pugili) 
For most Huli, the idea of Datagaliwabe operates as a 
negative concept warning against committing adultery, murder, 
theft and breaches of exogamy. Small children are often warned 
against naughtiness with "Datagaliwabe will get youi" 
Older more knowledgeable men, however, see Datagaliwabe as 
a formidable personality actively intervening in Huli history. 
See also Glasse (1965:37) who suggests Datagaliwabe 
punishes the breaking of ritual taboos. Many Huli say this is 
not true and that he has no interest in such matters. 
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He is believed to have sent bingi, a cataclysmic darkness which 
engulfed the Huli area several times within recent oral history, 
and is credited with giving speech and fire to mankind. It is 
also thought that he originally created the dama and put them 
in charge of various activities and elements in creation. The 
relationship appears to have ended there because Datagaliwabe 
and the dama are quite contrary and independent of each other. 
During a discussion one afternoon, a thunderstorm broke 
out. At the sound of the thunder, Madiabe ominously declared 
"That's Dapobe's voicel He is punishing someonel" 
It thus appears that Datagaliwabe or Dapobe is the Huli 
Q 
conceptipn of God. The Huli belief system is then typical of 
many animist-type systems in that it includes God but recog-
nizes his distinction from the spirits (Harris and Parrinder 
1960:25-36),^ 
Oral History 
The Huli distinguish between bi te ("story words"J which are 
fictional fireside tales melodically recited for entertainment 
by men and women, and bi henene ("true words") or true stc^ ries 
explaining the origins and history of the Huli people. 
B 
Huli Christians agree that this is so, although'Dapobe is 
a much more narrow conception than the Biblical portrayal. Early 
missionaries in the area used the English derivation Ngode for 
God in Bible translation, in case the traditional concept was 
distorted to convey something which it did not mean. Since the 
Huli names Datagaliwabe and Dapobe are names for God and not 
dama, however, they could justifiably be used instead of Ngode 
in future Huli translations of the Bible (personal communication 
Ken Macnaughtan). 
g 
Apart from the African systems mentioned here, the concept 
of God occurs in other Papua New Guinean belief systems (personal 
communication Joan Rule) and also those of the Austronesians of 
southeast Asia, My husband, who is a member of the large Kadazan 
(Dusun) group of Sabah, says that God in the Kadazan system is 
called Kinoingan, Kinoringan or Minamangun. The latter means 
"the Creator" amd comes from the verb mamangun ("to create") 
which is usually only applied to the creative activities of God, 
Glasse (1965:33) mislabels myths as r^na ("rules"). My 
Informants said his stories here were mere b'i ^ , ncrfc bi h'enene. 
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Most people are only briefly acquainted with these myths, since 
not everyone is interested in retaining such information and 
different people have different versions. Usually one of the 
knowledgeable and more experienced old men remembers bi henene. 
The following accounts are based on the bi h'enene told by such 
men, particularly Madiabe who is highly respected for his 
knowledge in these matters. 
Huli history began with the migration of Hela into Tagali 
basin area. As Madiabe said: 
Hela came with two mute men. We don't know where they 
came from, which direction or which part of the world. 
In those days people couldn't speak and neither could 
animals. They "spoke" with magic in their minds. 
An Obena woman [[from where Obena now livej named 
Partgali came too. She was the one who "said" the 
names of Obena, Huli, Duna and Duguba before they 
existed. Another woman, Tiame, came with Pangali. 
But someone killed her. They cut up her body and put 
her blood in bamboo. Boys go to the bush to see her 
blood. 
And then Hela came here and he married. 'He had four 
sons: the firstborn was Obena, the second was Huli, 
the third was Duna and the fourth was Duguba. These 
five didn't know how to eat sweet potato but they ate 
taro. 
They came to Yagarianda ^a place on Hari Ibira, a hill 
west of Bebenete^] and "said" that everyone including 
all the animals must come there. So all Hela's child-
ren and the Hewa and all the animals came together 
there. They could not speak but just blew like this 
[jdemonstrated with puffed up cheeks]. As they were 
gathering around trying to speak, Dapobe shouted from 
Dahuliya "Who are you there?!J" Then everyone yodel-
led back "We are herel" There was a man called Hubira; 
he was yodellir^ "A-oI" A woman called Hubiabore [[^ also 
named Angolame] was yodelling "A-oI" A dog called Peli 
was howling "A-uI" and a bird [like a cassowary! named 
Wa was crying too. Then everyone spoke , , . 
Then Dapobe said "Is everybody ready?!" They all 
replied "Yes, we're readyI" So, since they had no fire 
in those days, Dapobe threw fire down from the sky. He 
said "You must look after this fire and keep it in 
these places—Gubianda, Daberanda, Daganianda, Hubiri-
anda, Dawanianda, If you let it die, you will have to 
get it from the bamboo!" 
Then all the people went away to their places and spoke 
their own languages, Huli stayed near Mt, Ibira, Duna 
went west over the Tagali, Obena went east and Duguba 
went south. 
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The Huli didn't sacrifice to dama then, they just 
worshipped Dapobe upon Mt, Ibira. Then this Duna 
man came and told them they should sacrifice pigs 
to dama. So they started to forget about Dapobe 
and what he had taught them, and followed dama in 
-stead. Then they began fighting and crying. iSabu 
-dugu—they had never fought before. They forgot to 
care for the fires in the places that Dapobe had 
given them, and let them die out. So they had to 
make fire with the bamboo. 
One dama called Iraui Burabe said "I'm in charge of 
everything," and he divided all the people and 
animals and put them in their places. Another dama 
called Ibawale Waihinabe said "If you kill pigs for 
me, then you will sleep and I will make you dream." 
So for the first time, people went to sleep and had 
dreams. This dama eventually became a lake called 
Iba Wale. 
Trouble came at that time. Hela went far away. We 
don't know where he went, whether it was to Obena, 
y Duna or Duguba. We don't know where his dinini is 
either . . , Then Duguba, Obena, Huli and Duna stay 
-ed in their places and their numbers increased. 
They did not do what Dapobe told them; they did not 
even think about him. So the people, Obena, Duguba, 
Duna and some Huli, didn't know about him. 
. , , At this time they got gulupobe and gawa and 
tege pulu and all these things, and they killed 
each other and had more than one wife. Wari Yobe 
told me about these things, then Garu said, then 
Wabia, then Wabiago, then M^a, then Tagobe, then my 
father Haroli ^ part of Madiabe's genealogy2] then me 
Madiabe, I am telling you these things. 
. . . Before, they never cooked or fetched water. 
They just sat and stayed there and the food just 
came and they ate. But then they did not care for 
the fire so they had to work hard , , , So they 
copied each other, made wigs and married two or 
three women, or even ten or twelve women. Before 
that they just had one wife. All these things 
happened when my ancestors were alive. In those 
days they did not find it very hard. Now I'm find-
ing it very hard. 
The statement that Pangali and Tiame came from where "Obena" 
now live suggests migrations of proto-Enga people from the east 
or northeast, which is supported by linguistic relationships 
between Huli, Enga and Mendi (Wurm 1977f:469-470). Tiame was 
murdered when everyone was going to Mt. Ibira and her myth forms 
the basis of the ha'roli bachelor seclusion, a practice which 
Madiabe claims was borrowed from "Obena" (see Chapter 4), 
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, the Duna and Papuan Plateau 
peoples are of a different linguistic stock from the Huli and 
so-called Obena peoples. Their putative descent from Hela and 
Pangali may thus be a Huli attempt to build relationships with 
their unrelated neighbours. The names Duna, Duguba and Obena 
could also refer to Huli living in the direction of these other 
peoples, as indicated on pages 16 and 17. 
According to Madiabe, Hela first married a wandarilabo who 
lived at Talete where Wabia High School is now situated. They 
had no children and he eventually married Pangali, producing 
12 — 
Obena, Huli, Duna and Duguba. References to wandarilabo 
(wandari = girl/unmarried or childless woman) occur frequently 
in myths about these early times and indicate previous inhabi-
tants of the area, with which immigrant ancestors of the Huli 
married. The affix labo occurs in the word laboanda which the 
Huli use for the longhouses of the Papuan Plateau peoples, and 
suggests that these so-called Duguba once inhabited parts of 
the Huli area. It is interesting to note that the Beda'muni 
have legends claiming they were pushed out of the Highlands 
long ago by a stronger pepple when Mt, Sisa and Mt, Bosavi were 
13 
erupting (Hoey 1977). 
Further evidence of previous Duguba occupation in the Huli 
area has been uncovered by Ken Macnaughtan, who in a letter from 
Samberigi (26/8/79) wrote: 
There are what I would say are quite reliable legends 
of all the southern side of the present Huli tribal 
area as having belonged to the Duguba peoples. That 
includes the Dauli and Tani areas and in fact old men 
in the Tani area can take you to the boundary mark 
that existed between them 5 the Dugubas—just south 
of the Tani swamp. 
'Similarly, Modjeska (1977:30) says the Duna trace them-
selves from an ancestor called Hala who fathered the peoples of 
the Strickland Gorge, Ipili-Paiela, Huli (called "Kui"), Ok 
and Yunua (Duna), 
12 
As shown in Figure 8, these may have been grandchildren 
of Hela. 
T/ladiabe also said the previous inhabitants had gone sduth 
to Duguba, but he did not know who they were. 
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Although this may indicate that the Huli have occupied former 
Duguba areas for a comparatively short time, it is generally 
claimed that they originate from the Bebenete area near Wt. 
Ibira. 
Madiabe's account suggests an historical expansion from 
small peaceful groups with more or less monotheistic belief 
systems to large feuding populations practising organized 
spirit rituals. The places mentioned where Datagaliwabe's fire 
was kept became lai terebo or sites for performing the ancient 
dindi po'ngone ("ground knot") rites (see Chapter 4). Aburete-
anda, the most important lai terebo place, was at Bebenete where 
the Daveg Agricultural Project is today situated beside Dauli 
Teachers College (Plate XVIl). Duguba people pften participated 
in dmdi p'ongone activities with the Huli at this ground. Sites 
such as this were usually covered with pine trees and situated 
near swamps. Ogoanda or other types of spirit house were often 
14 hidden in the pine groves. 
PLATE XVII: Abureteanda with Mt, Ibira beyond 
14. Syd Gould believes Bebenete was the centre of Huli religion 
while Walete was a centre Of Huli culture (personal'communication 
Marrie Kolhardt), Apart from the large.spirit ground.at Bebenete, 
iSii terebo places were found in most clans but not the Tani, 
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PLATE XVIII: Traditional method of making fire 
(Tra Rlburiba)—friction cane (iniburiba) 
is pulled around split piece of wood 
(ira IrLbuna) held on dry leaves with feet 
It is said there were no trees at the time of Hela's migra 
-tion, but when da'ma made trees Hela constructed ogoanda to 
prptect the special fires. These blazes may have resulted from 
volcanic activity. People slept outdoors before trees were 
created and later when the fires had burnt out, they slept in 
ogoanda. They then had to use the bamboo thong friction method 
or ira hiburiba to make fire (Plate XVIII). 
According to Madiabe, people of Hela's generation never 
died but merely disappeared. When Hela's descendants forgot 
Datagaliwabe and began following dama, however, death became 
part of human experience. 
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There were two sides. One side was Datagaliwabe and 
Hela; the other side was the dama who gave gawa and 
gulupobe and these things. 
Dama are said to have organized the river systems of the 
Huli area around the time of the first trees. The following 
account should not be confused with the primeval inundation of 
15 the world which the Huli say happened long before Hela. 
Waratanabe made the water. Water was spilt all over 
the place, especially at the Tagali pugua [swamps 
formed by the Tagali riverj—Hai Pugua Qwestern part 
of Tani territory^ !? Huli Pugua, Urubu Pugua Qnear Gugu 
and YangomeJ, Dole Pugua, Gambiago Pugua and so on. 
Waratanabe and Tiliali put the Huria River and all the 
other rivers in their places. Tiliali cut down a tree 
called galoma, split it up and made the water run down 
in the places where the rivers are—Huria, Alua, Tagali 
and so on. 
Ibawale Waihinabe was up on Ambua Hari where no one is 
living. Waratanabe and Tiliali went to see him saying 
"What does your place look like?" He said "I've got 
all this water here, and I don't know what to do with 
it." So they said "Let it run down the mountain and 
join up with our water." So now rivers flow down from 
that side. 
The galoma was believed to be one of the first trees and in this 
account it was cut up to make a conduit arrangement or iba gendo 
for directing the water flow. 
Women are thought to have started playing ^wa and hiri-
yula during the time of the river formation,' According to 
Madiabe, these instruments, gulupobe and various types of gamu 
were originally invented by dama and given to humans as bribes 
to obtain pig sacrifices. 
During the time when the rivers and creeks were start 
-ed, that's when pepple began playing ^wa and Hiri-
yula, Some people also started doing tege and ^aia 
tege, A dama named Kulu Beberaya taught some girls to 
g^wa. At that time, there were no men Qabout^] only 
wandarilabo. 
Kulu Beberaya chopped into the tabaya tree, but didn't 
chop it down. So the tree stayed there. Then he said 
"Everyone refrain from talking. Just keep your mouths 
"1 c 
Glasse (1965;33) may have confused this. 
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closed, iba giya, iba cjagi [^ another term for iba 
' ^ya]], Andaya Luwiliaba [^ h'aroli's name J, nbifingi 
gamu [^ married man's magic to avert menstrual poison 
-ing] , dgTnda gamu [jnagic to make bow-atring taut 
and arrow hit target^, well dabu Bira gamu Qnan's 
magic for first coitus with wifej, g^wa and gljlu-
pbbe—I will give you all these things if you will 
cut the tree down. 
So some people chopped down the tree. Kulu Beberaya 
said "Huliamim'eme leme ^  ini" ("Huliamimeme is mine"). 
Then he took a piece 6f"~the special tree that had 
been chopped down and went to a place where a lot of 
mandi wall were sleeping. He played gavia and yulambe 
using the piece of tabaya wood. There were women and 
pigs sleeping there. When they heard the gawa, the 
pigs got frightened and ran away, 
Kulu Beberaya said all sorts of words with the gawa 
that made the girls' heads turn (dbedogo). Then he 
said "You will have to marry men because Hela made 
the rules (mana)." 
Then all the dama came together including Irabu Irabe, 
Ira Hondo, Ira Dagia, Ira Hundubi, Ira Hanaga's mother. 
All these dama said "You shouldn't get married because 
if you do you'll have lots of children and there won't 
be enough wood for fire or houses." But Kulu Beberaya 
said "We should get women to marry first and have child 
-ren." But Irabe Irabu said "No we should have trees 
first before we get people," 
In that time the women were called mandi wall because 
they lived at Mandi, and the men were called Hundu iTli 
because they lived at Hundu. 
The character Huliamimeme (sometimes called Agau Wandial 
refered to above, was the sister of Kulu Beberaya, whom he wanted 
to wed in incestuous dama style. (Dama do not have the same 
moral standards as humans.) This myth emphasizes the use of 
^wa and Hiriyula as courtship instruments to produce feelings 
of yearning in one's lawini. The logical outcome of these 
feelings, according to the customary precedents established by 
Hela, is marriage followed by sexual intercourse and childbirth. 
Here Kulu Beberaya showed women how to play these instruments so 
that they could court husbands and produce offspring, much to 
the vexation of other dima in charge of natural resources. It 
is interesting to note that Madiabe places the creation of trees 
and the organization of the present river system in the Huli 
area after the time of Hela. 
Most Huli are unfamiliar with the above legend, and it may 
be a tfi h'enene from the Bebenete area since Kulu Beberaya was a 
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dama placated in dindi pongone rites in that locality. Despite 
this, both male and female performers agree that women first 
invented and articulated words through ^wa and hiriyula which 
were then copied by men. Women usually insist that the da'nda, 
when used as a musical instrument, and tiibulu baralu, an almost 
extinct musical bow, were invented by men. These claims may be 
true because both men and women play gawa and hiriyula while 
only men use danda and hibulu baralu.. 
Men, on the other hand, believe that the danda was also 
originally created by women as a hunting weapon. Madiabe 
attributed the invention of the hunting bow and arrows to a 
woman named Warana Mandite from Mandi, This woman had difficulty 
in making the first bow because the wood broke when she tried to 
bend it. 
From Huli accounts it appears that before the introduction 
of sweet potato they practised large-scale taro cultivation in 
the many swamps throughout the area, supplementing their diet 
•With pig meat and hunted game. Madiabe's statement "In those 
days they did not find it very hard, but now I'm finding it 
very hard" implies that the effort involved in producing taro 
in these extensive fertile swamps was less than that involved 
in sweet potato cultivation. 
The presence of the dog,in Madiabe's description of the 
gathering on Mt. Ibira is significant because it indicates that 
dogs were important and possibly used in hunting in pre-Ipomeean 
times, whereas they have no significance in contemporary Huli 
society. In the present Huli sweet potato-based.culture, dogs 
are sometimes kept as house guards but are generally neglected 
and usually left to scavenge for food. Their population fluc-
tuates because they are destroyed when they compete with pigs 
for food, Huli dogs were formerly a timid type of wild dingo 
(biango dudu), but after white contact they were killed off in 
preference for the supposedly more ferocious European dog used 
by other Papua New Guineans. 
The following bi h'enene illustrates the bravery of Hela 
and the dog Peli, and also the importance of dogs as guards in 
former times. 
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There were two dama, Dabera Lira and Dabera Ali, 
living at Guluanda, We don't know where they came 
from but one of them wanted to kill and eat all the 
people. One night, feango Peli met this dama and 
said "Where are you going?" "I'm going to kill and 
eat all the people," it said. "All right," said 
Peli, "If you can count all my hairs before daylight 
then I'll show you where all the people are." So it 
started counting. When it had finished, Peli said 
"Now you must count all the trees." When it had 
finished that, Peli said "Now you must count all the 
dust." When it had counted all the dust, Peli said 
"Now you must count all the water." But it said 
"You can't count water; mindiya, klndiya, goregira, 
koregira [^ nonsense words^" and went off in a huff. 
Hela was trying to chase that dama, but he couldn't 
catch it. They went on and on and then night came. 
The dama came to a big tree and stopped beside it. 
Hela came to the same tree and slept on the other 
side, but neither knew the other was there. The 
dama made a big fire on its side, but Hela didn't. 
Hela went back in the morning and the dama went 
away.-'-^  
Pigs are sometimes mentioned in these early myths and may 
have figured prominently in pre-Ipomoean culture, although they 
appear to have been introduced only about five -thousand years 
ago with Austronesians entering the New Guinea island (Wurm, 
Laycock, Voorhoeve and Dutton 1977:939). This would have 
occurred long before Hela, however, and pig raising may have 
been well established in pre-Huli cultures. 
The first pig to be eaten was named Angoale and the 
first man to eat pig was Dabera Dangi. Dabera Yaluabe 
[^ Madiabe's ancestor eleven generations beforej was the 
first man to make a ground oven (dawaga) and cook 
(dawa] food in it. Tiliali [[the dSma in charge of 
water and farming^ gave sweet potato to the people. 
At first they didn't grow it in the ground but hung it 
up like beans are grown. They began doing this at 
Howale Pugua [[where the government agricultural station 
is now located^ , , • the axe (ayu), Obena brought it 
to the Huli. 
This may refer to the first pig to be cooked in a ground oven, 
although on another occasion 1 Madiabe claimed that Angoale was 
present on Mt, Ibira. Stone axes have traditionally been 
imported from peoples to the east and northeast, and are 
nDn other occasions Madiabe said the dama found it too hard 
to count all of Peli's hairs, so it went away muttering nonsense. 
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important in sweet potato cultures because trees must be felled 
and forests cleared to cultivate the crop. 
Early Huli history is sometimes confusing because separate 
events are often superimposed and genealogies can be telescoped. 
It appears that sweet pptato (ipomoea batatas) may have been 
introduced around or after the time of Madiabe's ancestors Wari 
Yobe, ten generations before (Figure 3), and Dabera Yaluabe, 
eleven generations distant (Figure 5), The plant is thought to 
have come to New Guinea around three hundred and fifty years 
ago from Indonesia, being brought to southeast Asia from,south 
America by the Portuguese and Spaniards (Conkin 1963:131, Yen 
1963:111-112). Sweet potato has completely superseded taro as 
the Huli staple, and cultivation extends to higher altitudes 
while the swamps lie unused. There is no indication from Huli 
oral history that pig herds were essentially smaller before the 
17 introduction of sweet potato. 
The t'ege cult probably developed just before the introduc-
tion of sweet potato because, as will be shown in Chapter 4, it 
is a comparatively recent fertility cult organized to promote 
abundant growth of taro crops and pig herds. According to the 
Huli, the tige pulu initiation in the tege was accxjlturated from 
the Duna. 
Although sorcery is purchased from the puna, mali dancing 
which follows successful sorcery is said to have been originally 
copied from Obena peoples. The mali iwa yodelled at mali re-
hearsals is undoubtedly a Huli invention, being identical to 
the iwa which accompanies group work. This was probably adapted 
to mali practices to help to dancers in their group effort of 
dancing together. The iwa has recently been borrowed by the 
Duna for group work (Chenoweth 1969:229), 
17 
Watson (1977:60-61) claims that large pig herds cannot be 
maintained on taro because pigs supposedly do not like eating 
taro. Nevertheless, the Kadazan of Sabah grow taro specifically 
for feeding pigs. The animals do eat the tubers, but are parti-
cularly fond of the green leaves and stems (personal communica-
tion Laurentius Kitingan). Pigs can survive on any food (even 
human excrement), and the presence of feral pigs in Papua New 
Guinea attests the tenacity of these animals. 
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Elements of the dawe bilogua exorcism rite may have been 
borrowed from the Duguba, since the costume worn by its prac-
titioners resembles those of certain Beda'muni and Kaluli 
dancers (Hoey 1977, Schieffelin 1977:225). The yulu malai, a 
decorated fish-tailed drum, was formerly imported from the 
Papuan Plateau peoples for use in dawe bilogua but has since 
been replaced by the long Huli drum called dindanao tabage. 
This exorcism ritual has been adopted from the Huli by the 
Ipili and other Enga groups (Meggitt 1957:52), 
According to the Huli, the dawanda as an institution grew 
out of the activities of spectators attending dawe bilogua 
within comparatively recent times. Dawe haga agali, the ritual 
-ists, are always married men and in the past other married men 
would often watch the nocturnal bilogua dance while seated 
beneath a small supported roof or house called dawanda ("dawe 
house"). Other spectators sometimes attended these gatherings 
and the married men in the dawanda used such opportunities for 
meeting unmarried women. These meetings gradually developed 
into organized courting parties which proceeded on the side-
lines while the dawe bilogua was performed. 
The term dawe originally referred to a dance ritual for 
appeasing dama, but came to be applied to the spectators or any 
social gathering. It later grew to mean "courting party" and 
dawanda became "courting house." Today the word dawe is used 
less frequently and any courting party, whether held indoors or 
outside, can be called dawanda. 
While Hela emerges as a significant character in early 
Huli history, another important man named Baya-Baya (^aya/^aya-
le = good, perfect; 6ayk_= they killed) appears more recently. 
Unlike bi hihene about Hela and early events which are often 
fragmented and remembered largely by influential old men, bi 
h'enene concerning Baya-Baya are far more well known and consis-
tent in detail from individual to individual. A typical account 
is that given by Madiabe: 
Baya-Baya was a perfect man who went around doing good 
and telling people to stop fighting, stop comitting 
adultery and to stop doing evil things. 
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He came with his mother from far away, way past the 
Duna. Nobody knows where he came from or what sort 
of people his people were. He had no father, just 
a mother and she had no husband. 
They came from way past the Duna to Goloba and then 
went down to iai terebo places in Duguba country. 
From there they came into the Huli area and stopped 
and slept down at Gumu. Then they crossed the 
Tagali and went to Wabia, then to Lumu-Lumu and all 
around the Huli area. At last they came to Bebenete. 
Here on the special ground called Abureteanda, men 
were killing pigs. Baya-Baya was going to hold the 
pigs and it was decided that he would let his blood 
flow too, to stop people doing wrong things. The 
man in charge of the pig killing said "When you hit 
the pig, instead of cutting it, just miss and cut 
Baya-Baya's hand between thumb and forefinger." 
But they hated Baya-Baya so they hit him and knocked 
him down. Then they butchered his body and chopped 
it up into little pieces. The men who did this were 
mostly from the h'ameigini Goloba Goli, Abua Amuira, 
Pailero, Dugu Kewai, Padagabua, Hubiyabe, Uguma Labe 
and Hogo Yuwi. As well as these, other Huli men and 
people from Obena, Duna and Duguba were there that 
day. They all hated Baya-Baya- and helped to chop up 
his body and mix his blood with the pigs' blood. 
That day, all the men in charge of the killing changed 
the names in their languages. They made the people 
sit down and forbade them to cross the Huria river or 
go back to their places for six months while'they 
changed the words around—agali (man) hidele, v^li 
(woman) t<amalo, nbgo (pig) yu, tj'iango (dog) yana, iba 
(water) andowale—and there were many others. The 
people spoke this way for six months then changed back. 
The reason they did this was because they were afraid 
that bingi would come because they had done wrong. 
Since then, whenever there has been famine, drought or 
trouble the people have come together at Bebenete and 
changed all the words around. 
Anyway, on that day when they killed Baya-Baya, they 
hit his mother and threw mud at her and pulled off all 
her clothes. She ran away naked and dirty, trying to 
get back to her own place. On the way Tani hameigini 
{_who had not participated in Baya-Baya's murder J took 
her in, washed her, gave her new clothes and looked 
after her. As she was leaving, Baya-Baya's mother 
said "Because you have looked after me and helped me 
in my trouble, one day you the Tani hemeigini will be 
the largest and greatest of all the Huli Hameigini." 
So today the Tani people are the biggest and strongest 
hameigini,and are growing bigger and stronger all the 
time. 
Baya-Baya was murdered during a dindi pbngone sacrifice on 
Abureteanda at Bebenete. According to Aguale and her father 
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Nigiba, a well known Bebenete personality, after Baya-Baya's 
body was butchered and his blood mixed with the pigs' blood, the 
women washed out his intestines like that of a pig. Pieces of 
his dismembered body were buried in the territories of all the 
guilty Hameigini to hopefully stop people from doing wrong. A 
certain stream flowing from Abureteanda sometimes appears red 
due to the underlying clay and the Huli say it is the fluid from 
Baya-Baya's intestines containing his blood. 
Piru, a famous man from the Walidegemabu area, claimed that 
Baya-Baya died in the time of his ancestor Benane, four genera-
ls — 
tions earlier. Similarly, a gebeali. named Dilabe from the 
Hoiebia area said that Baya-Baya was killed during the time of 
Tomaga, his ancestor four generations before him (see Appendix B 
for genealogies). Many believe that this was the first time 
bingi, a cataclysmic darkness, engulfed the land of the Huli. 
Others say that it had occurred earlier, but on the day of Baya-
Baya' s death they were afraid it would return so the dindi•pongo 
-ne yi or specialists altered the nouns in the language to avert 
this. Such linguistic alterations became a regular feature of 
major dindi pongone thereafter as dindi pongone yi instructed 
the crowds seated at Mumunduru, Abureteanda's neighbouring 
ground situated beside the swamp where the Dauli Demonstration 
School is now located. 
Bingi is believed to have occurred four or five times with-
in recent Huli history, the last happening during the time of 
Dilabe's father Nogobe. On that occasion the sky was black and 
it remained dark for three days, so everyone stayed indbors. At 
the end of three days, when daylight returned, they finally 
ventured outside. 
The Huli describe bingi as a darkness which comes down from 
the sky, some claiming that all plants die and are incinerated. 
When digging ditches, men sometimes uncover human bones and 
charcoal which they attribute to former M.ngi that burnt the 
i^s »iru helped organize the massive interclan battled at 
Lumu-Lumu in 1952 and was a guide in the A.P.C. expedition to 
Duna country in 1954 (Sinclair 1973:37). He was among the first 
Huli to become Christikfjs (Twyman 1961:117-119). 
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earth and destroyed previous inhabitants of the land. 
Although the Huli do not associate bingi with volcanic 
activity it seems reasonable to assume, as Glasse (1965:45} 
has suggested, that it is a volcanic ash fallout. Bingi-like 
occurrences have been recorded by other Highlands peoples and 
Watson (1963) thinks they may have resulted from the enormous 
erruption of Krakatoa in 1883. While this is probably the 
case in the bingi during Nogobe's lifetime, earlier happenings 
in the Huli area may have been caused by volcanic activity in 
Mt. Ambua as implied by Glasse (1963). Contrary to Glasse's 
statements (l963:27l), however, the Huli dread a return of 
bingi and some of the dindi p'o'ngone rituals are perfor^ ned to 
prevent its recurrence. 
The Huli regard bingi as punishment from Datagaliwabe and 
say that since Baya-Baya's death, his mother (whom Piru names 
Dili Piame) has been keeping a special pandanus tree of angalu 
nanenamu variety in Duna country. When the tree bears fruit, 
bmgi will occur. 
Many believe Baya-Baya will one day return to the Huli 
area. Others fear that his unknown kin may come and demand 
compensation for his death. This is a common cause for concern 
since all Huli h'ameigini, except for Tani, are responsible for 
his death and it is the only case in recent Huli history where 
payback has npt been given. When questioned about this, Madiabe 
uttered a damba bi or legal oration in favour of Baya-Baya's kin 
and named most of the culpable hameigini (see Transcription 104). 
He then continued: 
They killed Tiame, but it was long before. So if her 
kin come and ask us to pay, we won't do it. These 
days we will pay for Baya-Baya. I don't know where 
he came from but we'll pay, we Huli people. When 
Baya-Baya's kin come, we'll have to go all around the 
Huli area, to Gumu and everywhere, and pay them. 
19 N — ^ — 
Dindi gamu is a minor rite of dindi pongone not, as 
Glasse suggests, the name of the fertility cult itself. His 
references to the slaughter of a red-skinned Duna boy (1965:46) 
appear to be a garbled .version of the Bayar-Beya myth, 
T'iru searched for this woman in buna country but found 
neither her nor her tree. 
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The fact that Baya-Baya was a perfect man born from a 
virgin, who never did wrong but shed his blood to atone for the 
sins of all the people, suggests a connection with the Christian 
Gospel (although there is no resurection of Baya-Baya). A 
similar Messiah-like myth is found amongst the Foe, the details 
of which are closer to the Gospel than those of the Baya-Baya 
legend, and possibly similar myths occur amongst other neigh-
bours of the Huli. This indicates that the Gospel or a version 
thereof may have come to the area at least one hundred and fifty 
21 
years before contemporary missionary outreach. 
As illustrated in Chapter 1, older Huli people recall the 
early white explorations in the area. At that time, many 
thought Hides and O'Malley were da'ma. People from Bebenete 
claimed they were Dabera Lira and Dabera Ali who had returned 
after being chased away by Hela and the dog Peli in ancient 
times. Similarly at Walumali, people believed the explorers to 
be the particularly evil Heloabe and Piru Puaga who were local 
dama placated in dindi pbngone rites. One g'ebeali said the 
sounds Of aeroplanes surveying the land for later explorations 
were caused by dama beating drums in the sky. Younger men like 
21 
The Foe myth is as follows: "Long ago a virgin was sit-
ting and a bird came from the sky and alighted upon her. She 
saw a mark on her stomach and knew she was pregnant. In due 
time a son was born. When he grew up he went about telling 
people in each village and Icnghouse to stop stealing, killing 
and committing adultery. The people hated him because he was 
good and they wanted to keep doing evil, so they wanted to kill 
him. He knew he would be killed, so he told his mother 'Come 
to the place where I am killed on the fifth day after my death.' 
Eventually the men in a certain longhouse grabbed him and drag-
ged him out of the longhouse to kill him in the village. But 
he said 'Remember you will pollute the village if you kill me 
here.' So they dragged him outside the village and killed him 
in the bush. They then buried him in the ground. fFoe always 
lay their dead on rock ledges .J Five days later his mother 
came to the place where he had been buried, but his body was no 
longer there. She saw a strange light in the sky and heard a 
voice saying 'Your son is no longer dead but is with his father 
in the sky,'" (Personal communication Joan Rule.) 
The Foe believe this myth and the Gospel refer to the same 
events, but the New Testament accounts are more accurate because 
they were written down. Concerning Baya-Baya, the Huli say he 
is not Jesus Christ but God allowed this legend in their oral 
history so that they would understand the Gospel when it came 
to them. 
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Madiabe and Piru, however, said "Nonsense! They (the explorers) 
eat food and sleep like men; they can't be dama." 
When recalling the Taylor and Black expedition, Madiabe 
said: 
During that time there was a bad famine. We ran out 
of sweet potato and there were no greens, no fish, no 
cus-cus. So we chopped down the black palms, cut off 
the top parts and cooked them to eat. It was during 
that time that the Obena came and told us "You must 
kill pigs." Then they killed pigs and did magic 
called mara. The men and women danced together hold-
ing hands; we Huli are unaccustomed to this. 
This illustrates the superimposition of historical events in 
Huli memory. Taylor and Black passed through the area in 1938 
and 1939. The rrfara pig-killing cult is undoubtedly that 
mentioned by Meggitt (1956:91-117) and Feil (1978:391-392) which 
spread amongst the Enga, Ipili, Wage and surrounding peoples in 
1945 after frosts, famines and epidemics in 1940 to 1941. With 
no concept of a "year," the Huli would remember these events as 
occurring together. 
Huli oral history can thus be summarized around three 
migrations—^the original migration of Hela, the arrival of Baya 
-Baya and the coming of Europeans and government influence. 
All Huli recognize Hela as their ancestor and today many are 
demanding that the Papua New Guinean government declare the Huli 
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and Duna areas as Hela Province. 
The End of the World 
According to the Huli the end of the world will be a 
catastrophic return of bingi, heralded by the emergence of the 
iba tiri Yubale and Dabale from rivers near Bebenete. 
The following account, given by Yuli Tagobe, is a bi h'enene 
frequently told by the Bebenete dindi pbngone yi who were respon 
-sible for altering the nouns in the language to prevent a 
return of bingi. 
"Slala, the Duna name for their forebear (Modjeska 1977:30), 
is probably derived from the Huli name Hela, 
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In the future men will grow only a little bit, so 
that when a man is the size of a boy he will grow a 
beard. Then later, when a man is the size of a small 
boy, he will have a beard; and then when a man is 
only the size of a baby he will be bearded. In those 
days people will only live in one place. They will 
not cross rivers, they will not make bridges, because 
they will be too small. 
There will be complete darkness with no sunlight. 
Big thunder will sound in every direction. Then the 
two iba tiri Yubale and Dabale will come up and say 
"Now its time for everyone to die." But before every 
-one dies, they will go to the dreaming place {jLba 
Wale3 and go to sleep. Then the two dama will take a 
man and a woman up to.Ambua Hari and keep them there. 
When it all gets dark, everyone will die except for 
this man and woman. 
Then when everyone is dead, daylight will come and 
there will be a big drought and all the plants and 
animals will dry up. Then fire will fall from the sky 
and burn up all the dead things. Then heavy rain will 
fall and wash all the ashes away. Then new soil will 
fill up on the washed ground and new plants will grow. 
Then the man and the woman will come down from the 
mountains and live on the new earth and have children. 
The population will increase and the new people will 
be big, tall and strong. 
Rather than being the final conclusion to all of mankind's 
history, the future bingi holocaust is seen here as the destruc 
-tion of the Huli and their culture as it now stands. The 
drama occurs within the known boundaries of Huli geography, 
although it is implied that neighbouring peoples will also be 
annihilated. 
The supposedly indestructible Mt, Ambua, the eastern 
mountains and dama survive the "end," A selected portion of 
mankind survives only with supernatural interventinn. Although 
the "world" as it is will be destroyed, life will continue on 
indefinitely. The idea of oblivion before creation or after 
the destruction of the world here appears beyond Huli comprehen 
-sion. 
There seems to be an unconscious analogy between the 
recurring cycles of bingi throughout recent Huli history, 
including the anticipated cataclysm, and the crop cycles of a 
Huli garden. Just as an old depleted garden produces small 
inadequate sweet potato tubers, the world will produce small '. 
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weak people when it grows old. An old garden must be left 
fallow; so too the future humans will be put to sleep and die, 
and the terrible bingi dari<ness will overshadow everything. 
Before being recultivated, fallow ground must be cleared, burnt 
off and dug over. Hence the earth must be dried out, burnt up 
and washed before it can be replenished with plant, animal and 
23 human life. 
Not all accounts of the end of the world anticipate life 
continuing after the destruction. According to Dilabe, the end 
will come swiftly with little warning. Nothing will survive 
the final bingi. 
The two dama in charge of the rivers, Dabale and 
Yubale, will come up out of the water with clenched 
fists held up in front. When they open their fists, 
everyone will die. The sky will go black and there 
will be thunder and earthquakes. Everything will 
die and get burnt up. 
The return of bingi is fearfully anticipated, for it may 
well be the end of the world. Any strange phenomena may be 
interpreted as the approaching end, as shown on page 47, and 
the immediate reaction is to forsake customary restraint and 
observances, living as if time is about to run out. 
Summary: Music in Huli History 
The Huli traditionally were a non-literate people. Thus 
their oral history must be probed to ascertain, if possible, 
the origins of their music and other cultural activities. Huli 
myths or bi henene are said to be true stories recording the 
activities of ancestors and spirits, and events in ancient times. 
These myths are usually remembered by knowledgeable old men and 
often vary in detail according to locality, while most people 
have but a partial familiarity with such legends. 
There are very few bi h'enene that deal specifically with 
music and the Huli generally have little interest in retaining 
information about the possible origins of their musical genres. 
23 
Duna accounts of the mB, a bingi-like phenomenon, describe 
large plants, fruit and people following the fallout. Modjeska 
(1977:83-84, 330) suggests trace elements in the ash may have 
caused actual giganticism. 
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When questioned about this most people usually reply "We have 
always done it," Some performers and experts in oral history, 
however, do have ideas about how their music originated. 
As indicated in Madiabe's account of Hela and the gathering 
on Mt, Ibira, yodelling is believed to have been the precursor of 
speech. This myth may also imply solo yodelling was practised 
from early times, before Huli became the dominant language in 
the area. Possibly various iwa, such as the group yodel for 
corporate work, were also cried in those days although the gela, 
the iwa associated with the tege pulu, may have been introduced 
later with the cult from Duna. 
According to Madiabe, various types of g'amu and the instru-
ments gawB, hiriyula and gulupobe were originally invented by 
dama and given to humans in exchange for pig sacrifices. While 
many performers may be unfamiliar with myths about this, they 
agree with Madiabe that women were the first to play gawa and 
hiriyula. Madiabe's account suggests that these instruments 
were used to express poetic verses in a courtship context from 
the time of their invention. 
Similarly, the hunting bow and arrows are generally claimed 
to have been first constructed by a woman. Men later copied them 
and used the danda as a musical instrument to pass time. 
People are generally aware that the t'ege pulu was borrowed 
from the Duna and mali dancing was copied from Obena peoples. 
It is also commonly known that the extinct yulu malai drum was 
formerly imported from Duguba peoples, while dawanda courting 
parties grew out of gatherings attending dawe bilogua exorcisms. 
The Huli are usually preoccupied with gardening, pig-
raising, business dealings, clan and kin relationships, and have 
little time to ponder the origins of their music despite popular 
notions about such sources. The functional aspect of music in 
Huli life may also contribute to a lack of interest in musical 
origins—the Huli are more concerned with the purpose and per-
formance of their musical genres than with their musical history. 
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Gourlay (1973:12) suggests Huli dancing is copied from Bird 
of Paradise movements. The mating dance of this bird does resemble 
mali dance steps, but my informants considered this coincidental. 
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Nevertheless a knowledge of Huli oral history is essential for 
understanding some of the events and characters mentioned in 
certain genres, particularly glmu, bi t'e and damba bi. 
CHAPTER 4 
HULI RITUAL PRACTICES 
Gamu 
Gamu can be translated as "magic," and it refers specific-
ally to verses chanted or recited to dama to affect certain 
individuals or events. However, it may also be used in a more 
general sense which includes any action or ritual performed to 
appease and manipulate supernatural powers. Both men and women 
perform gamu, different types being used for different purposes. 
Dagia gamu, as mentioned earlier, is performed for a young 
woman to attract a husband after she reaches puberty. Girls 
sometimes chant such a spell while dressing for dances or large 
public gatherings where suitable men will be present. In 
fprmer times, mothers took their sick babies to old women who 
were experienced in dealing with da'ma for the performance of 
vfaneigini gamu ("children magic"). In such a case, the old 
woman would remove the child from its mother's hearing and rub 
its body with clay and spittle while quietly chanting her 
particular waneigini gamu. The practitioner was always paid 
for her services and was careful to prevent other women from 
hearing and stealing her magic. Women frequently chant hubibi 
gamu to protect their menfolk in battle or to prevent their 
husbands from being attracted to other women (Pugh(-Kitingan) 
1975:31-63). 
Men also perform hubibi gamu for protection during warfare, 
so that da'ma will reside in their shields and render them 
invisible before the enemy. Da'nda gamu is used to make the 
"Tor an earlier description and analysis of some gamu, see 
Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:31-50 and Peters 1975:10, 12-14. Blasse 
U965:37-49) has also briefly touched upon this. His "arrow" 
gamu should be called "bow" gamu (Glasse 1965:38). 
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bowstring (Hibuni) of a man's hunting bow taut and to help his 
arrows find their targets during hunting or fighting. 
Other men's gamu include wTali dabu Gira gamu ("woman marry-
ing magic") for a man's first coitus with his wife and nditTngi 
g'amu to keep him physically strong and protect him from men-
strual poisoning. Ha'roli instructors chant manda g'amu, as 
mentioned earlier, to promote the hair growth of young bache-
lors. They also perform iba giya g'amu to prepare initiates for 
receiving portions of a special ginger plant called iba giya. 
Performance style, vocal quality and melodic framework 
generally vary according to individual performers as favourite 
words, phrases or sometimes nonsense expressions can be used 
for their magical prpperties. In men's gamu involving group 
y — <. ^ "^. — 
chanting such as manda gamu, bilogua and sometimes iba giya gamu 
and liruali a"wa (performed during tege pulu initiation), how-
ever, verse structures and melodic frameworks are more standard 
-ized. 
Not all gamu practices involve chanting. Divination or 
h'alaga is a method of determining the future by swinging a 
bundle tied to a length of twine or a suspended net bag contain 
-ing a heavy object. By observing the pattern and direction of 
the swing and by listening to inaudible dama voices, the diviner 
may predict the outcome of certain events. 
Another divination practice called pagamu is used to deter-
mine the cause and-result of sickness. The diviner rubs some 
leaves (called pagamu b'ayate or bayate) in his hands and after 
blowing upon them, sits quietly observing their movements and 
listening to da'ma. He then informs his clients whether their 
sick relative is suffering for sorcery or a spontaneous attack 
from dama, and tells them of the outcome of the illness. 
Rituals and sacrifices in the major fertility cults such as 
dindi pbngone and tege are also described as gamu. Similarly, 
dancing in the tege, dawe bilogua and mali may be considered 
g'amu practices when they are performed to appease dama for 
certain desired ends. 
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Toro 
foro or sorcery involves hiring a dama to kill enemies in 
peace-time. A man wishing to practise toro goes to a sorcerer 
or dama tbgoni ("dama across bridge") of the Duna people, and 
pays him for a net bag containing black spherical meteorites, 
leaves and other paraphernalia associated with a particular 
dama. The usual payment is one pig per twelve months for as 
long as the bag is kept, with a large additional payment when 
2 it is returned. 
Having obtained such a bag, and hence the dama to which it 
belongs, the prospective sorcerer either uses it as a pillow or 
hangs it in his house above where he sleeps. The suspended bag 
is said to move around of its own accord and strange noises like 
a chicken's cry emanate from it—evidences of the movement of 
the dama and of its evil power. Kinsmen will not touch a man's 
belongings, sleep where he sleeps, share his food or smoking 
pipe when they see that he has become a dama togoni for fear of 
being attacked or possessed by the dama. 
After asking the da'ma to kill a particular enemy, the 
sorcerer clears some ground in the bush and goes daily to watch 
for a sign from the dama, who leaves a feather, leaf or some 
hair on the earth when the killing has been accomplished. The 
sorcerer may then ask for another death and can continue to 
kill off a whole Hameigini in this way, if he wishes. 
When the sorcerer has satisfactorily destroyed his enemies 
he returns the bag to its original owner, along with a final 
payment of pig, dange shell or cassowary, and organizes a mali 
in honour of the dama. Some Huli sorcerers purchase the toro 
equipment and become renowned dama t'bgoni amongst their own 
h'ameigini. Dama from Duna country, however, are reputed to be 
more powerful than Huli dama and t'bro equipment from Duna dama 
togoni is thus prefered. 
Sorcery appears to have declined with the widespread 
acceptance xjf Christianity, since Huli Christians prefer to 
^ee also Glasse (1965:39-42, 1968:100-104). This account, 
based on my own research, is included here for completeness 
sake. 
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make peace with enemies rather than using evil spirits to kill 
them off. In former times •8bro was considered dangerous and 
few men would use it because, as illustrated by Glasse (1956 
tapes), the hired da'ma often turned and attacked their employers 
causing sickness and death amongst wives, children and pigs. 
Mali 
Although toro has declined, mali dancing continues to 
flourish and is used to celebrate important social events such 
as Independence Day, the start of the financial year and 
3 
special occasions in the Roman Catholic and United Churches. 
In the past, unexplained deaths of enemy fight-leaders 
were usually attributed to the dama pertaining to a certain 
hameigini and these occasions were celebrated with mali. The 
following quote from a letter by Ken Macnaughtan written in 
June 1975 (also quoted in Peters 1975:78-79) describes the 
format and duration of the mali ritual in this context. 
The traditional reason for the mali was that when an 
enemy big man or fight leader died from reasons other 
than straight out fighting the people gathered believ 
-ing that their evil spirits had gone and killed their 
enemy for them. They danced the mali to honour their 
own clan evil spirits. (Not the spirits of deceased 
people.) Traditionally they began the celebration of 
the enemy's death by building an outside kitchen house. 
If and enemy from only one clan/tribe had died they 
built a lean to T — f If 'two enemies from two differ-
ent tribes had died they then built a gable roof ^""^ 
each half representing a dead man. In the house they 
then burned the totem wood of the enemy group. They 
danced with chanting for two or three nights then 
cleared the ground. They then danced another 3 or 4 
nights while the house was built. After this they 
danced late afternoons from 2 to 4 weeks. All of 
this was without decorations. They then danced about 
3 times in the early afternoon and the 4th time they 
danced right on midday with decorations and chanting. 
They then distributed tree oil to all the surrounding 
clans, oiled themselves up and danced without their 
string bags at midday for 3/4 days without chanting. 
They then danced in a circle around a piece of wood 
planted in the ground with burned in notches indicat 
-ing those dead in the enemy clan. They then danced 
>or earlier brief descriptions of mali see Peters 1975:78-
83, Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:4-5, Twyman 1962:62, 
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B sang the u called 'mambolo barua bama,' as they 
pulled the stick out and threw it away. They then 
dispersed. There was no feasting. 
Although mali is the Huli word for a dance (mali lia = to 
dance), referring specifically to the sideways jumping dance of 
men with drums (tabage), it also encompasses the total celebra-
tory event. Obviously the format of a mali sequence will vary 
according to the context of performance. Thus the building of 
the symbolic houses, the burning of totem wood and the circular 
dancing around the stick described above are omitted from most 
mali. 
Each mali is preceded by one or two nights of rehearsing 
in which unpainted men dance with their drums and call the mali 
iwa. This is not chanting, as suggested above, but is a type 
of iwa or group yodelling used to assist the dancers in their 
effort of dancing together in a line. The same iwa is cried 
(without drums) by groups of men lifting heavy logs or perform-
ing heavy joint tasks in the bush and victorious warriors 
returning home after battle. In these contexts the yodel is 
simply named iwa. 
The sound of the mali iwa and drumming at rehearsals 
carries for quite a distance and often attracts a crowd of 
spectators. These occasions provide opportunities for potential 
spouses to meet. Certain dancers sometimes dance into the crowd 
and jostle their favourite girlfriends in the darkness—illicit 
behaviour which would produce outraged condemnation in broad 
daylight. 
Dancers spend the morning of the mali dressing, painting 
their faces and oiling their bodies with tree-oil (mbagua) 
away from the presence of women. Towards noon.they run onto the 
cleared ground, surprising the gathered crowds, and begin 
dancing in two rows facing each other. 
The dancers are more or less arranged in order of height 
with men first, youths in the middle and small boys at the end 
of the rows. The leaders are usually men of importance, al-
though each may be preceded by a small boy at the head of the 
rows. 
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With feet together, they jump sideways using short steps 
in time to the v.sJ^ 'liJ^  va^l rhythm of their drums (see 
Plates XIX and XXVI). This continues for several seconds 
until the dancers stop to move to a different part of the clear 
-ing, adjust their decorations and test their drums, sometimes 
holding the open end of a drum over a fire to increase its 
resonance by expanding the air inside. Any one of the dancers 
may reassemble the lines by drumming :1 1 J-' °^ •Jlil 1 i i Jt' 
and the dance proceeds again. This pattern of dancing with 
short intermittent breaks continues until the afternoon rains 
commence. The mali iwa is not yodelled during daytime dancing. 
According to the Huli, mali dancing starts at noon (horo-
mbe) because the afternoon rains would spoil the face paint of 
the dancers if it began later in the day. Dancers refrain from 
smiling and maintain expressionless faces during performance to 
prevent their paint from cracking. 
As shown in Plates XIX, XX, XXVI and XXVII, mali dancers 
wear ceremonial dress topped with a red or occasionally black 
crescent-shaped wig (manda hare = red wig, manda mindibi = 
black wig) which is trimmed with tips of red parrot feathers. 
Some men wear the common rounded wig (manda galu), and youths 
and small boys plant stalks of cane or grass in their hair. 
The common string sporran (p"upai) worn over the net apron 
(Jkmbale) is replaced by the ceremonial ochre-red sporran named 
nogo ere (nogo = pig, ere = tail) to which tassles of pig tail 
hair are affixed. 
Men wear the ceremonial dancing belt called baeahago or 
baeago which is decorated with woven vine root patterns, and 
bangles (gi dole) of thin igibu cane. Their tail leaves 
(payabu) are supplemented with branches of green leaves which 
are lifted by strings so that they swell out behind the dancers. 
Arm-bands (gi pagida) are also decorated with leaves. Net bags 
(nil) are not worn. 
The tabage or layano tabage (layano = name of wood) played 
by mali dancers is a somewhat hourglass-shaped drum with a 
This sometimes resembles the rhythm \i'\~\ [~~\ £"1: L 
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single head (nehane) of cus-cus or tia balena (balena = species) 
skin. It is usually held in the left hand and hit with the 
fingers of the right. The Huli describe the sound of this 
common drum as dombena or tombena (dombeni = "in between"), and 
its fundamental generally measures 113 Hertz on a Real-Time 
Frequency Analyzer although tombena fundamentals can vary from 
103,5 Hertz to 150 Hertz.^ 
Most dancers play their own drums. Men who do not own 
tabage may hire them for the occasion from other men or dance 
without drums, slapping the front of their midriffs as they 
jump in time to the tabage rhythm. If one of the dance leaders 
is an exorcist or dawe haga agali, he may play his rare long 
dindanao-sounding (dindiha = "underneath") tabage which is 
usually reserved for dawe bilogua performances. 
Small boys participating in mali dances may be given two 
sticks to strike together or broken tabage, soft-drink cans, 
lengths of wide bamboo or inverted plastic cups to hit with 
•their hands. Without these, they slap the front of their chests 
as they jump in the same manner as men without drums. 
Series of mali are organized to celebrate particular events. 
During the 1974/75 Christmas-New Year period, mali were held 
consecutively at Catholic Mission grounds throughout the Huli 
area. Bronwyn Peters and I attended those held at Yabira on 
December 27, 1974 and Angaya on January 2, 1975 and recorded the 
Yabira mali. 
From May to June 1978, mali were held at United Church 
grounds to celebrate the opening of new United Church outposts. 
This series began on May 25 at the small new church at Hari Awi, 
Peters (l975:49) has described drum construction. After 
shaping the selected piece of wood to the desired form, the 
central hole is created by boring down the length and burning 
away the excess timber with a fire stick, A piece of plucked 
and dried cus-cus skin is soaked in water and stretched over the 
rim of the drum head which has been smeared with beeswax. 
S^ BVeral men stretch the skin as it is bound to the wood with 
^g^bu cane. Small pieces of w^gaya (beeswax or sap) may be 
stuck to the taut skin to increase the drum's resonance. Any 
man with a tkbage may dance in a mkli, and groups of drums are 
not tuned to definite pitches as Peters (1975:BD) suggests. 
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a mountain located three hours trekking time west of Bebenete, 
and culminated in four days of mali dancing from June 21 to 24 
at Gugu near Yangome on the Bebenete-Lumu-Lumu road. I recorded 
those at Hari Awi and Gugu on June 22 and 23. This series was 
extended into July with further celebrations in other places to 
coincide with the beginning of the financial year. 
The Yabira mali mentioned above was a small affair with 
only one line of seven dancers (see Peters 1975:79-81, 83). Of 
the five tabage which were played, two had main pitches around 
103.5 Hertz while three were individually pitched at 115.0 Hertz, 
119,5 Hertz and 150,5 Hertz.^ 
The Angaya mali had two rows of ten dancers each and a 
small boy preceded the men at the start of each row (see Pugh 
(-Kitingan) 1975:4). As the dancers ran down the track leading 
to the church ground before the mali dance itself, two pubescent 
girls with painted faces, oiled bodies, white feathers in their 
hair, enlarged skirts and breasts discretely covered by bark 
sheets ran together ahead of the men. They held a stick between 
them to keep together, and then dispersed ampngst the crowd on 
reaching the ground. 
Apart from mali dancing, the Angaya New Year celebration 
also included non-rnfeili elements of the gaia tege cult. There 
was much pig feasting, some of the pigs having been sacrificed 
to the local dama. A man with his face painted white and his 
unoiled body painted in horizontal stripes of brown and white, 
wearing the ceremonial red crescent-shaped wig and nogo ere, ran 
onto the ground ahead of the dancers. He carried a long dinda-
nao tabage and beat it in time to his jogging as he ran around 
the church building and up and down the aisle inside during the 
celebrations. In the gaia t^ge this person is called the l<umia. 
Throughout the Yabira and Angaya mali European Roman Catho-
lic priests conducted mass inside the church buildings. No 
services were held during the United Church mali celebrations 
which I attended, the Huli pastors being busy with organizing 
the other activities. 
^he Real-Time Frequency Analyzer' produces more accurate 
figures than the equipment used by Peters (1975:24-28, BO). 
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At Hari Awi two groups of dancers, one of seven dancers and 
the other of fourteen, ran onto the ground from different direc-
tions (Plates XIX and XX). After dancing around the tiny grass-
roofed church building in separate groups of two rows each, they 
eventually combined to form one large two-rowed group. Funda-
mental drum frequencies ranged from around 100 Hertz to 158 
Hertz, with most sounding in the 113 to 120 region. When 
separate, each group hit the basic syncopated rhythm out of 
phase with the other which suggested the composite pattern of 
ii:nnnf 
s The mali at Gugu included dancing by girls dressed like 
those seen at Angaya. Before the celebration, I was taken to 
PLATE XIX: Mali at Hari Awi 
—first group of dancers 
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PLATE XX: Mali at Hari Awi—leaders of second group 
testing their drums (tombena tabage) 
see two of the girls being prepared by their mothers and sisters 
in a garden thicket, away from the presence of men. This prepara 
-tion sequence is illustrated in Plates XXI to XXIV. 
When I arrived the girls were painting their forearms and 
hands in ochre (hare), having already smeared it over their 
feet, legs, thighs and midriffs and having painted their faces 
in yellow clay (ambuago) and red face paint (digili) (Plate XXl), 
The hare is pbtained by mixing ochre-coloured clay in water 
and boiling it in a pot or gourd. 
After this, tree oil (mbagua) was wiped over the girls' 
upper arms, backs and chests using a handfull of grass like 
that for applying ochre (Plate XXII). A cross of bright red 
pel-nt. or digili was then painted across the back and chest of 
each girl with the fingers (Plate XXIIl). This thick red dye 
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PLATE XXI: Girls preparing for mali at Gugu (22/6/78) 
—applying ochre (hare) to arms 
is formed when the soft berry-like seeds in the pod of a certain 
tree are crushed with the fingers. 
Both girls wore new thick skirts which were enlarged with 
croton and other leaves. White tufts of down decorated their 
hair and one girl wore a feather arrangement usually seen on 
top of a man's wig, consisting of the gewali, two white feathers 
affixed to long quills, sprouting from the h'onogagu or cluster 
of blacd< cassowary plumage. The girls covered their breasts 
with strips of cloth held under the armpits. Formerly bark was 
used for this purpose. 
After a drink of water (Plate XXIV) and a word of prayer 
in which one of the mother^ asked that Christ's Name be 
honoured throughout the celebrations, the girls proceeded to 
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the open ground where they performed a circular clockwise 
jumping dance amid the crowds awaiting the mali dancers, hold-
ing a stick between them to synchronize their movements (Plate 
XXV). Girl's dancing either in a circle or a straight line 
continued intermittently throughout the mali both inside and 
outside the lai?ge grass—roofed cane church building. 
Traditionally this women's dance was not considered a true 
part of the mali, being mainly an opportunity for mothers to 
show off their daughters to any eligible men present. On this 
occasion at Gugu, however, it appeared to be viewed more 
seriously as a valid part of the celebrations even if it was 
something of a "side-show," While the girls described above 
PLATE XXII: Applying tree oil (mbagua] 
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PLATE XXIII: Woman painting her daughter 
with red dye (cligili) 
were of marriageable age, around nineteen or twenty years, 
other pairs of dancers included much younger girls. 
The painted facial and body decorations of female dancers 
resemble those of male mali dancers. Possibly the girls' order 
of preparation—face painting first, followed by ochre on the 
limbs then tree oil application—has also been borrowed from 
the men. 
The main mali dance at Gugu on this day began with a huge 
group of two rows, each containing about seventeen dancers, who 
moved backwards and forwards across the open ground near the 
road (Plate XXVI). This included a large number of small boys, 
two of whom preceded the men at the head of the rows. After 
about an hour the dancers moved up to the smaller church ground, 
Ill 
split into two separate groups of two rows and danced around 
the church building until early rain caused a premature halt to 
the proceedings. 
On the following day, a large pig feast was held in con-
junction with a mali dance. Unlike the feast at Angaya, this 
was used for settling debts and pigs were not sacrificed to 
dama. No female dancing was performed. A large group of about 
thirty-two men and boys danced around the ground beside the 
church building in two rows (Plate XXVII). 
Most of the dancers had participated in the previous day's 
mali, and thus recordings of the two performances produce 
similar measurements of tabage fundamentals with 113 Hertz, 124 
\' « 1^*-^ 
PLATE XXIV: Girls drinking water before dancing 
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PLATE XXV: Girls dancing clockwise at mali at Gugu (22/6/78) 
Hertz and 141 Hertz being the most intense frequencies. Unlike 
most mali, the drumming and dancing had a regular rhythm of 
imnn:||. 
The Huli say that the mali idea and also the rare black 
ceremonial wig were borrowed from Obena peoples. Although of 
different shapes, black ceremonial wigs do appear to predominate 
amongst Mendi and Enga groups. The Mendi also have a sideways 
jumping dance with drums which closely resembles mali dancing. 
Some people claim the mali is a relatively recent invention, 
post-dating the introduction of the tige plilu. Its advent may 
thus be within the last three hundred years. 
This men's dance precedes an important public announcement 
and is shown in the CBS film The Mendi being danced by a row of 
men wearing normal dress. 
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PLATE XXVI: Men and boys in mali at Gugu (22/6/78) 
PLATE XXVII: Men reforming their rows in Gugu mali (23/6/78) 
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Dawe Bilogua 
D^we t^logua ("farewell d^we") or bilogua (also called 
dawe teda) is an exorcism dance ritual performed as a last 
resort to placate a dama who is possessing an individual, 
causing sickness or insanity. The practitioners are called 
dawe h^ga agali ("married men who hold d^we") or dawe hago 
("they who hold dawe") and are experienced in dealing with dama, 
A bilogua is conducted at night by two, three or four dawe 
haga iTgali, often watched by a crowd of spectators. After 
sacrificing a pig to the dama concerned inside a small open-
sided house (haguane anda or b'agane anda) and smearing the 
blood on the doorposts and lintel of the house or shelter where 
the victim is lying, the men jog around a large fire in time to 
the \\'- ^ ^ J^  I'll rhythm of their long dindanao-sounding t'abage. 
They circle the fire once, then stop and chant gamu verses 
(also called bilogua) to the dama in the centre of the fire 
while continuing to hit their drums. Each verse line concludes 
with the expression ae. At the end of the verse the dance is 
resumed, and this alternating pattern of dancing and chanting 
continues without a break until first light in the morning. 
The ground oven inside the sacrificial hut where the pig has 
been cooking is then opened and the meat is distributed to the 
relatives of the afflicted. 
The dindanao tabage which the men play has the same con-
struction as the tombena variety but is much longer (up to a 
metre in length) and its low-pitched fundamental sounds well 
below 100 Hertz. Occasionally the almost extinct yulu malai 
may be used. This drum was formerly imported from Duguba 
peoples and is said to have a head of walia lizard skin, a fish 
-tailed shaped open end and painted carvings or giligili down 
the sides. 
When perfor^ ning dawe bilogua, dawe haga i'gali wear a 
spectacular costume consisting of a woman's skirt and a huge 
feathered headdress which forms a cape down the back (Plates 
XXVIII, XXIX and XXX). The front of the headdress is made from 
myriads of short red and white feathers affixed to a large 
piece of bark in the shape of an inverted triangle. Hanging 
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from the back of this is a portion of old net bag covered with 
black or brown cassowary plumage decorated with strings of red 
or white seeds. A mass of large white and grey feathers sprouts 
from behind the front of the headdress, those on top of the head 
being joined to long quills so that they bob up and down as the 
dancer runs around the fire. Large bundles of dried grass hang 
from the dancer's armbands and igibu cane bangles are also worn. 
PLATE XXVIII: Rear view of a dawe haga agali's costume 
y 
The Huli claim that this costume and the bilogua performance 
make the dama happy (turuba) and cause it to laugh (obaHa), so 
that it releases its victim and goes away. This outfit closely 
resembles the dancing dress of some of the Papuan Plateau peoples 
(see for example Schieffelin 1977:225-226, Hoey 1977), and was 
/, probably borrowed with the yulu malai drum. 
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PLATE XXIX: Dawe bilogua leader (left) 
and central group of men (right) at Wabia [l6l9l77] 
The dawe bilogua shown in Plates XXIX and XXX was performed 
as part of the 1977 Independence Day celebrations near Wabia 
Police Station. Two dawe haga i'gali danced anticlockwise around 
a stationary group of three men wearing normal Huli dress. When 
they stopped for each verse, the five bent slightly forward and 
facing one another, sang together as if chanting into the fire. 
The ritualists had their beards dyed blue and wore tree oil and 
painted decorations on their skin, with their facial features 
highlighted in red, blue and white. 
Two of the men in the central stationary group supported 
the third who wore a yellow T-shirt under his net bag (see Plate 
XXIX}, This man had a bandaged knee and appeared quite stooped 
and ill, as if under extreme psychological stress. He scowled 
at the surrounding crowds, waving his folded black umbrella 
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menacingly. Possibly the bilogua was partly intended for his 
benefit. When I asked the leading dancer (a magistrate, as 
shown by his red medallion hanging from his neck) why he was 
performing bilogua, he replied "I'm doing it because it's 
Independence Day." The older man in Plate XXX, however, said 
"I'm doing it to make him {_ the dama J happy." 
The availability of medical aid and Christian counselling 
has largely rendered the dawe bilogua in its traditional perfor 
-mance context redundant. Unlike the mali, however, the bi-
logua has not been readily adapted as a celebratory art foiTn. 
This appears to be because the Huli strongly associate it with 
the particularly evil da'ma to which it is directed, and while 
any man owning a drum can dress up and dance at a mali only 
those married men in contact with dama may perform dawe bilogua. 
PLATE XXX: Dawe h'aga agali at Wabia (16/9/77) 
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The mali is traditionally organized to celebrate something 
positive, while the bilogua is performed only in a desperate 
situation as a last resort, 
Dindi Pongone 
Dindi p'ongone ("ground knot"), the practitioners of which 
are called dindi p'ongone yi, is the oldest large-scale Huli 
fertility cult which was organized in times of widespread 
famine, disease or catastrophe to increase crop production and 
promote human health. It appears to date from ancient times 
and its component rituals are directly related to various 
events throughout Huli history as recorded in their myths or bi 
henene. 
While some men possibly still practise certain rituals in 
obscurity, the dindi p'ongone as a whole is no longer extant. 
It appears that throughout the last three hundred and fifty 
years or so its practice alternated with that of the tige until 
it was finally superseded by that more recent cult about ten to 
twenty years before Europeans became established in the area. 
As menticned in the previous chapter special grounds called 
lai terebo, at which the dindi pongone was organized, were 
situated at various places throughout the Huli area. It was 
here that the fires of Datagaliwabe burned during the time of 
Hela who is said to have constructed tall skillioned-roofed 
ogoanda for their protection, Abureteanda and Mumunduru at 
Bebenete, where the Daveg Agricultural Project and the demon-
stration school of Dauli Teachers College are now located 
respectively, formed the most important lai terebo centre for 
it was at Abureteanda that Hela and later his descendant Huli 
settled, Abureteanda was a pine grove with some sort of gebe-
anda situated where the Daveg shed now stands. Mumunduru 
includes a swamp and featured an ogoanda. It was possibly 
mainly an open area, as it is now, large enough to contain many 
crowds. 
g 
The; material presented here is highly fragmented being 
based mainly on the recollections of old men, such as Piru and 
Madiabe, who participated in the cult when younger. 
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Other pine groves and l^i terebo places included Gubianda 
where Tari High School now stands and the neighbouring ground 
Talete, Daberanda in the Gupari/Guluanda area, sites in the 
Hoiebia and Walidegemabu areas and Kelote, a ground in Buriani 
_ 9 
hameigini territory. Hela slept at the latter place when he 
chased the dama from Guluanda away from the Huli area. Talete 
was the home of Hela's viiindarilabo wife. 
In times of catastrophe the people assembled at these 
grounds to entreat the deTma to restrain their mischievous anger, 
sending good times instead of bad. At Bebenete the crowds 
gathered at Mumunduru while pigs were killed in the Abureteanda 
pine grove. These gatherings often included Duna and Duguba 
who also claimed descent from Hela. 
The major dindi pbngone ritual, known as ega l<amia, was 
based on the bi hinene describing the formation of the rivers 
(see page 83). A galoma tree (fra galoma), also called galoma 
Hale or simply ira h'ale, grew near Abureteanda. Two rivers 
were said to flow beneath its roots and a da'ma named Irabu 
Irabe dwelt in its branches. This was most probably situated 
at the conjunction of the Huria and Dagia rivers at Bebenete, 
while similar trees grew at other places throughout the Huli 
10 
area. 
>^  
After sacrificing a pig to' Irabu Irabe, .the dindi pongone 
yi would then paint the galoma tree trunk since it was supposed 
to have been the first type of tree, in the Huli area. Next 
pigs were sacrificed to the iba tiri Yubale and Dabale because 
they were resppnsible for cleaning the rivers and streams which 
flow beneath the g'aloma and were said to demand pig meat. As 
mentioned earlier, these da'ma are associated with the presence 
of eels in the water. 
The use of the suffix anda (house) on the end of some of 
these place names probably refers to gebeanda, but could also 
suggest that these places may once have belonged to extinct clans 
by that name or to forgotten house owners. Some may have been 
Duguba longhouse sites in ancient times. 
• Madiabe also claimed that the Tagali river flowed beneath 
the roots of the galoma. 
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At Bebenete the pigs were usually sacrificed at Aburete-
anda and the cooked pieces were thrown into the Huria river 
below to feed the iba tiri. Pigs were then killed at Mumunduru, 
some of the cooking taking place inside the ogoanda before 
further pieces were "thrown into the river. In this case, a man 
and a woman representing Hela and his wandarilabo first wife 
sat either side of the ground oven inside the ogoanda. 
Fire for all these sacrifices was obtained by using the 
ira hiburiba or bamboo thong and wood friction technique. The 
fire from glowing embers of ordinary household fires was con-
sidered too impure for ritual sacrifice. 
Madiabe, who performed ^ga k'amia magic when he was younger, 
said that the Wabiago and Dombe Mi.a hameigini would take eels 
from the river and place them with sticks of galoma wood during 
the sacrifices to add potency to the magic. If eels were scarce 
in local rivers, men travelled down to Lake Kutubu to obtain 
additional numbers. Yuli said that the dindi pbngone ^ i would 
yodel u beside the Huria river to call eels out of the water. 
After decorating the animals' necks with dange shells, they cut 
off their tails, stuffed them with pig meat and threw them back 
to the iba tiri. 
People were prohibited from crossing the rivers for six 
months during the dindi pbngone because the iba ifiri were 
eating the meat in the water and would kill any human who 
crossed their domain. This six month period and the ega kamia 
became associated with attempts to avert bingi following the 
death of Baya-Baya who was murdered during a sacrifice at Abure 
-teanda. On that day the guilty ritualists, who represented 
most of the major h'ameigini, altered all the nouns in the 
language and made the crowds gathered at Mumunduru sit down on 
the ground to learn the new words. Everyone spoke this way for 
six months until the danger had passed. This became a standard 
feature of all ega k'amia in dindi pongone thereafter. Some of 
the alternatives to common Huli words are shown in Table 1. 
A special variety of pandanus nuts called angalu nanename 
were also burnt to prevent bingi recurring. This rite was 
based on the belief that Dili Piame, Baya-Baya's mother, is in 
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Table 1: Dindi Pongone Noun Alternatives 
Huli word 
nogo 
agali 
wall 
hina 
biango 
yari 
iba 
English translation 
pig 
man (married) 
woman 
sweet potato 
dog 
cassowary 
water 
Ritual alternatives 
yu 
dagayu 
y^be 
yulabe 
hidele 
k^malo 
yalilabe 
yamelabe 
daboro 
yana 
yanu 
andowale 
b\ 
dimbiri 
Duna country keeping a pandanus tree of this variety which will 
bear nuts and cause bingi to return. Nuts of this type were 
burnt simultaneously at dindi pongone grounds throughout the 
Huli area to prevent this. 
Another important dindi pongone rite involved making a huge 
bonfire of a high pile of smoking pipes (mundu be) in imitation 
of the ancient fires of Datagaliwabe. This also took place 
simultaneously at all lai t'erebo places throughout the area, and 
the smoke could be seen from a great distance. During each 
dindi p'ongone at Bebenete, the pile was lit at Mumunduru follow-
ing the pig sacrifice at Abureteanda prior to the language 
alterations. It was named Ira liiburuba dugua wiaga ("wood cane 
rope the pulling up and placing of"), referring to the friction 
method of firelighting, a name which became an alternative for 
Mumunduru. 
Pigs were sacrificed to other dama or g'ebe in the dindi 
pbngone, such as the female dama Agau Wandia who is said to be 
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the wife and sister of the male dama Kulu Beberaya. Certain 
tracks throughout the Huli area, known as gebe hariga or gebe 
hagama ("dama roads") were avoided during the dindi pbngone 
because the dama concerned would be passing back and forth to 
observe sacrifices being offered them. 
Another track known as t^ abua hariga ("greedy road") passed 
from Bebenete to Guluanda and was avoided by women with small 
children younger than four months. This path is said to have 
been taken by the snake and dog in early times who, according 
to Madiabe, were good friends in those days. 
The dog and snake were best friends. The dog could 
curl up but the snake could only stretch out in a 
straight line. So the snake said to the dog "Give 
me your magic to bend." So then it could bend and 
roll up [^ into a coilj. So the snake gave the magic 
to blow ash off sweet potato so that dogs can think 
of food. 
Leaves were taken from certain trees along this track to place 
in the ground ovens at Abureteanda and Mumunduru where the 
sacrificial pigs were cooked. Their potency appears to lie in 
their association with the snake's magic which is connected with 
food. 
Dancing also accompanied dindi pbngone. Two long open-
sided lean-to structures were located at Mumunduru, Daberanda, 
Kelote and Howale Pugua where the governmental agricultural 
station is now situated. One of these contained thirteen 
partitions and was called halebe (halerife = 13) and the other.had 
fourteen partitions and was named debe (deria = 14); men danced 
around the halebe thirteen times and around the debe fourteen 
times. This dancing was performed simultaneously at all grounds 
where these buildings were situated, especially during dindi 
pongpne organized during times of famine. 
Occasionally a klimia dancer (like that seen at the Angaya 
mali) would also run through the crowds beating his long ^inda-
"1 was unable to discover the significance of 13 and 14 in 
this context. It possibly refers to certain numbers of Hame-
igini gathered. 
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nao tabage, Duguba participants performed their own special 
dance known to the Huli as dawe g'erela, and sacrificed cus-cus 
(Ma) to the dama. 
From all accounts it appears that each dindi pongone lasted 
for over six months, maybe a year or more in some cases, and 
involved thousands of people from all the Huli hameigini as well 
as neighbouring groups. Possibly sacrifices were offered at all 
the various types of gebeanda throughout the Huli area, and 
there were probably many more rituals conducted at the lai tere-
bo than those outlined here. Some of these may also have been 
directed to ancestral dinini as well as dama. 
It can be seen from this fragmented description that while 
the dindi p'ongone was organized largely to appease dama in times 
of adversity certain elements, such as the simultaneous lighting 
of bonfires throughout the area and the dancing around halebe 
and debe, united the people as descendants of Hela in the face 
of this supernatural antagonism. The demise of this cult seems 
to be because it was no longer effective in satisfying the dama 
or averting disaster. Moreover, it has been suggested that 
many dmdi pbngone yi merely used such opportunities to obtain 
wealth and pig meat (presumably they received portions of the 
sacrificed meat as partial payment for their services), "I 
went to a pig sacrifice at this place here," said Madiabe 
indicating Abureteanda, "but I think those men were just trick-
ing people—I didn't see any dama!" 
Dindi Gamu 
Dindi g'amu ("ground magic") is a smaller version of the 
dindi p'ongone performed by only one gebeali to increase the 
12 fertility of the soil and hence produce better crops. It 
appears that this was conducted in times of small—scale crop 
failure. 
In this case the gebeanda was usually a cave inhabited by 
a certain da'ma. Piru recounted how he performed dindi gamu in 
12 "^  -
The term dindi gamu is sometimes used as an alternative 
for dindi pbngone. Contrary to Glasse's claims (1972:43, 46) it 
is an ancient cult, much older than the tege. 
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a cave near Walumali named Hunabe after a particular dama. 
This cave consisted of four "rooms" or caverns, -In the first 
cavern a normal-sized pig was killed and its fatty kidneys were 
left for the dama Hunabe, A small pig was then killed in each 
of the remaining three caverns and a small piece of burnt meat 
was left in each for the dama Giraboli, Heloabe (an especially 
evil and powerful dama whom Piru equated with Satan) and Hano-
wali (a female dama) respectively. The remainder of the four 
pigs was kept by the g'ebeali to be secretly and greedily con-
sumed later. 
Madiabe mentioned that he sometimes performed dindi gamu 
by offering a sacrifice to the dama Kulu Beberaya at a cave 
near Bebenete, He would hear the voice of the dama speaking 
from inside the cave and then it would appear to accept the 
sacrifice. The same voice often spoke to Madiabe in dreams 
13 predicting the future. 
Like dindi pbngone, dindi gamu has declined due to its 
ineffectiveness in controlling the whims of the dama. As 
indicated earlier, trickery and charlatanism in some cases may 
have also contributed, Piru once went to visit a dindi gamu yi 
at Dauli past Bebenete. He claimed "He wasn't really doing 
gamu, he was just tricking people." 
Tege 
— — "^  — 
The tege -or take, like the dindi pongone, is a large-scale 
cult practised in times of widespread disease, famine or earth-
quakes (which are believed to herald the return of bingi) to 
promote prosperous growth of crops, pigs and humans. The cult 
is directed towards all the dama who may be responsible for the 
trouble, particularly Ni (the sun) who is thought to have super-
vised the first humans. Unlike the dindi pongone, the tege is 
of a comparatively recent origin and possibly dates back only 
about four hundred years. 
13 ^  - _ 
Dindi gamu was probably performed in other types of gebe-
anda mentioned on page 74, The use of caves should be consider-
ed in any archaeological research of the area, 
14 t 
See also Glasse (1956 tapes, 1965:44-45, 1968:84-85, 107-
109), Twyman (1962:61-62), Bjerre (1964:91-101), Allen (1967:50). 
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A t'ege cycle may extend over several years as different 
hameigini organize their tege at diff^ erent times. The men 
skilled in propitiating da'ma through tege are liruali. 
When various omens of impending trouble appear, a man 
owning large pig herds may discuss with his kin the practibility 
of holding a t'ege. If they have sufficient numbers of pigs and 
there is enought enthusiasm, a whole h'ameigini may organize its 
_ 15 -
resources for a tege. This hameigini is referred to as tege 
t'ene ("tege source") because they own the tige pigs. 
The tege tene begins constructing a large cult house or 
g'uruanda for the tege pulu initiation in the t'ege. They then 
approach another h'ameigini saying "We will give you the pigs 
and the t'ige if you will do the magic for us," If the other 
group agrees, they are called t'ege mini (mia = to give) because 
pigs will be given to them. They seek out liruali to perform 
the i^ge magic and instruct them about organizing the t'ige, and 
collect firewood and stones for ground ovens. Up to twelve 
liruali may be emplpyed (Glasse 1965:44), and they can belong 
to other h'ameigini as well as the t'ege mini. 
Both groups also seek boys from the ^a. molo to tagira 
dalia g'amu yu Hblene age-groups (about five to fifteen years) 
whose parents may wish them to become guruma igiri or initiates 
in the tige pulu. Boys from hameigini other than the tige tene 
and tege mini are also eligible to be guruma igiri, and occasion 
-ally older men may wish to be initiated. 
Preliminary negotiations can take a few months and may 
involve small sacrifices (Glasse 1965:44). The tige proper, 
however, usually lasts for four or five days. The following is 
a brief outline of the major events in the t'ige. 
The first three days commence with magic performed by the 
liruali to ensure abundant supplies of sweet potato. The tege 
tene and the fige mini gather facing each other, and a liruali 
runs from the €ige mini to the other group and back again. He 
carries a taro plant and on his return run he plants it in the 
n"his can be a major exogamous group or a large sub-group 
of a major hameigini. 
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ground midway between the two groups. This taro-planting 
ceremony is performed for four or five continuous runs on the 
first day, two or three on the second and once on the third day. 
On the first day the liruali also sacrifice a piglet from 
the tige pigs and smear its blood over the sun's stones ni 
habane, ni tangi and liru kui which are kept in a small spirit 
house called liruanda. As the liruali smear the stones, the 
owner of the piglet chants words like i. mbalini bayago b'o ngibe, 
± one bayago So ngibe ("my sister they killed kill and give me, 
my wife they killed kill and give me") and so on, meaning "Kill 
one of theirs for mine that they killed" (Ken Macnaughtan, 
personal communication). 
The second day is marked by a huge procession in honour of 
the sun, which stampedes dpwn roads,, across clan land and around 
in a circle watched by thousands of spectators from other 
h'ameigini. This marks the beginning of the t'ige p1jlu or ifeke 
pulu section of the t'ege and is so named because the people 
shput'pulu pulu pulu"as they run and some men'yodel the iwa 
called gela which follows the pattern u—gela—pulu. The giela 
attracts the attention of many dama and also ancestral dinini 
who come to participate in the proceedings. 
While most Hameigini organize the tege and tege pulu in 
honour of Ni, the sun, some groups perform the cult chiefly for 
dama who sometimes appear as totem-like animals. Thus the Tani 
h'ameigini organized the tige in honour of Habo Lina, a dama who 
appeared as a cassowary, while Buriani, Murima and Edaui clans 
performed it for dama manifested as a cus-cus, dog and snake 
respectively. 
Heading the tege pulu procession is a group of bowmen or 
lubungawe. This consists of four tige tene warriors running 
two abreast, each carrying his bow and arrows in his left hand 
and a single arrow in his right as if prepared to shoot. The 
leading pair wear a costume similar to that of riTali dancers but 
with the common rounded wig (manda galu) decorated with red tips 
of parrot feathers to indicate the ceremony of the occasion. 
Their faces are painted and their bodies oiled with tree-oil 
(Plate XXXI). 
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A PLATE XXXI: Wig and facial decoration of lubungawe 
PLATE XXXII: The pigs' mother (nogo aiya) 
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The second pair also have painted faces and wear a similar 
basic costume. They do not have wigs, however, but wear wig 
decorations in their hair. Their tail leaves are supplemented 
with long croton leaves and their bodies are painted in ochre 
and white clay (see "later in Plates XXXIV and XXXV). 
The pigs' mother or nogo aiya—the woman who contributed 
most of the tige pigs—runs behind the lubungawe waving her 
digging stick (keba) which is decorated with coloured leaves. 
She wears a new skirt and her skin and net bag are painted with 
ochre (Plate XXXII). Occasionally the nogo aiya and nogo kba 
or pigs' father run together holding hands. The rest of the 
tige tene runs behind the pigs' mother, followed by the tege 
mini. Ciruali do not take part in the procession but stay away, 
awaiting instructions from dama, 
Tege pulu processions are sometimes accompanied by dancing 
and occasionally dawe bilogua. The tege dance is for worshipping 
the sun and is called dama ni h'abanenaga t'ege baga ("da'ma sun 
eggs' tige hit") or simply tege baga or teke fcj^ga. Unlike mali 
dancers, tege baga dancers wear the rounded wig and net bags 
which are decorated at the back with the red and white pandanus 
flap called pulu yabai (Plate XXXIII), The dance is a sideways 
jumping movement in which two rows of men face each other and 
accompany themselves on the common tombena tabage, as in the 
mali. 
V . On the third day the tege mini kills the hundreds of pigs 
given by the t'ige tene, and piglets are given to the liruali. 
Pigs are killed in honour of the dama by pushing a cassowary 
quill up their nostrils so that they bleed profusely. This 
differs from the usual pig-killing method where the animal is 
hit on the snout with a piece of timber. Ground ovens are dug 
near the guruanda cult house and the pigs are cooked to be 
distributed later by the t'ige mini to their kin. This mass pig 
-killing and feasting functions as a form of debt settlement 
between the tige tene and t¥ge mini. The liruali have a separate 
ground oven and a small house situated In front of the g'uru'a'nda. 
From descriptions given by the Huli it appears that the 
guruanda is a large, somewhat triangular-shaped building, the 
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PLATE XXXIII: Pulu yaba on display at Dauli Teachers College 
back of which rises higher than the front as shown in Figure 12, 
A series of fireplaces runs down the centre, flanked either 
side by low palm-wood floors (see Glasse 1956 tapes, 1968:104; 
Bjerre 1964:91^101). 
fires 
roof (here made transparent to 
show suggested interior) 
palm wood floors 
Figure 12: Guruanda structure 
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When the pig-killing begins, boys who are to be guruma 
igiri go off into the bush where they are teased and frightened 
by older youths and men from the tege tene. There are two 
stages of guruma igiri—those who are new to the tege pulu and 
those who have passed through the initiation once. 
Later at night when the ground ovens have been opened and 
feasting is in progress, the guruma igiri run to the gurua'nda 
with their married t'ege tene guardians to be subjected to 
various trials. The men cry the gela as they run along, summon 
-ing ancestral di^ nini and attracting the attention of dama. 
The tige pulu initiation is an all male affair from which women 
are excluded. 
Inside the gurua'nda fires are ablaze and important ancestral 
skulls which have been exhumed from their graves, painted and 
decorated with wigs are arranged on sticks along the walls. 
The liruali stay in their small house in front of the guruanda, 
eating, directing the proceedings and receiving instructions 
from the dama. 
The t'ege pulu initiation begins when one of the liruali 
enters the guruanda and loudly chants gamu called liruali awa. 
Each gamu falls into verses which conclude with the expression 
awa chanted on a level tone—a sound said to terrify the boys 
and "make their heads turn" (odedogo). The first verse of such 
a. gamu usually mentions the name of a certain boy and is for 
promoting his growth and strength. Other verses are directed 
towards various da'ma and occasionally cfinini, and deal with 
producing an abundance of crops, pigs and wealth. Sweet-potato 
is never mentioned, and all references to a staple concern taro. 
Liruali awa are performed for each of the guruma igiri. 
After this, dawe haga agali may sometimes enter the guru-
anda and perform dawe bilogua. Since liruali and dawe haga 
agali are always married men, there may be circumstances where 
a man is qualified in both types of magic and this is often the 
case in the guruanda. 
The most important ordeal for first stage initiates is 
called ayage togo ("palm bridge"). The boys are lined up 
against the walls, each between two of their guardians. Tege 
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tene men dressed as women parade around trying to frighten the 
guruma igiri while others tramp around the palm floors, calling 
the gela and waving long burning phallic sticks in the boys' 
faces. The whole episode seems designed to give the initiates 
a sort of sex-education, warning,them about the dangers of 
unchastity and female influences, while scaring them out of 
their wits. A Huli primary school teacher expressed this in 
his recollection of undergoing ayage togo as a young boy: 
I was standing there between these two men. Other 
men were running around waving burning sticks and 
then someone pulled away my dgmbale (net apron), 
I felt very embarrassed and didn't know where to 
look. Then I saw this man dressed as a beautiful 
girl walk past isroiling at me. I thought it was a 
girl and I felt so shy I didn't know what to do. ^  
Then this old man came slinking up to me saying "I_ 
wane, ^  wane, ^'wane, ± wane—that was my daughter" 
and you will have to marry her now," I asked when 
I would marry her and they said "When you go out 
into the bush and look up into the leaves of the 
trees, she will come to you," So I used to do that 
but nothing happened and I knew they were tricking 
me. 
At.about the ayage t^go period in the early hours of the 
morning, the second-stage initiates line up outside the front 
of the ^ ruanda in readiness to undergo the tijge bamia ("beat 
the tege") ordeal. One at a time the boys run the length of the 
guruanda through the central fires, while being caned with 
sticks by their t'ige tene guardians on either side. When every 
second-stage guruma igiri has "run the gauntlet," all the men 
rush outside and fight each other with sticks until early 
morning (Glasse 1968:44-45), 
On the fourth day of the tege the second-stage guruma i^iri 
are put through a further ordeal in which they are thrown into 
a swampy pond containing twigs, nettles and itching leaves, 
while their guardians beat them with sticks. This marks the 
end of the tige pulu. 
The complete ti"ge ends on the fifth day with a public 
ritual called l<au bbga. Men known as dabo terebo itli carrying 
bows and arrows rush into the gathered crowds and run around 
muttering "Kuhi naru^ birini tikru" ("I ate bone, I ate meat"). 
They try to frighten everyone with their strange behaviour and 
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fierce appearance—leaves and sapling branches sprout from their 
wigs and costume, and their faces are painted with one side in 
one colour and the other in a different colour indicating an 
encounter with a dama. 
As this group runs around, a second group of dabo terebo 
ali dashes from the bush carrying a bundle called digewi which 
is supposed to contain the potently magic excreta of a liruali 
(Madiabe revealed that it only contained the skulls of cus-cus 
and other rubbish). This group rushes through the startled 
crowds muttering "kabu, k'abu, kabu, k'abu"—nonsense words which 
sound like the buzzing of flies. Climbing a ladder, they place 
the digewi in a small house on stil' 
the occasion and then burn the lot. 
lts which was constructed for 
Throughout the k'au bbga, the four lubungawe warriors 
described earlier run backwards and forwards four abreast as if 
guarding the proceedings (Plates XXXIV and XXXV). 
.When a prominent liruali has died in the months before the 
tige, the l<au Eoga includes a ritual called liru Tra (liru's 
fire) in which the dabo terebo 'ali run anticlockwise around a 
small raised coffin containing the skull of the deceased (Plates 
XXXVI and XXXVIl). The leader of the group carries a bundle of 
smouldering sticks while the others are armed with bows and 
arrows. As they run they say "ssshhhuuuuuul" and their running 
is interjected with short rests to catch their breath. The 
for 
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lubungawe bowmen who run back and th nearby may sometimes 
join in the run around the coffin.' 
The liru ira has a two-fold funtion. Firstly it placates 
the powerful dinini of the deceased liruali, which has attended 
the tige, so that it will go away to Hubirini and not hover 
around to haunt the living. Secondly, it appeases the various 
dama (of the liru species) which possessed the liruali during 
his life. 
The t'ige ends with the burning of the digewi bundle. Like 
most of the t'ege pulu events, the kfau bbga is performed by 
married men of the tege tene. The liruali of the tege mini do 
n'he t'ege events illustrated in this section were performed 
for Independence Day in 1977 at Wabia. 
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PLATE XXXIV: Lubungawe running forward 
in l<au gbga at Wabia (16/9/77) 
./ 
PLATE XXXV: Lubungawe running backwards 
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PLATE XXXVI: Raised coffin (Komali) above d'abo terebo "ali 
' .i' S»h4^ t 
PLATE XXXVIl: Dabo terebo ali running around coffin 
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not participate but direct the proceedings from behind the 
scenes in accordance with the wishes of the da'ma. 
iT — _ '^J The tege mini will later repay the tige t"ene for the t'ige, 
either by giving pigs in return for those they received or by 
organizing a tege. Boys who graduated as first-stage initiates 
in the tege pfulu may participate in any subsequent tege pulu 
organized by other h'ameigini to undergo the second stage. 
Events in the tege outline given here may vary according 
to circumstances. Pig sacrifices and feasting, for example, 
may occur on the first, second and final days as well as the 
third. Second-stage guruma igiri may undergo the ordeal in the 
sludgey pond on the afternoon before entering the guruanda. 
The practice of the t'ege reached its peak during the 1950s 
when white expatriates first settled in the area. Its wide- • 
spread use at that time and its stress on honouring Ni as the 
"father" of mankind may have lead many early investigators to 
the incorrect assumptions that the Huli regard the sun as their 
progenitor and the t'ige is the oldest Huli cult (see for example 
Twyman 1961:56, Glasse 1965:31-32). This could account for 
European confusion or ignorance about Datagaliwabe, Hela and the 
dindi pbngone. The Huli, however, claim the tige has developed 
comparatively recently and say the dindi pongone is of an 
ancient origin. 
As indicated earlier, the emphasis on taro in many of the 
tege rites, with no reference to sweet-potato, suggests that the 
advent of the t'ege dates from before the introduction of sweet 
potato, possibly around three hundred and fifty to four hundred 
years ago. The tige pulu is said to have been borrowed from the 
Duna. Modjeska (1977:289-296) has described the Duna kiria pulu 
cult which is almost identical to the t'ege pulu in the tige, 
having a large guruanda-style cult house called konowa anda in 
which initiates undergo ordeals the same as the ayaga £bgo and 
tFge bamia, Guruanda is probably the Huli way of pronouncing 
konowa anda. 
According to Modjeska (1977:295-296) the kiria pulu may 
have formerly been associated with the exchange of a striped 
pig throughout the Duna clans from the Huli to the Strickland. 
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It appears, however, to have had little significance in pig 
production or consumption, or in reinforcing clan allegiances. 
By contrast the Huli t¥ge pulu as the central section of the 
tige reinforceshameigini status and identity, being combined 
17 
with mass pig exchange and feasting. 
Gaia Tege 
The gaia tige is a smaller version of the tige involving 
only a few members of one or two sub-h'ameigini. It resembles a 
combination of elements from the tege and dindi pongone includ-
ing a tege pljlu procession, lubungawe warriors and l<au b'oga, as 
in the t¥ge, with ogoanda spirit houses and a solo l<umia dancer 
like those of the dindi p'ongone. A gaia tige usually lasts for 
one or two days and does not include a tege pfulu initiation. 
A man owning many pigs who wishes to hold a gaia tige 
discusses this with some of his close cognates who, if agreeable, 
may also donate pigs. This man is called the t'ege t^e. He and 
his kinsmen construct several ogoanda and look for one or two 
liruali to perform the magic. 
On the first night of the gaia tige young men of the pre-
h'aroli age groups go to the bush, each blowing a pilip'e or short 
piece of stopped bamboo and yodelling the u pattern Urr-hai—Cfa. 
These youths are called ^ ga i'giri ("bird boys") and they spend 
the night hunting birds to offer to the dama with the pigs on 
the following day. The pilip'e blowing and yodelling is a signal 
for all other people to stay away, for it is believed that if 
the youths are seen their hunting magic will be spoilt and they 
will be unable to catch any birds. 
Pigs are killed on the following morning. The tige tene 
man presents the live pigs to the liruali and the ega igiri and 
their kin (all collectively called the tege mini). Blood from 
a small pig is smeared over the sun's stones in the small liru-
a'nda by the liruali, as in the tege, and then there is mass pig 
17 
The timp, a stone-ritual fertility cult which spread - .. 
amongst the Wela, Mendi and if'ole in the 1950s, may have borrowed 
elements from the tege tpersonal communication Murray Rule), 
The noun changing in the timp fftyan 1958:112), however, is like 
that of the dihdi pongong. 
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killing and feasting. As in the dindi pongone, the pigs are 
killed putside and cooked inside the tall conical ^oanda build 
-ings, with a man and a woman sitting either side of each ground 
oven to represent Hela and his first wife. 
Large birds caught on the previous night are also cooked 
with the pigs, while smaller birds are either buried or thrown 
into the rivers for certain dama. Unlike the dindi p'ongone, pig 
meat is not thrown to the iba tiri in the rivers and there are 
no prohibitions on crossing rivers or particular tracks. 
If many people are involved in the ^ia tige, the pig-
killing may be accompanied by a large tige fiulu-type procession 
in which the men call the gela. At most gaia t'ege, a solo 
kumia dancer runs about beating his long dindanao tabage and 
lubungawe run back and forth with their bows and arrows. The 
gaia tege concludes with the kau Bbga and the burning of the 
digewi parcel. 
It is possible that the gaia tege is the precursor of the 
tege, representing a development from the dindi pbngone before 
the adoption and incorporation of the tege pulu initiation. 
While the tege is useful for large hameigini groups wishing to 
exert their influence over others through the tege tene/tige 
mini arrangement, the gaia tege may be employed by one individual 
who as tige tene can extend his power on a smaller scale. 
How Madiabe became a liruali 
The following account given by Madiabe illustrates the 
career of a Huli spirit-man and also describes the encounter of 
the Huli with the pig-killing cult that spread throughout Enga 
groups during 1945. 
I was about twenty-seven or twenty-eight; it was during 
a famine. Some Obena came to the Huli and said "Dama 
are coming—kill all your pigs!" The dama came and 
stopped at Bai h'ameigini [] a Huli clan in the Walidege-
mabu areaj. Then I said "I'll go and see them. If its 
dama then'we'11 kill pigs; if its people then we won't." 
The ^ ia t'ige appears to have been adopted by the Ipili 
end Pai-ela, and its practice there involves Huli spirit-men 
(Meggitt 1958a:53-54), 
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Bai Hameigini built a big house. There were many 
people inside, both men and women together. I went 
and watched. Women were ritually bathing in the 
river. The people there said to me "You must give 
some pig meat to these women." 
• • • Anyway it was night time and with a full moon. 
The men and women were dancing and sitting together. 
They made a big fire and killed a lot of pigs. Then 
dama began to shake the men's bodies, and then I was 
shaking too but I thought it was nothing. The people 
said "You dance with a woman." But I was very 
embarrassed and I was shaking too. So the people 
said "We know that you are a Huli and don't dance 
with women, but that's all right; you come up here." 
Then I became lulu. I looked up and saw this thing 
like the moon coming out of my face. The "moon" 
spoke in a tinkling voice like the sound of a gawra. 
It said "I'm Bebogo's Daughter Kandime, I'm a dSma." 
So I tried to follow the "moon" and went and fell 
asleep on top of the fire. All my dambale and paya-
bu were burnt but I didn't know it. I thought it 
was the moon but it was the fire. 
When I first saw the dama that looked like the moon, 
I saw another dama with wings and curly hair. It 
flew around me and close to the fire saying "Don't 
steal, don't used danda, don't fight" and so on. 
Anyway after I had fallen asleep on the fire, when I 
woke up and looked up in the sky I saw all these 
hundreds of dama. I stared at them. They were like 
smoke with mouths open and bulging eyes. Some were 
thin, some had big bellies, some were long, some were 
squat. They were hideous and frightening to look at. 
As I was staring at them, daylight was coming. A 
.fire like the sun came up and went around the sky. 
Daylight was coming and the woman I was supposed to 
have made friends with ran away. 
This thing that I went to was called nfara and it was 
from the Obena—Wabaga Enga. It wasn't a Huli thing 
but it was a bit like the Huli dawe. 
When I came back from the rriara, I became sick with 
influenza. So the dama that possessed me said "You 
kill a pig for me and do what these people did." Bo 
I killed a pig. 
I soon became skilled in dealing with difma and killing 
pigs. When certain liruali noticed that I had contact 
with dama, they gave me instructions (mana) so that I 
could be a liruali. The Obena also gave me instruc-
tions and I paid them red pigs in exchange for their 
magic. They.said "Don't worship your Huli dama, they 
aren't real. Use ours." 
Anyway, I came back and stayed on my land. I got 
married and had ten children. All my children died. 
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I was trying to placate the dama (the one who command 
-ed me when I was sick) on night, I was thinking 
"I've just been killing pigs to one dama but on that 
night of the mara I saw many dama. If I don't kill 
pigs to all those cJama, they will be angry. No 
wonder all my children have died." Then I fell 
asleep. 
While sleeping, I dreamt and saw another dama named 
Kulu Beberaya speaking to me and saying "All your 
children have died because you haven't satisfied us. 
This is the way you must worship us." QMadiabe 
illustrated by chanting a bilogua verse.3 Then he 
held up his arms with clenched fists in front like 
this, and told me to do the gamu that he had taught 
me so that he would stretch out his arms and open 
his fists. So I did the gamu and the dama opened 
his arms and hands. And I saw a snake with the dama 
too. 
After this, I became famous for my powers as a gebe-
ali, I was asked to do a lot of gamu—ega kamia, 
te'ge and things—and I became wealthy and married 
many wives. 
Eventually I got tired of the da'ma and their powers 
over me (they never leave you alone, they always 
pester you). So I became a Christian and then joined 
the United Church, because I had had enough of the 
dama and wanted to be free from them, 
Madiabe's estimate of his age at the time of the mara was 
only apprpximate and he may well have been older. He was then 
an instructor in the Hiroli bachelor cult, and his participation 
in the mara with its association with women ended his Haroli 
career. 
Although the mara was essentially an Enga cult, the dama 
who possessed Madiabe were those of the Huli—Kulu Beberaya 
figures prominently in myths and rituals of the Bebenete area, 
and Bebogo's Daughter Kandime (Bebogo Wa"ne Kandime) is known 
even amongst the Tani. The term lulu in this context refers to 
intense involuntary shaking, rolling of the eyes and collapse 
19 induced by supernatural pressure. Apart from his fame as a 
v _ 
liruali in organizing the tege, Madiabe was also qualified as 
a dindi pbngone yi (although that cult was declining) and as a 
dawe haga agali. Only married men are allowed to be trained and 
skilled in these professions and like sorcerers they do not 
19 ^ 
The Huli term lulu encompasses a range of unrelated 
behaviour from shaking with excitement, to insanity, to dama-
possession. See also Rodrigue (1963). 
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share their food or possessions with other men, being feared 
for their supernatural powers. 
The mara cult was short-lived in the Huli area. Events 
which surrounded its coming such as the drought and famine in 
the early 1940s, however, gave impetus to the rising tige cult 
that became widespread during the 1950s when the area experien-
ced violent earthquakes (Twyman 1961:79-82, Glasse 1959b:275). 
Cults and rituals are exchanged constantly between the 
Huli and their neighbours, often being adapted to suit local 
conditions and ideas. Nevertheless, the people believe all 
cults to have supernatural origins. When questioned "Who 
invented this cult?" or "Who decided that this person would 
practise that gamu?" the Huli invariably reply "dama." 
Haroli 
The h'aroli is an optional seclusive cult for celibate 
bachelors between the approximate ages of twenty and twenty-
five years. As mentioned in Chapter 2, young men often decide 
to become igiri h'aroli or boy h'aroli after spending several 
years in the bush growing their hair to be made into ceremonial 
crescent-shaped wigs or manda Hare. The igiri h'aroli period in 
a man's life is usually three or four months. In some cases, 
however, it may last for many years, especially if a man becomes 
an ha'roli instructor. 
The purpose of undergoing haroli training is to enable a 
man to develop physically, with firm muscles, a full beard and 
healthy head of hair, and to teach him self-discipline. The 
Huli believe that a young man must be pure and free from sexual 
pressures in order to develop properly. Hence, the Haroli live 
in the bush away from the contaminating presence of women and 
married men. Here igiri haroli are instructed in survival 
techniques and self-discipline, and are put through various 
tests by their instructors who also perform g'amu to make them 
strong. As mentioned earlier, haroli instructors perform manda 
g'amu to help the hair of the igiri haroli to grow and do xba 
giya "gamu to keep them physically strong. 
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Iba giya is a magically potent plant kept by h'aroli, 
portions of which are distributed to their students. The term 
is also the name for the blood of the ancient woman Tiame who 
migrated to the area with the Obena woman Pangali, Hela's 
second wife. The Huli claim Tiame used to sit in the bush 
saying "If you want to see iba giya, come and see me." 
When all the people and animals were going to Mt. Ibira 
somebody murdered Tiame, cut her body into pieces and collected 
her blood in a bamboo container which was then kept in the bush. 
Various types of iba giya plants then sprouted from her blood 
and the scattered parts of her dismembered body—iba aagia 
germinated from her blood and her forehead, daledale pagane 
grew out of her eyes, wuliaba or wiliaba burst forth from her 
breasts and Rbndi from her lower parts. 
The botanical identity of the iba giya remains an enigma, 
for as a woman I was prohibited from examining any specimens. 
Glasse apparently claims that the haroli keep "bog-iris" plants 
(see Modjeska 1977:349, Allen 1967:51-52). The Huli, however, 
strongly disagree and are adamant in their claim that the iba 
giya is ginger (palena or mondoro). Ginger is widely cultivated, 
being grown around houses, and is used for its medicinal proper-
ties—people suffering from influenza and headache chew the raw 
. 20 ginger root. 
The puzzling factor is that the Huli say the special iba 
giya ginger is often grown in swamps. Ginger, however, requires 
well-drained soil. Possibly some of the iba giya may not be 
ginger, and the Huli classify it along with ginger using a 
different criterion from Western plant taxonomy. 
Madiabe's following account briefly summarizes the training 
of a Haroli. 
When I was a young man, I stayed in the bush with the 
other youths and grew my hair and shaped it. When it 
was time to go to see the iba giya, I collected some 
dange (cowrie shells), mbagua (tree oil), ambuago 
(yellow face-paint), hare (ochre paint) and a large 
pig. 
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The Dune use the word palena for the magical bog-iris 
used by bachelors and as medicine (Modjeska 1977:30-31, 349). 
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Then I went to the house of the Haroli who were keep 
-ing the iba giya. It was hidden inside thick bush. 
Tracks used by other people went around the outside 
of the bush, I entered a gate leading off one of the 
tracks onto a new track for unmarried men only. It 
wound around with many gates crossing it along the 
way. Finally it came to a garden and passed through 
some very neat good gardens to some houses where the 
haroli lived. 
When I gave all the pigs and things to the haroli, 
they took it all and said "Go away." So I started 
to go away and I was very angry because they sent me 
off after taking my things. When they saw how upset 
I was they said "Wait, don^ 't go. We'll see if it's 
all right to see the iba giya." They were only 
tricking me after all. This iba giya was over at Pi 
h'ameigini near Hoiebia. 
So I came back to the Haroli's houses. The houses 
were very clean and everything was neat. There was 
a large ground oven prepared and leaves and thorns 
for medicine and sticks for beating h'aroli. 
They told me "All right, you come in now." So I 
went inside with the other i'giri Haroli and they 
opened the big ground oven, and all the food was 
prepared ready for eating. Then we ate. Before I 
thought I wouldn't get to eat my pig that I gave 
them, but here now they were giving me some. They 
ate only pig meat and sweet potato, but cautioned 
me not to eat greens. They didn't eat pig fat 
either. They said "Your hair is very yellow and 
good and shining; so don't eat greens or else it 
will get spoilt and go bad. 
In the evening they said "You can come and see the 
. iba giya now." This iba giya was a special type of 
ginger called m.liaba which was planted in the swamp 
in the bush. The Haroli broke suckers off the 
ginger plant and gave them to me and the other i^iri 
h'aroli. They said "You must keep it safe and look 
after it." Then they did iba giya gamu, chanting 
sad words about Tiame—her beautiful face and body. 
The Ha'roli usually make the ground oven at night so 
that the smoke cannot be seen by other people, like 
it would during the day. So the next night they made 
another ground oven and then ate from it in the morn-
ing. 
Then they dressed the igiri Haroli up in their paint 
and bachelor wigs (made from the hair that they grew 
before joining the Haroli), and went out for three 
days walking around amongst other people. Usually 
one instructor has two or three students to watch. 
They sleep for three nights outside in their own 
places, repainting each morning. Then they parade 
around during the day for everyone to see them. 
Once a month they come out of the bush for three days 
and parade around, before going back into seclusion. 
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At the end of each month they cut off their hair and 
then grow a new lot for their wigs. 
I did this four times and spent a total of four months 
as an i'giri h'aroli. At the end of this time, the 
h'aroli made my manda galu (common rounded wig). At 
the final instruction, they placed these wigs on our 
heads and gave us each a gulupbbe (common panpies) 
and ge h'ale (leg bands). They said "You are now fit 
for marriage." We had completed all our instructions 
and had been disciplined many times by being hit with 
sticks. Now we were mature with firm skin and full 
beards. Some of these left the haroli then and got 
married quickly. Others said "I spent all my pigs 
and dange and things on my Haroli training, I might 
as well become a h'aroli instructor to get those things 
back," I thought like this so I stayed on in the 
haroli and became an instructor. 
At first I kept the iba giya at Habare Qwhere the 
Seventh Day Adventist place is now situated, not far 
from Lumu-Lumu]^ . At one stage I had ten students. 
Then I brought the iba giya to Toira h'ameigini at 
Guluanda. I then had six students. Later I took it 
back to Bebenete and kept it in the Mumunduru swamp. 
I used to train the igiri h'aroli where the men's 
dormitory of Dauli Teachers College is now. Then I 
went to other places and trained other boys. 
After this, the Obena came along with the mara and I 
left the haroli and went to see what was happening. 
When parading in public h'aroli wear crescent-shaped wigs or 
manda hare and ceremonial costumes with face-paint and oiled 
bodies, similar to those of mali dancers. They carry bows and 
arrows, and wear net bags tied across their fchests like other 
men. Each man decorates the back of his bag with the pulu yaba 
pandanus flap. 
Such- public appearances attract much attention as women and 
girls gather to ogle the young initiates. For the igiri Haroli, 
however, the periods out of seclusion are times of testing. The 
haroli march in straight lines with each instructor walking 
behind his students to watch and see whether they are distracted 
by their surroundings. If an igiri haroli maintains his compo-
sure, keeping his gaze in front, he passes his test; if he is 
startled or looks to the side, he fails. 
An instructor is addressed as ^ taa ("father") by his pupils 
who are known as his igini or "sons." The older ha'roli makes 
wigs and gulupbbe for his students. Men who do not undergo 
igiri Haroli training may learn wig-making from other men and 
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borrow their ^ lupobs to copy the pipe lengths in constructing 
their own instruments. 
Glasse (l97l) suggests that Huli men choose to remain 
haroli due to their fear of women, while Twyman (1961:111) 
implies it is because they despise women. In the above account, 
however, Madiabe reveals that the main reason for igiri ha'roli 
continuing as h'aroli instructors is to amass wealth. The cost 
of becoming an igiri haroli is very expensive and traditionally 
many men have had to forego participating in this cult. 
Each major h'ameigini had its group of haroli instructors, 
the members of which maintained multilocal residence patterns 
by living in seclusion amongst h'ameigini from which they may be 
cognatically descended. In the above description, Toira was 
Madiabe's MoFa's Hameigini, while Bebenete contains the land of 
his FaFa. He can probably trace descent links with Hameigini 
in other places as well. 
The following description given by Yuli Tagobe, who had 
also once been an i'giri h'aroli, gives further insight into 
h'aroli life. 
First of all a young man goes to the bush to hide 
away and grow his hair. When his hair is big, he 
goes to see a h'aroli who keeps some iba giya. If 
the boy's muscles are not firw and he is not fully 
strong, the Haroli will tell him that he is not ready 
. to be an i'giri Karoli, The boy will go away and hide 
again. He will cut off all his hair and start growing 
it a second time. 
When his hair is big again and his muscles are firm 
and he is well-built and strong, he will go back to 
the Haroli. The h'aroli will cut off his hair to make 
a bachelor's wig. Then the h'aroli will say "We have 
the only true iba ^ iya. We are keeping it in a 
special place," So the i'giri h'aroli will have to pay 
pigs and datige to the h'aroli to go and see the l^a 
giya. 
After this, the igiri h'aroli is taken to a large house 
and made to sit [^ with the other youths]] in a small 
space behind a wall of fire reaching up to the roof. 
On the other side of the flames hiroli instructors 
are painted up and dressed like dama or women, and 
they try to frighten the young men. 
Some of the other h'aroli will say "Don't be afraid, 
come and eat" and they will give them food. The next 
morning they will make a big ground oven and cook 
sweet potato there. They will eat the food at dusk. 
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Then later at night, the iba ^ iya men come and sit 
together in the house with the wall of flames reach-
ing to the roof. The older igiri halroli and the 
other Haroli sit behind the fire, with the younger 
men caught in the small space between the fire and 
all the food and the wall. 
The Haroli then say to each new i'giri h'aroli "You 
were always conceited (pudaga) and you did wrong and 
disobeyed. But now you are trapped behind the fire 
and you can't get away." (They would know what bad 
things the boy had done before.) They will ask the 
boy "Will you do that again?" The boy will be sweat 
-ing and will cry "Nol NOj" Then they will give him 
instruction (mana) "Will you do it again?" "No, I 
won't do it again! I'll listen to you and obey you!" 
Then the h'aroli will stand on either side of the 
youth and hit him with branches and saplings. After 
this they put out the fire. 
The haroli will say "This is the only iba giya. 
There is no other." But later on the young man might 
see others and know that his instructors were trick-
ing him. 
Then they will talk about Tiame and sing an iba giya 
g'amu. As the ig'iri h'aroli prepare to see it, the pigs 
that they brought are killed and the young men wash 
themselves in the pigs' blood. As they do this, the 
haroli sing iba giya g'amu. A magic wind (caused by 
da'ma) blows as they wash in the blood. 
. , . This is to prepare the initiates to see the 
iba ^ya. Iba giya g'amu can also be done as they are 
eating on the first night or on the next morning. 
When they are singing about Tiame, some men might 
cry. When the chief Haroli says "This is the only 
iba giya," an older haroli might go up and hit him 
because it isn't true. 
Yuli went on to describe a typical day in the life of hiro 
-li, which consists mainly of cutting wood, carrying loads and 
doing plenty of heavy work to make them physically tough,- Each 
man begins the day by drinking the entire contents of a long 
bamboo water container of approximately one metre (four nodes) 
in length, like those in Plate XXIV, They do not eat until 
later in the day, and then they eat only food that has been 
pressure-cooked in a ground oven (tomo dawene)—never food that 
has been roasted in ashes. As mentioned earlier, the Haroli 
diet consists mainly of sweet potato with small portions of pig 
meat. Burnt and fatty foods are prohibited. 
Yuli's description emphasizes two aspects of h'aroli train-
ing—physical violence and the importance of the Tiame myth. 
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As in the t^e pulu initiation, beatings and the use of 
illusion (through apparitions behind the wall of flames) are 
employed to frighten the young men into subjection. Huli young 
people are naturally stubborn, dominating, conceited and self-
centred, and this is regarded as being detrimental to physical 
development. Physical viclence is thus used to curb these 
tendencies and teach the igiri Haroli self-discipline by forcing 
them to submit to authority. 
It is ironic that a bachelors' group which warns of the 
dangers of contact with women should base its magic on the bi 
h'enene of a woman, Tiame, Bo important is this myth to the 
rationale of the iba giya gamu that when speaking with some men, 
the Haroli almost seems like a cult devoted to the veneration of 
Tiame rather than a training institution to prepare young men 
for adult responsibility. 
The words of some iba giya gamu are said to have been 
those spoken by Tiame herself and the chanting of iba giya gamu 
verses while igiri ha'roli bathe in pigs' blood is regarded more 
as a magic purificatory rite, than a means of placating certain 
dama. While the role of dama is central to all other Huli cults, 
their position here appears secondary to that of the cfinini of 
Tiame. Some men, such as Yuli, try to explain this by saying 
that Tiame must have been a da'ma herself. 
As increasing numbers of young men choose not to bs ig^ iri 
Haroli, being more interested in pursuing jobs in other parts 
of Papua New Guinea, the identity and function of Tiame will 
become a deeper mystery totally concealed within Huli oral 
history. The haroli may eventually die out, occurring only as 
characters in bi te or fireside stories. 
Summary: Music and Dance in Huli Ritual 
Huli ritual practices are employed to incite malevolent 
supernatural beings into allowing the occurrence of certain 
desirable events, such as the alleviation of illness or increase 
in soil fertility and crop production. They range from simple 
spells for curing sick children muttered by old women, to large 
-scale pig-killing cults organized in times of widespread 
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disaster and attended by thousands of pepple. The use of ritual 
for the sole purpose of worshipping some spirit is not practised 
by the Huli who are primarily interested in obtaining material 
security or wealth. 
Although gamu chanting is an important feature of many 
Huli rituals it is not considered in the same aesthetic category 
as, for example, gawa performance or dawanda "u. This is because 
it is mainly concerned with motivating dama for personal gain, 
rather than poetically expressing individual feelings. Unlike 
other verses which are created spontaneously by the performer, 
gamu are frequently learned by rote with certain features being 
altered according to circumstances. 
Music in the form of gamu chanting, drumming or group 
yodelling (as in the tege f5ulu) is an integral element in most 
rituals, yet rarely occurs as the central activitiy. Two 
exceptions to this are the mali and dawe bilogua, both of which 
are basically dance rituals using drums or tabage (dawe bilogua 
also includes pig-sacrifice and chanting with the dancing), 
The tabage beating by male mali dancers and dawe haga agali 
helps them to keep together and dance in time. Apart from the 
tombena and dindanao tabage and the rare yulu malai drum, the 
only other instrument used in Huli ritual is the small bamboo . 
tube or pilip'e blown by ega igiri as they hunt birds during the 
/ - 21 gaia tege. 
Huli dancing involves simple movements ranging from the 
running steps of dmwe haga agali to the circular jumping pf girl 
dancers at mali and the syncopated sideways jumping of male 
dancers in the mali and tege baga. Although it is not classi-
fied as dancing, the running of the lubungawe warriors and the 
dkho terebo lili in the l<au B'oga on the final day of the tege is 
akin to d^e Bilogua running. These kau bbga rites are thus 
midway between Huli dancing and other public rituals. 
While Huli dancing and drumming appear fairly uncaDmplicated, 
the dancers' costumes are highly elaborate. The colourful yet 
21 / _ __ 
The palm-wood floors of the guruanda during the ayaga t^go, 
the swishing skirts of girl dancers at -rffeli and the chests of male 
mali dancers without drums can be considered as idiophones. 
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dignified ceremonial dress of male mali dancers and the bizarre 
dawe haga agali outfit attract crowds of onlookers, as do other 
dancing and ritual costumes. Hence rituals involving dance 
spectacles like these often become forms of public entertainment, 
apart from their primary function. The dramatic features of 
these group activities transcend their ritual purpose. 
The ritual aspect is traditionally the most changeable 
characteristic of Huli culture, as cultic practices are swapped 
with surrounding peoples and new ideas are absorbed. Despite 
this unstable situation, however, certain elements become estab-
lished as typically Huli forms of expression. The development 
of the mali from a rite honouring da'ma to a simple celebration 
dance exemplifies this. 
PART TWO 
ETHNOSEMANTICS AND ANALYSIS 
OF MUSICAL GENRES 
CHAPTER 5 
SOME HULI MUSICAL CONCEPTS 
The Nature of Musical Expression 
Although the Huli perform many genres of musical expres-
sion, they have no specific term denoting "music" as formulated 
by Western cultures. As shown in the preceding chapters, the 
genres of Huli music are essential communicative components in 
Huli culture, each fulfilling a definite function. The Huli 
tend to think in terms of individual genres rather than in an 
abstract collective concept like "music," although they recog-
nize similarities between different types of music. This does 
not mean that Huli music is comparatively unsophisticated, 
however, for most musicians are required to be adept performers, 
composers and poets. 
The Huli are naturally loquacious and language is also of 
fundamental importance in Huli music (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975, 
1977), According to the Huli, thoughts form in the IDU or "heart' 
which is located in the bubiri or heart in the chest. They 
rise to the mouth in a breath from the lungs and then roll off 
the tongue as words (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:106, 155; 1977:209, 
224), This applies to speech, gawa, Hiriyula and cccasionally 
^lupobe performance, and vocal genres employing language 
communication. Thoughts may be present, though unstated, in 
non-articulatory genres. 
Apart from tabage or drum playing which accompanies dance 
and is not a distinct genre in its own right, the performance 
of all vocal and instrumental genres uses the mouth and is thus 
denoted by the verb la (to speak/to say). When asking someone 
to play ^wa, for example, the expression used is gawa la. 
Similarly iba gana lara means "they are singing," gulupobe lara 
is "he is playing gulupobe," and iwa lalimu is a command addres 
-sed to three or more men meaning "yodel the iwa." The act of 
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hitting a drum is denoted by ba (to hit) although its sound, as 
will be seen later, can be expressed in terms of la or "speak." 
Musical expression for the Huli is thus analogous to and, 
in most cases, dependent upon speech communication. Another 
way of regarding Huli music is as an extension of speech commu-
nication—a continuum could be roughly drawn with speech at one 
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end, gawa and hiriyula in the centre and non-articulatory genres 
at the other end. 
Since music-making is a functional characteristic of Huli 
culture and is dependent upon language communication, it is 
primarily a living human activity. People sing (iba gana laJ, 
for example, but animals such as birds or crickets do not "sing" 
and neither do dama nor dinini under normal circumstances. 
Animal sounds are classified in the category of gili gele or 
"noise" along with various other sounds made by animate and 
inaminate objects. As illustrated in the previous chapter, 
da'ma are capable of speaking human languages and occasionally 
performing musical genres such as g'amu. Such occurrences are 
dama-imitations of human performances, however, and gamu are 
regarded as human activities directed towards dama although they 
may have been invented by dama in the first place. 
Most musical genres employing language are based on poetic 
verses which are composed spontaneously by the performer. Music 
thus provides the Huli with a means of poetic expression within 
a traditionally non-literate culture. 
Huli poetry is characterized by the use of bi yobage or 
"parable words." The yobage or parable may lie in the use of 
figurative imagery, such as the rain in Gagime's verse mention 
-ed on page 37. It also includes the names of hiimeigini or 
places which identify a particular person, and the extensive 
use of alternative terms for common nouns. These poetic sub-
stitutes alternate throughout the typical Huli verse structure 
which consists of the repetition of a basic line with a word 
changing in each repeat. 
The importance of language and poetry in Huli music will 
be illustrated in the following chapters. 
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Concepts of Pitch and Melody 
While the Huli consider language to be of primary signifi-
cance in musical expression, they are also aware of other 
elements in musical structure particularly melodic shape. 
People use various terms to describe the idea of melody or tune 
and most of these convey the notion of breaking a stream of 
"speaking" or "saying" (lo) like breaking a stick into pieces 
(poda). 
The most common expression for differentiating the pitches 
in a melody is simply lo ptado or lb pbda which literally means 
"break the speaking." Some people occasionally use. this to 
refer to portions of song or g^wa and hiriyula performance 
where the music approaches a pause or a conclusion (in gawa 
playing these sections are usually inarticulate and the upper 
partials are more clear due to lack of interference from 
articulation), but the term usually denotes melody or its 
composite pitches. 
Another term which has the same meaning As lo podo is lb 
bianga. As shown in Figure 13, bianga is a small shaft of wood 
on a twig or branch which remains straight when the rest of the 
branch is bent and fractured (personal communication Ken Mac-
naughtan) . 
branch 
Figure 13: A bianga 
The expression lo podo iri dali ("break the saying up and 
down") denotes melodic shape and direction and can be translated 
roughly as "going up and down," Other terms which have the same 
meaning are lopodopoda and lopodalu. Iri dali can also refer to 
other things which go up and down, such as someone climbing a 
ladder. 
These expressions suggest that the Huli conceive of pitch 
in terms of li (up) and ni (down), in a similar way to that of 
Westerners talking of "high" frequency and "low" frequency. A 
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further example of this is found in the labels of the tabage or 
drums played by the Huli. 
The large deep-sounding tabage played by dawe haga agali 
in dawe bilogua is called dindanao because its sound is dindiha 
("low"/"underneath"). The smaller common tabage used in mali 
dancing is named tombena or dombena since its sound is dombeni 
("in between"), while the sound of the obselete fish-tailed 
yulu malai or malai formerly imported from the Duguba is said 
to have been daliga ("high"/"above"). 
Verb stems referring to the relative pitch levels of these 
drums, the strings of the gawa (the pitch of the inner strand 
is raised by stopping) or the three pitches used in dawanda ^ 
are la dindiha ("speak/say it low"), la dombeni ("speak/say it 
in between") and la daliga ("speak/say it high"). When discus-
sing these sounds the Huli often say "it speaks low," "it speaks 
in between" or "it speaks high." Pitch, like musical perfor-
mance, is thus expressed in terms of la. 
The Huli do not appear to use specific terms which corres-
pond exactly to the Western musical ideas of "sharp" and "flat." 
On one occasion as Gagime was tuning her gawa, the inner string 
was not tight enough and sounded about a semitone flat. She 
remarked "Ko ha yara" (kb = bad, ha = to stand/to be, y'ara = it 
is holding) which can be translated as "it's bad" or "it's 
spoilt." According to Aguale (Gagime's husband's sister), this 
is a common expression for the gawa when it is not tuned 
correctly. The verb used for adjusting the string is simply 
mo tigabia or "repair," "fix" (lit, "cause to become straight"). 
Returning to the concept of melody, another expression 
frequently used is gilinine ore pcpdolene ("decoration very 
breaking") or simply p'odolene ("breaking" noun). The latter 
again conveys the idea of breaking a stick into pieces. Gilini, 
gili or giligili refers to decoration such as the zig-zag 
patterns of plaited cane around arrow-heads, axe-heads and 
killing-picks (Plates XXXVIII to XL). It also describes the 
geometric designs on smoking pipes, gambe or cane walls and 
plaited ceremonial dancing belts or baeahago (Plate XLl), and 
is often used for "writing." 
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During a discussion about Ngodenaga iba gana with some 
E.CP. pastors. Pastor Gai illustrated his idea of the melodic 
movement in the revival songs by running his finger along the 
the patterns in a gambe wall as shown in Figure 14. 
patterns seen by Gai in plaited cane wall >> ^. 
patterns seen by others in plaiting on artefacts 
Figure 14: Patterns suggesting melody 
PLATE XXXVIII: Plaited binding 
on arrows (above thumb) 
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PLATE XXXIX: Binding around axe 
PLATE XL: Plaited binding around killing-pick 
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PLATE XLI: Mali dancers wearing dancing-belts (ijaeahago) 
In both Ng'odenaga iba gana and dawanda 'u the up and down 
movement of the melody is usually supported underneath by sing-
ing on a level pitch. This pedal feature is also found in gawa 
music where the lower pitch of the outer string supports the 
upper pitches of the inner string. The longest pipe in a gulu-
pobe instrument functions in a similar way. Since this pipe is 
situated in the centre of the bundle, the performer's breath 
always passes over it as he moves his head to blow the surround 
-ing pipes. 
The Huli refer to this pedal-like support as la amuha 
("speak, stand in amu direction"). There are many Huli direc-
tional terms which are applicable to the geography of their 
land, and amu indicates movement in either direction along a 
Valley or horizontal (Rule and Rule 1970:11-15, 65). The image 
suggested is of a person standing with arms outstretched 
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perpendicular to the body, one arm pointing in one direction 
while the other points to the opposite direction. In the 
musical context it conveys repetition on one level, or "going 
along straight" as opposed to "going up and down." 
The Huli thus explain abstract musical concepts like pitch 
and melodic shape or direction by drawing analogies from the 
physical world, particularly the action of breaking a stick, 
the geometric designs on their artefacts and terms denoting 
geographical direction, Sound, like musical performance, is 
conceived of in terms of la or "speak." 
Other Concepts 
The awareness of timbre is shown in the terms, most of 
which are onomatopoeic, that the Huli use for their musical 
genres and aspects of performance. 
An obvious example is the name of the almost extinct music 
-al bow hibulu baralu, where hibulu with the aspiration of /h/ 
conveys the sound of sucking and blowing across the string 
(unlike the d^wa, words are not articulated with this bow and it 
is not held in the mouth). Baralu rhymes with hibulu and 
suggests the plain style of performance involving the oral 
resonation of the bowstring as it is activated by the hands-
Tabage, the term for a drum, contains the verb ba (to hit). 
The Huli often describe the sound of a drum being hit as baga 
baga ("hitting hitting") which suggests the action of hitting 
with the open hand as well as the instrumental timbre with the 
stops hi and /g/. 
The timbre of the g£wa during the articulation of words is 
suggested by the nasalized vowels and /w/. Similarly the sound 
of the jaw's harp during articulation is represented in its 
names hiriyula, hiliyula, hiliyule and yulambe, while mbe frTbe 
wbe describes its sound without articulation. The vowels in 
the words pilipb, gulupobe and gulungulu and the plosive /p/ 
suggest the placement of the lips when blowing these instruments. 
Onopatopoeia and analogy also indicate the sound textures 
of purely vocal genres. The level tone pattern and nasalization 
of the word u resembles the timbre of men's voices singing 
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together at a dawanda, while the expression iba gana ("trickling 
water") is analogous for the somewhat heterophonous sound of 
many people singing together. The vowels in the terms ju^  and iwa 
suggest the shrill characteristics of yodelling. 
The Huli are thus highly aware of different sounds, both 
natural and man-made, and their language vividly captures these 
timbres through the use of onomatopoeia or sound analogy. 
They appear to have no concepts about rhythm or meter, 
however, and their music generally conveys no sense of metrical 
grouping. This is because most of their musical expression is 
dependent upon language and thus the rhythmic structures of the 
words used determine the rhythmic formations in the music. 
Since stress is usually placed equally on each syllable in Huli 
speech, rhythm is determined largely by the rate of articulation. 
Even the heartbeat or bubiri li" is expressed in terms of la or 
"say." 
Huli ideas about musical expression, their treatment of 
melodic material, concepts of timbre and the r+iythmic features 
of their music will be further examined in the following 
analytic chapters. 
CHAPTER 6 
IWA 
Since the Huli believe yodelling to be the antecedent of 
oral forms of communication, the first type of music to be 
considered here will be group yodelling. As mentioned earlier, 
there are two types of yodelling performed by the Huli. Solo 
yodelling or }J_ (not to be confused with u) is used by men to 
communicate across the mountainous terrain, while group yodel-
ling or iwa is called as men perform some joint task. The term 
iwa is also sometimes used in a general sense to include both 
solo and group yodelling. 
During u communication, whole sentences may be yelled 
across the countryside ending with the yodelled call u. Some-
times simple non-sentence yodels are used, such as u-a-u-a-u 
which usually means "Where are you?" or hako-hako meaning "I'm 
here!" or "I'm coming!" (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:64-69). Most of 
these calls are true yodels utilizing the falsetto register, 
while some words may simply be shouted. Unlike the calls 
studied by Wurm (1972b) in other parts of Papua New Guinea 
which omit consonants, Huli yodelling retains the consonants of 
words. 
s 
Iwa or group yodelling is based on patterns of nonsense 
words. Each iwa type has a characteristic pattern in which 
different men call successive parts. 
Iwa Structure 
Iwa patterns consist of combinations of the following calls, 
U_(also used in solo yodelling) is a high-falling yodel, 
often started from a low kick-off point at the same pitch as that 
to which it ultimately falls. All iwa patterns begin with if 
which is often initiated by one person. 
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Pege, also called gebe, Hebe, p'ebo or bebo, is a relative-
ly low-pitched call in which the two syllables are yelled on 
one pitch level, 
Ke is the highest call in the falsetto range and is yodel-
led at a level pitch. 
^ is of a medium level pitch and often follows ke in the 
pattern k^-i, 
Gela is also bf a relatively medium pitch level with the 
syllable ge- yelled lower than -la. 
Pulu or ulu is the lowest call. It occurs as a deep pitch-
less exclamation at the end of the basic pattern of the iwa 
called gela, cried during the tige pulu, and does not occur in 
any other iwa. 
Each type of iwa consists of patterns containing two or 
more of the above calls. Apart from u', which is commonly used 
as a signal in solo yodelled communication, these calls appear 
to have no specific meaning. The syllables Littered provide a 
framework for yodelling together, which in turn functions as a 
means of organizing individuals in a group activity. 
Nogo U 
The nbgo u ("pig u") is yodelled as men carry butchered 
pig meat on their shoulders to the homanogo, the pig feast 
following mourning for a death. Although this yodelling helps 
the men to walk together in a straight line, it functions 
primarily as a signal to the relatives of the deceased that 
they are to cease grieving and be cheerful because the death 
has been compensated. 
As shown in Transcription 1, the basic nbgo u pattern 
consists of a leader calling d' followed by the group with gela. 
The u is long and sustained, while the gela is yodelled rapidly 
and resembles a cluster of indeterminate pitches. Although the 
Huli classify the nbgo u as iwa or group yodelling, they label 
it u because it pivots on the solo u of the leader. 
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PLATE XLII: Paliya (right front) yodelling LT'in n'bgo u 
The nogo u performance described in Transcription 1 was 
given by a group of Bebenete men led by Paliya (Plate XLIl). 
When yodelling u Paliya pauses momentarily on a pitch approxi-
mately 791 cents below the main pitch (995 Hertz), This upward 
leap is a common characteristic of the u call. After being 
sustained on the high pitch, the u falls back to the lower 
pitch. 
Throughout the performance one of the group (Hedole— 
shown second from the left in Plate XLIl) called u at the start 
of Paliya's 6, accentuating the shrill timbre.of the yodel. 
This scream-like shrillness and the discord of the gela are 
shown as noise components in Sonogram 1, partially obscuring the 
intense formants (particularly around 1500 Hertz, 3500 Hertz and 
4500 Hertz) bf Paliya's u. 
A superficial feeling of duple meter results from the 
alternation of 6 and gela in the nogo u pattern. Tension 
builds up during the u and is then released in the "^ela, suggest 
-ing exuberance and relief at the cessation of mourning. 
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Iwa 
The group yodel that men cry as they return home after 
victory in battle or when they perform heavy tasks together is 
simply named iwa. The basic pattern for this is u followed by 
pege or one of its alternate terms. Usually the (J is initiated 
by one man, but yodelled by several in subsequent repetitions. 
As shown in Transcriptions 2 and 3, the pace of iwa tends 
to be faster than that of nbgo d' and the intervallic relation-
ships between its parts are more consistent. Here the Hebe 
call coincides with the concluding /a/ of one u and the begin-
ning hi of the next, producing a feeling of duple meter in 
Western ears. Hebe follows the high point of 6 at an octave 
below. In Transcription 2-the /a/ syllables lie a minor third 
(329 cents) above h'ebe, while in Transcription 3 this interval 
increases to a major third (412 cents) as u and Hebe gradually 
become more flat. 
From listening to this type of yodelling on other occasions, 
it appears that the interval of a major third between pege or 
h'ebe and the /a/ of the u call (or minor sixth between high and 
low points of the u) is more common. The examples discussed 
above were performed consecutively by the Daveg workers, which 
suggests that the Huli may consider the minor third to be an 
allomorph of the major third. 
Sonogram 2 shows a segment of Transcription 2 from the end 
of the first h'ibe. Formant patterns during the h'ibe parts are 
sometimes obscure due to the large number of voices yodelling 
(about thirty). Changes in vowel formants and the aspiration 
°f h h however, can be detected. The brief /a/ at the start 
of each u can also be seen overlapping the end of each Hebe. 
The wide frequency range and strong intensity of formants, 
particularly during the u parts, attest to the great carrying 
1 
According to the Rules (personal communication), Huli men 
living amongst the Foe yodel this iwa as they row their canoes 
home across Lake Kutubu. 
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power bf this yodelling. When called in a warfare context, this 
iwa communicates a message of truimph to the victors' kin while 
releasing tension after the strain of the battle. In a work 
context its regular structure helps the individualistic Huli 
men to cooperate in a group effort. 
Mali Iwa 
The fT^ali iwa is yodelled by groups of male dancers at the 
nighttime rehearsals for the mali dance celebration. According 
to the Huli this iwa is the same as the work/battle iwa, being 
based on the u-p"ege pattern, but with the additional sound of 
the dancers' drums or tabage. 
Transcriptions 4 and 5 show segments of two mali iwa per-
formances, yodelled upon request at the conclusion of rhali hield 
at Hari Awi and Gugu respectively. The pattern and pitch arrange 
-ment of Transcription 5 are essentially the same as that of 
Transcription 3—p'ege follows the high point of u an octave 
(1183 cents) below, and a major third (353 cents) below the /a/ 
syllable. In Transcription 4, however, p'ebo follows an octave 
below the low point of the u which lies a major third below its 
high point (395 cents), A third call, ki, is added to coincide 
with the higher u pitch. In spite of these differences, this 
example is still recognizable as mali iwa due to its quick pace 
and the presence of the major third. 
A feeling of duple meter again predominates as u is follow-
ed by pebo and p'ige in these examples. This is reinforced by 
the tabage, x k being a variation of Jc A*, (The rhythmic patterns 
of the yodelling group in Transcription 4 are partially obscured 
by the drumming of a second group of dancers,) 
The regular structure of the work iwa is thus employed to 
assist the mali dancers in jumping and hitting their drums 
together in time. It also functions as a ccDmmunicative device 
by informing any listeners of a forthcoming mali and attracting 
spectators—these nightly mali rehearsals are often accompanied 
by dawanda courting parties as unmarried women come to watch 
their favourite dancers; unmarried men may also use such opportun 
-ities to meet potential lawini. 
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Gela 
According to the Huli the gela, the iwa cried during the 
tege pulu, is based on the pattern of u followed by gela then 
pulu. Usually the first u and g^la are solo. 
Transcriptions 6 to 8 show three examples of g'ela performed 
on request by men and youths at Bebenete. The performers remain 
-ed stationary during the examples of Transcriptions 6 and 7, 
while in Transcription 8 they ran around the yard imitating the 
gUruma igiri running to the guruanda with their instructors. 
During the performance of Transcription 7 they stamped their 
feet on the wooden floor of my back veranda like the ayage togo 
stamping in the guruanda. 
In these examples pulu coincides with gela, producing a 
feeling of duple meter as g'ela follows tf. Throughout Transcrip 
-tions 6 and 7 pulu occurs with the -la syllable of gbla, while 
in Transcription 8 it is uttered simultaneously with gela. The 
stamping of Transcription 7 begins haphazardly but eventually 
settles down to the ^^^ rhythm as the men start to stamp in 
unison. 
A fourth part, l<e, is yodelled in Transcription 8. This is 
a common call in boys' yodelling and was probably cried by the 
youths in the group. It lies an octave above the -la of gela 
which is a minor sixth below the main u pitch. Unlike the gela 
part of the n^go 6 which is yodelled at different pitches by 
different men, gela here is called at the same pitches with ge-
a major second below -la. The 6 here has a shrill shout-like 
timbre similar to that of the nogo u, as some men begin hoarsely 
a minor third above the main pitch. 
In Sonogram 3, the initial hoarseness of u is shown as 
noise components across the formants of the vowel. Frequencies 
above 3,500 Hertz decay rapidly towards the end of the u while 
some» such as those around 1,500 Hertz, overlap the beginning of 
gela. The picture at the gela/p1jlu junction is obscured by both 
the numbers of voices present and the different calls uttered. 
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As mentioned earlier, the name of the tige pulu section of 
the tige cult is derived from the pulu call in the gtela which 
itself is named after the gtela call. This iwa summons various 
dama and ancestral dinini to attend the tege pulu and bring 
good fortune to the participants instead of trouble. It may 
also be an expression of human solidarity in the face of 
adversity. 
Aliwa 
Aliwa or 'ali iwa (lit. "men's ^a") is yodelled by groups 
of boys as they see rain approaching across the mountains. 
The same term is used for the solo yodelling of a boy in cold 
wet weather, although this is actually a form of u. Both types 
of aliwa are signals informing other children of an impending 
downpour. 
Huli boys say that the group form is based on the pattern 
u, pege, k"e, i. In the aliwa of Transcription 9, however, k'e 
and 1 occur simultaneously with p'ege. As in the men's xwa, 
pege lies an octave below the high point of u and a major third 
(372..cents) below its lower pitch. This subordinate pitch is at 
the same level as i which lies an octave below the main k'e pitch. 
Occasionally some boys cry an additional k'e pitch a fourth above 
the main u. The most outstanding intervals, however, are the 
major thirds between pege and T, and u and l<i. 
Sonogram 4 gives an acoustical picture of the start of this 
example from the beginning to the second k'e/i/p'ege. The most 
intense frequency is at 1,500 Hertz. This continues throughout 
the sonogram because it is the first partial above the main u 
fundamental and the second partial in p'ege. The second l<e/i/p'e-
ge segment is more complex than the first, with frequencies 
extending to C3ver 6,000 Hertz and a particularly intense band 
around 2,250 Hertz. This is caused by some boys singing the 
auxiliary ke pitch of 980 Hertz. 
Transcription 10 shows an example of u which boys label 
aliwa because of its similar performance context to the group 
form. Here only the first u falls from its main pitch, the 
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others remaining level after kicking off from a pitch a minor 
sixth below. After seven of these 6, the final three are 
yodelled rapidly without pausing for a deep breath. This con-
cluding pattern resembles the "Where are you?" u call. 
The third and fourth u of this example are shown in Sono-
gram 5. Here the distinctive formant patterns of the /a/ 
syllable can be clearly seen, whereas similar features in the 
sonograms discussed earlier are obscured by other calls. The 
curves in the formants of the vowels here indicate the physio-
logical movements involved in producing the sounds. 
By yodelling aliwa, Huli boys become familiar with the calls 
used in men's iwa and train their voices for yodelling as adults. 
The group "kliwa with its distinctive two-pitched ke part is often 
heard in Huli country while groups of boys walk to and from 
school. Its sound not only announces the approach of rain but 
indicates that the boys feel cold, as each one tries to warm 
his bare upper torso by folding his arms around his neck or across 
his chest. Yodelling "aliwa may thus help to divert the per-
formers' attention away from their feelings of coldness. 
Heao 
Heao is called by groups of women and girls as they walk to 
their gardens in fine weather.- Although it is not yodelling, it 
is included here because the Huli often associate it with iwa. 
As shown in Transcription 11, the hiao call consists of the 
expression "h'e-'a-b-i." The vowel /a/ is sustained at the same 
pitch as Hi- and /o/ lies a major third (422 cents) below this. 
Some women slide from /o/ to /i/, an octave above, while the • 
the others simply step to the higher pitch. 
The conclusion of this Heao is shown in Sonogram 6, where 
changes in shape and direction of formants indicate change of 
yewel. Long curving formants caused by the slide can also be 
seen against the distinct /o/-/i/ patterns. When compared with 
sonograms of men's yodelling, the patterns here appear less 
intense and more striped due to the women's singing. 
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In contrast to the men's group calls, the h'eao is compara-
tively short (about 4,5 seconds) and suggests no metrical pulse 
to Western ears. It is essentially a joyous expression of 
delight in the surrounding countryside and warm sunshine—the 
antithesis of the boy's aliwa. Since gardens are sometimes 
situated quite a distance from a woman's house, the Heao may 
serve to entertain the younger women and girls so that they 
will not be bored by the long walk. 
Huli women also cry various other calls, such as the solo 
"Heagola!" which is shouted in pride or anger. The group death 
wail named o is classified separately, along with other death 
music, as dugu or crying. This will be discussed in Chapter 14, 
iwa as Music and Communication 
In conclusion, the Huli group calls function both as forms 
of communication and as means of helping individuals to cooperate 
in group activities. Each genre has a distinct harmonic and 
melodic structure, due to the colotomic configuration of its 
parts, in which the major third or its inversion the minor sixth 
is the most outstanding interval. A feeling of duple meter 
prevails throughout all the men's group yodelling, due to the 
repetition of patterns composed of u followed by other calls. 
Musical and contextual differences appe.ar to exist between 
iwa which use the pege call, namely mali iwa, iwa and aliwa, 
and those such as the nogo u and gela which use the gfela call. 
The former accompany regular activities in everyday life and 
have relatively strict intervallic relationships. By contrast, 
the gela and nogo u utilize hoarse scream-like timbres, have 
comparatively slow tempi and occur in occasional events. 
The gela invites dama and ancestral dinini to attend the 
tege pulu initiation, and possibly the nbgo u may have once 
served a similar purpose in the homanogo. Although it announces 
that the death has been compensated and that mourning is ended, 
the nogo u may have been formerly used to summon the spirit of 
the deceased to attend a sacrificial pig feast. The homanogo 
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is possibly the vestige of such a sacrificial feast to the dead. 
These suggestions are purely speculative. The fact that the 
nbgo homanogo are slaughtered near the grave and the similarities 
between gela and nbgo u, however, indicate that they could be 
true. 
CHAPTER 7 
/ 
GAWA 
The Huli consider the performance of the gawe, the double-
stringed orally-resonated musical bow played in connection with 
courtship or as entertainment, to be the supreme artistic 
achievement. Of all the Huli instrumental genres, this is the 
most difficult because it requires both left and right hand motor 
dexterity as well as linguistic fluency and poetic ingenuity. 
Structure and Performance Technique 
Although the structure and performance technique of the g£wa 
has been previously discussed in detail (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:148-
186, 1977:220-230), a brief revised summary is given here. 
The g£wa is basically an asymmetrical wooden bow crossed 
by two strings or hibuni (bowstring), of which the inner is 
tuned about a major third above the outer. At the shorter end 
the bow is held in the mouth, while the left hand supports the 
longer end. As the right hand .strums the hibuni near the mouth 
with a thin plectrum or b'endele, the left hand periodically stops 
the inner strand in an action called gi b"indele (gi = hand) . 
This arrangement can be reversed for left-handed players. During 
performance poetic verses are articulated by moving the tongue 
as in speech, but using the instrumental sound energy instead of 
the vocal cords. 
As shown in Figure 15, gawa structure and external perform-
ance technique vary with the sex of the performer. Women 
usually hold their gawa horizontally or with the longer end 
pointing slightly downwards. The hibuni is hooked around the 
mouth end of the bow and its two strands pass under the wood at 
the opposite end before winding up to the tip. A woman thus 
executes gi b'endele by placing her thumb above the inner strand 
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Figure 15: Differences in gawa structure 
and external performance technique 
between men and women 
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to stop it with the pad. Since the strands are in different 
planes near the mouth, the b'endele is held at an angle and 
moved up and down. This accounts for the relatively slower 
speed and simpler sound spectra of women's gawa playing. 
Men tend to hold their g£wa with the longer end pointing 
upwards. The hibuni winds along and passes under the wood near 
the mouth, while at the opposite end it passes over the wood 
and winds up to the tip. Since the strands lie close together 
in the same plane near the mouth, the b'endele tends to be held 
below the iTibuni and moved backwards and forwards. Men's g£wa 
playing thus usually exhibits faster speed and richer sound 
spectra than women's. 
Occasionally a man's g^wa is constructed with the hibuni 
passing over the wood near the mouth, which makes it more 
difficult for the b'endele to touch the strands and results in a 
slower pace. Most men thus prefer the arrangement described 
above. In spite of the differences between male and female 
g£wa construction and performance, they are regarded as being 
the same instrument and non-performers frequently disclaim any 
distinction between the two. 
The bow can be constructed from any strong flexible wood 
which after peeling is passed through hot ashes and bent to the 
required shape. Bow span depends primarily on the length of 
available hibuni material and can vary between 25 and 45 centi-
metres . 
Traditionally most gaw© have the exposed roots of the 
tugubili or nagira vine as hibuni, although women sometimes use 
dagi cane. Wire, window wire and thick nylon thread have recent 
-ly become popular due to their greater ductility and elasticity. 
Women and children often make temporary instruments using hibuni 
of other plant roots. Tugubili hibuni are strummed with tugu-
bili or igibu cane bendele. Wire, igibu and sharpened wood or 
bamboo are used for strumming wire hibuni, 
Gawa verses are the individual compositions of the perform 
-er and are often created spontaneously. Since each composer/ 
performer has his or her own repertoire, a selection of examples 
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by various people will be examined to determine the nature of 
the poetry, the utilization of melodic and harmonic material 
and the realization of speech-tone. 
Examples of Women's Gawa 
Since the g£wa played by women is said to be the prototype 
of that played by men, its music will be discussed first. 
The examples shown in Transcriptions 12, 13 and 14 were 
played by Wandome whose photographs were shown previously with one 
of her performances (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:166-173). Unlike the 
gawa of that example, which had a tugubili root hibuni, Wandome's 
instrument here is constructed with window wire. This tends to 
maintain pitch better so that the interval between the two open 
strands is about a major third,, whereas previously it was only 
350 cents. The 250 Hertz measurement for the outer strand in 
the examples here appears low in rela-fcion to the other frequencies 
(it lies 454 cents below the inner strand pitch and 1261 cents 
below its first partial) and possibly results from this strand 
gradually becoming loose over the time period during which its 
frequency was averaged. 
As in all gawa music, the hibuni strands are strummed simul-
taneously. The Huli say that the outer strand is la amuh^ and 
-- V / \ 
the inner strand is lo podo iri dali—the sound of the outer 
strand goes along straight underneath the tune of the inner 
strand which goes up and down. The most clearly heard upper 
partials are those an octave above the fundamentals of the 
strands. When the inner strand is stopped, the most outstanding 
partial is that an octave above the outer strand, 
Wandome moves the b'endele up then down when strumming, which 
produces the characteristic J,i repetitive pattern. There is 
\Sy 
no feeling of metejr in the Western sense, because phrase lengths 
are determined by the lengths of the verse lines. 
The examples shown here each contain two poetic verses and 
have the same basic form of introduction—verse 1—interlude— 
verse 2—conclusion, except for that of Transcription 13 which 
has no interlude. 
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In Transcription 12, the introduction begins with an 
inarticulate section based on strumming patterns with the inner 
strand stopped. This is followed by the exclamation aiyali-o 
which literally means "Oh, mother!" (^ iya = mother), but is also 
an expression of deep feelings of sorrow or anguish. The intro 
-duction then concludes with another short inarticulate section 
in which the partials an octave above the hibuni fundamentals are 
particularly intense. At first the open strands are strummed 
then the inner strand is stopped, producing a falling major 
third between the partials. This represents the solo u yodel 
of a man. 
As shown in the translation following the transcription, 
Wandome's verses follow the typical Huli verse structure of a 
sentence repeated several times with one word changed in each 
repeat. In both verses, the changing words are poetic alterna-
tives for aiyali which in this context means "sorrow". 
The literal meaning of the first verse is "I am in a state 
of having eaten sorrow," n^ edo being the present stative singular 
of na_ (to eat). This could be more freely translated as "I'm in 
a state of sorrow or anguish" or "I'm experiencing sorrow," 
although some Huli say it suggests a person swallowing her 
saliva in grief. The theme is typical of Huli courtship poetry 
when the performer has been deserted by the lawini. Wandome, 
a middle-aged married woman, may have been thinking of her 
daughter Gau of courting age or merely relating a verse which 
she herself performed in her youth. 
In the second verse the "eating sorrow" theme continues, 
preceded by lines saying "I am buying sorrow." This suggests 
an exchange—the performer's love is given in return for un-
happiness. 
The speech—tone patterns of the words articulated are 
preserved in the melodic figures of the inner hibuni strand. 
Before learning Huli, I frequently mispelt this tenn as 
"ayali" or "aiyali" in my earlier thesis. The Kyaka Enga also 
use the term "mother" to express deep emotion (Bulmer 1960:185), 
as do the Foe (personal communication Joan Rule). 
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except at the end of a line where the melodic contour falls to 
the pitch of the outer strand resembling the terminating intona-
tion patterns of speech. At the start of each line, the rising 
tone of the opening word is retained through the pitch of the 
open inner strand for the first two syllables then the stopped 
strand pitch for the third. This higher pitch is used for the 
level tone of y^ olo in the second verse, so that it may fall to 
the lower level for the opening syllable of bero. Thus the 
three word-tone patterns of Huli can be maintained with essen-
tially bitonal melodic material. 
The inarticulate interlude between the verses and the 
conclusion are built mainly on the motif shown in Figure 16, 
s 
Figure 16 
Here the second partials of the hibuni are even more intense than 
the fundamentals, and their arrangement is said to resemble the 
pebe—u patterns of the men's work iwa and mali iwa. Each 
section also begins with the cT motif like that at the end of the 
introduction. 
In the example shown in Transcription 13, the introduction 
again begins with strumming patterns using the stopped inner 
strand. Unlike the previous example, however, no exclamation is 
articulated. After a brief statement of the u motif, the opening 
patterns are resumed. 
The first verse in this example utilizes cloud imagery* the 
changing words being alternatives for alungi or cumulus cloud. 
Possibly each line refers to several clouds because the verb 
ibira is present active singular, dual or plural. The clouds 
are coming from the the place of the absent lawini, filling the 
performer with sadness. They may represent the thoughts of the 
lawini for his beloved and her sorrow may be the pain of separa-
tion. The expression aiyali wane can be translated as either 
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"mother's daughter" or "sorrow's daughter" and may refer to 
Wandome herself or to her daughter. The second verse follows 
immediately after the first with the "eating sorrow" theme. 
As before, word-tone is outlined in the upper hibuni part 
with the level tone of \wane taking the higher pitch of the inner 
strand. Elision occurs between the final vowel of the cloud 
name and the /i/ of ibira. In the second, third and fourth lines 
this verb is given its characteristic high-falling pattern, but 
elsewhere it remains level on the high pitch. This may be due 
to Wandome accidentally touching the stopped strand during her 
rapid strumming. 
The inarticulate conclusion, like that of the previous 
example, begins with the u motif followed by the pebe—u pattern 
outlined amongst the upper partials. 
A similar conclusion occurs in Transcription 14 which has 
an interlude between the verses conisisting of two u motifs 
separated by the aiyali-o exclamation. The introduction to this 
example begins with a similar opening section to the previous 
examples, but with a falling figure amongst outstanding partials 
above the second partials. This runs into the 6 motif which is 
followed by the aiyali wTane expression then another u figure. 
The meaning of the first verse is "I will pull the pigs put 
of the pig pen and carry them as I come," the pigs being the 
bride-wealth which the young man is supposedly collecting for 
his future marriage. This idea is often used in women's gawa 
verses to make the absent boyfriend yearn for the performer. 
The position of the expression aiyali wane preceding this verse, 
however, suggests that Wandome is actually playing on behalf of 
her daughter. The "buying sorrow" theme returns in the second 
verse. 
Again, tonal structure is indicated by the melodic contour 
of the inner hibuni strand with terminating sentence oatterns at 
the end of each line. The falling tone of dugu is achieved as 
-gu runs into the ya- syllable of the following word during the 
rapid articulation. Although given the higher pitch, bule 
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retains its level contour-. Elision occurs between the -li 
syllable and the following /i/ to produce the falling pattern of 
ibira. 
y 
PLATE XLIII: Gagime playing gawa made by her husband 
In contrast to Wandome, who plays gawa to entertain others 
and while away the long night hours, the younger woman Gagime 
(Plate XLIII) had abandoned this practice when she married Damiali, 
the former Councillor at Bebenete. Although a proficient per-
former, she had been too busy with gardening and raising a son to 
continue her art and, like many women, was probably reluctant to 
do so in case her husband (a notorious polygynist) should think 
she was composing verses about another man. 
Upon request, however, Gagime agreed to pef-form and Damiali 
made her a gawa for the occasion. As shown in Plate XLIII, this 
instrument is a hybrid with the window wire hibuni hooked around 
the mouth end of the bow, like a woman's gawa, and passing over 
the wood at the other end like a man's. In spite pf this, Gagime 
executes gi b'endele from abcjve the inner strand and holds the 
dawa pointing slightly downwards. 
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Transcription 15 and 16 show two g£wa examples by Gagime, 
each of which has the structure of introduction—verse—conclu-
sion. In both cases, the long introduction and short conclusion 
are said to represent the sound of the mali iwa, being based on 
the motif shown earlier in Figure 16 which has intense partials 
corresponding to the u—fTebe sequence. Transcription 16 also 
begins with strumming patterns using the stopped inner strand. 
Throughout both examples, an additional partial lying a fifth 
above the second partial of the outer strand is frequently heard. 
Each verse refers to Damiali, Gagime's husband. In Tran-
scription 15, she calls him "Buria's son" because through his 
father's mother he is part of Buriani Hameigini whose foundress 
was named Buria. The changing names in each line are the names 
of sub-clans with whom Damiali .is affiliated, and their pigs are 
those that came to Gagime's relatives in her bride wealth. Thus 
Gagime is pointing out the groups with whom she has links through 
her marriage, as well as expressing admiration for her husband. 
The verse in Transcription 16 can be translated as "See, I 
am being wet by rain coming from all these places (named)," the 
-go syllable on the verb being an attention-drawing suffix. 
These places are situated amongst clans related to Damiali, and 
Gagime uses the idea of being saturated with rain from these 
areas to symbolize his regard for her. 
Unlike Wandome who usually articulates one syllable to a 
strum, Gagime frequently spreads her words over several strum 
-ming patterns particularly in the verse of Transcription 16, 
As in Wandome's music, however, the speech-tones of words are 
outlined in the melodies of the inner strand with terminating 
sentence patterns falling to the pitch of the outer strand. 
Thus BUria in Transcription 15 retains its level tone on the 
higher pitch of the inner strand, while igini and also yarogo 
in Transcription 16 fall at the end of the line. 
Gurubu is the Huli name for Lake Kutubu, and Gagime has 
probably added this to the other names for effect. Situated 
amongst the Foe people, it does not belong to the Huli clans. 
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An ambiguous melodic figure, suggesting a combination of 
high-falling and low-rising tones, occurs on the names Naliba, 
Dindibo and Dibagua in Transcription 15 and Ibai and (jurubu in 
Transcription 16. This may have resulted from Gagime's nervous-
ness in performing before the microphones, or it may be a melodic 
variation on the standard patterns to mark the beginning erf each 
line. 
PLATE XLIV: Yagai playing gawa, placing 
her left thumb below the Fibuni like a man 
Transcriptions 17 and 18 show two further examples of 
women's g^wa music. These were performed by Yagai who, as shown 
in Plate XLIV, uses a typical woman's g^we with a nylon Hibuni. 
Like many women, she holds her instrument pointing downwards 
but executes ^i b'endele with the thumb below the inner strand 
like a man—much to the amusement of other women present, Yagai 
does not try to imitate male performance technique, however, she 
merely finds this thumb position more convenient. 
As in Gagime's examples, an upper partial lying an interval 
of a fifth above the second partial of the outer strand is fre-
quently heard during Yagai's performance. It.occurs here only 
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when the open inner strand is played, and may result from inter-
ference between the frequencies of the strands or merely be a 
characteristic of the inner strand. In contrast to the s-tyles 
of the previous two performers, Yagai's strumming is more even 
and has the prevailing J 3 rhythm. 
Both examples by Yagai have the structure: short in"broduc-
tion—verse—conclusion. The introductions are extremely brief, 
based mainly on the outer hibuni strand and serve to ensure that 
the instrument is working before articulation begins. Both 
conclusions are built around the pattern in Figure 17, which 
uses intense audible upper partials to represent the u — a — u — 
p'ebe sounds of the rffeli iwa and work/battle iwa. This is a more 
complicated rhali iwa figure than that used by Wandome and Gagime, 
due to the presence of the three strums on the open strands. 
_ ^ ^ ^ 
Figure 17 
Unlike the poetic lines of the previous examples, which are 
single sentences or statements, Yagai's lines each consist of 
three statements with a changing place name .at the start of the 
first. Both verses describe rain coming from places amongst the 
y 
clans of Yagai's lawini near Hambuali, 
The -rua suffix on the verbs in the verse of Transcription 
17 indicates unseen aspect, suggesting that Yagai is making her 
statements on other evidence apart from visible evidence. Thus 
she knows rain is coming from these places because she can hear 
it, and in yearning for her beloved she feels frustrated and 
sick although the symptoms of these conditions may not be visible. 
In the verse of Transcription 18, Yagai feels sorrow as she 
sees rain coming from her beloved's places and she tells him to 
cover his wig with his black palm bark rain cape. The "twi-
light" concluding line suggests that either he has been visiting 
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her and must now walk home through the rain, or that she has 
waited for him all day but the rain has prevented his coming. 
Yagai uses two different words for "rain" in these verses. 
In Transcription 18 the word is dalu, which is the common term 
used in everyday speech, while in Transcription 17 the term yai 
(also used by Gagime in Transcription 16) is used. The latter 
occurs only in Huli poetry and may be a West-Central Family 
proto-word, because it is also the Pole word for "rain" (Rule 
1977:17). 
As in the ga»e examples discussed earlier, speech-tone is 
generally realized through the melodic patterns of the inner 
strand. Terminating sentence patterns are not shown by a fall 
to the outer strand pitch, however, except at the end of each 
verse. In Transcription 17 the stopped inner pitch usually shows 
concluding intonation, while in Transcription 18 the open pitch 
indicates this. Both systems are fully understandable within 
the context of their respective verses. 
Examples of Men's G^wa 
The work of four male ^ wa players will be discussed here. 
Each performer used instruments of the typical man's gawa design 
with hibuni of guitar wire. 
Transcriptions 19 and 20 show pieces selected from the 
repertoire of Luyabe, a young man widely acclaimed as a brilliant 
performer. These were recorded at the end of 1974 when Luyabe 
was about 20 years old, before he left the Huli area for tertiary 
studies. 
After a short introduction featuring s-trumming patterns on 
the stopped inner strand with opening statements on the outer 
strand, the example in Transcription 19 proceeds with three 
verses on a love theme before concluding with a section imitating 
the mali iwa. 
The first verse employs the idea of pulling pigs out of 
their pens to express affection for an absent girlfriend, Luya-
be has been collecting the pigs for the girl's bride-wealth and 
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thus indicates that he wants to marry her if she is agreeable. 
The changing words are a mixture of place names referring to the 
lawini, such as Giru and Giruba, and terms connected with the 
pigs. 
In the second verse, the alternating words are poetic sub-
stitutes for nogo or"pig." The "pigs' father" or keeper of pigs 
is presumably Luyabe and the meaning of this verse is "Did the 
pigs' owner go off to another place? No, you left him and went 
away." The term walu is an abbreviation of wahalu which means 
"threw away," while dalu is used here instead of dindi or "land." 
Each line ends with the expression odedogo which can be trans-
lated as "I feel dizzy," "My head is spinning" or "I feel faint." 
It is possible that the woman in question may have actually 
married someone else, because in the third verse he asks her to 
return to him. The changing names here are alternatives for ayu 
or "axe," and the words suggest that he may have been cutting 
his hand in grief. A possible translation of the verse is "I 
have been grieving for you; leave him and come to me, I'm faint-
ing for you." 
The inarticulate conclusion imitates the sound of a man's u 
yodel in the upper partials of the hibuni. At the start of this 
section, Luyabe momentarily loosens the outer strand by mcDVing 
it slightly up the bow with the bendele thereby lowering its 
pitch by a semitone. This resembles the movement from low 
register to high when a man yodels a—u, occurring as it doss 
with the upward step in the partials. A similar effect is 
achieved later by damping out the second partial .and reinforcing . 
the fundamental of the outer strand. 
Luyabe's performance in Transcription 20-contains one verse 
dealing with a warfare theme—"Look, they were fighting with 
arrows!"—in which the changing words are alternate names for 
various types of arrows. The expression blirugu lebogo can mean 
"It's getting difficult," "I don't know what to do," "I feel 
frustrated" or "I am full of despair," the term l^irugu being 
"despair" or "frustration." 
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This verse is preceded by a long introduction beginning 
with stopped inner s-trand strumming patterns and a falling 
partial figure from the third partial of the outer strand, like 
that of Transcription 19. The rest of the introduction is a 
sound picture of men running about during the fighting. It con-
sists of two exclamations which can be translated as "Look, 
someone is running around!" and "Hey look, a man is running 
around!" each followed by long inarticulate sections. Unlike 
the syncopated rhythms of the verse, these passages are based on 
even strumming patterns with the inner strand alternatively 
stopped and unstopped to resemble the running movements of the 
warriors as they scurry along deep drains and across gardens. 
The term agali ("married man") refers to a man old enough to 
wear the common rounded wig and here conveys an image of bewigged 
and brightly painted men armed for battle. 
A long conclusion follows the verse. This starts with the 
running figure, then moves on to an imitation of the battle iwa 
amongst the upper partials. As before, Luyabe periodically 
loosens the outer strand to simulate the rising k—u'^  figure of 
the dT call following pebe. In this case the corT?esponding second 
partial is frequently heard a semitone below the usual outer 
strand second partial, which suggests the sound of many voices 
yodelling. 
Thus, this example tells the story of a battle: at first 
the listeners' attention is drawn to the spectacle of men running 
about, then the performer bursts into lamentation at the sight of 
arrowed men and pigs, and finally the enemy can be heard running 
away yodelling the victory iwa. 
In both examples, Luyabe uses the patterns of the inner 
hibuni strand to indicate the speech—tones of words. Level-tone 
is placed on the higher pitch and sentence terminating intonation 
patterns are shown by the movement down a semitone to the open 
pitch. The high-falling tone of lawini in Transcription 19 is 
realized as its final vowel overlaps the pitch assigned to the 
first syllable of the following word. In the second last line 
the arrow name golo is treated tonally as if it is part of the 
following name, to preserve the patterns of the previous lines. 
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PLATE XLV: Bara playing gawa 
The gawa piece in Transcription 21 is by the youth Bara 
(Plate XLV) who also uses the melodies of the inner hibuni strand 
to indicate speech-tone. Unlike the other players, however, Bara 
suggests terminating sentence patterns by emphasizing the second 
partial of the outer strand on the final words regardless of the 
pitch of the inner strand. This produces a feeling of falling 
to a monotone as in speech. 
As usual, this example is introduced with strumming patterns 
using the stopped inner strand and concludes with an inarticulate 
iwa passage. An additional partial lying a semitone below the 
upper partial of the outer strand is used twice in the conclusion 
to suggest group yodelling. This occurs in the first instance 
as the inner strand is stopped, unstopped then stopped again, 
while on the second occasion it is the upper partial of the 
loosened outer strand. Like the instruments of Gagime and Yagai, 
Bara's ^wa frequently produces an audible partial lying a fifth 
above that of the normal outer strand. 
The idea behind the two main verses of this piece is similar 
to that of Transcription 19—the performer's lawini has left him 
and in an attempt to win her back he refers to the bride-wealth 
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that he has been collecting to marry her. Nearly every line 
begins with aiyali, the expression of sorrow, and the changing 
words throughout both verses are alternatives for nogo or "pig." 
Although composed to make his unfaithful lawini regret her 
action, Bara addresses his verses to the "pigs' father" or pigs' 
owner. This is probably his own father or some other male 
relative who has given him a loan of pigs to build up the bride-
wealth. In the first verse hs tells this man that he will give 
him an axe to demolish the pig pen (notice the reference to the 
pen in the third last line). After a few short inarticulate 
strums, he commences the second verse where in his despair he 
threatens to pull the pigs out of the pen, return them to their 
owner and burn down the pig pen. The term 'klu in the third last 
line is an exclamation in u yodelling, which is used here to 
indicate his distress. 
Unlike Bara and Luyabe, Tagali (Plate XLVl) is a mature 
married man who plays gawa simply for entertainment. As shown 
in Transcriptions 22 and 23, he has a distinctive slow and even 
strumming pace which differs from the rapid and often syncopated 
patterns of the other players. 
Both of Tagali's examples contain two main verses with 
inarticulate introductory and concluding passages. The intro-
duction in Transcription 23 and both conclusions imitate the iwa 
in the upper partials, while the introduction of Transcription 
22 serves primarily to test the hibuni before beginning articula 
-tion. As in Transcription 19, there is no interlude or demarca 
-tion between Tagali's verses—one verse flows into the next as 
he moves on to a new idea. 
The changing words in Transcription 22 are cloud names. In 
the first verse Tagali addresses the clouds, asking them to show 
him a road as he sits playing his gawa. He then turns to the 
listeners in the second verse, explaining that he is sitting 
3 
Although Bara was said to be only seventeen years old at 
the time of this recording, the nature of his poetry and the 
fact that he was wearing arm bands suggests that he was much 
older. 
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PLATE XLVI: Tagali playing gawa 
playing his gawa so that the clouds will come along the road 
and take him away. These verses are typical of Huli yearning 
poetry and can express longing for either and absent beloved or 
a far distant homeland. 
The poetic lines in the first verse have the same basic 
structure, except for the last three which take a new format. 
In the second verse the lines are arranged in repetitive coup-
lets, so that each one is grammatically the same as the one 
following the next. Usually there is only one changeable word 
per line but, as in much Huli poetry, one of the lines near the 
end of each verse contains two or three alternate names. 
This also occurs in Transcription 23, where the number of 
changeable names increases from one to two then up to four in 
the first verse. These are the names of places and clans around 
Lumu-Lumu, from where rain is coming. The verse is similar to 
that articulated by Gagime in Transcription 16, with the term 
yai for "rain," In this case, however, Tagali may not be refer 
-ring to a particular person, but merely describing how he was 
drenched when walking from Hoiebia to Lumu-Lumu, A distinctive 
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feature of this verse is the short inarticulate passage between 
the first and second lines, which contains a rising and falling 
figure amongst audible partials above the sec3and partials* This 
is a sound picture depicting the sudden downpour of intense rain, 
characteristic of afternoons in the Highlands. 
Again speech-tone is shown by the melodic contour of the 
inner strand, with level-tone placed on the higher pitch. 
Usually the melody falls to the lower inner strand pitch at the 
end of a line to indicate sentence terminating patterns. Where 
this is not so, one or more lines ending on the higher pitch are 
followed by one concluding with the lower to resemble a continu-
ous statement. 
Speech-tone is also realized through the inner Hibuni strand 
melodies in the gaw£ playing of Alubura, whose music has been 
briefly discussed previously (Pughf-Kitingan) 1975:159-166, 1977: 
225-229). As shown in Transcriptions 24 and 25, Alubura ends 
his sentences on the higher pitch. Like Bara, however, he 
reinforces the second partial of the outer strand for the final 
syllable or syllables to suggest the falling movement of termin-
ating intonation patterns. 
Both examples consist of single verses prefaced by inarticu-
late passages with the inner strand stopped and concluding with 
V 4 
sections imitating the men's iwa in the upper partials. 
The verse in Transcription 24 is a variation of that by 
Alubura which was described in the writings mentioned above. 
Its meaning is ambiguous depending on the interpretation of the 
word bawa or "casuarina." Place names or clan names alternate 
in each line and Alubura may be describing a battle scene in 
which enemy warriors rampage through these areas, burning trees 
and gardens in their wake. 
Alternatively, the term bawa may actually be pawa (from the 
English "power") which refers to a lamp post with a light opera-
4 
Before playing the piece in Transcription 25, Alubura 
tightened the hibuni of his gawa and thus it is tuned about a 
quartertone higher than in Transcription 24, 
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ted by electrical power from a generator. In this case, which 
is the more likely interpretation, the verse has a love theme 
—the performer has waited for his lawini all day, but she has 
not come to him; as darkness approaches, he sees lights begin 
-ning to shine in various places inhabited by Europeans, 
Alubura rounds off his lines in both examples with the term 
aiyali. In Transcription 24 this is an expression of sorrow, 
while in Transcription 25 it indicates anguish or despair. As 
in Transcriptions 19 and 21, the lines here pivot on the word 
ayu or "axe"—in his anguish, the performer has broken his axe 
with a saw. The changing words in each line are the names of 
men and clans related to Alubura, each of whom would have 
contributed to the bride-wealth that he was supposedly collect-
ed to marry the girl. The idea of breaking weapons and tools 
is frequently used in Huli poetry to express despair. 
The conclusion in Transcription 24 contains two instances 
of the additional partial lying a semitone below the second par-
tial of the outer strand, where the inner strand is stopped 
then unstppped. This partial is produced by the same technique 
near the start of the conclusion in Transcription 25, and occurs 
twice further on as the outer strand is loosened. Approximately 
midway between its first and second occurence in this example, 
both hibuni strands are loosened then gradually tightened to 
produce an upward slide amongst the partials' from one a semi-
tone below the first partial of the open inner strand. These 
devices reinforce the group yodelling effect by suggesting the 
upward slide of "fe—u in the 6 call preceding p'ebe. 
The Essence of Gawa Music 
From the foregoing discussion, it can be seen that all 
individual gawa performances consist of a poetic verse or verses 
preceded and followed by inarticulate passages. Where there are 
two or more verses, these may also be separated by inarticulate 
interludes. The opening passages are usually built around 
strumming patterns using the stopped inner hibuni strand, while 
the conclusions nearly always imitate the men's work/battle iwa 
or mali iwa. These inarticulate sections occasionally incorpor-
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ate sound pictures depicting the happenings described in the 
verses, such as the running around in Transcription 20 or the 
rain in Transcription 23. 
The harmonic aspect of gaw£ music features the intervals of 
a major third and fourth as the pitch of the inner hibuni strand 
changes against the constant pitch of the outer strand. The 
octave also occurs, due to the audible presence of the second 
partials of the open strands. It is the melodic sequence of 
these partials which is used to suggest the u—p'ebe progression 
of the men's iwa in the conclusions. Here the higher pitch 
represents u while the lower denotes pebe. 
As illustrated in Transcriptions 3 and 5, the actual yodel-
led p'ebe call usually lies an octave below the high point of d 
and a major third below the a- syllable. Sometimes, as in Tran-
scription 4, there may be a major third below a- and -u with 
pebe an octave below a-. Either way, the significant interval 
is the major third. Since this interval also exists between the 
Hibuni strands and hence their upper partials, iwa imitation can 
occur. As can be seen from the gawa examples analyzed, women 
performers simply use these partials when simulating the iwa. 
Men, however, also emplcjy devices such as loosening the hibuni 
or rapidly stopping and unstopping the inner strand to momentarily 
produce an additional audible partial lying a semitone below the 
lower of the two. This conveys the movement from low to high 
register in men's yodelling. 
It is the melodic nature of the inner strand, however, which 
has primary musical significance, since this is determined by the 
speech-tones of the words articulated in the verses. Low-rising 
tone is shown by a movement from the open pitch up a semitone to 
the stopped pitch, while the reverse indicates high-falling tone; 
level tone is usually placed on the higher pitch. Sentence 
terminating patterns can be indicated using any of the hibuni 
fundamentals or the first partial of the outer strand. 
The Huli consider the articulation of poetic verses to be 
the most important aspect of gawa performance. As shown previous 
-ly, this articulation can be acoustically described using sono-
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-grams (Pugh^itingan) 1975:164-166, 170-173, 181-164; 1977:229-
230), For the purposes of this discussion, only two sonograms 
will be examined: Sonogram 7 is taken from Wandome's performance 
in Transcription 12 and shows the end of the introduction and 
the first two verse lines (Aiyali nedo. AVago nedo.), while 
Sonogram 8 shows the first verse line of Luyabe's example in 
Transcription 20 (Aiyali gbma gini Biyago. G'oma gi-). 
The dark vertical lines result from the initial energy burst 
as the hibuni is strummed. Since the hibuni strands are fixed 
at both ends, generally stratified formant patterns are produced. 
The sound spectrum of Luyabe's gawa is richer than that of Wando-
me' s, with intense frequencies up to 7000 Hertz. This is due to 
the type of Hibuni used (guitar wire instead of window wire), as 
well as the difference in construction, holding position and 
strumming technique between men and women. 
When articulation occurs, the clear horizontal energy bands 
become disrupted due to the changing shape of the oral cavity as 
the tongue moves. This is clearly seen in Sonogram 7 by contrast 
-ing the introduction with the verse patterns. As in speech 
sonograms, each phoneme has a characteristic formant pattern. 
Thus for a given instrument similar patterns are produced by the 
same word in various contexts, as shown by nedo is Sonogram 7 
and gbma gini in Sonogram 8. Differences in ^wa construction 
and materials, as well as the variation in sy'chronization of 
strumming and articulation, account for the differences between 
the patterns of aiyali in each sonogram. The movement of the 
tongue in articulating the retroflex /l/ in aiyali is shown by 
the downward curving formant in the -li segment of Soncjgram 7, 
but is hidden in Sonogram 8. 
Gawa verse lines are usually short sentences which employ 
bi yobage imagery to convey the thoughts of the performer. 
While individual performers create their own verses, certain 
themes are frequently used. The ideas of rain and clouds coming 
from various places, of pulling pigs from their pens and "eating 
sorrow" occur in the verses of both men and wtamen, while men 
also use the "breaking axe" theme. 
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Many of the nouns used in yaw£ verses do not occur in 
everyday speaking. The terms yai ("rain") and alungi ("cumulus 
cloud"), for example, are possibly proto-forms which have 
disappeared from normal usage but are retained in poetry. 
Words which are used as changing alternatives in the verses may 
also be older forms. Their great number suggests that they may 
actually have originated from the rite of changing the nouns in 
the language to avert bingi during the dindi pongone cult at 
Bebenete. When questioned about this, however, many Huli dis-
agreed and claimed that the nouns which the dindi pongone yi 
created differed from the poetic words used by ^ wa and hiriyula 
players. 
Although the gawa can be played in any context and frequent 
-ly expresses dmdi k"ai or praise for one's homeland, most of 
its verses convey yearning for an absent lawini. Humour and wit 
are also expressed in gawa verses, especially when entertaining 
young people. The major feeling evoked, however, is one of dara 
or sadness. 
5 
Gamu practitioners also use words and phrases which do not 
occur in ordinary speech. These are often nonsense words or 
magic terms supposedly invented by dama. As will be shown in 
Chapter 15. gamu language is quite different from that used in 
^wa and Kiriybla performance. 
CHAPTER 8 
y ^ 
HIRIYULA 
The hiriyula (also called hiliyula, hiliyule or yulambe), 
the Huli jaw's harp, is often associated with the g£wa because 
its performance involves the articulation of poetic verses. It 
is played in similar contexts to the gawa, and can also be per-
formed in the presence of one's lawini. 
Although its performance requires linguistic and poetic 
expertise, the hiriyula is not regarded quite as highly as the 
g£wa since it is comparatively easy to play. Sometimes even 
the inarticulate "twanging" of unskilled players is tolerated, 
whereas with the gawa this is unacceptable. 
Structure and Performance Technique 
As shown previously, the same instrument is played by both 
men and women (Pughf-Kitingan) 1975:103-147, 1977:207-220), It 
has a structure typical of many jaw's harps played throughout 
the New Guinea island and surrounding areas (Oournon-Taurelle 
and Wright 1978:33, 46-47, 86-96), consisting of a long lamella 
and body all cut from a length of bamboo. 
The hiriyula is usually made from a bamboo (b£) variety 
called be bindi which grows in red clay soils. In the Walete 
area this is a bush plant, while it sometimes grows in gardens 
in the Bebenete area. The garden variety be tegelabo or the 
wild tpe tiribi may also be used. 
When constructing a hiriyula the performer cuts a length of 
bamboo containing one node, using an axe. The instrument is 
formed from half of this bamboo, the other side being spoilt in 
the process, and the lamella and adjacent edges of the arms are 
made as sharp as possible to produce a rich sound spectrum. A 
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stone knife called are, which is employed in cutting dange shells, 
is used in fashioning the hiriyula. Since these stones are not 
found in the Bebenete area, razor blades are frequently used there 
instead. 
After formation, the hiriyula is passed through ashes to 
prime the bamboo and shine its surface. A length of p'u or twine 
is knotted through a hole above the node at the basal end, and 
wagaya (beeswax or sap) may be added to the reverse side of the 
lamella to lower its pitch if it has been cut too short. The 
arms may be bound together with twine or wire to increase their 
proximity to the lamella and hence produce a sound richer in 
upper partials. Since the characterisic sound of the jaw's harp 
is caused by air turbulence as the lamella vibrates between the 
arms, the instrument should be classified as a free aerophone 
and not as an idiophone (Ledang 1973:102; Dournon-Taurelle and 
Wright 1978:37-38), 
Different performers use various names for the parts of 
their hiriyula and, as shown in Figure 18, terms may vary with 
the sex of the performer. The arms are usually called ge or gene 
("leg") and one man Dambago (Plate XLVIII) used the term bane 
(ba = to hit). Women usually refer to the lamella as tene 
("source") because it is "the way it speaks" or "where the sound 
comes out" implying that the words are heard as the lamella moves 
between the arms. Men label the lamella tirini (tiri = "tail," 
-ni = "itself") or tauni (lau = male genitals/"male") because it 
is positioned between the "legs" of the instrument. 
These terms are usually prefixed with the word hiriyula. 
While they can be applied separately to parts of human or animal 
bodies, their use as labels for parts of the hiriyula is purely 
analogical as indicated by the reflexive -ni. The Huli do not 
regard their instruments anthropomorphically. 
During performance the left hand supports the hiriyula 
between the lips while the right hand jerks the pu. This arrange 
-ment may be reversed according to preference. The pu is wound 
around the thumb and jerked in the direction of the mouth to 
activate the lamella which occasionally may be touched in the 
process. Air turbulence, produced as the lamella vibrates 
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ge/gene 
tene 
terminology used 
by women 
ge/gene/bane 
tirini/tauni -
terminology used by men 
Figure 18: Front view of JTiriyljla 
showing different terms used by men and women 
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between the g'ene generates a sound spectrum rich in upper par-
tials which is reshaped when the performer articulates words— 
the articulatory process is the same as that used in normal 
speech and gawa playing. 
As with the gawa, each hiriyula perforTner has a repertoire 
of individually composed verses. Some examples by several per-
formers will be analyzed to ascertain the nature of the musical 
and poetic forms used, as well as speech-tone realization. 
y \ 
Examples of Hiriyula 
Women are believed to have invented the hiriyula, like the 
gawa, and thus performances by women will be considered first. 
The transcription system used is that devised previously, which 
shows the main frequencies as equidistant lines. Size of note-
heads indicates relative intensity (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:111-123, 
1977:210-220). 
As mentioned by Ledang (1973:101) and Adkins (1974:670) the 
sound spectrum of the jaw's harp approximates to the harmonic 
series. In hiriyula music, these frequencies appear as distinct 
peaks on the screen of a Real-Time Frequency Analyzer. The most 
audible include nearly all of those up to the ninth partial, 
although the actual spectrum may extend to 2 kHz. Only these 
most audible frequencies are shown in the transcriptions, and 
thus the second, third and eighth partials and those above the 
ninth are usually omitted from most transcriptions. 
Hiriyula music thus has a chordal texture caused by its 
spectral frequencies occurring simultaneously. The performer 
may damp out some partials during both verses and inarticulate 
passages to produce certain harmonic and melodic effects. 
Transcriptions 26 and 27 show hiriyula examples by Goarima, 
a middle-aged woman from Hoiebia (Plate XLVIl), Each example 
contains four poetic verses and begins and ends with short in-
articulate or non-poetic passages. Goarima uses the expression 
au lliro ("a-u I'm saying") as a poetic device to conclude her 
verses, aiJ being onomatopoeic for the man's \x yodel. 
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/. PLATE XLVII: Goarima playing hiriyula 
Transcription 26 has a theme of praise (l<ai) for her sons. 
In the first verse, Goarima alternates groups of lines referring 
to her hiriylila (yule or y^ ula being an abbreviation of hiriyula) 
with groups referring to her sons. The boys names are usually 
linked with the term ^olia ("pen") which implies that they are 
wealthy young men possessing pens full of pigs for bride-wealth, 
the pigs being inherited from their powerful, affluent mother. 
In the lines referring to the hiriyula, the changing names are 
a mixture of boys' .names and the names of h'ameigini to whom 
Goarima and her sons are related. 
Both the second and fourth verses contain alternating words 
for aiyali and are constructed around the "eating sorrow" idea 
which was used extensively in Wandome's gawa verses. Here 
Goarima speaks on behalf of her sons, conveying the yearning 
that they would express as they played hiriy"bla during courtship, 
Huli mothers pamper their sons, while fathers favour their 
daughters, Goarima has an unusually large family of eight sons, 
some of whom have attained lucrative positions in commerce and 
industry in the years since this recording. 
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The third verse refers to Goarima herself, at first describ 
-ing how she feels sick (possibly due to malaria introduced into 
the Highlands by outside contact) and then relating how she 
hungers for several varieties of sweet potato. She identifies 
herself as the boys'- mother using the term ama (mother's sister) 
instead of aiya. The former word is used for "mother" in other 
West-Central Family languages and is probably the proto-form for 
Huli (personal communication Karl Franklin). As illustrated 
previously, the "hungering for sweet potato" theme frequently 
occurs in 
167-173). 
women's gawa and hiriyula music (Pugh.(-Kitingan) 1975: 
The terms hiliyulambe in the first verse, hilambe in the 
third verse and conclusion, and hilambe yulambe ahua opening the 
fourth verse are alternative names for the hiriyula and onomato-
poeic imitations of its sound during articulation. (Ahua, like 
the expression au, is an imitation of 6 yodelling,) Goarima 
uses these phrases as poetic devices to balance the opening name 
of her instrument and to separate verse themes, by suggesting 
that the instrument itself is speaking. In inarticulate sections, 
such as the introduction, interlude between the second and third 
verses and the start of the conclusion, the Huli say that the 
hiriyula merely makes the noise mbe, mbe, mbe, 
Goarima's spoken introduction preceding the example in Tran-
scription 27 (see translations following transcription) explains 
that she is mourning for her sister who died about a month before 
2 
this performance. In the first and fourth verses she cries for 
her sister, thinking of how the clothes which her female kin re-
moved from the corpse and the casuarina bark in which it was 
wrapped have begun to decay. The second verse recalls how they 
carried the body to the coffin, while the third describes the 
body fluids oozing out. This suggests that a raised coffin was 
used, although platform burial had been prohibited by the govern 
-ment when this was recorded in 1975, 
Mere Goarima uses the term Hamene, the word for "brother" 
employed between men, instead of the women's Hagibuni, This 
figurative usage is suited to the drama and solemnity of her 
following performance. 
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Two main regions of the most audible part of the spectrum 
are used in Goarima's performances—from the fundamental up to 
498 Hertz and from 580 to 750 Hertz. The spectrum from funda-
mental to 750 Hertz also occurs, particularly in the middle of 
sentences. 
The resulting melodic contour between the upper partials 
is used to suggest the speech-tones of the words articulated. 
Thus low-rising tone is shown by a movement from 498 Hertz to 
580 Hertz/750 Hertz with the reverse indicating high-falling 
tone, while level tone is usually placed on the higher region. 
Sentences end either on this 580 Hertz/750 Hertz level or on 
498 Hertz, and Goarima alternates groups of lines ending on 
both climaxes for variety. Hence, as in gaw£ music, the three 
speech-tone patterns of Huli are realized through essentially 
bitonal melodic material. 
The melodic contour also indicates speech-tone in the 
instances where 580 Hertz/750 Hertz texture is split so that 
the two frequencies are heard separately in succession to pro-
vide melodic variety. This occurs in Transcription 26 on the 
words hirale and burugu ledo (second verse), Gori ama (third 
verse) and the lines ending in nedo in the fourth verse. The 
phrase Ulabe wane in Transcription 27 also exhibits this melodic 
feature. 
Examples of Wandome's hiriyula music are shown in Transcrip 
-tions 28 and 29. .Like Goarima she uses two main regions of 
the most audible part of the spectrum, from the fundamental to 
510 Hertz and from 580 to 760 Hertz, with all the frequencies 
up to 760 Hertz also occurring together in the middle of lines. 
The three Huli speech-tone patterns are again indicated through 
the essentially bitonal melodic configuration of the upper par-
tials, with level tone placed on the higher region. The falling 
tone of cKjgua in Transcription 29 is obscured in its last two' 
occurrences due to the rapid pace of Wandome's articulation. 
Both examples begin with long inarticulate introductions 
which utilize frequencies above 760 Hertz. As in Wandome's ^wa 
performances, the lines of the verses are short sentences which 
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although stating little convey a great amount of meaning. 
The verse in Transcription 28 concerns cooking and eating 
sweet potato. It begins with repetitions of the woman's call 
heagola, which in this case is a cry of pride, followed by hagi 
-ya, an alternative for hagibuni (woman's sister). The word 
tbyago ("said" or "which she said") rear the conclusion of the 
verse suggests that Wandome is recounting what her "sister" or 
female relative has said to her. 
As can be seen from the translation after the transcription, 
the main body of the verse following hagiya and preceding aiyali 
-o falls into four sections. At first she is instructed to cook 
sweet potato in a hole and then pull them out. The hole may be 
a ground cDven (dawaga), although the verb for cooking in a ground 
oven is dawa not guya which means to cook in ashes. 
The next passage explains that she is hungering for what is 
in the hole. This is then elaborated upon with ulia or "hole* 
replaced by the names of several varieties of sweet potato. The 
verse here is the hiriyula counterpart of Wandome's gawa verse 
examined in the previous thesis (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:167-173) and 
is similar to the "hungering for sweet potato" section of Goari-
ma' s performance in Transcription 26. Since women are largely 
responsible for the cultivation of sweet potato (hina), it is 
not surprising that this crop is a recurring subject in their 
poetry. All Huli people consider this staple to be the best 
food. Regardless of other foods that they may have eaten during 
the day, they will claim that they have not eaten until they 
have had some sweet potato. 
After a few short exclamations of aiyali, h'eagola and hiri 
-yula (with an intervening inarticulate mbe, mbe, mbe passage) 
to round off the verse, Wandome concludes with a section imitat 
-ing the d^—a—u pattern of the man's u amongst the upper par-
tials. The outstanding intervals here are the major third 
between 590 Hertz and 760 Hertz and the minor third between 510 
Hertz and 590 Hertz, the lower frequencies being damped out. 
The example in Transcription 29 contains two verses, the 
first of which begins with the onomatopoeic sounds of a person 
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playing the hiriyula (hili, hili, hili). This runs into lines 
dealing with a theme of "pulling pigs out of the pig pen," 
similar to those of Transcriptions 14, 20, 21 and 26 where the 
pigs are being collected for bride-wealth. 
Immediately following this is a verse addressed to the 
"pig's mother" whose son is the boyfried of Wandome's daughter. 
Wandome explains that she is thinking of her daughter Gau. In 
threatening to take away the pigs that the woman has been help-
ing her son to collect, she hopes that the woman will put pres-
sure on her son to marry Gau. This verse concludes with 
exclamations of hagiya and the heagola cry which here expresses 
anger. Then follows an inarticulate passage imitating the u 
yodel, with the minor third between 510 Hertz and 590 Hertz 
being the most outstanding interval, and the example concludes 
with further exclamations of hagiya, heagola and hiriyula. 
As shown in Transcription 30, Homogawali utilizes two main 
regions of her hiriyula spectrum from the fundamental to 630 
Hertz and from 738 Hertz to 950 Hertz. The significant inter-
val in the introduction and conclusion is the minor third 
between 630 Hertz and 738 Hertz, where the motif in Figure 19 
represents the ^ — d of the man's u. 
t Hz »50 -•rit-iso-tis-/oa 
Figure 19 
In the verse, the essentially bitonal melodic contour 
follows the speech-tones of words with upward movement indicat-
-ing low-rising tone, downward movement showing high-falling 
tone and level tone articulated against the higher 738 Hertz/ 
950 Hertz region. The falling tone of ibira functions as a 
sentence terminating pattern. 
This verse was performed after that by Homogawali described 
previously which was played in response to a woman advizing her 
daughter to get a boyfriend and marry before it is too late 
(Pugh^itingan) 1975:139-144, 1977:217-221). Liwa, the girl's 
tawini, had flown off to Lae and her mother thought he would not 
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return. Here Homogawali likens him to a bird or a butterfly 
because he had flown away in an aeroplane, and reassures the 
girl that he will come back to her. The changing names in the 
lines following the first are places in Tani h'ameigini territory 
where Liwa has multilocal residence. (The name Liwa is probably 
the diminutive of Liwago.) 
Unlike the women whose performances have been examined here, 
the man Alubura utilizes three main regions of his hiriyula spec-
trum. As shown in Transcriptions 31 and 32 these lie from the 
fundamental to 470 Hertz, from the fundamental to 565 Hertz and 
from 658 to 850 Hertz (850 Hertz is often weak in this case). 
The chord from fundamental to 658 Hertz also occurs in the middle 
3 
of sentences in Transcription 32. 
Speech-tone is preserved through the melodic contour of the 
upper partials from 470 Hertz to 850.Hertz. Although this melo-
dic material is essentially tritonal, melodic variety is main-
tained because the three tonal patterns of Huli are not rigidly 
confined to certain frequencies. Thus low-rising tone is shown 
by a rise from 565 Hertz to 658 Hertz/850 Hertz, from 470 Hertz 
to 565 Hertz or from 470 Hertz to 658 Hertz, High-falling tone 
is indicated by movements in the reverse direction and level 
tone can be placed on any of these frequencies. There is tonal 
consistency between words, however, and in a given context level 
tone is not placed outside the extremes of rising or falling 
patterns around it. 
Sentences always conclude with a fall to the fundamental to 
565 Hertz chord. The speech-tones of similar successive words 
may occasionally be obscured as the terms are run together. This 
occurs with the cloud names buriri bariba ogoli in the fifth line 
of the verse in Transcription 31, 
The verses in both examples employ cloud imagery and figure 
-tively refer to the performer's lawini as wariabu ("bride-
wealth"). In Transcription 31 the first five lines describe 
Alubura's hiriyula has a somewhat harsh sounding timbre 
due to the presence of the non-harmonic frequenc:y 215 Hertz in 
its spectrum. 
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white clouds coming from Engola, the home of his lawini. The 
changing names at first include the adjective pele, the place 
name Engola and the cloud name yuluba. This is expanded in the 
fifth line with four alternate cloud names replacing these words. 
From the sixth to ninth lines a new pattern emerges as the 
verb changes from the present tense form ibira ("coming") to the 
future tense ibulebira ("will come"). The changing words in 
this case are alternatives for elengo or "cloud." 
In the last four lines Alubura explains that he is sitting, 
watching and waiting for the clouds to come but is getting frus-
4 / 
trated. The clouds thus symbolize his Ihwini—at first he 
thinks she is coming to him, then .he tries to reassure himself 
that she will soon come, until finally he despairs because he is 
still waiting and she has not arrived. 
Transcription 32 continues this theme, with the expression 
Dlirugu mbira Jara ("a frustration/despair is speaking") from 
the end of the verse in TranscriptiJori 31 used as a refrain at 
the end of lines. Again there are three main verse sections. 
The first uses the "breaking axe" idea which Alubura used in 
Transcription 25. Two words are used for "break" in this 
example: podo, which was used in Transcription 25, is to saw 
through something and podo is to snap like a twig with the hands. 
The names mentioned here are men who have contributed pigs to 
the bride wealth that Alubura is collecting. 
The second verse section describes clouds coming from the 
lawini's place in the afternoon, while the third continues with 
a "breaking weapons" theme. 
Both examples have inarticulate conclusions which imitate 
the u—pebe pattern of the men's ^ wa, with the significant inter 
-val being the minor third between 565 Hertz and 658 Hertz. The 
piece in Transcription 32 also has a long introduction which 
features a recurring upward glissando figure from 850 to 1225 
Hertz. 
am 
I was unable to elicit the meaning of Ubiya gono dedo ("I 
in a state of having tied the Ubiya tree"). 
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/ N 5 PLATE XLVIII: Dambago playing hiriyula 
Like Alubura, Dambago (Plate XLVIIl) uses three main areas 
of his hiriyula spectrum: from the fundamental to 543 Hertz, 
from 635 Hertz to 820 Hertz and from the fundamental to 455 
Hertz. In Transcriptions 33 and 34 635 Hertz is often heard 
(820 Hertz being faint) or in conjunction with 455 Hertz, which 
also appears alone near the end of the verses. The complete 
spectrum from the fundamental to 635 Hertz occurs frequently in 
Transcription 35. 
Speech-tone is again preserved in the melpdies of the most 
audible upper partials. Low-rising tone usually appears as a 
rise from 543 Hertz to 635 or 820 Hertz but may also be shown 
as a movement from 455 Hertz to 543 Hertz or higher partials, 
particularly on dugu in Transcription 34. High-falling tone is 
indicated either by the fall from 635 Hertz to 543 Hertz or from 
Dambago nearly always wears traditional Huli dress. On 
the day of these recordings, however, he was planning to travel 
to Hagen by P,M,V, to buy goods and thus borrowed the clothes 
of his kinsman, my research assistant Bogaya. 
T"or simplicity the partial 365 Hertz has been omitted from 
the transcription, although its equivalents were shown in other 
transcriptions. 
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543 Hertz to 455 Hertz, while level tone occurs on both 543 
7 
Hertz and 635 Hertz. Dambago usually ends his sentences on 
543 Hertz except during the second half of the verse in Tran-
scription 33, the first two occurrences of lulu yido in Tran-
scription 35 and the aiyali expression at the end of the verse 
in Transcription 34, In these instances sentences conclude on 
635 Hertz. 
In each of his verses, Dambago uses cloud imagery to express 
yearning. The verses in Transcriptions 33 and 34 could express 
longing either for an absent lawini or a distant homeland (dindi 
kai = praise for one's homeland), while in Transcription 35 the 
verse directly refers to the lawini with the words aiyali wane 
("sorrow's daughter"). 
The verse of Transcription 33 falls into two sections which 
are held together by the expression aiya aaya at the end of each 
line. At first Dambago describes how the sight of clouds coming 
from afar makes him insane with anguish. He then expresses the 
desire to only see these clouds and experience sorrow while he 
is away from the place for which he yearns. The changing words 
are usually alternatives for lungi (cumulus cloud) with wenebu 
and ibabu (poetic expressions of "sorrow") also occurring in the 
second part of the verse. 
This theme continues in Transcription 34 with place names 
being mentioned in the second, third and fourth lines. The verb 
(jligu Bido is literally "I am in the state of having cried" and 
Dambago explains that when he sees clouds from these places he 
just feels sorrow and cries. 
The verse in Transcription 35 begins with three lines on 
the "eating sorrow" theme followed by two using the "insane with 
anguish" idea. This leads to more lines of the "eating sorrow" 
structure, which include references to sickness (warago) and 
frustration or despair (burugu). The description of the lawini 
as Aiyali wane ("sorrow's daughter") and aiyali wandari ("sorrow's 
girl") imply that she also yearns for her l4wini. 
7 /' / 
Dambago articulates the terms irale and burugu with high-
falling tones as shown, whereas other performers pronounce them as irale and blirugu with low-rising tones. 
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Dambago begins his performances with inarticulate intro-
ductions using certain parts of the hiriyula spectrum. The 
introduction of Transcription 33 is based solely on 635 Hertz, 
while that of Transcription 34 mainly uses 820 Hertz, In Tran-
scription 35 the fundamental to 543 Hertz texture is used. 
As in the hiriyula music of Goarima and Wandome, the con-
clusions to Dambago's performances consist largely of exclama-
tions of aiyali with the onomatopoeic names hiliyule and yula-
mbe. The conclusion in Transcription 33 also contains two 
inarticulate segments imitating yodelling—it begins with a 
simulation of the solo u, and between the statements of yulambe 
and hiliyble the iwa patterns of u—pebe—u is suggested. 
The imitation of group yodelling is also used as introduc-
tory and concluding material in the hiriyula performances of 
Amele (Plate XLIX). The long introductions in Transcriptions 
36 and 37 are said to be imitations of the mali iwa where inter-
locking u and Re patterns are shown by the melodies between 910 
Hertz and 1100 Hertz (separated by the interval of a major third), 
while 510 Hertz denotes the /a/ syllable of u and the fundamental 
to 610 Hertz chord represents p'ebe. 
Throughout the rest of each example, Amele uses two main 
regions of the hiriyula spectrum: from the fundamental to 610 
Hertz and from 710 to 910 Hertz (the latter frequency is often 
faint). The complete spectrum from the fundamental to 710 Hertz 
also occurs in the middle of sentences. This use of instrument-
al sound spectrum is similar to that of the women Hiriyula per-
formers discussed earlier. The 6 of the men's iwa is represent-
ed in Amele's inarticulate conclusions by the higher 710 Hertz/ 
910 Hertz region, while p'ebe is shown by the lower chords. 
Speech-tone in the verses is again shown by the bitonal 
melodies of the higher partials with Ipw-rising tone moving up-
wards, high-falling tone moving downwards and level tone placed 
on 710 Hertz/910 Hertz, Sentences always conclude with the 
fundamental to 610 Hertz chord. 
The example in Transcription 36 contains three verses. In 
the first verse the changing words are the names of places near 
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PLATE XLIX: Amele playing hiriylila 
the Bayaba Prison Camp, a recently-opened government penitentiary 
near Lumu-Lumu. Yagua, a black fern frond, is woven into arm-
bands and dancing belts to form geometric patterns. The literal 
meaning of this verse, "I will eat fern fronds from Bayaba', like 
I was saying," implies that Amele is willing to go to goal for 
the love of his lawini. Possibly she has married someone else 
and his yearning for her, prohibited as adulterous in Huli 
society, could bring swift retribution. 
The changing words in the second verse are alternatives for 
aiyali. the expression of deep sorrow. Amele uses the "eating 
sorrow" idea to express his yearning and the meaning of the 
verse is "I feel dizzy, having suffered extreme anguish." 
Cloud imagery characterizes the third verse where the chang 
-ing words are alternatives for alungi, a cumulus cloud. These 
clouds are drifting from the h'ameigini territory of his lawini, 
and the verbs used suggest that he is still watching and waiting 
for them. This implies that his lawini may return to him. As 
mentioned in Chapter 2, Huli marriage is legal from the time the 
pigs are presented but it is not consummated until several months. 
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even years, later. During the intervening period the couple 
prepare their gardens and begin raising their pig herds. If she 
tires of her husband, the wife may dissolve the marriage by 
demanding the return of the bride-wealth. She may then marry a 
former lawini. ' 
Transcription 37 also contains three verses. The first can 
be freely translated as "Just as the clouds came (unseen/historic 
past tense) along the long roads from Daralu, Ibale, Ambole and 
Dongolianda, I'm coming; I have experienced deep sorrow," These 
places identify a certain woman, being situated in territories 
belonging to her clans, and having yearned for her Amele announ-
ces that he is coming to see her. The verse lines are arranged 
in couplets with ayago nedo occuring as the second line in each 
case. 
The second verse, which contains alternate words for lungi 
or "cloud," develops from the ideas of the first and balances 
between the verb ibu in the past active tense (ibiya) and the 
historic/unseen tense (ibini). Its meaning is "Clouds came like 
they came in the past—sorrows came like they came in the past." 
The cloud imagery may be symbolic of the performer himself and 
thus he may be saying "I came like the clouds came in the past" 
or "I came unseen like the clouds," 
From the past tenses of the second verse, the third verse 
moves to the future tense as Amele thinks of when he will marry 
his lawini and they will raise pigs and plant sweet potato 
gardens together. These thoughts make him giddy (odedogo) and 
in the last four lines he says "Look, I came like the clouds 
came—I'm crazy with longing for you," 
The Essence of Hiriyula Music 
A hiriyula performance, like a gawa per^'ormance, consists 
of a poetic verse or verses preceded and followed by inarticulate 
passages. The men's iwa is often imitated in these introductions 
and conclusions (with the most significant intervals being the 
major and minor thirds amongst the most audible upper partials), 
although pieces frequently end with exclamations of hiliyule. 
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yulambe or aiyali. 
It can be seen from the preceding analysis that harmonic-
ally most hiriyula players utilize two main regions of their 
instrumental spectrum. These lie from the fundamental to the 
sixth partial (which suggests the flavour of a major triad to 
Western ears, due to the major third between the fourth and fifth 
partial and the minor third between the fifth and sixth) and 
from the seventh to ninth partial with the texture of fundamental 
to seventh or ninth partial (suggesting to Western ears a dominant 
ninth chord or dominant seventh if the ninth partial is weak) 
also occurring in the middle of sentences. Some performers also 
use the spectral region from the fundamental to the fifth par-
tial. The use of basically two harmonic textures produces 
generally bitonal melodies, while tritonal melodic material 
results from the addition of the third texture. 
Speech-tone is preserved through the resulting melodic 
patterns with upward movements generally indicating low-rising 
tone, downward movements showing high-falling tone and level tone 
being placed on any of the higher audible partials. Sentences 
may end on either the fundamental to sixth partial texture or 
the seventh to ninth partial region. 
As shown previously, articulation with the hiriyula can be 
acoustically. described using sonograms (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:114 
118, 129-131, 137-138, 142-144; 1977:220-221), Sonogram 9, 
which shows the words Tagali yule, 'Tagali yule from the start 
of Goarima's performance in Transcription 26, is a typical hiri 
-j^ ula sonogram. The dark vertical lines show the initial burst 
of energy when the lamella is first activated, while the weaker 
subsequent parallel lines result from air turbulence as the 
lamella moves back and forth between the edges of the body. 
The movements of the tongue during articulation can be 
clearly seen, especially during vowels. Thus the low front un-
rounded vowel h i produces a particularly dark band at around 
1750 Hertz which is replaced in the next two segments by a for-
mant curving from 2500 Hertz to 3500 Hertz then down to 2300 
Hertz and 2700 Hertz. This curving formant results from the 
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sequence of high front unrounded vowel /i/, followed by high 
back rounded /u/ and mid unrounded /e/. 
Hiriyula verses are the same type of poetry as gawa verses 
and often use similar bi yobage imagery. The ideas of "eating 
sorrow" and clouds approaching from afar occurred frequently in 
the examples examined above, with the man's "breaking axe" 
figure and the woman's "hungering for sweet potato" idea also 
being used. 
The major feeling expressed is again one of sadness (dara). 
This sadness may be caused by yearning for an absent lawini or a 
distant homeland, and verses can also convey other forms of long 
-ing such as grief at the death of a relative. 
CHAPTER 9 
/ N 
GULUPOBE 
The Gulupbbe Instruments 
Gulupobe is the generic term for the solo bundle-type pan-
pipes played by Huli men during their spare time. As mentioned 
earlier, there are three gulupobe instruments: the common 
medium-sized seven-tubed instrument, which having no specific 
name is simply called gulupobe, its rare longer version named 
gulungulu or ngulungulu and the short eight-tubed pulugela which 
is sometimes named welagela or gelagi (see Figure 20). 
The common gulupobe and gulungUlu are made from a bush 
bamboo named be haraya. Like the hiriyula, the pulugela can be 
made from b^ b\ndi or be tegalabo; be -^ribi, the wild bush 
variety, may also be used. 
When constructing a gulupobe instrument the performer 
usually cuts the longest pipe first, working up to the shortest. 
The longest pipe of a gtilun^ ulu can vary between 85 centimetres 
and 1 metre, while that of the common ^lu^obe can be between 
60 and 77 centimetres but is usually around 70 to 75 centimetres. 
The longest plilugela pipe appears to average around 20 centi-
metres in length. After being cut to the required lengths, the 
pipes are bound together with grass or twine (pu). 
Individual pipes are named either according to their visual 
appearance or sound. Thus, as mentioned by Peters in her earlier 
investigation into the common gulupobe and gelagi, the longest 
open pipe on all three gulupobe instruments is frequently called 
tirigini (the two longest tail feathers on a bird) because it 
protudes from the bundle like tail feathers extending from the 
bird (Peters 1975:22). 
Similarly the single closed pipe of the common gulupobe and 
the gulungulu, and the longest closed pipe of the pulug'ela are 
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"gulupbbe" gulungulu/ngulunigulu 
'^. 
7 pipes, 1 closed 
h 
pulugela/welagela/ 
g'elagi 
8 pipes, 4 closed 
7 pipes, 1 closed 
(approximate relative lengths only) 
Figure 20: The gulupobe instruments 
as seen from the right hand side 
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individually called tibunihe or hidunihe because they are each 
"the one with the joint" (Peters 1975:24). On the common gulu-
pobe and gulung'ulu this pipe is also frequently called pebo 
because its sound in relation to the other pipes, particularly 
those of a higher pitch, is like that of the cry p'ebo in the 
mali iwa and work/battle iwa. Individual performers may use 
other terms for labelling the pipes of their instruments. 
When playing a gulupobe instrument, the performer holds the 
bundle about 3 centimetres from his lips and blows gently. The 
act of blowing is called pi pu la or pi pb la, pi pu and pi pb 
also being onomatopoeic for the sound of wind blowing. Usually 
gulupobe music is inarticulate. When playing the common gulupobe 
or the gulungulu, however, a courting man often whispers words 
into his pipes as he blows. This whispering, called Hagererebi 
or Hagabibi, differs slightly from articulation with the gavie 
and the hiriyula because the performer blows as he articulates. 
Whispering is not used during the performance of the small 
pulugela which, as its name suggests, imitates the sound of the 
gela and other types of iwa. The names gulupobe and gulungulu 
are also onomatopoeic for the sounds of those instruments, with 
gulu- suggesting the sound of articulation while blowing and hi 
representing the position of the lips. In the word gulupobe, 
the suffix -b'e indicates that these instruments are made from 
bamboo or b'b. 
Gulupobe 
The common medium-sized gijlupobe is played as a man walks 
about during the day. When a man has to undertake a long 
journey, he blows his gulupobe as he walks along to relieve t\ 
monotony of his trip. While the gulup'bbe is played primarily 
^ Since this does not occur as frequently as gawa and biri-
yula articulation, it was thought that the g'ulup'bbe instruments 
were not associated with language (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:4-5, 1977: 
207; Peters 1975:77). 
"Teters' incorrect suggestion that gfelagi playing involves 
•^ speech" derives from the assumption that the various types of 
u and iwa are chants (u) not yodelling,(Peters 1975:77), This 
instrument does not irfiTEate U or men's group singing. 
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tP relieve boredom, it also indicates that the performer has 
attained strong maturity. This instrument has become part of 
the Huli man's costume, and the sight of a man resplendent in 
wig and finery blowing his gulupobe frequently draws admiring 
glances from young people. 
The common gulupobe consists of seven tubes, the shortest 
of which is closed by a node of the bamboo. Its tuning expressed 
in cipher notation is usually 1 3 4 5 7 1 3, but can also be 
1 3 4 5 7" 1 3 (or occasionally even 1 3 4 5^ 7 1 3) where the 
closed tube has pitch 5. This closed pipe is considered the most 
important because in sound and position it lies between the lower 
and upper tonal regions of the instrument. It thus helps to 
balance the bundle and is often used as a starting point in the 
music. 
When seen from above, from the viewpoint of the performer, 
the pipes are usually arranged as shown in Figure 21 with the 
stopped pipe lying between thumb and forefinger. The pipe with 
pitch 3 is cut before that with pitch 4 and sometimes precedes 
it in the bundle, A left-handed performer usually reverses the 
complete order of pipes from the usual pattern. 
closed pipe 
Figure 21: "Gulupbbe" pipe arrangement 
Ibidali Pedawi (Plate L) is a right-handed gulupobe player 
whose instrument is diagrammed in Figure 22, He collectively 
refers to the three longest pipes as dau ire (dau = a type of 
bird, ere = tail), conveying a similar meaning to tirigini. The 
four shortest pipes are called oregela (ore = "very") because 
being higher in pitch they resemble the sound of the pljlug^ la and 
have similar intervallic relationships to its shorter pipes, 
Ibidali said that he did not learn to play g^ Jlupobe until 
he had reached full maturity with a beard and firm muscles. His 
father taught him how to make the instrument. 
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^ ^ ^ I 
M 
f^^f^:'" 
PLATE L: Ibidali playing medium-sized gulupobe 
dau ere 
oregela 
Figure 22: Ibidali's gulupobe 
An example of Ibidali's gulupobe playing is shown in Tran-
scription 38, Here, as in the following transcriptions of gulu-
r^ ulu and pmlugela. Western staff notation has been used for 
convenience. This notation does not represent a tempered system, 
however, and the pipe frequencies are clearly indicated before 
the transcription. Where two or more frequencies are measured 
from one pipe, due to the uneven cutting of the bamboo, intervals 
are calculated using the most intense frequency. 
As in the gulupobe music analyzed by Peters (1975:102-107) 
Ibidali differentiates between the lower tonal region of his in-
strument, which consists of the three longest pipes and the closed 
pipe, and the upper tonal region or the three highest-pitched 
pipes. His music is divided into breath spans, each of which 
utilizes one tonal region. 
There is no sense of meter as in Western music. Phrase 
length varies according to the duration of exhalation and as 
Peters (1975:88-91) noted there is an additive rather than divi-
sive approach to time. Rhythmic structures may also be largely 
influenced by the relative positions of the pipes and the move-
ment of the head while blowing, as well as any words whispered. 
Unlike the gulupobe transcriptions by Peters (1975:92-101) 
which mainly show the melodies played, the transcriptions here 
include all of the pipes heard. The performer's breath frequent 
-ly passes over pipes not included in the melody to provide a 
pedal-like support for the other pitches. Thus in Ibidali's 
performance, the longest pipe (265/285 Hertz) is la amuha beneath 
the sounds of the other pipes in the lower tonal region. The 
pipe an octave above it (575/590 Hertz) is also la amuha beneath 
the highest pipe in the upper region, although this has a melodic 
as well as a harmonic function. 
The thematic structure of Transcription 38 is shown in 
Table 2, where A is the first statement in the upper tonal region 
and B is the first statement in the lower. All themes are 
ultimately derived from those in lines two and three. Phrases in 
the higher tonal region conclude with either the two highest pipes 
or the second highest alone. In the lower region phrases end with 
the two lowest pipes (which lie an octave below the two highest 
and are a major third apart), frequently followed by the two high 
-est (designated as "a" in Table 2). These conclusions are simi-
lar to the sentence terminating patterns of gawa and hiriyula 
music. 
Most of Ibidali's performance is inarticulate. From breath 
6 to breath 11, however, he whispers words as he blows. Each 
breath span contains one idea, labelled as x, y, z or a derivative 
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Table 2: Thematic Structure of Transcription 38 
Breath 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Tonal Theme/ 
Source 
A 
B + a 
^ 
B 
^ 
B- + a 
"2 
8^ + a 
B^ + a 
4A, 
B- + a 
^^ 3 
83+ a 
83+ a 
^ 
B + a 
^3 
B -»- a 
^2 
Description 
• 
pipes 7 & 1 
upper region 
lower region 
•¥ upper end 
extension of 
A including 
pipe 3 
a omitted 
see breath 3 
variation 
1st B motif 
-1- a 
variation 
of A^ 
1st B^  mo-
tif omitted 
extension 
2nd B motif 
+ a 
2nd A 
motif 
1st B, mo-
tif omitted 
development 
of A^ 
development 
of 2nd B 
motif + a 
It n It II II 
see breath 3 
slight var. 
1st motif 
here starts 
like A 
slight var. 
2nd motif 
variation 
breath 9 
Word Theme/ 
Source 
""" 
— 
— 
— 
— 
X 
y 
^ 
z 
h 
h 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
^ • ^ 
Description 
— _ 
— 
— 
— 
— 
*pu gljlu.. .*• 
•*bira.. .* 
variation of x 
*igiri gungu...* 
with -go suffix 
*pLi ^ ululu*" 
— 
" 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
• ^ " ^ 
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(Table 2 continued) 
Breath 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Tonal Theme/ 
Source 
A 
^ 
\ 
^3 
^3 
•iA 
Description 
see breath 1 
1st B motif 
fragmented 
condensed 
breath 13 or 
14 minus a 
1st half of 
breath 3 
Word Theme/ 
Source 
— 
— 
— 
— 
—— 
__ 
Description 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
__ 
in Table 2. When compared with the tightly-structured lines of 
g£wa and hiriyula poetry, these ^lupbbe statements appear to be 
highly fragmented with brief snatches of ideas interspersed with 
onomatopoeic gulu words. The basic gawa and hiriyula verse 
format of a line repeated many times with a certain word chang-
ing with each repeat is not used here. This is because Ibidali 
confines each statement to one of the two alternating tonal 
regions. 
Although Ibidali's lines are rather disjointed, they convey 
3 
the thoughts of a man as he goes to visit his lawini. In the 
seventh breath span he imagines her sitting either alone or with 
someone else (Slya being past active third person singular, dual 
or plural) and thus warns her "I'm coming." The "boys fightJ" 
idea in breath 9 suggests the outcome if she has been unfaithful 
to him. 
As in gawa and hiriyula music, speech-tone is suggested 
through the melodic contours in each breath line. In breath 9 
the level tone of igiri is indicated by the level of the stopped 
pipe (400/418 Hertz). Although this is the highest pitch in the 
lower tonal region of the gulupobe, consistency of speech-tone is 
retained in relation to the low-rising patterns of the surround-
ing words. 
ibidali, a married man, whispered these words during his 
performance simply as an example of gulupobe articulation. 
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Sonogram 10 gives an acoustical picture of breath 9, Its 
generally smudgy appearance results from the noise components in 
the soft breathy sound of the ^lupbbe, Formant patterns of 
phonemes are particularly obscure, although the basic frequencies 
in the pipe spectra are faintly discernible as dark horizontal 
bands. The general changes in intensity and contour beyond this 
are caused by changes in the shape of the oral cavity, and hence 
changes in breath pressure, as Ibidali whispers. Thus the three 
occurrences of /i/ in igir^ i appear as three peaks, while the 
initial /u/ of gungu and the /a/ of Ia_ are also clearly visible. 
In the second statement of gungu the consonant /ng/ produces a 
distinct break in the pattern. 
Further sonograms of whispering while blowing a gulupobe 
instrument will be examined below. 
Gulungulu 
The gulung'ulu or ngulun'^ ulu is usually kept inside a man's 
house and played when sitting at home, to relieve the monotony of 
the night hours. Although having the same basic structure as the 
common ^lupobe, it is generally considered too long to be • . 
carried about during the day and consequently has declined in 
popularity in favour of the more portable shorter instrument. 
Despite this, the performer Helabe Ginu (Plate Ll) was 
recorded playing his gulungulu while attending the United Church 
pig feast at Gugu on June 23, 1978 (see also Plate Vl). Helabe 
is right-handed and the structure of his gulungulu is shown in 
Figure 23. 
Figure 23: Helabe's gulungulu 
^TN ^^^^3± 1 pTiruru pobe 
porogo pobe |^ " Y^ _^  / r 
fdbngobira / 9 y S . < T ^ ^^tljmagij 
lemene luniale 
^ene luniale / \ . t / emene •6jmagi 
^ luniore 
guru g'uru 
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Helabe calls his three longest pipes guru guru which is 
onomatopoeic for "the sound of falling water" because their 
collective sound during performance reminds him of this. The 
next two pipes (pitches 7 and l) are called p'orogo pobe ("I'm 
going, you go"), an expression sometimes whispered down these, 
while the two shortest tubes (pitches 3 and 5) are labelled 
p'ururu pobe ("pururu you go") where pururu is onomatopoeic for 
the sound of these pipes. 
In addition to this, Helabe identifies each pipe by its 
length. Thus the longest pipe is lunibre ("very long") and the 
next two tubes are elnene tumagi ("little bit shorter") and ^ene 
luniale ("little bit longer") respectively. The fourth pipe 
(pitch 7) is elnene lUniale ("little bit longer") in relation to 
the shorter pipes, while the fifth pipe is dbngobira ("medium") 
and the two shortest pipes are each tumagi ("short"). 
PLATE LI: Helabe playing glilurlgulu 
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Helabe's performance is shewn in Transcription 39 and its 
thematic structure is outlined in Table 3. Apart from breaths 
18, 30 and 39 which contain inarticulate passages, Helabe whispers 
continuously as he blows. Rhythmic structures are thus largely 
determined by his wor'ds. 
As in the performance of the common gulupobe, a distinction 
is made between the four lower-pitched pipes (the three longest 
and the closed pipe) and the three higher-pitched pipes. The 
pitch of the longest pipe (228/233 Hertz) forms a harmonic support 
for the other pitches in the lower tonal region, particularly 
that of the second longest pipe (300 Hertz). Similarly, the pipe 
with pitch 1 (468/480 Hertz) forms a harmonic base for the highest 
pipe in the upper tonal region (595/603 Hertz). It also has a 
melodic function in this region, being placed between pipes 7 and 
3. Pipes 1 and 1 also conclude breath spans in their respective 
tonal regions and are preceded in each case by pipes 3 and 3. 
All melodic themes are derived from those in the first two 
breaths, where A in Table 3 is the opening theme in the upper 
tonal region and B is the theme in the lower region. The various 
whispered phrases are labelled in lower case symbols in Table 3. 
Several word themes may be whispered against a basic tonal theme 
and thematic treatment depends on which tonal region is being used. 
In the upper tonal region, the whispered lines contain several 
short detached statements (a, b, c, d, h, k, 1 and m) which, can 
be fragmented, repeated and rearranged in following upper region 
lines. Four variants (A^, A , A_ and A.) are thus derived from 
the melodic theme A. 
By contrast, each lower region breath span consists of two 
statements of a short sentence (e, f, g, i or j) except for the 
last breath which contains only one statement. Although there 
may be variation in the restatement of a particular idea as in g^  
and j , the intensive fragmentation characteristic of upper region 
lines does not occur here and only one melodic variant (B,) is 
derived from theme B. 
As shown in the translation following the transcription, 
Helabe's whispering conveys similar ideas to that of Ibidali—as 
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Table 3: Thematic Structure of Transcription 39 
Breath 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Tonal Theme/ 
Source 
A 
B 
A 
B 
^ 
B 
*2 
B 
^1 
\ 
B 
B 
h 
\ 
B 
B 
^ 
A3 
B 
Description 
upper tonal 
region 
statement 
lower tonal 
region 
statement 
melodically 
the same as 
breath 1 
see breath 2 
repetition 
of ending 
fragment of 
A 
2nd motif 
extended 
variation 
of A-|^  
see breath 4 
variation 
B without 
pipe 5 
derived 
frcDm 
breath 5 
see breath 2 
II It . It 
see breath 2 
see breath 10 
see breath 2 
•1 II tl 
breath 7 
variation 
short 
variation 
of A^ 
see breath 4 
Word Theme/ 
Source 
a + 
b + 
c + ... 
+ d 
e 
c + b -f .,. 
^ 
f 
^1 
e 
a + b + a. •• 
f 
g 
h 
^1 
i 
S 
h 
e 
^1 
a -f b + a 
+ c -f -ga 
a + — 
f 
Description 
burugu ailo 
bira biya 
ibirogo ... 
ailo cruguru 
Hembo lembo ba 
(x 2) 
words derived 
from breath 1 
gli gulungu 
burugu leda 
(x 3) 
2nd statement 
extended 
derived from 
breath 1 
see breath 4 
gungu dago laro 
koba ailo 
lya gungu oreda 
igiri yabe la .. 
see breath 9 
see breath 10 
see breath 2 
see breath 11 
breath 7 varied 
with c added 
no words after 
a 
see breath 4 
(Table 3 continued) 
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Breath 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
Tonal Theme/ 
Source 
* i 
B 
"2 
B 
^ 
\ 
\ 
B 
B 
^2 
^ 
B 
^4 
B 
> 4 
B 
B 
^ 
B 
^ 
^ 
B 
B 
Description 
see breath 5 
see breath 2 
breath 7 
condensed 
see breath 2 
breath 17 
variation 
see breath 5 
li II II 
breath 4 
see breath 21 
see breath 7 
variation/ 
condensation 
breath 18 
breath 21 
variation 
A and A 
breath 4 
see breath 32 
see breath 6 
breath 11 
breaths 5 & 
10 with 1st 
motif ex-
tended 
breath 4 
see breath 32 
breath 5 
breath 4 
breath 28 
Word Theme/ 
Source 
d 
j 
a -f b + a 
+ ^a 
e 
a -^  b + c 
•f c -f b 
d 
d 
f 
h 
a + h + a., ' 
— + k 
j 
1 
f 
1 
e 
^1 
m 
f 
m+ ^d -f c^  
-^  — 
m 
f 
h 
Description 
d repeated 
3 times, starting 
with*duguru* 
abiro poro haro 
breath 7 
condensed 
see breath 2 
c^  = abiro 
dugu instead 
of d"uguru 
see breath 20 
see breath 4 
ibiri poro ya, 
'Ibiri Inaro pbro 
yabe 
repeat breath 7 
no words until 
4( *v IF 
pu at end of 
breath 
see breath 21 
p'ebo ^ lo + — 
see breath 4 
see breath 32 
see breath 6 
see breath 11 
gulu alio 
with 1st g(Jlu 
repeated twice 
see breath 4 
nci words after 
ibiro 
as in breath 37 
but without 
opening repetition 
see breath 4 
see breath 28 
(Table 3 continued) 
Breath 
43 
44 
Tonal/Theme 
Source 
CD
 
CD 
Description 
see breath 2 
II II It 
Word Theme/ 
Source 
i 
^1 
Description 
igin yabe laro 
(x 2) 
only one g, 
statement 
he thinks of going to visit his lawini he feels anger and despair 
in case she has been unfaithful. The lines iya gungu oreda, igiri 
y^'abe la and gungu ^ago laro refer to a possible fight between the 
performer and his rival, while koba ailo represents the sound of 
the woman yelling in anger. Ailo, a term used in solo yodelling, 
also occurs in other breath spans as an expression of exaspera-
tion. 
Speech-tone is generally indicated by the melodic outline 
of each breath span. Exclamations in the upper region which 
* 
precede ailo, however, are given a.level tone on pitch 1 regard-
less of their actual speech-tone. This appears to be due to the 
performer emphasizing this pitch at the start of each line, to 
show its melodic importance in the upper region. Similarly, 
pitch 5 has primary significance in announcing theme B of the 
lower region and hence gungu in iya gungu ^eda follows iya with 
a level tone using the closed pipe. 
Sonogram 11 shows the first half of breath 11. Despite the 
blurred appearance caused by noise components and the horizontal 
bands due to pipe spectra, changes in the patterns as articulation 
occurs can be clearly seen. The consonants /g/, /r^/, /r/ and /d/ 
produce distinct breaks between the vowels, while the fricative 
hi forms an arch with /i/ and /a/ in both statements of iya. 
Differences in vowel patterns can also be observed. 
Two further examples of gulur^ulu performance are shown in 
Transcriptions 40 and 41, These were played by Mabu Barila (Plate 
LIl), a right-handed performer whose gulungulu structure is shown 
in Figure 24, Like Ibidali, Mabu calls his three longest pipes 
dau ere. The higher pitched pipes (7^, 1, 3, and 5) are named 
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PLATE LII: Mabu playing gulungulu 
labo, lebe, p'ebe and pu_—nonsense words which are said to resemble 
their sounds when played together. The knife in Plate LII is 
added to the bundle to keep it tight. 
pehe 
Figure 24: Mabu's gulungulu 
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Mabu, a married man, usually keeps his gulungulu in his 
house to play at night. On this occasion, however, he brought 
his instrument to be recorded to illustrate the performance tech 
-niques of the gulungulu. The example shown in Transcription 40 
is inarticulate, while that of Transcription 41 is characterized 
by continuous whispering. 
One pf the most noticeable differences between the two ex-
amples, apart from the presence or absence of whispering, is the 
change in intensity during a breath span. While playing the ex-
ample in Transcription 40, Mabu took a deep breath before blowing 
each line then gradually exhaled while playing his instrument. 
Each line is thus marked by a decrease in intensity. The example 
in Transcription 41, however, does not exhibit such dynamic grada 
-tions and has relatively constant intensity throughout. This 
results from the process of whispering while blowing, which in-
volves taking short breaths through the nose or mouth during 
articulation. 
As shown in Tables 4 and 5 which give the' thematic outline 
of each example, Mabu concentrates on the lower tonal region of 
his instrument with usually two or three lower region breath 
spans alternating with one uoper region line. Both examples 
begin and end with lower region passages, and open with the 
sound of the stopped pipe (pitch 5), As in the examples discus-
sed earlier, the pitch of the longest pipe (261 Hertz) harmonic-
ally supi^rts the other lower region pipes while the pipe an 
octave al^ bve (488/505 Hertz) is a harmonic support for the high-
est-pitched pipe (623 Hertz), 
The basic thematic material (A and B ) is the same in both 
examples. In Transcription 41 the extensive repetitive patterns 
of Transcription 40, which are produced as the perfonner moves 
his head from side to side, become fragmented and expanded as 
words are whispered. An interesting feature of this example is 
the explosions of air from Mabu's pursed.lips which accompany 
his whispering in breaths 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 14, 16, 18 and 20, 
Mabu's words suggest a similar picture to those of Helabe 
and Ibidali—the angry frustration and suspicion of a man going 
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Table 4: Thematic Structure of Transcription 40 
Breath 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Theme/Source 
A 
B 
* i 
*2 
B 
8 
^^ 3 
^ 
A 
2 
^1 
\ 
^4 
B 
^ 
^ \ 
^2 
\ 
^ 
% 
B 
\ 
B 
^2 
Description 
opening lower tonal region theme 
opening upper tonal region theme 
new lower region theme 
extension of A, 
almost exact repeat of B, except 
motif after break in breath 2 is 
extended 
repeat of B without break and with 
inversion of last motif 
two statements of last A motif 
see breath 3 
condensed with second and third motifs 
inverted 
development of B 
breath 3 with last motif extended 
new lower region theme 
extended with repetition., of 2nd motif 
following third 
see breath 3 
continuation of breath 14 
variation of 8, 
extended by repetition of main motif 
continuation of breath 18 
see breath 12 
as in breath 6 but with repetition of 
sequence of 2nd and 3rd motifs 
condensed 
like combination of breaths 5 and 6 
last part of breath 4 
,/ to visit his lawini. Some of his expressions are the same as those 
used by the other performers, particularly h'embo lembo b'a, "ibiro 
or Ibirogo and bira tjiya. Speech-tone is again indicated by the 
melodic contour of each figure, with lower region statements 
ending by a fall to the lowest or second lowest-pitched pipes 
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Table 5: Thematic Structure of Transcriptipn 41 
Breath Tonal Theme/ 
Source 
Description Word Theme/ 
Source 
Description 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
A 
B 
A, 
B 
B 
A. 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
*5 
\ 
B 
A 
^ 1 
*3 
*1 
lower region 
theme 
upper region 
theme 
new lower 
region theme 
extended 
after 1st 
figure 
development 
of breath 4 
extended to 
3 motifs 
developed 
from A 
extended 
after 1st 
figure 
extended 
fragments of 
A and A with 
leap to upper 
region in 1st 
figure 
combination 
of A^ and A„ 
fragments 
2 thematic 
statements; 
1st extended 
breath 6 
2 motifs 
new B theme 
with pitch 
4 from 
lower^ region 
breath 7 
condensed 
breath 3 
extended 
a -^  d 
e + 
f 
a -^  g 
e + f 
a •f h 
h + 
i + 
h ^ . 
^1 
i + a + c 
e + f -»- c 
+ f + j 
a 
k 
g + 
hembo lembo,,. 
pebo lebo.,. 
Kuli pu ore 
Biro. 
1 a statement + 
ibule h'kruda ogo 
extended into 2 
statements 
iDira biya... + 
HEX" * 
ibiro fragmented 
and mixed 
burugu.,. 
1 s t a s t a t emen t 
extended, .With 1 
g s t a t e me n t 
2 B + f + e + f - ^ 
3 a s t a t e m e n t s 
fol lowed by 
(Odedogo 
pdedo + 
.^aiyali -^f 
"dda ^ re + 
fragment of a 
1 a statement: 
c ends with ba 
J = iya gungu 
oago 
2 statements 
gulungulu 
1 g statement 
at start of breath 
as in breath 12 
(Table 5 continued) 
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Breath 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
Tonal Theme/ 
Source 
B 
\ 
B 
A 
* i 
^2 
A 
A 
^2 
A 
A 
B 
A 
A 
Description 
variation/ 
extension 
of breath 
2 
breath 3 
extended 
breath 9 
breath 1 
variation 
without 1st 
pitch 5 
breath 3 
repeated 
twice 
repetition 
of 1st B 
figure 
2 thematic 
statements 
each with-
out pitch 5 
only one 
thematic 
phrase 
breath 23 
with 1 
repeat 
breath 24 
(like /K^) 
breath 25 
breath 9 
breath 27 
variation 
breath 1 
1st and 2nd 
phrases 
Word Theme/ 
Source 
—— 
— 
e + f 
a 
c 
e 
a 
a 
e 
a 
a 
e + f 
a 
a 
Description 
— 
— 
as in breath 9 
without hembo 
in 1st statement 
breath 3 
repeated twice 
e as in breath 9 
repeated twice 
2 statements 
without Hembo 
single hembo 
lembo.,, 
statement 
e as in breath 9 
repeated once 
breath 24 but 
,,,133 lairo not 
,,, ore ba 
breath 25 -f laro* 
breath 9 without 
final e 
breath 27 
breath 1 
1st and 2nd 
statements 
(261 Hertz and 323 Hertz) and upper region statements concluding 
with pitch 1 (488/505 Hertz). 
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Sonogram 12 shows the first half of breath 20 in Transcrip-
tion 41, with the words bira biya bira 6iya ibirogo bira bi-. 
Again, phonetic patterns are difficult to read with the presence of 
noise components and pipe spectra. The explosions of air from 
Mabu's lips on the words bira and ibirogo further obscure the 
picture. Nevertheless, recurring patterns of intensity are pro-
duced by certain repeated words such as Eiya and the second and 
third instances of bira. 
Mabu's friend Mondoro Gemelu (Plate LIIl), also a married 
man, borrowed his g'ulungulu and played the example shown in 
Transcription 42. Although he is left-handed, Mondoro appeared 
to have no difficulty in playing Mabu's right-handed instrument 
which had been rebound without the knife shown in Plate LII, 
^^ £^ :^- ... 
n 
J 
\ , \ PLATE LI I I : Mondoro playing Mabu's gulungulu 
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Table 6: Thematic Structure of Transcription 42 
•• 
Breath 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
, 
Tonal Theme/ 
Source 
A + X 
h 
B 
A 
8 
^2 
^1 
A 
2 
^2 
?. ' • • • • • ' • : • 
j ' " ^ 
A 
* i 
* i 
Bj 
"2 
Description 
lower region 
theme + 
upper motif 
ending 
new lower 
region theme 
derived from 
A 
upper region 
theme 
A repeated & 
extended 
extended to 
a 4th motif 
new theme 
derived from 
A^ and A 
1 B motif + 
X + B exten 
-sion 
breath 5 
1st 2 motifs 
repetition 
of last 2 
figures in 
breath 7 
breath 8 
extended 
breath 1 
without X 
breath 2 
without 3rd 
motif 
breath 12 
continued 
breath 9 
breath 4 
with themes 
reversed in 
order 
Word Theme/ 
Source 
a + 
b 
c + 
a + b 
d 
^1 
a + d 
b + a + 
e 
^2^ 
^1 
— + g 
b -f a^ 
h + 
a 
i 
i 
g 
j + 
a -f a-
Description 
ibiro + ^ 
bira biya 
iya -f 
a + c + a + b 
-f c -f a H- b 
CDurugu leda 
ibiro laro* 
(x 3) 
^d + a + 3d 
b -1- a -»• 
*'fya m&aliya^ (x2) 
+ a 
ibugua + 
a, + 
*poloba^ (x 2) 
breath 4 but only 
1 statement 
— + ^ g'ulungulu 
(x 2) 
one statement 
of each 
"^ailuda* + 
a 
igiri yabe 
breath 12 
continued 
see breath 9 
hembo lembo.•• 
•4- a •f a. 
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(Table 6 continued) 
Breath 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
Tonal Theme/ 
Source 
^2 
A 
A 
^2 
\ 
^2 
A3+ X 
Description 
breath 9 
condensed 
extended to 
2 motifs 
breath 1 
without X & 
pipe 5 
breath 16 
breath 2 
condensed 
see breath 9 
variation 
breath 1 
Word Theme/ 
Source 
g 
k 
k 
g 
a -f a, 
1 + 
a 
m 
Desc3?iption 
breath 9 
kurururu kobe... 
extension of 
breath 17 
breath 16 
statements 
reversed 
a -f a-
gulu + 
ibirogo 
agi birube 
The thematic outline of Mondoro's performance is shown in 
Table 6. Like Mabu, he tends to concentrate on the lower tonal 
region of the instrument. His word themes appear to be much more 
disjointed than those of the other performers, with fragmented 
statements juxtaposed together as in breath 2.. He often begins 
a new idea midway through a breath span or spreads the same idea 
over two or three lines. 
His words convey similar ideas to those expressed in the 
earlier examples, and he frequently uses the same expressions. 
Here the phrases bira biya and ibirp or "ibirogo usually occur in 
the lower tonal region, whereas in the other examples they were 
confined to the upper region. Mondoro also makes greater use of 
onomatopoeic terms representing the sound of his pipes, such as 
polaba, gulungulu, kuluda, kurururu t<bbe and gulu. 
As before, speech-tone is suggested through the melodic 
contour of each breath span. Sentence-terminating patterns are 
indicated by a fall to the two lowest pipes in the lower region 
or a movement to the second highest pipe (an octave above the 
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lowest pipe) in the upper region. The expression bira biya is 
usually treated as before, preserving thC; level tone of biya. 
In breaths 6 and 10 biya concludes a statement and thus has the 
melodic shape of a sentence-terminating intonation pattern. 
Another noteworthy melodic feature of Mondoro's performance 
is the small upper region motif (labelled x in Table 6) which 
concludes the opening and final lower region breath spans. This 
figure, which also occurred throughout Ibidali's performance, is 
used here as a climax to mark the beginning and end of the piece. 
The first half of breath 2 in shown in Sonogram 13. Al-
though this sonogram is obscured by noise components across pipe 
spectra, the patterns of certain words can be determined when 
compared with the other sonograms of glilungulu whispering. The 
fricative /y/ in iya has produced a curved arch-like formant at 
around 4,000 Hertz which was also observed on this word in Sono-
gram 11. Similar patterns are created by the word ibirogo in 
both Sonograms 12 and 13. 
Sonograms can thus be employed in the acoustic description 
of whispering with the common gulupobe and gulungulu. Unlike 
sonograms of speech or gawa and KiriyXila articulation, gulupobe 
sonograms are blurry due to the noise components in the soft 
breathy timbre of the instruments. 
In contrast to g4wa and Hiriyula poetry, the phrases whis-
pered through a gulup"bbe instrument are a disjointed collection 
of fragmented ideas and statements. This results from the per-
formance context of the instruments. While gawa and hiriyula are 
played as a form of personal expression, their performance is 
usually received by some sort of audience, Gulup'obe playing, 
however, does not anticipate an audience and any words whispered 
constitute a soliloquy. Only the skilful man or woman performs 
g£wa or hiriyula, whereas any mature man can play the common 
gulupobe and gulungulu. 
The whispering examples discussed here each employed simi-
lar expressions to describe the suspicious frustration and anger 
of a courting man going to visit his lawini. Such recurring 
themes point to the mistrust and enmity which characterize many 
male-female relationships in Huli snciety. 
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Pulugela 
The small eight-tubed gtjlupobe named pulugela, welagela or 
g'elagi is carried about during the day like the common gulupobe. 
As indicated by its names, this instrument imitates the sound of 
the various types of group yodelling such as the g'bla of the tege 
pulu, the mali iwa and the nogo u. Its performance does not in-
volve whispering. The term pulugela is the most widely used 
name for this instrument, while gelagi appears to occur only 
amongst old Tani men in the Walete area and is unknown at Bebe-
nete. Wela- in the terw welagela, an alternative for pulugela, 
refers to the high-pitched sounds of its upper pipes. 
Unlike the common guluoobe which is often associated with 
the wig as a symbol of masculine health and strength, the pulu-
gela is usually taken up by a man after he has fathered children 
and is no longer interested in attracting the admiration of 
4 
pretty girls. It is most frequently seen being played by 
wrinkled old men as they amble along the road. 
The pulugela usually consists of four open and four closed 
pipes, with the longest open pipe placed in the centre of the 
bundle. It is held with the three highest-pitched open pipes 
against the thumb near the mouth, while the stopped pipes lie 
around the opposite sid6 of the central pipe against the fingers. 
In contrast to the common gulupobe and gulungulu which are 
carefull|En^nstructed with standardized tuning, the pulugtela is 
considei^ ra "to be a more temporary instrument and its tuning is 
highly variable. Nevertheless, as Peters (1975:30) concluded 
after studying the tuning of this instrument 
There does appear to be a recognized tuning for the 
gelagi, however, which could perhaps^be reduced to 
the following pattern : 1, 3, 4, 6, i, 3, 4, 6. 
. , • There appears to be a deliberate matching of 
the length of each open pipe with that of a closed 
pipe, thus producing intervals approaching octaves. 
Figure 25 shows the typical pulugela structure observed by Peters 
(1975:33), 
4 ^ \ 
Some men, however, begin playing pulugela frcjm the time 
they reach maturity. 
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closed pipes 
Figure 25: Pulugela pipe arrangement 
Dambago has played pulugela since the birth of his first 
child (Plate LIV), The structure of his instrument is shown in 
Figures 26 and 27, and Plates LV to LVIII. If the pitch of the 
longest closed pipe is labelled 1, as Peters has suggested, then 
the tuning of Dambago's pulugela may be expressed in cipher 
notation as 1 3''/3'^  5** 1^fl 3 4 5 6^6 (see pipe frequencies, 
listed before Transcriptions 43 and 44) where pipes 1, &l3^, 5 
PLATE LIV: Dambago playing jJulugela 
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and 3 are closed by nodes in the bamboo. 
Hebe 
pulugela 
Figure 26: Dambago's pulugela 
From examining Transcriptions 43 and 44 and listening to 
the accompanying tapes, however, it can be seen that during per-
formance Dambago uses mainly the upper tonal region of his pulu-
gela in which pitch 4 (1020 Hertz) functions as a tonal centre. 
One of the most outstanding intervals heard is the minor or major 
third between this pitch and the highest pitch. An alternative 
labelling of the pipes with pitch 4 as pitch 1, as in Figure 27, 
produces the tuning pattern 5 7*^ /7^  .2^  ^ h 1 \ 2 3^13 where 
pipes 5, 1^/1^, 2^ and 7 are closed. 
hebe 
pulugela 
Figure 27: Dambago's pulugela—alternative pitch labelling 
Dambago labels his pipes according to their sound. Thus 
the longest closed tube (Plate LV) is called ulu because its 
sound is low like the cry ulu or pulu in the iwa named gtela. The 
longest open tube and the second longest closed tube (Plate LVl) 
are collectively named gela because their intervallic relation-
ship reminds Dambago of the cry gfela in the g'ela and nbgo u. The 
sound of the third longest closed pipe (Plate LVIl) is said to be 
like the call Hebe or p"ibe in the mali iwa and work/battle iwa 
and hence it is called Hebe. Since the four shortest pipes, one 
of which is closed and three open (Plate LVIII), are the most 
important in imitating the melody of the gela they are collec-
tively named pulugela. 
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PLATE LV: Dambago's pulugela 
showing the longest closed pipe called ulu 
PLATE LVI; Dambago's pulugela 
showing the second longest closed pipe and 
the longest open pipe» collectively called gela 
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PLATE LVII: Dambago's plilugela 
showing the third longest closed pipe called hebe 
PLATE LVIII: Dambago's pulugela. 
showing the three shortest open pipes and 
the shortest closed pipe, collectively tailed fJulugela 
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Transcription 43 shows a pulugela performance by Dambago, 
in which he copies the sound of the gtela of the tege fiulu. As 
shown in Table 7 this is a free imitation which does not rigid 
-ly adhere to the u—gela—pulu sequence of that iwa. 
Here all falling figures from the highest pitch represent 
the u yodel, while the opening motifs of breaths 1 and 10 and 
all other falling patterns using pitches of the longest pipes 
imitate the sound of the pulu cry. The call gela, with its 
rising interval of a semitone, is clearly recognizable in 
rising figures using the semitone between the two frequencies 
of the longest open pipe. (This central pipe produces a fre-
quency of 728 Hertz when blown directly, and 765 Hertz as 
Dambago's breath passes over it while he blows other pipes in 
the bundle.) It can also be seen in the rising semitone be-
tween the pitches of the shortest closed pipe and third longest 
open pipe as in breaths 4, 6, 8 and 11, Here the two gela 
melodies occur simultaneously, suggesting the sound of many 
voices. At the start of breaths 2, 5, 7 and 9 the gela pattern 
coincides with pulu, as it often does in the actual group yodel 
(see Transcriptions 6, 7 and 8), 
Although there is no sense of meter as in Western music, 
Dambago's performance does appear to have a regular beat. This 
is most obvious at the start and during the middle of breath 
spans, particularly with the repetition of rhythmic figures 
such as J "i and J~" J,. The beat tends to disappear towards 
the end of breath spans, however, as Dambago runs out of breath 
while blowing the concluding figures. There is no set number 
of beats per breath span, and numbers vary from 8 beats in breath 
4 to 12,5 in breath 9. The presence of a regular pulse in this 
example is reminiscent of the consistent alternation of u and 
gela/pulu calls in the gela. 
As shown in the list of frequencies preceding the transcrip 
-tion, the shortest open pipe and the second longest closed pipe 
also produce two main pitches. In the example of Transcription 
43 the lower pitch of each is mainly used, while in Transcription 
44 the higher pitches are employed. The third longest closed 
pipe (558 Hertz) is not clearly heard in either example. 
Table 7: Thematic Structure of Transcription 43 
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Breath Theme Descriotion 
3 
4 
7 
8 
10 
11 
X, 
opens with pulu figure followed by 
falling 6 motifs, the 2nd of which 
runs into g'tela then pulu material; 
the 2nd part of the breath features 
3 falling <J cascades above a pulu 
then a gela figure 
basically the same as x, but opens 
with simultaneous gela and [ifulu state-
ments followed by 2 li' cascades leading 
to a p{ilu then a g'ela figure; ending 
extended to 4 u cascades above 2 g^la 
motifs and 1 pulu 
variation of y; begins with gela figure 
and has shortened ending 
new theme derived from x and y, using 
mainly gela material; midway has pulu 
motif followed by i5' cascade in 2nd ^ 
y with condensed ending; 2nd u cascade 
near start diverted to include small 
gela figure 
u z as in breath 4. but ends with 2 
cascades and a pulu motif instead of 
breath 4's concluding ^ela figure 
breath 5 
begins as in breaths 4 and,6, but 2nd 
^ features cascading 6 to pulu figure 
followed by another u motif; ends with 
brief gela-like figure 
return of x, but begins with simultane 
-ous gela and plilu figure and 2nd u 
motif includes small gela figure as in 
breath 5; ending varied to conclude 
with pulu figure 
short variation of 
dulu motif 
z beginning with 
further variation of z with 1st part 
of breath 4 condensed and 2nd part 
extended to include final |5ulu figure 
Dambago's performance in Transcription 44 imitates the sound 
of the mali iwa. As shown in Table 8, each breath span contains 
the same basic material with a slight variation. All lines are 
roughly the same length, except for the last which is extended. 
Table 8: Thematic Structure of Transcription 44 
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Breath 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Theme 
X 
^2 
^3 
^4 
^5 
Description 
music suggests the sound of: 
p'ebe/u a-u-k pebe u pebela -u-a p'ebe u 
as in breath 1, but high u pitch omit-
ted from opening figure, low p'ebe pit-
ches sounding with ^ - in 2nd figure & 
1st pebe 6 motif condensed to pebe/(j 
as in breath 1, but 2nd figure as in 
breath 2 
1st 2 motifs as in breath 2, remainder 
as in breath 1 except for 1st pehe 6 
where u is extended to suggest li^ a-d-a 
as in breath 1, except 1st 2 figures as 
in breath 2 and 4th figure extended to 
pebe 6-a 
breath 1 extended to include motifs 
suggesting pTebe/d-a a-uf; 2nd figure in 
breath also includes low pebe pitches 
as in breath 2 
In this example the low-pitched pipes suggest the sound of 
the piebe call, while the presence of the highest pitch indicates 
the high point of the u with pitches leading to and from this 
resembling the /a/ syllables in the u yodel. The pebe—u pattern 
can be clearly seen in the three chord figure which marks the 
middle and end of breath 1, 
The sound of the low pipes at the beginning of each motif 
suggests a regular beat akin to the regular occurrence of the 
pebe call in the iwa. Note values are not.repeated exactly, 
hcwever, and as in other gulupobe music there is an additive 
rather than a divisive approach to time. 
Individual performance styles vary, as do pulijgela tunings. 
It is thus worth considering the performances of other pulugela 
players in comparison with those of Dambago, 
Transcription 45 shows a pulugela example by Maria (Plate 
LIX), an old man who refers to his instrument as gelagi. The 
tuning of Maria's gelagi was examined previously by Peters 
(1975:27, 29), For consistency and ease of transcription, the 
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Table 9: Thematic Structure of Transcription 45 
Breath 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Theme 
X 
X 
X 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
X 
X 
^1 
^2 
X 
X 
^2 
^2 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
X 
X 
Description 
equivalent of Dambago's theme z 
in Transcription 43: music suggests 
either a-u--a gela pulu, or gela/ 
pulu gela pulu 
as in breath 1, but final figure 
simplified to indicate pulu more 
clearly 
as in breath 2, but a low pipe 
blown in 1st chord 
new theme suggesting either fiulu 
g'ela pulu dulu i^ ulu, or u-k gela 
pljlu pljlu [5ulu 
as in breath 4, but low pipe heard 
in 1st chord and extra chord added 
at end 
as in breath 4 
as in breath 4 
as in breath 5 without final chord 
as in breath 3 
as in breath 2 without final note 
X condensed 
as in breath 2 but note following 
2nd chord omitted 
as in breath 2 with last figure 
extended 
as in breath 3 
as in breath 12, but low pipe in 
1st chord and upper pipes missing 
as in breath 12 with 2 lowest pipes 
in 1st chord 
as in breath 4, but 2 last pulu-
like figures omitted 
as in breath 4 
as in breath 4 
as in breath 5 without extra chord 
at end 
as in breath 4 
as in breath 3 with extra chord 
at end 
as in breath 2 
(Table 9 continued) 
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Breath Theme Description 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
X 
y 
y 
z 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
X 
yi 
X 
X. 
y 
z 
X 
X 
X 
y 
y 
y 
y 
X, 
as in breath 2 
y variation using low pipes 
as in breath 24 
as in breath 2 but with sound of 
highest closed pipe at start 
as in breath 26 
as in breath 12 
as in breath 4 
new theme 
as in breath 2 
as in breath 2 but with sound of 
2 highest closed pipes at start 
as in breath 32 
y condensed with 2 highest closed 
pipes at start 
y as in breath 20 expanded 
z expanded with x material 
as in breath 26 
as in breath 26 
X condensed 
as in breath 26 
as in breath 26 
as in breath 26 
as in breath 26 with last figure 
repeated 
as in breath 43 
as in breath 4 with highest closed 
pipe at start 
as in breath 4 
as in breath 4 
as in breath 4 
X as in breath 16 extended 
but without lowest pipe at start 
variatipn of x with elements of 
y and z 
as in breath 50 with 3rd & 4th 
motifs reversed 
(Table 9 continued) 
Breath 
52 
53 
54 
55 
Theme 
y 
z 
X 
X 
Description 
as in breath 8, but highest pipe 
more intense 
as in breath 30 with highest pitch 
-ed pipe clearly heard throughout 
as in breath 26 
as in breath 33 but extended 
pipe frequencies have been measured again using the Real-Time 
Frequency Analyzer and their fundamentals are listed before the 
transcription. Minor variations between these figures and those 
obtained by Peters are due to the different equipment used—the 
Real-Time Frequency Analyzer is likely to be much more accurate 
than the machinery and methods used by Peters (1975:24-28). 
Also, where a pipe has two separate fundamentals due to uneven 
cutting of the bamboo or the performer's breath striking the 
edge of the tube Peters has averaged her readings together to 
obtain a general result. The Real-Time Frequency Analyzer, how-
ever, averages the separate readings for the two individual 
fundamentals to produce two standard pitches for that pipe. 
PLATE LIX: Maria playing pulugela or gelagi 
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The transcription of Maria's performance and the frequency 
measurements of his pipes using the Real-Time Frequency Analyzer 
suggest that the tuning of his pulugela as expressed in cipher 
• • , , 
notation is l/l 3 4 6 1 3 4 6 ^ , As Peters has indicated, the 
closed pipes have the lower four pitches. During performance, 
Maria concentrates almost entirely on the open pipes with pitches 
1, 3 and 4. The highest pipe (6^) is heard faintly as the others 
are blown, while the closed pipes sound occasionally at the start 
of breath spans. 
Maria's performance is an imitation of the gela. As shown 
in Table 9, his thematic treatment is similar to that of Dambago 
in Transcription 44—he tends to repeat a basic theme exactly or 
with minor variations and does not use extensive development. 
Three themes, labelled as x, y or z in Table 9, are used here. 
Theme z occurs only three times (breaths 30, 36 and 53) and 
resembles the contour of an u yodel. 
Theme x is melodically similar to Dambabgo's theme z in 
. • 
Transcription 43, The rising semitone between pitches 3 and 4 
• 
is reminiscent of the gela call, while motifs falling to pitch 1 
suggest pljlu. Within the context of Maria's use of limited tonal 
material, however, the opening x motif could also be interpreted 
as representing the 6 call due to the long duration of its second 
chord. The following pitch 1 would then mark the fall to /a/ in 
the if call, rather than the end of pfulu. 
Theme y is also a free imitation of elements of the gela 
and consists of four |^lu motifs with the first and second 
separated by a ^ela call figure. The presence of the highest 
pitch throughout both themes creates a discordant element which 
suggests the piercing timbre of group yodelling. 
As in Transcription 43, the regular pulse of the gela is 
conveyed through the repetition of basic rhythmic patterns and 
lines. Note values vary, but theme x usually has a feeling of 
around four beats per breath span while theme y contains five 
beats. Since there is an additive approach to rhythm, the basic 
pulse is not disrupted when a theme is extended or condensed. 
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PLATE LX: Kuya (left) and Palibe 
Two further pulugela performances are shown in Transcrip-
-tions 46 and 47, These were played by Kuya and Palibe respec-
tively (Plate LX), two old men who are close cognates through 
the Tani Hameigini and who shared the same instrument. This 
pljlugela or. gelagi was made by Palibe and its tuning was examin 
-ed by Peters (1975:27, 29). As in Transcription 45, the pipe 
frequencies listed before the transcriptions have been measured 
again using the Real-Time Frequency Analyzer, 
Using these figures, the tuning of Palibe's pulugela can 
# ' ' ' ' b 
be expressed in cipher notation as 1 3 4 6 1 3 4 6^. Like 
Maria, both Kuya and Palibe concentrate on the upper tonal region 
of their pulugela using mainly the open pipe pitches 1, 3 and 4. 
Pitch 6^ is occasionally employed melodically and in Palibe's 
example it is heard faintly as the other pipes are blown, 
Kuya frequently refers to the lower tonal region, especial-
ly pitches 1, 3 and 4''^, as a contrast to his upper region motifs. 
Palibe, however, only sounds the pipes with pitches 1 and 3 in 
passing as he blows the other tubes. 
The breath spans of these old men are mucsh shorter than 
those of Maria and the younger man Dambago, There is no clear 
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Table 10: Thematic Structure of Transcription 46 
Breath 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Theme 
a 
b 
a/b 
c 
a,/b^ 
a/b 
Description 
similar to Maria's theme y; 
uses pitches i, 3 and 4 
lower tonal region theme; 
pitches 1, 3 and 4^ 
two fragments of a, separated 
by b 
new upper region theme using 
highest pitch 
fragment of a-like material 
followed by lower region figure 
b split in half and accompanying 
a material 
Table 11: Thematic Structure of Transcription 47 
Breath 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Theme 
X 
^ 
^1 
y 
z 
^ 
y 
^1 
z 
^ 
^1 
y 
Description 
opening upper region theme 
using mainly pitches 1, 3 & 4 
developed from last x motif; 
starts with lowest 2 pipes & ends 
with rapid figure using highest 
pitch [6^] 
breath 2, but opening figure 
expanded and final figure omitted 
• • • 
new theme using pitches 1, 3 & 4 
new theme falling from pitch 6^ 
as in breath 3 without opening 
figure 
as in breath 4; breath momentarily 
touches lower pipes 
see breath 6 
see breath 5 
breath 3 with opening figure 
expanded and final pitch 1 
omitted 
melodic retrograde inversion 
of y 
see breath 4 
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imitation of any particular iwa, although Kuya's breath 1 is 
similar Maria's theme y. As shown in Tables 10 and 11, each 
performer employs fragmentation and repetition on a small scale 
in his thematic development. Palibe's example is longer than 
Kuya's and has shorter breath spans. He thus has more room for 
the repetition, and variation of fragmented motifs. An interest-
ing example is the retrograde inversion of the melody of theme 
y in breath 11. Although there is no direct iwa imitation in 
these two examples, the themes used may have been derived from 
copying the sound of various group yodels over a period of time. 
In each of the five pulugela performances discussed here, 
the high-pitched breathy pipe timbres containing many noise 
components suggest the shrill, hoarse sound of many voices 
yodelling together in iwa. Unlike the common gulupobe and gulu-
ngulu which have carefully tuned octaves and thirds amongst " 
their pipes, the pulugela appears to have its octaves and fre-
quently intervals between adjacent pripes deliberately mistuned 
to further enhance the imitation of group yodelling. Pipes are 
often cut roughly to produce more than one fundamental, thus 
increasing the amounts of noise and interference between upper 
partials in pipe spectra. This also contributes to the aural 
impression of iwa. 
The conscious mistuning of intervals sometimes produces 
ambiguity of tonal centres as was observed in the music of 
Dambago. It also causes greater variability of tuning amongst 
pulugela instruments and can occasionally lead to the creation 
of unusual instrumental structures. As mentioned by Peters 
(l975:22), one performer named Mangobe whom we recorded at 
Hoiebia in 1975 played a pulugela containing seven open pipes 
and one closed. At Bebenete in 1977 I recorded a man named 
Haera whose pulugela contained seven tubes, three of which were 
closed. 
Summary 
As shown in the foregoing discussion, the common gulupbbe 
and ^lungulu are basically the same type of ^lupbbe instrument. 
It is possible that the gulungulu was the prototype of the common 
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gulupobe (since the latter has no specific name), being a care-
fully-constructed instrument kept indoors while only the make-
shift pulugela was carried around outside. Today, however, the 
the pppularity of the common gulupobe exceeds that of the other 
two instruments to the point where the gulungulu is becoming 
increasingly rare. The medium-sized instrument has advantages 
over both of the other gulupobe because it combines the standard 
-ized tuning and elegant appearance of the gulungulu with the 
portability of the pulugela. 
Each performer constructs his own gulup'bbe and often uses 
visual and aural analogies in labelling his pipes. The appear-
ance of the pipes may be described in terms of their length or 
with reference to birds. Onomatopoeia, yodelling terms and 
words for natural sounds are used to identify their pitches and 
timbre. 
As a result of their obvious differences in structure and 
tuning, the two types of gulupobe are musically quite distinct. 
The common gulupobe and gulungulu have a similar pitch 
arrangement to the gawa, where the intervals between the hibuni 
pitches are the same as those between the three longest gulupobe 
pipes. The pitch arrangement of the ^ lupobe's upper tonal 
region is also similar to that of the most audible partials 
y 5 
above the gawa.hibuni. During performance, the upper and lower 
gulup'bbe tonal regions are usually played separately. The 
typical melodic/harmonic texture, particularly that used in the 
lower t-egion in which the lowest pitch is a harmonic support 
for the melodic figures amongst the other pitches, is suited to 
linguistic treatment like that of the g£wa. 
Whispering often characterizes the performance of these 
two gulupobe, especially during courtship when a man thinks of 
his lawini. Speech-tone is preserved in the melodic shape of 
each breath span, with statements ending on the two lowest-
pitched pipes in the lower region and the second highest pipe 
5 _ y 
The tuning of the gawa can be expressed in cipher notation 
as 1 3 4 7 i 3, where pitches 7, i and 3 are upper partials 
(pitch 7 occurs only in passages copying ^wa). This can be 
compared with the u^lup"bbe tuning 1 3 4 5 7 1 3 . 
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in the upper region. The breath spans of inarticulate perfor-
mances have similar but less fragmented- structures to those of 
pieces containing whispering, and end in the same manner. 
The music of the pulugela is concentrated in its upper 
tonal region, with the lower pipes occasionally blown in passing 
or as a support for the higher pipes. Some of the lower pipes 
are rarely heard, except in a conglomerate texture with other 
pitches. The pulugela's haphazard tuning and breathy timbre are 
particularly suitable for the imitation of the various i\va. 
The two forms of communication used in Huli society—iang 
uage and yodelling—are thus employed as musical subject matter 
in gulupobe performance. 
Unlike gawa and hiriybla pieces which have definite intro-
ductions and conclusions, the gulupobe perfonnance event has np 
clearly-defined boundaries, except at the mici?o-level of the 
breath span. This is because its length is largely determined 
by external factors such as the duration of a journey or the 
performer's fatigue. The function of gulupbbe music is more one 
of personal diversion than artistic creativity. 
CHAPTER 10 
\ / 
HIBULU BARALU AND DANDA 
Two other musical bows played by the Huli are the rare 
hibulu baralu and the danda or hunting bow. 
^ y 
Hibulu Baralu 
The hibulu baralu is played by men and boys for personal 
amusement when sitting at home. Unlike the ^wa, the performance 
of which requires the skilful articulation of poetic verses, this 
instrument is generally regarded as worthless because of its 
non-linguistic use and its association with indolence. Con-
sequently, it has declined almost to extinction. 
As shown in Figure 28, the hibulu baralu is a roughly 
symmetrical bow crossed by a single hibuni strand. It is made 
from the same materials as the gawa—any strong, flexible wood 
that can be bent into the correct shape without breaking can be 
used for the bow, while the hibuni is tugubili root (wire and 
nylon are not used). The hibuni can be tied to the bow in any 
makeshift fashion. It is not wound on like those of the gawa 
and da'nda. 
The span of the bow is determined by the length of root used 
for the hibuni. Usually the bow spans from 55 to 65 centimetres, 
about the size of a boy's toy hunting bow, but it can exceed 
this if a longer piece of tugubili root can be found. 
Loops of twine or grass are placed around the bow and hibuni 
at each end to tune the instrument by increasing the hibuni 
tension. These are called either pungu lero ("I'm tightening 
it") or harala hero ("I'm loosening/untying it"). The instrument 
can be played with one, both or no tuning loops in operation, 
according to the desired pitch of the hibuni. 
The central portion of the hibuni between the loops has no 
specific name and is simply tailed tombeni or dombeni ("in be-
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tween"). At the ends of the bow, the remaining lengths of the 
hibuni are collectively referred to as guni glini and singly as 
guni (lit. "ant"). 
During performance the hibulu baralu is held with the wood 
downwards and the hibuni near the mouth for resonance. No part 
of the instrument actually enters the mouth. The hibuni is 
touched by the thumbs as b'endele in the dombeni portion, not in 
the guni guni as previously believed (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:153, 
Peters 1975:78), Usually the right thumb activates the hibuni 
from above using the pad, while the left thumb approaches from 
below and periodically stops the Fibuni with the plain of the 
nail to raise the fundamental by approximately a major third. 
This b'endele arrangement can be reversed according to individual 
preference. 
gum 
pungu llro/ 
/ • 
harala hero 
dombeni/tombeni 
pungu leroI 
h a r a l a hWo 
/ Figure 28: Hibulu baralu structure 
The name of the instrument denotes the two performance 
styles used. Baralu refers to the style of playing which 
imitates the mali iwa. In this case the sound of the thumbs 
activating the fiibuni represents the tabage as they are hit by 
the iifali dancers, while the'Upper partials imitate the iwa. 
Hibulu involves successive sucking and blowing across the hibuni 
to give a breathy texture and also suggest tabage rhythms. 
This instrument is not used to imitate the other types of 
iwa, such as the r^ ogo LI, gfela and aliwa. It is not used in the 
articulation of words like the gawa, but one man, Done, claimed 
that a clever performer sometimes articulates the words lirugoli 
lirugoli ("I'm dancing, I'm dancing") while imitating the mali 
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iwa and tabage. 
Although the same basic material is imitated during the 
N y 
performance of the hibulu baralu, individual performers have 
their own distinctive styles. A selection of examples by three 
men will be discussed. 
Examples of Hibulu Baralu Performance 
The hibulu baralu examples shown in Transcriptions 48 and 
49 were performed by Mabu. As shown in Plate LXI, Mabu supports 
the bow on the little finger of each hand and activates the 
hibuni with the left thumb while stopping it with the right. 
/ 
PLATE LXI: Mabu playing hibulu baralu 
Western staff notation has been used for convenience in 
these transcriptions, instead of a specially devised system like 
those used for ^ w® and hiriybla transcriptiorl, A stave of re-
duced size is not necessary, since no words are articulated and 
there are few audible upper partials. 
The example shown_in Transcription 48 was performed in 
baralu style. Here a basic motif containing four plucks of the 
Hibuni and the corresponding partial patterns is repeated many 
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times. The regular rhythm of the hibuni fundamentals suggests 
the even tabage beat sometimes used by mali dancers while the 
upper partials, which are louder than the fundamentals, imitate 
the mali iwa pattern pebe—u. 
The main upper partial is the fourth partial of the open 
hibuni. When the hibuni is stopped, Mabu resonates a new par-
tial lying a semitone below this original open strand partial 
As he resumes playing the open hibuni, he swallows to produce 
the short rising major third figure at the end of the motif. 
This rising figure and its preceding note represent the u call, 
while the pebe is suggested by the repetition of the fourth par-
tial of the open hibuni. 
Before playing the example of Transcription 49, Mabu tight 
-ened the hibuni with the tuning loops to raise its pitch by a 
semitone. This piece is in hibulu style and consists of passages 
containing sucking and blowing interspersed with baralu motifs 
like those shown in Transcription 48. 
In the hibulu passages, Mabu alternately plays the open and 
stopped pitches of the hibuni. These fundamentals are much 
louder than in the baralu sections, and are not accompanied by 
the intense partials which are here damped out by the breathing. 
Mabu synchronizes his sucking and blowi.ng so that he breathes in 
as he stops the hibuni. Towards the end of the second hibulu 
passage, however, the patterns move slightly out of phase as 
his breathing becomes syncopated. Except for the last hibulu 
section where the patterns become twice as fast, the rhythms of 
the hibulu figures are reminiscent of regular m'ali drumming. 
Transcriptions 50 and 51 show hibulu baralu performances 
by Tege Bayaba. As shown in Plate LXII, Tege supports his 
instrument between the last two fingers of the left hand like 
Mabu, but grips it with the corresponding two fingers on the 
right hand. Unlike Mabu, he stops the hibuni with his left 
thumb while activating it with the middle finger nf his right 
hand. He also places his mouth near his right hand to resonate 
the iTibuni, rather than putting it behind the centre of the 
dombeni portion. 
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PLATE LXII: Tege playing hibulu baralu 
As shown in the list of frequencies preceding the transcrip 
-tions, the interval between the open and stopped hibuni pitches 
is exactly between a major and a minor third. The corresponding 
fourth partials, however, are a major third apart. 
The item shown in Transcription 50 is in baralu style and, 
like Mabu*s baralu performance, is based on a short recurring 
motif. Again, the upper partials have greater intensity than 
the fundamentals and are used to suggest the sound of the mali 
iwa. The partials•have an equivalent melodic/rhythmic pattern 
to that of the hibuni, which features a short rising major third 
figure at the start of each motif. At the end of the motif, 
Tege executes a syncopated rising figure which produces either 
the fourth partial of the stopped hibuni or a new partial lying 
a semitone below the fourth partial of the open hibuni. 
This concluding pitch and the following rising figure 
suggest the u call in the mali iwa, while the repetition of the 
fourth partial of the open hibuni in the middle of a motif is 
like pebe. The repetition of a basic motif produces a regular 
pulse reminiscent of that in the mali ^ wa. 
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Additional partials are occasionally heard during this 
performance. A faint partial lying a fourth below the main 
upper partial is accidentally resonated from motifs 12 to 15. 
Towards the end of the example, partials lying a third above 
the main partials can be heard as Tege quietly breathes out. 
The performance shown in Transcription 51 was said to be 
in hibulu style because it begins and ends with Inlbulu passages, 
although most of it is baralu as in Transcription 50. Like 
Mabu, Tege synchronizes his breathing in the hibulu sections so 
that he sucks in air as he stops the hibuni. His alternate 
stopping and unstopping of the hibuni produces a syncopated 
rhythm suggesting that of mali dancers jumping in time to their 
tabage. 
PLATE LXIII: Done playing hibulu baralu 
Transcriptions 52 and 53 show hiibulu baralu performances 
by Done who, as shown in Plate LXIII, supports his bow and reso-
nates the hibuni in a similar manner to Mabu. He stops the 
hibuni with his left thumb, however, while activating it with 
the right. 
Done felt less confident as a performer than the other men 
and claimed he could not play hibulu correctly nor accurately 
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reproduce the tabage patterns in his music. Both of his pieces 
are thus in baralu style, and the hibuni fundamentals are much 
louder than the upper partials. His music also has a slower 
pace than that of the other performers. 
The basic repetitive motif in Transcription 52 is the same 
as Mabu's baralu motif, except that Done produces a syncopated 
rising third figure when stopping the hibuni like that of Tege. 
As in Mabu's examples, the upper partials suggest the sequence 
of pebe—cf. 
In the example shown in Transcription 53, the same motif 
is used again but with higher partials faintly heard above the 
most audible upper partials. The most frequent of these higher 
upper partials lies an octave above the fourth partial of the 
open hibuni. 
It can be seen from these examples that the process of 
imitating the mali iwa in the upper partials of the hibulu bara 
-lu is similar to that employed in the inarticulate passages of 
gawa music. The second partials of the hibuni are used in g£wa 
performance, however, while liibulu baralu music utilizes the 
fourth partials. As in the other genres of Huli music, the most 
outstanding interval is the major third. The semitone also 
occurs between the main upper partial and the lower subsidiary 
partial which is generated as the hibuni is stopped. 
Attitudes and Aesthetics 
The hibulu baralu is said to be extinct amongst the Tani 
h'ameigini. Middle-aged men recall old men playing it when they 
were boys, and claim it was a useless instrument because one 
could not articulate words during its performance as with the 
gawa. While only the expert man or woman plays ^wa, the hibu-
lu baralu could be played by any lethargic loafer who had 
nothing better to do with his time. 
When people from other areas were questioned about this 
instrument, they either maintained that it was now obsolete or 
claimed complete ignorance of its existence. Tagube, a Halo-
ngoali man from Walidegemabu who was pestering the Bebenete 
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E,C,P., said in 1977 that he knew of its performance at Wali-
degemabu and thought that it was also still played in the Bebe-
nete area. The performers from Bebenete whose work was discus-
sed above were recorded in 1978. These men are responsible, 
hard-working members of Huli society, quite unlike the lazy 
image of a hibulu baralu player suggested by Tani men. 
According to Done, the hibulu baralu is played inside a 
man's house to pass the long night hours like the gulungulu. 
Since it can be played by boys as well as men, however, it is 
not regarded as seriously as the ^ lupobe instruments and is 
looked upon as light-hearted amusement. Although its music has 
a continuous quality like gulupobe music which is suited to 
passing time, the repetition of a basic motif imitating the mali 
iwa soon becomes tedious. 
Despite this, certain elements are considered essential for 
a good hibulu baralu performance. The instrument must be con-
structed with a tugubili root Fibuni because wire, nylon and 
cane do not produce a sound when the performer sucks and blows 
in hibulu style. Manual dexterity is needed to activate the 
hibuni and stop it at the correct time without obstructing the 
musical flow. The performer should resonate the hibuni so that 
the mali iwa is imitated clearly amongst the upper partials and 
not obscured by the sound of the hibuni—achievements which 
come only with practice, as shown particularly in the examples 
by Mabu. 
Thus, the demise of the Inibulu baralu may also be due to 
the amount of effort required for such a comparatively trivial 
musical result. 
Danda 
The Huli hunting bow or danda has a span of over 1.5 metres 
and consists of a sturdy black palm or danda bow, with a strip 
of split bamboo for the hibuni, Danda wood is imported from the 
Duguba to the south, who occasionally sell small danda palms to 
the Huli for replanting in the Highlands. The bambpo Hibuni is 
affixed to the bow with plaited cane binding (gilini), and when 
drawn it can shoot the spear-like arrows across a considerable 
distance. 
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During warfare or when hunting, a Huli man usually clutches 
his bow and arrows in his left hand while, holding a free arrow 
in his right to shoot if necessary. As shown in Plate LXIV, the 
danda can be used as a musical instrument simply by resonating 
the hibuni with the mouth, as for the liibulu b'aralu, while 
striking it with the blunt end of the free arrow. 
PLATE LXIV: Hondole playing danda 
The arrow strikes the hibuni in several places near the end 
of the bow. Since the length of the Fabuni is effectively 
altered for as long as it is in contact with the arrow, many 
diverse frequencies can be resonated by the mouth. The tunes 
amongst these higher frequencies are said to resemble the iriali 
iwa. Other iwa, such as the nogo u, gela and aliwa, are not 
imitated with the da'nda, and danda performance does not involve 
the articulation of words. 
Transcription 54 gives the melodic outline of a danda 
performance by Hondole (Plate LXIV). When the arrow strikes 
the hibuni, it produces a loud crashing sound. The most out-
standing frequency in this conglomeration of partials and noise 
components is 285 Hertz which lies a minor ninth above the hibuni 
fundamental, 130 Hertz. To avoid confusion, the Fibuni 
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frequencies have been omitted from the transcription and the 
rhythm of the arrow striking the hibuni is shown below the high 
-er frequencies which are resonated by the mouth. Of these 
higher frequencies, 533 Hertz, 623 Hertz and 783 Hertz are the 
fundamental's fourth, fifth and seventh partials respectively, 
while 563 Hertz is the second partial of 285 Hertz. 
Hondole's tune amongst the higher frequencies bears little 
resemblance to the mali iwa, and may be his own spontaneous 
creation. It is easy to see how the mali iwa could be imitated 
with this instrument, however, with the higher frequencies 
copying the iwa while the arrow beats the tabage rhythm on the 
hibuni. 
The danda is used as a musical instrument to pass time when 
sitting at home, like the gulungulu and Hibulu baralu. Unlike 
gulungulu music, however, the sound of the da'nda becomes boring 
and repetitive after awhile and some men say they prefer the 
Hibulu Baralu. Although every Huli man owns a da'nda for hunting 
or defence, it is used for personal entertainment only when more 
appealing instruments such as the gulupobe are not available. 
CHAPTER 11 
N 
PILIPE 
The term pilipe has a threefold meaning. Firstly, it is 
the name given to a bamboo pipe about 10 centimetres long, 
which is closed by a node at one end and blown across the other 
end while held vertically against the lower lip. Secondly, it 
describes the shrill sound of the pipe when blown—the vowel /i/ 
suggests its piercing timbre while the voiceless aspirated /p/ 
indicates the placement of the lips against the top of the pipe 
for blowing. Thirdly, it refers to the musical genre performed 
by a young unmarried man whose lawini has forsaken him for 
another man. 
In this case, the performer sits outside high on a hillside 
and sings verses to his unfaithful lawini in a loud falsetto, 
while punctuating his lines with blasts on a pilip^. The aim of 
the performance is to draw attention to his plight and gain the 
sympathy of passersby, so that the girl will be moved to return 
to him. 
There is no specific term for the falsetto wailing, although 
it is the most important part of the performance. It is not 
labelled pilipe, and it is neither c^ ugu (crying) nor iba gana 
(singing). 
As mentioned previously, the p'ilipe can be piece of durable 
He, a true bamboo, or a tube of disposable tola, a reed-like 
swamp bamboo (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975: 83). While the term pilipe 
refers to both the instrument and its sound, Huli informants 
often write the onomatopoeic expression a'pu for each pilipe 
blast when transcribing verse texts. This term denotes both the 
sound of the pipe and the movements of the lips when blowing. 
The Huli also use the terin for Western flutes and whistles 
which can be purchased from trade stores. 
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Although three examples of pilipe performance have been 
discussed previously (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975: 84-99), a selection 
of pieces by five performers will be examined here to evaluate 
speech-tone realization and poetic structure. Since pilip'e 
verses are created spontaneously, there may be differences in 
musical and linguistic treatment amongst individual performers. 
Examples of Pilipe 
Each of the p'ilipe examples shown in Transcriptions 55 to 
64 conform to the general melodic pattern observed previously, 
in which verse lines utilize three main pitches and have a 
prevailing descending contour. If the pitch of the pilii^ e pipe 
is transposed tdown two octaves in each case for analytical con-
venience, it always lies a fifth below the highest voice pitch 
and is either a major or minor third below the lowest pitch. 
Transcriptions 55 and 56 show two pilip'e performances by 
Alubura, whose music was briefly discussed previously (Pugh 
(-Kitingan) 1975:90-95. As before, Alubura begins each verse 
with a single long blast on the pilipe and concludes with sever-
al short blasts.. He also separates his statements with single 
short blasts. 
In both examples, the lowest pitch of the voice gradually 
becomes more sharp so that at the end of each verse it is a semi 
-tone higher than at the beginning (l33 cents and 126 cents 
respectively), Longer statements tend to move from the highest 
pitch to the lowest, while shorter statements may begin on an 
intervening pitch. 
Speech-tone is indicated by the melodic shape of each word 
with rising movements indicating low-rising tone, falling move-
ments showing high-falling tone and levels indicating mid-level 
tone. The general downward trend of the melody at the end of 
each line suggests the falling movement of sentence-terminating 
intonation patterns, and it is possible that the overall melo-
dic contour is determined by speech-tone rather than speech-
tone and melody being two separate but interacting entities. 
An interesting variation of the rising-tone melodic pattern 
occurs on the words guruga and the first instance of Ijurugu in 
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Transcription 55, and Yalima and Nguirubia in Transcription 56. 
This resembles a combination of high-falling and low-rising 
patterns, like some of the words in Gagime's ^ wa examples of 
Transcriptions 15 and 16. 
In both these examples, the central melodic pitch has two 
allomorphs. Usually the lower pitch is employed (318 Hertz or 
313 Hertz). When a word has a rising tone, however, the higher 
pitch may be used (338 Hertz or 335 Hertz) and this occurs most 
frequently in the example of Transcription 55. 
Alubura arranges the lines of his verses into repetitive 
groups of statements. In Transcription 55 he begins with a 
couplet of statements, then continues with four triplets. Each 
triplet group has the same basic structure and contains a chang-
ing place name in its third line, except for the last which 
begins with the line containing the place name. The third line 
of the third triplet group has been condensed from the usual 
format. 
This verse uses rain imagery and its meaning—"Because 
those rains coming from these places are saturating me, I feel 
frustrated and worried"—may be interpreted two ways according 
to whom the place names identify. If these places are associa-
ted with Alubura's I'awini, then the rain idea symbolizes her 
rejection of him. The name Duguba is frequently used for Euro-
peans and people with many possessions, and the place names may 
refer to Alubura's kin who are helping him to collect bride-
wealth. The rain may thus be a symbol of riches and presents 
which he would have given to the girl. 
The verse in Transcription 56 is based on a repetitive pair 
of lines, in which the second line begins with a changeable 
place name. There are five groups of lines. The first four 
have the same basic structure, while the last group has the 
order of ideas in the pair reversed. Here, the line containing 
the place name has been expanded to form two lines and the final 
line is condensed from the opening line of the other groups. 
In this example, Alubura tells his lawini "Look out so you 
can see the white feathers of birds from these places which I 
am putting across here." This refers to the decoration on the 
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crown of a man's wig consisting of the gewali, two white feathers 
on cassowary quills, sprouting from the Honogagu, a clump of 
black or brown cassowary plumage or pink bird-of-paradise 
feathers. This is often removed from the wig and worn on the 
hair. The gewali bounce up and down as the wearer strides 
along, and can be seen from quite a distance. Alubura thus hopes 
. that his lawini will yearn for him as she sees the g"ewali in his 
hair moving in the distance, while she gazes across the moun-
tains. The place names may refer to either Alubura or his 
lawini, and in the latter case would indicate that he still longs 
for her. 
Transcriptions 57 and 58 show two pilip'e verses by Handabe. 
These followed the two verses by Handabe which were discussed 
previously (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975: 83-90). 
Unlike those examples which were announced with several 
pilipe blasts, Handabe does not clearly define the boundaries 
of these verses apart from a long intervening pause. His lines 
can be concluded with from one to four blasts and although they 
mdy be generally arranged together in groups of three, his state 
-ments do not smoothly follow each other. 
The verse in Transcription 57 uses the figurative imagery 
of flooding rivers to describe the anger of Handabe's female 
kin. Here the changing names refer to places amongst Handabe's 
h'ameigini, while the "pigs' many mothers" are Handabe's female 
relatives who are minding the pigs that he will use as bride-
wealth. Handabe is thus warning the hypothetical lawini that 
she may have to endure the wrath of these women for having left 
. him. 
In Transcription 58, the changing words are expressions 
used for white expatriates. The girl is asked to think of how 
she felt for her lawini, not of all the European lollies that 
he gave to her. This verse is very similar to the second pili-
pe verse of Handabe which was discussed previously (Pugh 
2 
Handabe, a married man, performed these verses simply as 
an illustration of pilip'e. He was not referring to a particu-
lar girl. 
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(^ <itingan) 1975 : 87). The word magane or maganeao (-eo being used 
to round off the expression, as in LT when calling a person's 
name) is a reciprocal kinship term employed between a man and 
his sister's daughter. In these verses, however, it is used 
figuratively as an expressipn of endearment. 
The lowest vocal pitch in Handabe's examples is always a 
major third above the approximate level of the pipe if its pitch 
was transposed down two octaves. Like Alubura, Handabe uses 
two alternate middle pitches. The higher of the two occurs only 
where there is an upward melodic movement due to a rising speech 
-tone. 
As before, speech-tone is preserved in the melodic shape of 
each word. The downward melodic direction towards the end of 
each statement is typical of the terminating intonation patterns 
of spoken sentences. 
Speech-tone is also indicated by the melodic patterns in 
the p'ilipe examples of Transcriptions 59 and 60, with sentence-
terminating intonation patterns falling to the lowest pitch. 
These were performed by Dumbiali Kiwa, a workman at Dauli Tea-
chers College at Bebenete (Plate LXV). 
Variations on the standard speech-tone patterns occur on 
the words aiya wane throughout both examples, bembeli, digili 
and ambuari in Transcription 59 and alungi, yugai, yagama, irale 
and merele in the first verse of Transcription 60. The expres-
sion aiya wane is treated tonally as if it is a single statement 
and given a falling contour like a sentence-terminating pattern. 
The rising tones of the other words are given the combination 
falling and rising melodic contour observed in Alubura's per-
formances. 
Throughout both examples, Dumbiali uses three vpcal pitches 
ISach of which is separated from the next by approximately a 
whole tone (see cents measurements before transcriptions). The 
lowest pitch is always a minor third above the pitch of the pipe 
transposed down two octaves. 
Each example begins and ends with several pilipe blasts, 
while poetic lines are separated by single blasts. The example 
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PLATE LXV: Dumbiali performing pilip'e 
in Transcription 60 falls into three verses separated by succes-
sions of pilipe blasts. 
Transcription 59 uses similar figurative imagery to that of 
y' y. ^ 
gawa and Hiriyula verses. The first nine lines alternate the 
idea of feeling dizzy with that of "eating sorrow." This leads 
into a section of ten lines which likens the lawini to various 
clouds, and asks that she consider his brokenhearted despair and 
come quickly to him. The next seven lines alternate his pleas 
to marry him at the place to which he is going with references 
to feeling dizzy. Lines of the latter type liken the girl to 
red, yellow or orange face-paint—refences to her facial decora-
tion and great beauty. This symbolism is developed in the final 
lines of the verse, where the girl is identified by several 
place names and equated with the pandanus nut delicacy. Dumbia-
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li continues his references to dizziness (odedo) in these lines 
and also uses the expression manga fe birago (lit. "refusal is 
striking me") where manga is used to mean "brokenheartedness." 
The use of cloud imagery continues through the verses of 
Transcription 60. In the first verse Dumbiali says "Look a 
cloud is waiting, do it quickly." This can be interpreted as 
"Look just as the cloud is waiting, return quickly and wait for 
me," If the clouds are understood as symbols of Dumbiali, then 
an alternative interpretation is "Look I am waiting for you like 
a cloud (which will soon go away)—return quickly before it is 
too late," 
In the second verse, the changing words are the names of 
places and Hameigini associated with the lawini, Dumbiali looks 
down from where he is supposedly sitting on the hillside, and 
3 
sees the road where he used to wait to meet his girlfriend. 
Clouds and birds from these places are there, and he feels faint 
as he remembers his lawini. 
Changing place names and cloud names occur throughout the 
third verse. Here, they refer directly to the lawini and when 
Dumbiali asks whether they will be returning, he is asking the 
girl whether she will come back to him. 
Unlike the three performers discussed so far, who sing 
verses in the falsetto range of 270 Hertz to-353 Hertz, Mondoro 
(Plate LXVl) uses a comparatively high range of from 580 Hertz 
to 738 Hertz while performing the pilipe examples of Transcrip-
4 
tions 61 and 62. With such a high falsetto and loud intensity, 
his words are frequently indistinct and tend to merge as in u 
yodelling. Nevertheless, speech-tone is preserved in the melo-
dic outline of each word and the general downward movement near 
the end of each line is like a sentence-terminating intonation 
pattern. 
3 
Since it was raining outside, these examples were recorded 
indoors, 
4 
Like Handabe, Mondoro is a married man who performed these 
examples for illustrative purposes. 
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^. , . N PLATE LXVI: Mondoro performing pilipe 
Mondoro's melodies have a somewhat chromatic flavour due to 
his use'of an extra pitch (695 Hertz) which is situated a ssni-
tone fribm hoth the highest pitch and the middle pitch. This 
frequently functions as an alternative to the middle pitch (650 
Hertz), particularly in rising tone words at the start of lines 
where the highest pitch (738 Hertz) is used. Elsewhere it is 
used as an intermediate level between the highest pitch and the 
middle pitch on falling tone words and in descending melodic 
patterns at. the end of lines. 
The lines in these examples end on either 610 Hertz or 510 
Hertz, an alternative pitch lying a semitone lower. 
The verse in Transcription 61 contains alternating words 
for "cloud" and expresses the simple meaning "Clouds are coming 
from your place, so come to me like the clouds come." In Tran-
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scription 62, the verse describes men of Pura Hameigini building 
bridges of casuarina wood at Mugura and Ibale in Pura territory. 
The implied meaning is "Just as Pura men have cut down casua-
rinas and built bridges at these places, so build a bridge back 
to me." Pura Hameigini may be one of the clans of the supposed 
lawini, 
Mondoro marks the boundaries of his lines with single pili 
-p"fe blasts. He also concludes the example in Transcription 62 
with a separate group of two blasts, 
Mondoro's friend Mabu perforTned the examples in Transcrip-
tions 63 and 64, Like the other pilip'e performers, he indicates 
the speech-tones of his words through melodic contour and shows 
terminating intonation patterns by a general descent to the low-
est pitch. He also sometimes employs the combination falling 
and rising melodic pattern on a rising tone word as observed 
earlier. This occurs on the opening words of each example and 
on aiyali at the start of third line in Transcription 63. 
Mabu's style is very similar to that of Mondoro. He marks 
the boundaries of his lines with single pilipe blasts and ends 
his pieces with a separate group of two or three blasts. He 
also uses a particularly high falsetto which ranges from 585 
Hertz to 723 Hertz. Mabu's melodies sound even more chromatic 
than those of Mondoro due to the use of two extra pitches, one 
situated approximately a semitone from both the highest pitch 
and the middle pitch and the other lying a semitone from both 
the middle and lower pitches. 
These additional pitches are usually employed as inter-
mediate stqps between the others in descending melodic progres-
sions. The higher of the two is also used as an alternative 
for the highest pitch on rising tone words which occur towards 
the end of lines, and are hence influenced by terminating intona 
-tion patterns. These include bogo and the first two instances 
of tongo in Transcription 63 and aiyali and the first occurrence 
of yagame in Transcription 64, Similarly the lower extra pitch 
functions as an alternative for the lowest pitch on the opening 
ayago in Transcription 63, Unlike Mondoro's melodies, Mabu's 
lines always end on the lowest pitch which lies a minor third 
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above the pipe pitch transposed down two octaves. 
Both of Mabu's verses refer to clouds which have come from 
the lawini's land. In the verse of Transcription 63, Mabu 
addresses the girl as aiyali wane and claims that he experiences 
a death-like anguish (lit. "I am in a state of having died") as 
he sees the clouds gathering. The "eating sorrow" theme of the 
first line, which is a common idea in gawa and hiriyula verses, 
is repeated in the final line. 
The verse in Transcription 64 uses the word amale (lit. 
"maternal aunt") as a term of endearment for the lawini. In 
this example, the performer reels as he sees clouds coming from 
the source of a river in the mountains (a figurative reference 
to the Ictwini). .As in Transcription 63, this verse contains 
eleven lines and has tjtago laro as the ninth line, followed by 
bagale in the tenth line. This sequence occurred twice in 
Mondoro's verse in Transcription 61. 
From the foregoing analysis it can be seen that the general 
descending melodic movement of pilipfe lines resanbles the sen-
tence-terminating intonation patterns of Huli speech. Individual 
speech-tones are preserved in the melodic shape' of each word, 
particularly near the start of each line where the sentence-
terminating patterns have least influence. Opening words which 
have a low-rising tone may be given a falling then rising melodic 
shape for variety. The speech-tone of the word is still recog-
nizable, however, because the melodic figure rises at the end. 
Although three main melodic pitches are used, individual 
performers frequently emplpy additional pitches. These may be 
Variants pf one of the basic pitches, as in the music of Alubura 
and Handabe, or they can be separate intermediate pitches like 
those used by Mondoro and Mabu. 
Pilipe poetry is similar to that used in ^wa and hiriyula 
performance. It is highly metaphorical and employs similar bi 
yobage, such as references to clouds and sorrow. The poetic 
device of a repetitive line containing a changeable word is also 
used. This may be expanded to form a repetitive group of lines 
like those used by Alubura and Handabe, 
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The loud falsetto and sometimes indistinct articulation of 
pilip'e vocal sections are reminiscent of yodelling, Pilip'e thus 
combines the communicative spontaneity of cT with the poetic 
characteristics of gawa and hiriyula performance. 
Imitating Iwa with the Pilip^ 
Although the pilip'fe is usually played in the context de-
scribed above, it can also be used in other circumstances to 
imitate iwa. This is accomplished by groaning in falsetto while 
vigorously blowing the pipe. The resultant texture of fundament 
-al, overblown partials and falsetto voice is similar to that of 
group yodelling, and the vocal melody suggests the tune of the 
particular iwa, 
A young man often imitates the sound of various iwa in this 
way as a form of entertainment. When there are insufficient 
PLATE LXVII: Mabu imitating the nogo u using a pilip'e 
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numbers pf men for group yodelling on a certain occasion, one 
man may copy the sound of the particular iwa using the pilipe. 
Transcription 65 outlines a performance by Mabu (Plate 
LXVIl) , in which he uses the 'pilip'e to imitate the nogo u. This 
type of performance would occur at a fnomanogo where only two or 
three men butchered the pigs. Plate LXVII was photographed as 
Mabu inhaled before blowing. The pronounced contraction of his 
abdominal muscles indicates the great amount of energy required 
to blovj the tube and groan in falsetto at the same time. 
Only the pipe fundamental and falsetto vocal pitches are 
shown in this transcription. The initial burst of sound energy 
in each blast contains transients, overblown partials and the 
vocal pitches, and resembles the discordant sound of the gela 
call in the nogo u. In most cases, the rising semitone of the 
gela is indicated by a rising semitone in the falsetto groan. 
The vocal pitches vary from one blast to the next like the 
haphazard pitches in the nogo u. 
The pipe fundamental continues after the other frequencies 
have decayed. This resembles the high sustained u call in the 
nogo di, and thus the suggested yodelled pattern is gela—u. 
This type of performance has great carrying power, due to 
the intensity of the frequencies generated, and. hence can be 
used as a substitute for group yodelling. The ingenious utiliza 
-tion of the pilipe enables a solo performer to reproduce the 
basic sound of a certain iwa in situations where few men are 
present. 
Honabi Pilipe 
Before concluding this chapter, another pilipe should be 
mentioned. This instrument, called Hbnabi pilip'fe or "white 
person's flute," is a bamboo tube approximately 40 centimetres 
long which is closed at both ends by nodes. A side hole is 
situated near each end, and the performer blows through one 
hole while rapidly opening and closing the other with the right 
thumb as shown in Figure 29, The resulting sound is a low, 
soft trill. 
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Figure 29: Playing the Fonabi pilipe 
As indicated by its name, this instrument has been adapted 
from the European transverse flute which sometimes appears as a 
plastic toy for sale in trade stores. The performance of the 
Fonabi pilip'e is very rare and appears to be confined to areas 
close to Lumu-Lumu which have extensive outside contact. 
The Huli say that it is played "for no reason." Being a 
recent derivation from outside which is not connected with 
language or even yodelling, the Fonabi pilipe is not highly 
regarded. It is a solo instrument apparently played only by 
men in contexts similar to that of the hibulu baralu. Unlike 
the Huli pilip'fe, it has no specific function in Huli culture. 
Despite this, the Fonabi pilipfe illustrates both the way 
in which the Huli use their own concepts (in this case the 
pilipe concept) to explain non-Huli musical instruments and 
ideas and how they can adapt a foreign article to suit their 
own purposes. Only time will tell whether the performance of 
this new instrument will be developed into a Huli musical genre. 
CHAPTER 12 
IBA GANA 
Iba gana (iba = water, gana = ditch) or "trickling 
water" is the generic Huli term for singing. This includes 
the men's group dawanda chanting called u and the group singing 
of men and women during Christian worship named Ngodenaga iba 
gana or "God's songs." The South Pacific string band songs and 
European singing occasionally heard on radios purchased from 
trade stores are also described as iba gana, 
N. S, 
The Huli say that the term iba gana is a recent invention 
created within the last twenty-five years or so to cover newer 
genres, such as Christian songs and European songs, which they 
consider to be singing. Before this, the only genre which the 
Huli regarded as singing was the dawanda G. 
U 
The term u (not to be confused with u) is onomatopoeic for 
the sound of many voicjes and aptly describes the timbre of the 
men's group singing in the dawanda. 
As illustrated previously, u are sung in a falsetto regis-
ter and utilize three pitches which have the same intervallic 
relationships as those of the ^ wa hibuni. Each U verse is 
initiated by a soloist who invents the first line (anyone may 
do this). The group then follows with five more lines of simi-
lar structure, except for the second last which contains only 
two words and prefaces the final line. Lines begin with an 
upward then downward portamento-like figure, caused by the in-
tense contraction of abdominal muscles following inhalation, 
and are separated by long pauses during which the soloist tells 
the group the changing word for the next line. During the first 
group line, some of the men begin singing the lowest pitch as a 
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support (la amuHa) for the movements of the other pitches (lo 
podo iri dali). The melody of each line begins with either of 
the two higher pitches and eventually falls to the lowest pitch, 
except for that of the second last line which ends on the middle 
pitch. The first and third group lines conclude with this centre 
pitch after falling to the lowest, while the final line usually 
ends with the expression £e_ on the lowest pitch following words 
on the middle pitch (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:70-82)'^, 
While this type of love song originates in the dawanda, it 
can also be sung wherever groups of men meet informally. U are 
often sung by men walking together along the road or riding in 
the back of P.M.V.s and trucks. The male patients at the 
Hoiebia Leprosy Mission Hospital meet after dusk each night to 
sing "U, 
Eight D verses sung by the leprosy patients at Hoiebia are 
shown in Transcriptions 66 to 73. These have been selected for 
this discussion to illustrate speech-tone realization and poetic 
symbolism in 0. They were sung consecutively and thus use the 
same pitches. 
Zt can be'seen from examining each transcription that 
speech-tone is again indicated by the melodic shape of each 
word. For the greater part of each line,, low-rising tone is 
shown by a rise from the middle pitch to the highest with the 
reverse melodic pattern indicating high-falling tone. Mid-level 
tone is represented by a level on either of these two higher 
pitches. 
Sentence-terminating intonation patterns come into force 
when the melody falls to the lowest pitch towards the end of the 
lines. The subsequent rise to the middle pitch at the end of 
the first and third group lines is a purely melodic device to 
distinguish, these lines from the others, so that the singers 
will not lose their place in the verse structure. Nevertheless, 
in each of these examples it coincides with a rising tone word. 
In her brief outline of an U verse, Peters (1975:54) has 
incorrectly shown the second group line ending on pitch 3 in 
cipher notation instead of pitch 1, She alsc errpneously sug-
gests pitch 4 as a possible ending for the second last line. 
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A movement to the middle pitch signifies the start of a sentence 
-terminating intonation pattern in the two final lines. In the 
last line, this is sometimes preceded by a fall to the lowest 
pitch. 
The opening statement in each long line of the verses in 
Transcriptions 66, 67, 68, 71, 72 and 73 is treated as a separate 
expression from the rest of the line. It thus concludes with a 
terminating intonation pattern and ends on either the middle 
pitch or the lowest. 
These verses are typical dawanda U and can thus be inter-
preted as songs of courtship. Their creation and performance by 
leprosy patients in a non-courting context, however, suggests 
that they have a deeper meaning. Many of these people have come 
from as far away as the Duna country and although they mix free-
ly in the local community and are sometimes accompanied by wives 
and children, they yearn for their homelands. In this context, 
U can be used to express dindi k'ai or praise for one's homeland 
in the same way as gawa and hiriybla performance. 
Most of the place names in these verses refer to clans or 
places in the Goloba and Mogora Pugua area, in the northwest 
2 
region of the Huli area. The alternating names in the verse of 
Transcription 66 refer to places and hameigini tciwards Goloba, 
thus identifying a particular person present. This verse uses 
cloud imagery, where alungi and ogoli are cumulus clouds while 
Febalu is a fine high cloud. The suffix -gola on the verbs can 
mean either "when" or "because" and the verse may be translated 
as "Because Dunali's, Parila's and Nogone's clouds and clouds 
from Yawi and Payawi are over there JJE feel a deep longing]]." 
Cloud imagery is also used in the verse in Transcription 
67 which refers to places in the Mogora Pugua region beyond 
Goloba. This can be translated as "While we were sitting, 
clouds are coming from Tolo, Wogolo, Woremu, Abe and Layabe." 
As a dawanda verse, this presents a somewhat improper (by Huli 
'Trom Hoiebia the Leprosy Mission conducts leprosy patrols 
throughout the Huli area and into Duna country. Peoples east 
of the Huli are patrolled by the Leprosy Mission at Mendi, 
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standards) picture of a man and his lawini sitting together on 
a hillside watching clouds coming from places in the girl's 
h'ameigini territory. In the context of its performance, how-
ever, it expresses the homesickness of a certain singer. 
The verse in Transcription 68 describes the view of some-
one from high on a mountain, watching people coming and going 
at places around Goloba. A possible free translation is "Stop 
at Uria and see people running across from Uriawi, Pangawi and 
Pamiya to Paruma and Papage." The words dali and panga can 
also be interpreted as figuratively referring to clouds, and in 
this case the verse describes rain and clouds coming and going 
across the various places. 
In the verse in Transcription 69, the changing names refer 
to places beyond Pori which lies well into Duna country. The 
verb ngela means to leave or to put down and the verse can be 
translated as "When we carry pigs on our shoulders to Muli, 
Mogai, Hongai, Egalia and Eganda and put them down, let us (two) 
go," The dual number of the final exhortative verb in each line 
is typical of dawanda U which describe actions carried out by 
the two lawini together. In.this example the couple are carrying 
sick pigs on their shoulders, which may be figurative reference 
to a leprosy patient returning to his home amongst the Duna after 
treatment. 
The dual verb number is also used in the verse in Transcrip 
-tion 70 which contains the names of places and the composite 
h'ameigini Abiya belonging to the Tani hameigini. Here the -gb 
suffix on the verb ibiribago may be either an attention-drawing 
suffix or an indicator of "because." The verse can be trans-
lated as "Come just because we (two) came; the roads to Goari, 
Goriya, Atiiya, Abora, Yamalu and Yagama are confusing," The -da 
on the adjective luluda indicates visible evidence aspect, and 
the man in question asks his lawini to come with him because he 
cannot find his way home. 
Transcription 71 shows a verse referring to places scatter 
-ed throughout the northwest of the Huli area, from Walete to 
the Mogora Pugua region, A free translation is "Let us (two) 
go and watch the Duna woman's daughter's clouds from Keba, Ke-
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bira, Yogora, Yagama, Payawi and Palenda," The father of this 
girl is probably Huli and thus she is associated with these 
places outside of her mother's land. 
In the verse in Transcription 72, the places mentioned are 
again situated past Goloba in the Mogora Pugua area like those 
of Transcription 67. A free translation is "Because they said 
'Your mother's gulubu pandanus nuts at Tolo, Wagolo, Wagira, 
Wanama, Atse and Lagabe [will ripenj in two day's time,' let us 
(two) go," Again the major feeling is one of homesickness as 
a patient yearns to return to his mother's lands to pick the 
pandanus nut delicacy. 
The u verse in Transcription 73 uses men's names as alter-
nating words in its lines. It is difficult to translate this 
example into English because the verbs are interrogative ex-
hortations. Nevertheless, a possible interpretation is "Around 
here, let's call the sister of Giru, Agiru^ Angobe and Angoea 
or what?—Let's go and get [_tbe sister ofj Alua and Aluya or 
what?^ ' The interrogative raises the doubt that the sister of 
these men can be contacted at Hoiebia, implying that the per-
formers are far from home. 
It can be seen from examining this sequence of verses how 
n are used in the dawanda to introduce married men to single 
women for courtship and marriage. The changing words in the 
verses can be place names or h'ameigini names or, as in Transcrip 
-tipn 73, personal names which identify a particular individual. 
By singing a verse about each woman and each man in turn, the 
group invites the women to choose their favourite partners. Any 
man may initiate a verse, provided he knows the names associated 
with the people involved. This enables individual men to start 
verses about themselves and the women in whom they are interes-
ted. 
The standard musical structure of U can be adapted to other 
contexts apart from the dawanda, such as the situation in which 
the above examples were composecf-. While these verses employ 
dual exhortative verbs ("let us two do this") and can be inter-
preted as love songs, their primary function is to express the 
homesickness of the leprosy patients. Far from being a means of 
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courtship, they provide nightly entertainment for women patients 
and the wives of the singers who sit nearby with their children 
and make net bags. 
Despite this, the sound of u is nearly always associated 
with the dawanda. As mentioned earlier, this institution grew 
out of the dawe bilogua rite where married men who came to 
watch the dawe haga agali dancing began to court unmarried 
women spectators. Since this is said to have developed relative 
-ly recently in Huli history, it is possible that the; D were 
deliberately modelled on older courting music. This would 
explain the similarities in pitch arrangement and poetic struc:-
ture between Ii and gavja music. The use of bi yobage ("parables") 
with unstated meanings, as in the verse in Transcription 66, and 
the manner in which the final line is prefaced by a shorter line 
also resembles pilipe poetry. 
The characteristic U texture of a largely bitonal melody 
moving above a constant monotonal support with lines ending on 
the harmonic interval of a major third or the unison is distinc-
tively Huli, Although similar intervals are used in the court-
ing-house songs of peoples east of the Huli, their arrangement 
into monbphonic.songs is quite different from u. A recurring 
melodic pattern in the songs of the Wela and Mendi, for example, 
can be expressed in cipher notation as 3 4 1 , 3 4 1 , 3 4 1 , 
3 2 3 2 1 where most lines conclude with the falling interval of 
3 
a fourth, 
Ngodenaga Iba Gana 
While the term Ng'odenaga iba Gana can be applied to all 
types of Christian songs including European hymns, it refers 
specifically to songs created spontaneously by the indigenous 
church during the 1973 to 1976 Christian revival. Some of these 
3 
We recorded some of these songs by Mendi leprosy workers 
at Hoiebia on 3/1/75. As shown in the CBC film The Mendi, girls 
also sing these songs. Unlike the dawanda, Mendi courting-par-
ties are attended by unmarried men. The courting-house singing 
heard towards the end of the Sillitoes' film Bird of the Thunder 
Vlfoman i s in the Huli s t y l e , not Wela s t y l e . 
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have subsequently become a regular feature of Huli worship and 
their verses have been collected to form a Huli song book. 
The song shown in Transcription 74 was recorded at Hoiebia 
in early 1975, not long after the revival had passed through 
the United Church in that place. At the time, we failed to 
realize the significance of this performance and assumed that 
the three young men who came to be recorded were singing a 
Western song in Huli. Later, after further research, I found 
that this tune is characteristic of many of the revival songs. 
The pentatonic melody is undoubtedly derived from a non-
Huli source, although the Huli claim that they invented it as 
they created the thousands of verses sung during the revival, 
Joan Rule (personal communication) has heard the same tune sung 
as a quiet benediction at the end of services amongst the Foe 
E.C.P, at Lake Kutubu, from where the revival spread into the 
Huli area, and thinks it may have been unconsciously accultura-
ted from a popular coastal melody. This opinion is shared by 
Ken Macnaughtan (personal communication), who believes it has 
developed from several sources particularly the Pan-Pacific 
string band music heard over the radio. 
Unlike the quiet, reflective Foe benediction, this melody 
is used as a basis for most of the noisy, joyous Huli Christian 
songs. In this early example, however, it retains something of 
the tranquility observed in the Foe singing. 
The melody .falls into two phrases. After opening with a 
rising fifth, the first phrase has.a generally.descending 
melodic direction from the pitch a sixth above the lowest pitch. 
The second phrase also falls from this highest pitch and has a 
similar length to that of the descending portion of the first 
phrase. 
Each verse line falls into two parts, corresponding to the 
two melodic phrases in the tune. The song contains basically 
two verses of two lines, as outlined in the translation following 
the transcription. Unlike the highly figurative poetry of Q, 
4 i_ 
The Ngodenaga Iba Gana Mbuga was compiled by Ken Macnaugh 
-tan with Pastors Mangobe and Diabe. 
the meaning of this song is quite straightforward and can be 
freely translated as: 
Jesus was killed on Friday because of my sin. 
Jesus rose from the dead on Sunday, and after 
being raised He. went back to Heaven. 
Jesus is in Heaven, and later on He'll come back 
to be here* 
When Jesus comes, Christi-ans will go together to 
Heaven. 
The first verse uses the historic past tense and refers to the 
death, resurrection and ascension of Christ, while the second 
describes His return in the future. 
This performance falls into two sections. In the first, 
the youths sang monophonically straight through both verses. 
While singing the second section, one of the young men attempted 
to chant a la^  amuha support for the higher pitches using the 
lowest pitch. His effort was not entirely successful, because 
he tended to sing a quartertone to a semitone too sharp under 
the influence of the other pitches.- This section contains two 
repeats of the verses in the first section, but with the first 
verse in the first repeat condensed. Here the opening phrase 
of the first line is followed by concluding phrase of the second 
line. 
The speech-tones of words are not always preserved because 
of the adherence to a set melodic formula, thus while the down 
-ward step from the highest pitch to the second highest corres-
ponds with the high-falling tones of Heyinigo, heyalu, "ibalu 
and haru, it also occurs with the level tone words jjenego, 
irane, Hebeni and awe. These variations and others towards the 
ends of lines may be explained in terms of large—scale termina-
ting intonation patterns which coincide with the general down-
ward melodic direction from the highest pitch. It appears that 
the Huli have tried to maintain the tonal shape of each word 
but where speech-tone conflicts with melody, as in the middle 
of phrases, words have to be understood by their context. 
A recurring /3 j rhythm pervades the melody in this 
example. This is reminiscent of the regular beat in string band 
music and provides a further clue to the source of the tune. 
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It is worth comparing this early Ngodenaga iba gana example 
with more recent performances. The songs in Transcriptions 75 
to 78 were recorded at Walete in July 1977, a year after the 
revival had reached its peak in the area. The singers in this 
case were about one.hundred men and women of all ages, attending 
a nightly service. Unlike the youths of the previous example, 
most of these people experienced very little contact with out-
side influences from radio and expatriates. 
Transcriptions 75 and 76 describe songs which originated at 
Walete, The song in Transcription 75 contains three verses and 
is based on the same melody as that in Transcription 74. In 
this example, however, the order of the melodic phrases and in-
ternal phrase structure are frequently varied according to the 
length and format of poetic lines. 
Thus the opening rising fifth is filled in to form consecu-
tive rising intervals of a major third and minor third, whenever 
a four-syllabled word such as Yasuhanda (h'anda = focussed sub-
ject suffix) or Ngodenaga begins a line using the first phrase 
pf the tune. The highest pitch is omitted from the first line of 
the song. Concluding figures in the two basic melodic phrases 
may be swapped or extended according to the length of lines and 
the preferences of the singers. 
Word rhythms play a greater part in determining rhythmic 
structures, although the rhythms of the original tune are still 
evident. There is also a greater degree of speech-tone realiza-
tion. In executing 1^ amuha, some people sing the tonal centre 
while others sing the pitch a fourth below. The pitch lying a 
third below the tonal centre is also occasionally heard. The 
singing of the tonal centre as a support for the higher pitches 
tends to produce a flattening-out of descending melodic phrases, 
which suggests terminating intonation patterns. Despite this, 
some words still have to be understood by context rather than 
tonal shape. 
The lines in the first verse alternate the two melodic 
phrases of the tune, as in Transcriptipn 74, except for the 
third line which uses the second phrase instead of the first. 
As shown in the translations after the transcription, this verse 
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uses the first person plural in discussing how people ignore the 
call of Jesus in spite of all He has done for them. It refers 
specifically to Jesus sending the Holy Spirit. 
The second verse describes features of Jesus' birth and 
particularly mentions His conception by the Holy Spirit. Here 
the melody of each line is based on the first phrase of the 
tune. 
In the third verse the melodic phrases of the tune are 
again alternated, as in Transcription 74, with the last line 
taking the second melodic phrase as in the second last line. 
The portion of the tune employing the pitch a sixth above the 
tonal centre is extended here to incorporate all the words in 
a line. This usually involves the addition of an extra pitch 
lying a tone above the highest pitch. The resulting melodic 
patterns suggest the speech-tones of the words, especially in 
the expression ko biaga urume. 
This verse refers to the Jewish religious leaders who were 
opposed to Jesus, and- warns Christians not to.behave like them 
but to remember the indwelling Holy Spirit. Most of this verse 
has the typical Huli verse structure of repeated lines with one 
word changing in each repeat. The changing words here describe 
Jesus' opponents and are yu^  (jew), yuda (judea) and perisi 
(pharisee). 
The two verses in Transcription 76 also have standard Huli 
poetic forms. In this example the individualistic Huli tempera 
-ment manifests itself—while singing, the men's group diverged 
rhythmically from the women to make the tune fit the rhythms of 
the words. In an attempt to slow the men dDwn» the women would 
frequently clap their hands as they sang. This was probably 
also an expression of joy. Nevertheless, the lack of coordina-
tion between the men and the women caused one woman to exclaim 
warago ("sick") towards the end of the second verse. 
In the first verse, the opening rising fifth is again 
filled in to form two rising thirds and the original tune of 
Transcription 74 is almost unrecognizable as it is modified to 
fit the words. The highest pitch is rarely heard, except as 
an indicator of tonal shape amidst a stream of syllables using 
the pitch a fifth above the tonal centre. Towards the end of 
lines the melody frequently falls to pitches an octave below 
the highest pitches. This is usually associated with a termina-
ting intonation pattern. 
Elsewhere speech-tone is generally indicated by melodic 
shape, although the occasional word must be understood in con-
text. In the first two lines dindi bayago is treated tonally 
as one expression and given an overall rising tone, as is nu 
g"Bndabi at the start of the third line. The exhortation mbali-
ya abale ibu ("let's go quickly come" or "hurry up, let's go") 
is tonally distinct' from the rest of each line. Here the rising 
tone of mbaliya is given the combination falling and rising 
melodic figure which was also observed in gawa music. 
Apart from the concluding exhortations in the last three 
lines, this verse is sung monophonically. Its theme concerns 
abandoning Satan and following Christ. 
The second verse refers to God's light shining on Papua New 
Guinea in readiness for Christ's return. This verse is begun by 
a soloist who. sings the first line, as in u. The group then 
repeats this and follows with the rest of the song. During the 
revival, this was the usual proceedure as individuals created 
new songs which were taken up by groups of Christians. Nowadays 
during church services, pastors frequently initiate the singing 
of vyell-known Ngodenaga iba gana by this method. Inter-line 
prompting using certain key words also occurs. 
All of the lines in this verse are based on the first 
melodic phrase of the Lake Kutubu tune, except for the final 
line which uses the second phrase. As before, the opening 
rising fifth is broken into two consecutive rising thirds when-
ever a four syllabled word begins a line, A variation on this 
pattern occurs with the words Dinini Holihenaga at the start of 
the third line, where Dinini is confined to the starting pitch 
or tonal centre while Holihenaga rises. 
The use of ik iTmuha supports for the melody occurs more 
frequently here than in the previous verse, particularly towards 
the end of lines. An interesting feature of this eopears with 
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the wprds Papua Niugini. While most people sing the basic pitch, 
some women take pitches a major third above and a minor third 
below this tonal centre. The resultant texture resembles a 
minor triad. 
Speech-tone is again preserved where feasible, but the 
tonal outlines of some words are distorted by the melody especi-
ally at the start of lines. As in the other examples, the fall 
from the highest pitch suggests the start of a terminating into-
nation pattern. In the first three lines this ends with the 
y ^ v. N 
words Papua Niugini, and the phrase dindini dalilarago is treat-
ed separately with its own concluding pattern. 
The song in Transcription 77 is the same as that of Trar>-
scription 74, except that it has acquired a third verse during 
its travels through the Huli area. This can be translated as: 
On the day when Jesus returns, let's go to Him together. 
Then let's live in His strength forever. 
Although this song probably originated at Lake Kutubu, the sing-
ers claimed it came from Goloba because that is from where the 
revival spread to Walete. 
On this occasion each poetic line was sung twice. The use 
of several coincident la amuha pitches which emerged in the 
preceding example is further developed here, so that an entire-
ly chordal texture is produced.' As before, the combination of 
pitches at the end of the first melodic phrase in each line 
suggests a minor triad. The lowest pitch at these points occurs 
as some singers (mostly women) try to make the la a"muha part 
follow the direction of the melody. A tendency towards pausing 
on a major third, which was observed in U, accounts for the 
highest pitch. The spontaneous creation of harmony in this 
example, however, results from individuals singing their own 
5 
variations of the tune not from a group arrangement of parts. 
From comparing Transcriptions 74 and 77, it can be seen 
that many of the melodic figures in the descending section of 
Murray Rule, who attended this recording session, was 
surprised by the harmonic aspect of these performances and said 
that he had not heard this feature in Huli singing before. This 
had obviously developed during the ccurse of the evening* 
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of the tune have been levelled to indicate terminating intonation 
patterns. The speech-tones of some words are again distorted by 
elements of the melody. Yet there is an increasing attempt to 
preserve speech-tone, as can be seen by the falling motif which 
a few people sing on the word horo. 
The chordal texture established in this example continues 
throughout the song in Transcription 78 which also uses the tune 
of Transcription 74. This song contains two verses and is said 
to have originated from Walidegemabu. The first verse discusses 
working for God rather than merely working for man, while the 
second refers Christ's judgement at the end of the world. In 
this context, the word emena can mean either payment, reward or 
judgement. 
Melodic phrases have a similar structure to those of the 
original Kutubuan tune, except for the second phrase of the 
second last line which begins with a rising fifth on the word 
emena. This seems to be caused by a desire to preserve the 
speech-tone of the word. Another noteworthy feature is the use 
of an additional pitch a tone above the highest pitch on the 
word Homogonaga in the first verse. As in Transcription 75, 
this appears to be an attempt at outlining speech-tone. 
On this occasion the people sang straight through both 
verses, but repeated the last line for emphasis. As in ^  inter 
-line prompting occurred, particularly during the second verse. 
The songs shown in Transcriptions 79 and 80 were sung by 
young people at a church youth group meeting at Walete, the day 
after the previous examples were recorded, A few of these 
people were teachers and nurses, with extensive outside experi-
ence. Nevertheless, their singing style was typically Huli. 
A's beftare, a loud resonant vocal timbre was employed and rhythms 
were largely word-born. 
Individuals again tended "to sing at their own pitch levels, 
with some people singing an octave higher or lower than the rest 
of the group. The extensive harmony which developed during the 
previous evening's course of songs was absent, however, although 
some men sang la amuha supports for the melody. 
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The words of Transcription 79 form a short prayer, asking 
Jesus for the protection of the Holy Spirit, Speech-tone is 
nearly always indicated by the melodic shape of words, with 
large-scale falling melodic patterns corresponding to sentence-
terminating intonation. Level tone words occurring with rising 
melodic figures at the start of lines, such as ina and iname, 
still have to be understood by context. 
In each line, the first melodic phrase of the original 
tune is clearly recognizable. The second phrase of the first 
line is abstracted from this, and begins a major third above 
the lowest pitch then ends a tone above it. In the phrases of 
the following line, the rising minor third is also used as a 
starting interval. Although it corresponds to the second phrase 
of the original tune, the second melodic phrase in this line 
begins with a rising interval that distorts the level tone of the 
name Yasu, 
Transcription 80 contains a particularly moving verse which 
describes God changing a person's life. The first couplet of 
sentences was sung twice and refers to the Holy Spirit convert-
ing the person. In the remaining lines, the picture of a back-
sliding Christian (nogo gabua "ale ore haruya = I was very like 
a wild pig") being changed by Jesus is presented. 
Speech-tone is again suggested by the melodic contour of 
words, with terminating intonation patterns indicated by a 
descending flow of melodic direction. The expressions ala 
bamba, nabiore and modalime are treated as tonal wholes and 
given the rising tones of one of their constituent morphemes, 
A few words, such as turxi in the last line, have to be under-
stood in their contexts. 
The melody of this example is derived from the tune of 
Transcription 74, fragments of which can be seen in the rising 
pattern of bamba ride and ina and the generally falling contour 
of lines beginning with a"ni dagua h'ewaria. Some unusual features 
of the melody include the rise towards the pitch an octave above 
the tonal centre on the words nabiore and ^ialu, and the fall 
from this pitch on inaga. The use of low pitches with the word 
ayu is similar to that of mbaliya in Transcription 76, 
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Transcription 81 shows a Ng'odenaga iba gana accompanied by 
two guitars and a ukelele. This was recorded at the same gather 
-ing as the previous two examples. The three singers included 
Himugu, a teacher who played a guitar, Embadaya, a medical 
orderly who also played guitar, and Alubura, a renowned gawa 
performer who played the ukelele. At the -time of this recording 
string band music was a relatively new phenomenon in the Huli 
area, being heard mainly over the radio. Although guitars and 
ukeleles could be purchased from trade stores, they were played 
only by a few young men during Christian worship. 
The melody of the song in this example is almost identical 
to that of the song in Transcription 74 which was recorded at 
Hoiebia. Speech-tone is often distorted to fit the tune and 
rhythms are largely determined by the regular beat of the 
instruments, rather than word structures. Unlike the 1^ a'muha 
part of the early example which was maintained more or less at 
a constant pitch level as in "U, the supporting part here tends 
to move relative to the descending sections of the melody towards 
the ends of lines. 
Each line is sung twice. The verse presents Jesus as the 
mediator between God and man, and its meaning is: 
Why did Jesus Christ die on the cross? 
This is why He died—to cleanse the sins which I've done. 
Therefore let's return to Jesus and give Him our hearts. 
Where do we find the great Spirit of Heaven? 
—we don't know. 
The way is right here—Jesus is the way. 
Come, this is iti 
People, we know God's way is the only road to Heaven. 
Have you found another way to God? 
As in the first verse of Transcription 75, this song uses the 
ppetic device of question and answer. The term Hebeni, which 
also occurred throughout the other examples, is derived from 
the English "Heaven" and is used as an alternative for the Huli 
Dahuliya or Dahuliya andaga wherever there is room for only 
three syllables. In the second last line the word Ngodenaga 
sounds like Ngbdene, although this would be grammatically in-
correct. 
This song was created by the performers for this occasion. 
As in gavia and hiriyula music, the verse is preceded and followed 
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by purely instrumental sections. The pauses in the singing 
between lines resemble short instrumental interludes, 
Embadaya (guitar 2) strummed the basic chords and provided 
the rhythmic framework for the song. His music usually falls 
into groups of three beats (a downbeat and two upbeats) which 
suggest the 3/4 metre of Western blues playing. At the start 
and towards the end of both the in-troduction and conclusion and 
during the interludes between lines, however, this pattern is 
disrupted by groups of two (a downbeat and an upbeat) or four 
beats (a downbeat and three upbeats), 
Himugu (guitar l) ornamented Embadaya's patterns with 
extemporized melodic figures. On this occasion he sat with his 
back partly towards the microphones and did not amplify his 
guitar through the microphone and speaker of his cassette re-
corder, as at other times, so that his music was obscured by 
the singing. 
Alubura's repetitive patterns on the ukelele subdivided the 
basic beat produced by Embadaya. His use of two strings to 
generate passages of thirds or fourths is reminiscent of his 
^wa playing, especially during the inarticulate introductions 
of his pieces. 
It is ironic that a tune which probably originated from 
string band music should be used as a basic formula for Huli 
Christian songs, only to be adapted back to string band singing. 
During the revival,- the Huli utilized several melodies for their 
verses. One of these was the Indian song "I have decided to 
follow Jesus" which is popular amongst student fellowships on 
6 
campuses throughout the world. Its first line is shown in 
Figure 30, and it may have influenced the melodic structures of 
songs such as those in Transcriptions 76 and 80 which begin with 
two rising consecutive rising thirds. 
In composing new songs, individuals used any melody that 
came to mind. While the pentatonic melody of Transcription 74 
Joan Halliday (perspnal communication) recalled that this 
tune was frequently heard during the revival at Hoiebia. It 
also occurred on a tape which I received from Walete in 1976, 
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Figure 30: First line of Indian tune 
"I have decided to follow Jesus" 
today forms the basis of many songs, it is never sung exactly 
the same way twice. As illustrated in the above examples, lines 
may be repeated and la amuha parts added or omitted on different 
occasions in different places. 
For the Huli, the most important feature of Ngodenaga iba 
gana is not the melodies but the words—as in other genres of 
Huli music. The main feeling expressed in these songs is usual-
ly one of joy, unlike other forms of Huli poetry which generally 
convey sadness. Poetic forms used in Ngodenaga iba gana include 
the typical structure of repeated line containing a changeable 
word, as well as question and answer constructions and simple 
statements. Unlike courting poetry, which discretely alludes to 
certain individuals, this genre does not require extensive 
figurative imagery and alternating place names. 
It is significant that the Huli have resisted all attempts 
by missionaries to develop traditional musical genres for Chris-
tian worship. Unlike the Samberigi people who have adapted the 
melody of their mourning chants for their hymns, for example, 
the Huli have deliberately created their own new Christian music.' 
These points were emphasized in a letter from Syd Gould (28/5/79) 
who works with Huli pastors in the E.CP. Vernacular Bible School 
at Walidegemabu. Part of the letter reads as follows: 
You perhaps know that it was I , , , who first found out 
about the method of passing on information through the 
musical instruments , , . I tried to work on it in Bible 
School, I saw it as a great way to transmit and enhance 
the Gospel, But no one has responded or taken it up. 
There is the cultural insider's point of view that we 
haven't gotten on to yet. You and I as outsiders don't 
see the whole picture. 
The practice of singing Christian songs to the tune of the 
Samberigi mourning chants was initiated by Don Mosely who with 
his wife Joan, worked for many years amongst the Samberigi for 
A.P.C.M, This was readily adopted by the Samberigi people. 
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There is a form of music coming in more and more into 
church services - that is a group performance with 
guitar backing. It seems to be doing just that which 
we thought the more conventional Huli music and story 
-telling forms had the pptential for. It certainly 
is getting to people. They listen. 
While most music in the Huli church is unaccompanied group sing-
ing as in Transcriptions 75.to 80, string band performances like 
that of Transcription 81 are becoming increasingly popular as 
special items during services. 
The string band is still a developing musical innovation 
amongst the Huli. Its performers are nearly always young men, 
many of whom are equally adept at g£wa, hiriyula and guitar or 
ukelele. In contrast to similar music in other parts of the 
world, the string band is confined to Christian singing and does 
not threaten to supersede older Huli genres such as courting 
. 8 
music. 
The Nature of Iba Gana 
The characteristics of vocal music which the Huli regard as 
singing can be summarized from the preceding analyses. 
Although it originates from one person, iba gana is group 
music. The solo introduction in which the first line is sung is 
an essential feature of U, but is often omitted from Ngodenaga 
iba gana as verses become more well-known. 
Verses must be sung loudly or d^limu and "hard" or daliahe, 
which involves using a loud resonant timbre. For men this 
requires a falsetto or tenor register, especially in U, 
The iba gana texture usually consists of a melody, gilini 
or podolene, moving up and down (I'D podo iri dali) above a 
o 
While staying at Dauli Teachers College, I was often asked 
to judge "guitar races" or string band competitions by students. 
Most of the songs produced were love songs, and students from 
different areas had their own distinctive styles. Huli students 
did not participate. 
Guitar playing has popular appeal amongst young Kadazan 
people of Sabah, East Malaysia, so that it even accompanies the 
traditional Kadazan love songs. Few young people play older 
instruments. This is said to be true throughout Malaysia. 
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level support (la amuha). This is usually a monotone on the 
lowest pitch. In some Ngodenaga iba gana there may be two or 
more la amuha strands which shift their position as the melody 
falls towards the end of lines. 
Both genres discussed in this chapter are comparatively 
new in relation to the other types of music practised by the 
Huli, U are composed spontaneously, but have a standard struc:-
tural outline in which melodic shape indicates speech-tone. 
During the revival Ngodenaga iba gana were also created spon-
taneously, but varied in format according to the whim of the 
composer and singers. Speech-tone was frequently subordinated 
to melody. Since that time, many Ngodenaga iba gana verses have 
become standard songs in church services with melody becoming 
increasingly influenced by speech-tone. 
CHAPTER 13 
DUGU 
Dugu or "crying" is used as a collective term for the 
various types of mourning music performed by Huli women. It 
includes the group death-wail E, the solo crying of a woman 
walking to the duguanda or "crying house" and the lament for a 
dead child by a bereaved mother (both of which are simply known 
as gugu), as well as the stylized keening of a skilled soloist 
called kiabudugu. 
Dugu 
Transcription 82 shows an example of the ougu cried by a 
woman walking alone to the d'bguanda. Individual women have 
their own crying styles, and this piece was performed by Gagime 
purely for illustrative purposes. Although the words refer to 
a dead husband, they represent a hypothetical situation since 
2 
Gagime's husband is alive and well. 
Gagime begins with a line crying for "baby's father," in 
which her words run into melismatic portamenti on the vowels /o/ 
and h h Similar lines are interspersed throughout the verse. 
The remaining lines discuss the skin and hair of the deceased 
turning to soil and mud, and have a largely syllabic musical 
treatment of the words. 
Speech-tone is usually retained in the melodic shape of 
each word with rising patterns indicating low-rising tone, fall 
'Men do not perform i^ ugu. As indicated earlier, the nogo u 
is an iwa which marks the cessation of mourning and the return 
of happiness. It is not ^gu. 
2 
Thus Aguale, Gagime's sister-in-law who arranged this 
recording session, tried to repress her laughter during the 
performance, 
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-ing patterns representing high-falling tone and level patterns 
suggesting mid-level tone. The downward movement of the final 
word in each line indicates a sentence-terminating intonation 
pattern. Cry-like portamenti distort the rising tone of aba. 
Melodically, the performance exhibits an ambiguity of tonal 
(pitch-wise) centre. All of the "baby's father" lines begin by 
utilizing pitches in the 249 Hertz to 296 Hertz region before 
falling to 221 Hertz and 209 or 199 Hertz, Most of the words 
are based on either the interval of a tone (l92 cents) between 
264 Hertz and 296 Hertz or the semitone (lOl cents) between 249 
Hertz and 264 Hertz. The second line and the line beginning 
with the word payali use the tone (207 cents) between 221 Hertz 
and 249 Hertz, before moving down to the semitone (96 cents) 
between 209 Hertz and 221 Hertz. Thus the pitch which appears 
to function as a tonal centre in these two lines is 221 Hertz. 
The intervallic arrangement of the remaining lines resembles 
that of ^ wa melodies, where words are based on the interval of a 
semitone (in this case 96 cents between 209 Hertz and 221 Hertz) 
then fall a major third to the lowest pitch (431 cents to 163 
Hertz) at the end trf lines. Since these lines are situated 
amongst those discussed above, their tonal centre at first seems 
3 
to be 221 Hertz until 163 Hertz appears. 
An example of dugu for a dead child is shown in Transcrip-
tion 83, Like the previous piece, this was performed by Gagime 
as a demonstration of the genre. Its words refer to a baby 
daughter, yet Gagime's only child is a sturdy boy of about seven 
years. A bereaved mother usually cries like this whenever she 
is alone and thinking of her child during the months following 
its death. 
This example displays similar features to Wandome's dugu 
for a dead child which was discussed previously (Pugh(-Kitingan) 
1975:58-61), particularly the opening falling intervals of a 
3 
As in all vocal music, the exact measurements of pitches 
vary from one instance to the next. These Hertz measurements 
have been averaged from readings taken throughout the piece 
using a Real-Time Frequency Analyzer. 
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major third (403 cents) and an augmented fourth (551 cents). 
Like Wandome, Gagime uses the kinship term ama_ or amale (mater-
nal aunt) as an alternative for wane or "daughter." 
The structure of this verse is similar to that of the 
previous example, where the poetic lines are interspersed with 
exclamations addressed to the deceased. Here, the changing 
words in the poetic lines are alternative names for the woman's 
pandanus raincape yabera. The mother wonders whether the child 
will now feel cold, because she can no longer wrap her in the 
raincape and carry her in the net bag or nu. 
Most lines utilize two pitches (l6S Hertz and 183 Hertz) 
approximately a whole tone apart (l79 cents). This is a similar 
pitch arrangement to that employed by Wandome for most of her 
verse. Here, however, the lines end on the lower of the two 
pitches and do not fall a minor third on the final syllable like 
those of Wandome. Lines which incorporate a wane o exclamation 
frequently contain pitches lying a major third (358 cents) or a 
minor third (280 cents) above the lower of the two main pitches, 
particularly on the word wane. The greater frequency of the two 
lowest pitches, however, suggests essentially bitonal melodic 
material. 
Speech-tone is again preserved in the melodic shape of each 
word, with sentences concluding on the higher of the two main 
pitches before falling to the lower with the vowel /o/. The 
word lairo concludes the statement wane laro and thus is placed 
lower than wane at the start of the-second last line. The fall 
to the lower main pitch with the final Vowel of bibe laribe is 
in imitation of the conclusions of the foregoing lines. 
Two forces are thus evident in shaping the musical features 
of these examples. One is language, where melodic and rhythmic 
patterns are largely determined by the speech-tones and syllabic 
arrangements of words. The other is wailing, as indicated by 
the vowels h i and /e/. 
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Kiabudugu 
K'iabudugu are performed in the i^ uguanda. As illustrated 
previously, a kiabudugu performance consists of loud verses 
cried by an expert soloist (the term kiabudugu refers to both 
the woman and her verses) with the other women wailing the "o at 
the end of each line or whenever she pauses for breath (Pugh-
(-Kitingan) 1975:52-58). Verses are composed spontaneously and 
discuss people and events associated with the death and the 
deceased. 
The kiabudugu in Transcription 84 occurred in a duguanda 
at Erebo, following the death of an old woman. Her body was 
laid out in a small, makeshift house without walls, adjoining 
the lean-to where the women sat (see Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:54 for 
photograph). Since the deceased had been a Roman Catholic, her 
body was attended by a male Huli catechist. This man tried 
unsuccessfully to supervise proceedings in the iJuguanda and 
hinder our recording. 
Although this example was briefly mentioned previously 
(Pugh(-Kitingan^ 1975:52-55) , the complete performance has been 
fully transcribed and translated here. For ease of discussion, 
the transcriptipn has been divided into six sections which were 
separated by long pauses during the performance. 
The kiabudugu lines in the first section list the names of 
absent kinsmen of the deceased, who had said that they would 
5 ^ 
come to the mourning. Kilibi is used here as an alternative 
place name for Erebo, and gula is the poetic equivalent of igiri 
or "boy". The ^guanda is referred to as Hina_ anda ("sweet potato 
house") because it was situated in a sweet potato garden and may 
have normally been used as a garden shelter. 
4 
He was angry because he thought our tape-recorder was 
distracting peooie's attention from him. When he began yelling 
abuse into the microphone at the end of the recording, we felt 
we should leave. We need not have worried—as women we had 
every right to come to the duguanda, and the other women either 
ignored his antics or laughed at him, 
5 
The Hamono mentioned here is the teacher Hamono Kalu who 
transcribed and translated these words. 
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Throughout the second section the performer continues to 
list the names of kinsmen in .far places, explaining.that she 
cries on behalf of those, who did not receive letters about the 
death in time to come. The third line in this section, which 
is cried against the o from the end of the previous line, again 
mentions the men listed in the first section who did not bother 
to attend. 
The third and fourth sections list the names of kinswomen 
present and those walking to the duguanda-. • In the third section 
the expression tgle dambialu iwa ("iwa while crashing stones") 
refers to the men's group work yodel, while wena Ijhlu iwa ("iwa 
while fishing") in the fourth section is the women's h'eao. The 
performer likens the women's o to these calls because it is a 
group cry. When the o of the women in the d"uguanda died down 
at the end of the third section, that of an approaching group 
of women could be heard in the distance. The pitch of their o 
sounded about a tone lower than the pitch in the duguanda, and 
it continued into the start of the fifth section as they walked 
past. 
Anger towards the kinsmen who stayed away recurs in the 
fifth section, where Bolodorowi is either a name for the dead 
woman or a Hameigini name. The duguanda is described as nogo 
wandia, a woman's house where pigs are kept. It may have been 
used as a pig stall when the garden was in fallow. Rain could 
be seen approaching across the hills, and thus the soloist 
warned the absent kinsmen not to use the rain as an excuse for 
staying away—"You yourselves tell it to go awayI" The term 
ginai is used as a poetic alternative for dalu or "rain." 
The sixth section has the same words as the fourth, and 
lists the names of the kinswomen who are wailing the o together 
like the fishing Heao. As in the preceding section, many of the 
verse lines are obscured by the loud o. 
The listing of names in this kiabudugu produces considerably 
longer lines than in other Huli verse forms. Speech-tone is 
^hese names are thus living kin of the deceased and not 
the names of others who have died, as previously believed (Pugh-
(-Kitingan) 1975:54), 
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nearly always preserved in the melodic shape of each word. 
Some words occasionally have their tones distorted, due to the 
rapid pace of articulation. Thus the rising tones of poro in 
the first line, \^ ena in the expression wena wanenaga at the 
start of the fourth and sixth sections and wandia in nogo wandja 
in the fifth section are levelled. 
For most of each line, two pitches (498 Hertz and 548 Hertz) 
lying a whole tone (l65 cents) apart are employed. Sometimes a 
flatter variant of the higher pitch (520 Hertz) is used, so that 
the interval between the two pitches is reduced to about a semi-
tone (75 cents). Melodic patterns fall at the end of each line, 
due to terminating intonation, to the pitch of the o (440 Hertz) 
which lies a tone (214 cents) below the lower of the two main 
pitches. Occasionally during the middle of a section, lines may 
come to rest on the latter after briefly falling to the o pitch. 
Three kiabudugu verses by Wandome (Plate LXVIII), whose gawa 
and hiriyula perforTnances were discussed earlier, are shown in 
Transcriptions 85 to 87. These were performed to demonstrate 
kiabudugu style and followed the verse by Wandome which was 
described previously (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:55-58). 
PLATE LXVIII: Wandome 
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These kiabudugu express anger tpwards enemies and demand 
revenge for deaths during battle. The verses in Transcriptions 
85 and 86 were originally cried by Hewa women following the 
death of a Hewa man during warfare with Tigua men, as Wandome 
explained in her spoken introduction to the first example (see 
translations following -branscription). 
Each verse falls into two sections. The verse in Transcrip 
-tion 85 begins by asking whether the deceased was killed by a 
diri mali arrow from various types of Bird of Paradise. This is 
a figurative reference to the plumage worn by Tigua warriors. 
It then goes on to demand that these warriors who came dressed 
in feathers and wearing soaked pulu yaba be given to the mourners 
in payback. The pandanus tail decoration or pUlu yaba, which is 
worn during battle or in the tege pulu dance, is soaked in water 
to make it stiff so that it will fit correctly over a man's tail 
leaves. 
Similarly, the verse in Transcription 86 at first asks 
which Bird of Paradise owned the bow and arrows (collectively 
referred to as wangale) that killed the deceased. It then calls 
for the owners of various types of arrows to be given as payback. 
These arrow names are actually the names for the different 
carvings in the wood between arrow head and shaft. Carvings such 
as these are a feature of Duna arrows, while Huli arrows are 
usually plain. In the northwest region of the Huli area, how-
ever, carved Huli arrows are frequently found, 
Wandome uses three basic pitches throughout these examples. 
The middle pitch usually lies a semitone (95 cents) below the 
highest and a major third (387 cents) above the lowest, like the 
pitches used in gawa music, A lower version of the middle pitch 
sometimes occurs, particularly towards the ends of lines. This 
is a minor third above the lowest pitch. 
All lines conclude on the lowest pitch. The lines in the 
first sections of both verses are mainly built on the lowest 
pitch and the lower version of the middle pitch, while the 
7 
Hewa and Tigua are two Huli Hameigini, and the term Hewa 
here does not refer to a foreign group. 
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opening line in each case begins with the other pitches. In the 
second sections, the three main pitches are used with the lower 
middle pitch rarely occurring. 
Speech-tone is again largely preserved in the melodic shape 
of words, with the fall to the lowest pitch at the end of every 
line indicating terminating intonation. Some expressions, such 
as airi mali, pulu yaba and gomba Jnalu in Transcription 85 and 
ougu mabu in Transcription 86, are run together as one word and 
share a tonal shape. The falling tone of the verb ibini in Tran 
-scription 85 is levelled by the sentence terminating intonation 
N. B 
and the melody falls to ngi-o. These minor tonal variations 
may also be partly caused by the rapid pace of articulation. 
Melodic contour also indicates speech-tone with lines 
ending on the lowest pitch in the verse of Transcription 87. 
As Wandome explained beforehand, this kiabudugu was cried by 
Tani women against the Buriani hlmeigini after they killed Tani 
men in battle. There are four main verse sections. 
The first section warns men from the Buriani sub-hiTmeigini 
of Iluba, Hogoba and Hayare that pfe wangane arrows are set 
like traps to catch them in their home territories. Having a 
three-pronged head, the bfe wanganeme is used for catching birds 
since its structure., increases the probability of hitting a 
moving target and the bird is trapped as it beats its wings 
against the prongs. Thus, figuratively speaking, the Buriani 
warriors will be killed by Tani men as they try to escape to 
their homelands. The -abo suffix on the verb minaabo indicates 
a continuous action, that is, "keep on catching," 
In the second section, the Buriani sub-Hameigini of Wabu, 
Walira, Kere, Kawale, Iluba and Hogoba are mentioned as changing 
words in the verse structure and it is claimed that fleeing men 
will be caught even before they pass these clans, Buriani sub-
clans are also listed in the third and fourth sections, where 
the term gula is used as a poetic alternative for ali or "man." 
The third section points out the white gewali feathers on the 
8 / . . 
The verb ibini is in the unseen past tense, indicating 
that the Tigua men came in secret to kill the deceased. 
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wigs of these men, which can be seen flashing in the distance, 
Buriani men are demanded as payback for Tani deaths in the 
fourth section. 
The first two sections in this example use a.similar pitch 
arrangement to that of the previous two verses, except that the 
middle pitch occurs mainly in its lower form. In the third 
section, the first two lines fall from the middle pitches to 
the lowest pitch. The remaining lines in this section are based 
on the lowest pitch and a pitch lying a tone (206 cents) above 
it. With the start of the fourth section on the words gula ngi-
o_, the original ^wa-like pitch arrangement returns. 
In the past when most deaths resulted from warfare, Huli 
women used kiabudugu to stir their male kin into vengeance. If 
compensation was not paid quickly, retaliatory deaths would 
follow. This aspect of mourning suggested the idea behind the 
kiabudugu words in Transcription 88. Like the pieces shown in 
Transcriptions 82 and 83, this example was cried by Gagime to 
illustrate kiabudugu style. Other women from Bebenete supported 
her performance by crying "o (Plate LXIX). 
PLATE LXIX: Gagime (centre) and other Bebenete women 
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This peiM'ormance fell into five sections, separated by long 
breaks. In each section the women began crying o at the end of 
Gagime's first line and continued until the following break, so 
that some lines are obscured. 
As shown in the translations after the transcription, 
Gagime contrasts Huli life before and after the arrival of white 
expatriates. She describes how she used to sit crying kiabudugu 
for many people and cutting her fingers in grief, until Europeans 
came in aeroplanes bringing electrical power (symbolic of Western 
technology) and relief from warfare and sickness. 
The changing words in most of the first section and at the 
end of the fourth section are the names of some of the women 
whose deaths she has mourned. Most of the alternating terms in 
the lines towards the end of the first section and in the second 
section are Huli names for the various mission and commercial 
aircraft which have landed on (lit, "slipped on") the airstrip 
at Lumu-Lumu. Gagime also imagines these aeroplanes arriving 
at airstrips in Duguba country and at Port Moresby which is here 
named Miyubi and Mangani, 
In the third and fourth sections, Gagime recounts some taf 
the lines which she used to cry in kiabudugu. Her words refer 
to not having roads to certain birds (golobo is also a poetic 
alternative for gali or "baby"), where bird imagery probably 
y _ 
alludesi-^ to spirits of the deceased. Thus, she uses bi yobage 
or "parlrble talk" to explain that she cannot find ways to over-
come def@:th, 
Gagime's performance style, with its comparatively long 
sentences and stepwise movement to the a pitch at the end of 
lines, is similar to that of the Erebo kiabudugu in Transcrip-
tion 84, Although rapid articulation sometimes produces tonal 
ambiguities, speech-tone is again realized through the melodic 
contour of words with sentence-terminating intonation suggested 
by a fall to the lowest pitch. 
^Gagime's words were a direct response to me as an Austra-
lian. Since nobody had died on this occasion, she had to com-
pose a verse to demonstrate her kiabudugu style. 
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As outlined in the list of frequencies before the transcrip 
-tion, Gagime's melodies are very chromatic and utilize six main 
pitches abcjve the o pitch. Apart from word-tone which determines 
melodic microstructures, lines generally have roughly convex up-
wards shapes in which the highest pitch lies a fcurth (499 cents) 
or occasionally an augmented fourth (569 cents) above 5. Quarter 
-tonal variations of the other pitches are also sometimes heard. 
Throughout the performance, the overall pitch level gradually 
rises with intervallic relationships remaining approximately 
constant. While the o frequency averages 470 Hertz, it measures 
465 Hertz at the start of the kiabudugu and 495 Hertz at the end. 
Different kiabudugu soloists thus have their own individual 
performance styles which employ widely varying pitch arrange-
ments. Unlike the other types of d'bgu that the mourner may cry 
softly to herself, kiabudugu are always yelled loudly. They 
frequently express anger, whether it be towards enemies who have 
killed the deceased or relatives who have stayed away from the 
funeral, as well as anguish over the death. While any woman can 
cry ougu to herself, kiabudugu are only performed by the special 
—ist who knows Hameigini history and relationships and can 
spontaneously compose verses without faltering. 
The Nature of Dugu 
Huli mourning music, like the other musical genres, exhibits 
the basic verse structure of a standard line incorporating a 
changeable word and employs figurative imagery or bi yobage. 
Verses are created extemporaneously and speech-tone is preserved 
in the melodic shape of wcDrds. 
Unlike iba- gana, dugu is essentially an outburst of grifff 
wtHich is frequently csharacterized by a harsh vocal timbre. It 
is not marked by clearly defined boundaries but, like gulupobe 
music and iwa, consists of recurrent patterns which enable the 
performer or performers to continue for as long as they wish. 
CHAPTER 14 
GAMU 
As illustrated in Chapter 4, the term g'amu means "magic" 
and refers to acts performed to appease or manipulate dama. It 
also includes magic chants and spells directed towards dama to 
affect certain individuals and events, 
Gamu may be performed by both men and women according to 
circumstances. The performance styles of women's g'amu generally 
vary according to individuals, while men's gamu are more stan-
dardized. Examples of several types of women's g'amu, including 
waneigini gamu (for sickly children), hubibi gamu (for protec-
tion of menfolk in battle) and dagia gamu (for a girl to marry 
a suitable man), were previously discussed with a man's hunting 
gfamu chanted by a woman (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:31-50). Further 
examples of some of these gamu will be analyzed here, as well 
as the major forms of gamu by men. 
Wa'neigini Gamu 
The viTaneigini gamu shown in Transcription 89 was performed 
for recording purposes by an old woman from Walete named Gawame. 
Like many gamu of this nature, this verse was not chanted but 
whispered. An old woman would frequently whisper her gamu as she 
rubbed.the child's body with spittle and clay away from its 
mother, to prevent the woman from stealing her verse. 
In this case, the gamu is sandwiched between Gawame's 
explanatory introduction and conclusion ("I'm saying waneigini 
STamu".}. thus, it has been transcribed using a simple stave of 
Hertz measurements to distinguish it from the other words. 
Gawame is the old white-haired wtaman seated on the left 
of the photograph in Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:41 
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Gawame's verse consists of nonsense words which other 
women find unintelligible. They can thus be described as con-
stituting a sort of personal shamanistic language. While the 
words are incomprehensible, their arrangement in the verse 
structure suggests the contextual picture of an old woman hold-
ing a baby and shaking parts of the child's body as she mutters 
her gamu. 
Thus, the changing words in the lines probably refer to 
different parts of the baby's body such as hand, foot or limb. 
The term hongone may describe these parts and mean "little one 
while a possible interpretation of goal goal is said to be 
"grow grow." Word meanings.in the final .line are totally un-
fathomable, and the terms here may contain the actual spell. 
This gamu language may be derived from either a neighbour-
ing language of Huli, since cults and spiritual practices are 
often acculturated from surrounding peoples, or a dama language, 
Gawame probably learnt the verse from a predecessor when she was 
— 2 younger, unless she developed it through contact with dama, 
Dagia Gamu 
Transcriptions 90 and 91 show two dagia gamu by Yabuli, 
who performed the two dagia gamu verses discussed previously 
(Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:40-45), While those verses were used to 
help a girl attract a handsome, wealthy husband, these examples 
are for keeping the girl faithful to her husband. 
As before, they were chanted on a basic pitch with two 
subsidiary pitches lying a semitone (65 cents) below and a tone 
(200 cents) above this main pitch. Some of the lines in Tran-
scription 90 also begin with pitches lying a minor third (339 
cents) or major third (396 cents) above the basic pitch. 
Before chanting the gamu in Transcription 90, Yabuli 
explained that it was used to help a girl yearn for her lawini 
when she had told her mother that she would marry him. She 
2 
Normally, this would not be performed within earshot of 
other wcimen in case they should copy it to receive payment for 
its performance elsewhere. Gawame, however, is a Christian 
and was eager, for her gamu to be recorded for researcH,. . 
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also indicated that the gamu is addressed to ega mblo, the first 
larks to cry at dawn, Yabuli probably associated these "early 
birds" with certain dama. 
In the gamu, the term alua is used as a poetic alternative 
for ega mblo and the changing words are sub-clans and places 
throughout Buriani, Tani and Edaui h'ameigini territories. The 
verse can be translated as "I am in a state of having held in 
my hands larks from these places." Its implied meaning is thus 
"Let her care for him as I have cared for these birds." 
Yabuli's spoken introduction to the verse in Transcription 
91 describes how she used to sit chanting this gamu as girls 
were decorated with red and white face paint, before going to 
live with their mothers-in-law on their wedding days. This 
type of dagia gamu is sometimes called hare gamu because it is 
chanted as the ochre body or face paint is applied. Yabuli learnt 
this gamu as it was performed for her as a young woman on the 
day of her marriage. 
As in the previous example, the alternating words in the 
verse are the names of sub-Hameigini of Buriani and Tani. The 
suffiz -rume on the word gamia ("flying fox") indicates "many," 
while buni is another term for blibiri or "heart." A literal 
interpretation of this gamu is "My heart is in a state of having 
beaten like many flying foxes from these areas," where her beat-
ing heart is likened to the flapping wings of these animals. 
Hence, the meaning of this verse in the context of its perfor-
mance for another girl is "Let her heart beat for her husband 
like the flapping wings of many flying foxes." 
Although there is a tendency to chant on a monotone in 
these two examples, Yabuli uses the additional pitches to give 
tonal shape to her words. Thus, low-rising tone is indicated 
by rising figures from the lowest pitch and the main pitch, 
while mid-level tone is always placed on the main pitch. The 
higher pitches lying a major or minor third abcA/e the basic 
pitch are used only for high-falling names which begin lines. 
Terminating intonation may be responsible for placing the high-
falling word gi on the central pitch in Transcription 90 (all 
lines end on this pitch), althpugh in relation to the following 
word yido it appears to fall. 
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The dagia gamu by the younger woman Warutogo, which is 
shown in Transcription 92, is also a hare gamu. This would be 
chanted by an unmarried girl as she dresses and paints her face, 
before attending a dance. Its purpose is to make her appear 
attractive to all the eligible men at the dance, while causing 
her rival to seem repulsive. If she later became a partner in 
a polygynous marriage, the girl could also curse her co-wife 
with this g'amu to make the woman barren and undesirable. 
The verse falls into two sections. In the first section, 
Warutogo mocks her rival by describing her as a flea on various 
men at the dance. She infers that the girl is nothing but an 
irritating, bloodsucking parasite to be brushed aside, and 
commands her to walk on the sidelines. 
In the second section, she begins by telling her competitor 
that she is cutting pandanus leaves to make three rain-capes. 
The changing words rfTabe, mabera and maiyabu in the first three 
lines refer to different types of pandanus and are also poetic 
alternatives for yabera, the woman's rain-cape. This is bi 
yobage or allegory for bearing three children, since Huli mothers 
lie their small babies inside folded yabera to carry them in 
their nu or net-bags. 
The remaining lines express the idea "Look, look, I'm going 
to good places," where the term Hama ("field") can mean both 
"road" and "place." Most of the alternating words in these lines 
are the names of cognatic kin of the girl's lawini or husband. 
The name Lagiru, which also occurred in the first section, is 
probably that of the man in question, while gambo, mbolo and 
gambolo in the final two lines are poetic equivalents of gali or 
"baby," 
Throughout most of her verse, Warutogo uses two main pitches 
lying a tone (192 cents) apart. The lower pitch functions as a 
tonal centre and concludes most lines. A third pitch situated 
a tone (196 cents) above the higher pitch and a major third (388 
cents) above the basic pitch is also used in lines beginning 
with the term hagiya ("sister"). 
Speech-tone is again represented by melodic shape, with 
sentence-terminating intonation indicated by the use of the 
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the lowest pitch at the end of lines. Elsewhere, level tone 
words have repetitions of either of the two main pitches, while 
rising tone words are associated with rising melodic figures 
and falling tone words with falling patterns. The level tone 
of amugu in the first line is distorted as Warutogo anticipates 
the high-falling tone of the following word. In the tenth line 
at the end of the first section, the level tone word parapara 
has a melodic pattern which rises on the final syllable. This 
is in imitation of the melody of the eighth line, so that the 
final two lines are a melodic repetition of the preceding pair. 
From examining these verses, it can be seen that dagia gamu 
may have several uses within the context of a young woman seek-
ing a husband. As shown by Yabuli's cikgia gamu discussed here 
and previously, this type of gamu is used for strengthening a 
girl's affection for her husband as well as acquiring a suitable 
man in the first place, Warutogo's verse indicates that dagia 
gamu are also employed to destroy the allure of a woman's rivals 
and ensure her future success in producing children, 
Liruali Awa 
Liruali Awa is a type of man's gamu performed during the 
tege pulu initiation in the tege cult. As mentioned in Chapter 
4, it is loudly chanted in the g'uruanda cult-house by a liruali 
to promote the strength of the initiates or guruma igiri and 
encourage crop and livestock growth through entreating certain 
dama and dinini. 
Transcription 93 shows a liruali awa by Madiabe, which was 
performed purely for illustrative purposes. This consists of 
ten verses, each ending with the prolonged awa (2all that gives 
its name to the gamu. Generally, two main pitches lying a 
minor third (314 cents) apart are used with other pitches some-
times occurring in a few verses. 
The first verse contains a single line summoning the ghost 
of a former liruali named Abare to pass by Parepare (the place 
where the tige pulu is supposedly being held) and bestow growth 
upon a young guruma Tgiri named Magia. The lowest pitch sounds 
a quartertone higher at the start of the line than at the end. 
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In the second verse, an additional pitch lying midway 
between the two main pitches is occasionally heard. It also 
briefly occurs in the following verses, except for the final 
one. This pitch usually sounds approximately a semitone above 
the lower main pitch, although it may approach a tone, and its 
average distance from the basic pitch is 152 cents. It appears 
largely as a variant of the lower pitch to shape speech-tone. 
The second verse is addressed to several dama and liruali 
dinini, at first asking that they "give give." This implies the 
giving of healthy growth and strength to the guruma Tgiri, The 
names beginning each of the first seven lines refer to deceased 
liruali, while all the other names belong to dama. In the last 
two lines, certain dama are asked to come to speak at the t'ege 
pulu. 
Each of the next four verses is addressed specifically to 
Kulu Beberaya, a da'ma propitiated throughout the Bebenete area. 
The third verse tells him to thunder at various places, while 
the fourth invites him to appear as certain birds and cry as 
he rocks from side to side. At the start of the fifth verse, 
the performer mentions the places where this dama is supposed to 
3 
have sent down yellow clay for face paint in ancient times. He 
then describes the various spiral decorations which he is paint-
ing in digili pr red. During a tege pulu, men paint the 
exhumed skulls of dead liruali like this and place.the decorated, 
bewigged skulls on sticks along the guruanda walls. 
The sixth verse attempts to entice Kulu Beberaya to allow 
an abundant sweet potato crop, by offering him the first taro 
tuber to mature. This reference to taro as a staple instead of 
sweet potato indicates that the gamu may predate the introduction 
of the latter. 
Although there is no dama name in the seventh verse, it 
was probably also intended for Kulu Beberaya. This is similar 
to the fifth verse. It begins by mentioning places where ochre 
clay paint came down in ancient times, then describes how the 
ochre is painted into spiral patterns. 
3.N Ambuago either refers to ambuabi ("yellow") or Mt, Ambua. 
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With the start of the eighth verse, the basically bitonal 
melodic material is expanded to include a new pitch situated a 
whole tone (201 cents) above the higher main pitch. The first 
line is composed entirely from these higher pitches, and in 
following lines the higher main pitch alternates with the lower 
as a concluding point. 
The eighth and ninth verses are addressed to the dama Ni, 
the sun, who is believed to have supervised the first humans. 
Similar imagery to that of the fourth verse is used in the eighth 
verse, where the sun is told to shine over particular birds which 
are thought to be da'ma manifestations. The ninth verse, which 
calls the sun a"guane ("grandparent"), is chanted to produce 
abundant crops of the garden shoot tiabu and bananas. It gives 
the names of four banana varieties and invites the sun to come 
and hide behind these trees so that they will grow well. 
The last verse is probably directed towards Ni, although no 
dama name is mentioned. As in the sixth verse, the dama is 
promised the first taro tubers as inducements to allow a good 
crop harvest. The last three lines suggest that the dama may 
use these tubers as pillows. Although five taro varieties are 
mentioned, the verse is used today to ensure adequate supplies 
of sweet potato and thus probably predates the introduction of 
this crop as a staple. 
This final verse is characterized by the frequent use of 
a higher Version of the upper main pitch, on the /o/ of the 
expression hini H. The pitch lies a major third (386 cents) 
above the lower main pitch, and it also occurred briefly in the 
third line of the third verse and the first line of the eighth 
verse. 
There is a general attempt to preserve the speech-tones of 
words through melodic shape, with sentence-terminating intcnation 
usually indicated by the use of the lowest pitch at the end of 
lines. Low-rising tone is normally shown by rising patterns, 
high-falling tone by falling patterns, while level tone can be 
placed on either of the main pitches. 
^The full title n'ono Ni is given here. 
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Some connected words are run together and share a tonal 
shape* such as kulu dugu in the third verse and the bird names 
in the fourth verse. In the latter examples, the lowest pitch 
frequently sounds about a quartertone higher than usual, which 
gives a slight suggestion of speech-tone. 
Despite a general tendency to preserve speech-tone, this 
gamu displays similar monotonous characteristics to those of 
Yabuli's gamu. This results from the use of two main pitches 
for chanting, of which the lower pitch predominates. The 
syllabic treatment of words in the music also encourages this 
feature. Occasionally the inclination to chant on a monotone 
distorts or flattens speech-tone, as in the first two lines of 
the ninth verse. 
Another noteworthy feature of this performance is the 
distinctive treatment of many rising tone words, particularly 
some of the changing names in the verses. In these cases, the 
tone rises from the lower main pitch to the upper one on the 
final syllable. The last vowel is then repeated on the lower 
pitch after a short intervening pause, so that it seems to be 
joined to the following word. This characteristic, like the 
long awa call at the end of each verse, is typical of liruali 
a'wa and indicates that the performance is directed towards a 
dama. 
The t'ege p'ulu initiation and activities in the gurua'nda are 
closed to women, who never hear the liruali a'wa. Madiabe, how-
ever, is a Christian and was determined that this g'amu should 
be recorded for research. It can be seen from this example that 
the basic poetic structure of repeated line with changing words 
which is used in other musical genres also occurs here. Bi 
yobage or figurative imagery is also employed, the most interest 
-ing instance being the use of ideas about taro to refer to 
sweet potato, 
Manda Gamu 
Instructors in the h'aroli bachelor group chant manda gamu 
("hair magic") as they sprinkle the hair of young men with pure 
water, to cause it to grow. This is performed for youths of 
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the tagira dalia gamu yu holene ("outside strong.magic life") 
age-group, who live in the bush to develop their hunting skills, 
as well as i'giri Haroli or young members of the hiroli. Since 
women are excluded from these activities, opportunities for 
recording this gamu 'were not forthcoming. 
The manda g'amu in Transcription 94, however, was performed 
by four Christians (three of whom are deacons in the Bebenete 
E,C,P.) who decided that an example of manda gamu should be 
recorded for research. These men were once senior Haroli before 
they left the group to get married. During the recording, which 
took place at the pastor's house at Bebenete, they made a young 
man sit on the floor while they stood over him and pretended to 
sprinkle his hair with dew. 
The total performance consisted of gamu verses chanted by 
the group, interspersed with spoken mana or instructions given 
by each man in turn for the young man to obey. It also began 
with a spoken introduction explaining the context of manda gamu. 
As shown in the frequency diagram preceding the transcrip-
tion, three main pitches are used for chanting the gamu. The 
middle pitch, which functions as a tonal centre, lies a tone 
(l81 cents) below the highest pitch and a semitone (l47 cents) 
above the lowest. This is the same basic pitch arrangement as 
that used in the man's hunting gamu discussed previously (Pugh 
(-Kitingan) 1975:45-48). The gamu are chanted in a low falsetto. 
The first two gamu verses, which immediately follow the 
introduction, are almost identical. At first, they draw 
attention to the small size of the young man's limbs and body. 
They then describe how the Haroli will shake dew droplets from 
the leaves of certain trees onto the young man's hair, to make 
him grow. A growing head of hair is believed to be an indica-
tion of increasing bodily strength, and dew or pure swamp water 
is thought to encourage hair growth. 
In these verses. Fullyali is a poetic alternative for igiri 
or "boy" and dangale is said to be the equivalent of £i or "arm." 
The -ni- component in giniru and ibuniru indicates the reflexive, 
while -ru rounds off the changing words in the first four lines 
and makes them rhyme. 
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Each of the gamu verses ends with the call ae ae ae ae, 
where the second lie has the rising minor third between the out-
side pitches while the others take the central pitch. This 
call functions as a conclusion for manda gamu, just as the awa 
ends liruali awa verses. 
The lines the first two verses of this example feature a 
falling minor third on words ending in -ru and dimba. This is 
followed by a rising minor third which resolves onto the central 
pitch. The first and fourth lines also contain a pitch which 
sounds approximately a tone above the highest pitch and is used 
for shaping the speech-tones of the first two words. 
Speech-tone is again indicated by melodic shape, with the 
movement to the central pitch at the end of lines representing 
sentence-terminating intonation. Level tone words can be placed 
on either the central pitch or the highest, while rising patterns 
represent low-rising tone and reverse movements generally 
correspond to high-falling tone. Some connected words, such as 
^ene oregome, dai lalu and kibi kibi, share a melodic shape 
indicating their basic speech-tone. With emene oregome, the 
falling tone of emene is realized by placing the word above 
oregome. The rising tone of the latter is flattened due to 
terminating intonation. 
Despite the dominance of speech-tone in determining melody, 
the characteristic falling minor third occurs in each line 
regardless of the speech-tones of the words with which it 
coincides. Hence, the -ru syllable on the changing words in 
the first part of the verses is always placed on the lowest 
pitch. 
The first mana or instruction follows the second gamu 
verse. It warns the young man to eat only sweet potato and 
not to laugh, see a woman's nakedness nor get sunburnt. If he 
fails to obey these rules, he will go bald. 
In the third gamu verse, which follows this mana, the 
changing words are alternative names for Hubirini or the abode 
of the dead. They may also refer to places where da'ma reside. 
The Haroli are going to c:reep secretly to this place to obtain 
magical power for increasing the youth's strength. 
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As in the other verses, melodic contour suggests speech-
tone with sentences ending on the central pitch. The word 
tawe is placed high in relation to its neighbouring terms, 
which signifies that it has a high-falling tone. Terminating 
intonation may cause the fall of poro to the lowest pitch, 
since it ends a short statement, unless this falling semitone 
is merely a melodic feature of the lines in this verse. It 
is interesting to note that each verse is started by one man, 
and both this falling semitone and the falling minor third of 
the previous verses occur just before the other men begin 
chanting. 
Four additional mana follow this gamu verse. The first of 
these, which is the second mana in the performance, cautions the 
young man against visiting public places, seeing women and 
having girlfriends, and warns him that he will keep pure only if 
he remains indoors, behind fences in the bush. It then advises 
him to pay the fee of a pig and cowrie shells, to join the 
haroli and grow his hair. 
The third mana explains that he must obey the Haroli, who 
are doing manda gamu to make his hair grow and his skin firm 
(implying that his muscles will be well-developed). As in all 
h'aroli groups, the senior Haroli is called aba ("father") and 
the other men are labelled Hamene ("brother"). These terms do 
not refer to the youth's kin in this context. 
At the start of the fourth mana, an instructor claims that 
the youth will want to leave the Haroli when they discipline 
him but will stay because of all their wealth. He repeats the 
ealier warnings about the sun causing baldness and commands the 
young man to heed the h'aroli orders. 
In the final irfeina, one of the men threatens to chop up the 
ypung man and burn his body if he disregards these instructions. 
This threat would never actually be put into practice, but it 
serves to intimidate the youth into submission. 
Thus, this example illustrates the manner in which haroli 
alternate manda gamu verses with directives for the youths. 
The men obviously try to persuade adolescent boys to join the 
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h'aroli with their instructions. Although they claim an altruis 
-tic interest in the youths' development, their eagerness for 
them to join the group appears to be partly determined by finan 
-cial avarice. 
Iba Giya Gamu 
Iba giya gamu are chanted by haroli to prepare igiri haroli 
for seeing and receiving portions of the iba giya, a special 
ginger plant said to have sprouted from the dismembered body of 
the ancient woman named Tiame. Transcription 95 shows an 
example of this type of gamu softly chanted by Yuli, a middle-
aged man who spent some years as a h'aroli. 
As shown in the translations following the transcription, 
this iba giya gamu would be chanted as each Tgiri h'aroli is 
given a piece of the ginger to grow for himself. It begins by 
asking that a young man named Ali be like the iba giya, which is 
here termed wila, and mentions all the places where this plant 
was found ("came down") in ancient times. The plant will 
ccntinue to grow well for as long as the young man remains pure. 
If he disobeys any of the Haroli's rules, it will wither and die. 
The perforTTier then recalls how the founder of the Angali 
— >> *«• 5 
Mumane hameigini shone after caring for his iba giya. If an 
igiri Haroli remains pure and healthy, his skin will glow. This 
may also refer to the wearing of mbagua or tree oil when the 
h'iroli parade in ceremonial dress. When the fully painted and 
dressed Tgiri Haroli stand at attention before parading in 
public, their senior instructor may attempt to forecast their 
futures by observing how the sunlight is reflected from their 
glistening bodies. 
In the lines following those referring to Angali Mumane, 
six igiri Haroli are to be presented with their "shining" por-
tions of the iba giya. The names of creeks and rivers are 
substituted for boys' names in the next seven lines, implying 
that the young men will gleam like thesa waters. 
5 — 
Angali is the man's hameigini surname, while Mumane is 
his personal name. 
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The following lines liken the igiri h'aroli to the original 
h'iroli Angali Momuane (Momuane may be an alternative name for 
Mumane) and Hombo, possibly due to the strength and self-
discipline which they have attained. They are also compared 
to parrots that were heard crying in the trees, because of 
their brightly coloured costumes and face paint. In the two 
short concluding lines, they are said to be definitely like 
Tiame whose name is abbreviated here to Tia (= "possum"). 
Like manda g'amu, this gamu is chanted using three pitches 
of which the middle one acts as a tonal centre. As before, 
this pitch usually lies a semitone (l35 cents) abcjve the lowest 
pitch and a tone (210 cents) below the highest. The fourth 
last line also briefly features a pitch which sounds approximate 
-ly a tone above the highest pitch, and ends on the latter. 
Most lines contain the falling interval of a minor third between 
the two main outside pitches, which is followed by the central 
pitch as a conclusion. As in the previous example, this is 
usually the only occurrence of the lowest pitqh and most of the 
melodic activity takes place between the other pitches. 
Again, the melodic shape of words usually corresponds to 
their speech-tone with terminating intonation suggested by 
lines concluding on the middle pitch. Rapidity of articulation 
produces vowel elision between the words wila ale and ale ali 
in the. first part of the verse. It also causes adjacent names 
of the same speech-tone to share a tonal shape. Examples of 
this intiude l^ila_Dulu, Kila_^£ilo, Kili dull l^ enali, Heno Walu 
•tanda and ega ngawe. The last few lines exhibit a tendency to 
chant on a monotone. Nevertheless, the central pitch may be 
chanted approximately a quartertone lower or higher to maintain 
the speech-tones of words like dage and duguni where they are 
uninfluenced by terminating intonation. 
Unlike the performers of the previous example, Yuli does not 
use a strained or falsetto voice. The manner in which he softly 
chants at a rapid pace sometimes makes full comprehension diffi-
cult, and indicates that this example is intended primarily for 
a supernatural audience. This is also suggested by its short 
and sometimes incomplete statements, as well as the type of bi 
yobage or figurative imagery used. 
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Bilogua 
Transcription 96 shows a bilogua, the "farewell" gamu 
chanted as part of the dawe bilogua exorcism rite. This was 
chanted for research purposes by Mogola and Mangobe, two old 
men CDf the United Church at Hoiebia. The gamu was accompanied 
by a tombena ("in between") tabage or drum, although dindanao 
("underneath") tabage are used at an actual tdawe bilogua. 
During the first three verses the drum was hit by Mangobe as he 
followed Mogola in the chant, and thereafter by one of the 
listeners. Unlike Mangobe who ceased hitting the tabage between 
verses, the second drummer played continuously as in actual dawe 
bilogua. 
A tombena tabage was used possibly because no dindanao was 
available. The latter, however, has unpleasant associations 
with dama-possession and dawe bilogua. Hence, Huli people 
generally and Christians particularly are averse to playing it. 
This bilogua contains ten verses which were loudly chanted 
in a low falsetto. All lines conclude with the expression ae, 
and each verse was started by Mogola with Mangobe joining in on 
the a'e at the end of the first line. The purpose of a bilogua 
is to induce the dama to leave the person whom it is afflicting 
by suggesting other more attractive places for it to inhabit. 
Lines generally have a very simple structure and often contain 
nothing more than a changeable name and ae. 
Several alternatives are offered to the dama in this 
example. Verse 1 suggests that it go and appear as particular 
birds or cross certain bridges on its journey away from the 
afflicted. In verses 2 and 3, it is invited to join other dama 
at Lake Kutubu and Goloba. The fourth verse proposes that it 
ride on debris and dead Feribi trees in the Tagali river or 
inhabit a Foe spirit stone at the conjunction of rivers. Mt. 
Muga, waves on Lake Kutubu, women's and men's gardens are 
offered as possible sites for habitation in verse 5, while verse 
6 recommends dance grounds amongst the Wela and Ipili and verse 
Usually only practising d^we haga agali own one of these, 
and thus other people would avoid playing it for fear of being 
assaulted by the dama associated with the specialist. 
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7 suggests various places and rivers in Duna country. Verse 8 
offers it a nearby tayanda bush and several varieties of 
pandanus nuts and bamboo qn which to lie down. The ninth verse 
implies that it should indicate that it will definitely come or 
go out on the road, and return to Lake Kutubu to possess a Foe 
woman. Verse 10 continues with the Lake Kutubu idea by suggest 
-ing that it sit on certain reeds in the water. 
Two main chanting pitches are employed in this example, the 
higher of which lies a major third (397 cents) above the lower. 
There is a general movement throughout each line from the higher 
pitch to the lower which functions as a tonal centre. Octasion-
ally an additional pitch situated a semitone (llO cents) above 
the higher pitch is used to indicate speech-tone, so that the 
general pitch arrangement is similar to that of the gawa. 
As in the other g'amu, speech-tone is realized through the 
melodic shape of words with the fall to the lowest pitch at the 
end of lines indicating sentence-terminating intonation. The 
use of quartertonal fluctuations to suggest speech-tone where 
one pitch is repeated several times also occurs, as in the first 
line of the fourth verse. Adjacent words of the same tone, such 
as Ibu Tubu ani 
a tonal shape. 
nd Ola Tombone in the second verse, sometimes share 
Despite the regular beat of the tabage, there is no sense 
of meter as in Western music. Although there are often two 
syllables to one beat, most rhythms are those of the words them 
-selves, Tabage are used in dawe bilogua to synchronize the 
running of the dawe Inkga agali around the fire, so that they 
stop and chant bilogua at the same time. Drumming continues 
during verses to help the individuals chant together and ensure 
that they begin running simultaneously when they cease chanting. 
The simple structure of the verse lines in which a single 
term or name is used to convey a message to a dama is typical 
of many gamu. Some of the ideas expressed, such as lying down 
on pandanus nuts or sitting on water reeds, are considered to 
be hilarious. Like the outlandish costume worn by dawe. haga 
agali, bilogua are used to make the dama happy and laughing so 
that it will go away. It is ironic that the Huli use humour 
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for such a serious practice as exorcism. Dawe bilogua are not 
funny occasions, and spectators attend to watch the dancing 
rather than be entertained by the chanting. 
Ga'mu as Music 
Unlike the other genres of Huli music in which items are 
created spontaneously, g'amu verses are often passed on from one 
practitioner to another cjver several generations. The waneigini 
g'amu which was discussed previously (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:32-35), 
for example, mentions taro from swamps near grounds where the 
dindi p'ongone rites were performed. It probably dates back well 
over 300 years ago to a time when taro was the Huli staple and the 
ciindi f5bngone was used to ensure an adequate crop. Similarly, 
liruali awa verses which use taro imagery for sweet potato may 
have originated just before the introduction of sweet potato 
like the tege p^ Jlu. 
These verses, however, will not be performed exactly the 
same in every instance since different performers may vary 
slightly in pitch arrangement and chanting style. Gamu verses, 
containing personal names, such as liruali awa, manda gamu, 
iba giya g'amu and even bilogua, will change according to the 
people or dama concerned. 
The meanings of some g'amu are hidden by the use of un-
intelligible language, mumbled pronunciation or word fragmen 
-tation and elision. Vocal styles can vary from whispering to 
loud chanting. Both pitch arrangement and vocal style are 
standardized for each of the major types of men's gamu, while 
women's g'amu show greater variability. This is because the 
women's gamu are for personal use, while the men's gamu discus-
sed here are associated with group rituals. The use of a low 
falsetto in manda gamu and bilogua is reminiscent of men's 
vocal style in iba gana. 
Speech-tone is generally realized through melodic shape, 
despite any constraints due to pitch material or characteristic 
melodic figures. Supplementary pitches are scmetimes used to 
assist in speech-tone preservation.. Rhythmic patterns are also 
largely word-born. 
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The Huli have no specific word to describe the chanting 
employed in gamu (it is not iba gana nor dugu), but merely refer 
to it in terms of "saying gamu" (gamu la = "say gfamu"). This 
can also be interpreted as "doing gamu" and the same expression 
is used for all styles of gamu performance. Hence in the 
context of this genre, they are more concerned with gamu as 
magic rather than as musical expression, although they recognize 
that it usually has musical features. 
It would appear that certain gamu, such as the dagia gamu 
by Warutogo, have no direct connection with dama. They could 
thus be regarded as reflecting a "pre-science attitude," like 
that observed by Chenoweth (1974:llO) amongst the Usarufa, in 
which certain actions are believed to produce particular results 
without supernatural intervention. Nevertheless the Huli claim 
that all gamu are associated with dama, regardless of verse 
content, and an outsider cannot always fully understand the 
thinking of an individual performer. 
CHAPTER 15 
^1 TE 
Bi te (bi^  = talk, words; te = story) are long fireside 
stories which people tell indoors at night to entertain their 
children and relatives. Most of these stories are composed on 
the spot, although some story-tellers build up a repertoire 
and recount tales which they heard as children. 
As illustrated previously (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:10-30), ID! 
te are melodic recitations using three main pitches. They can 
last for a few seconds, several minutes or hours, according to 
the performer's style and endurance, and are always marked by 
one of the listeners interjecting with the word IE ("yes") at 
the end of lines or sections. This informs the story-teller 
that his or her words are not being wasted on a sleeping 
audience. When performers announce that they are about to tell 
a story, they sometimes warn listeners "You say e or my parents 
will die'." to make sure that children pay attention. 
Bi te is a prose form in which sentences or sections usually 
end with linking expressions such as laya ("said") or larugo 
abiyani ("which I said that"). These are not parts of the story, 
but merely help to maintain the flow of words while the story-
teller invents the next sentence. 
The basic pitch arrangement of bi te, like that of manda 
gimu and iba giya gamu, uses the middle pitch as a tonal centre. 
This lies a tone below the highest pitch and a semitone or tone 
above the lowest. Lines usually begin on the central pitch and 
feature the falling minor or major third between the outside 
pitches, which resolves back onto the main pitch (Pugh(-Kitingan) 
1975:16, 21, 27). Long bi te sometimes employ additional 
melodic material, particularly a stepwise movement from a pitch 
a major third above the tonal centre to the lowest pitch. This 
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figure moves back to the original.melodic cell (Pugh(-Kitingan) 
1975:17, 23). The e interjections usually take the central 
pitch which concludes all bi te lines. 
Although three bi te were discussed previously, four will 
be examined here to observe speech-tone realization and evaluate 
the genre as an art forTn. The Huli consider these performances 
to be particularly good examples. 
Wandome's bi te of Transcription 97 is a story about 
a woman named Bebogo Wane Kandime (Bebogo's daughter Kandime). 
The following synopsis is condensed from the translations after 
the transcription. 
There were once two people, Bebogo's daughter 
Kandime and her brother, who just, lived there all the 
time. One day, the young man said "I'm going to the 
Hele Obena country, but you stay here Bebogo's daugh-
ter Kandime. If you get thirsty, drink from the Gugu 
-bia river which I'm damming here; if you hunger for 
pig meat, eat the wild ones which we caught down 
there in the bush. But don't go away down there, 
just stay here." So she stayed there. 
Then one day, she went outside down there. She 
found some clay ground and scooping it up, painted 
her body. Next, she found a pandanus tree, the leaves 
of which could be woven into a rain-cape. As she 
tried to pull down the tree, she found a parrot's egg 
on top, "This is how I will eat it," she said, "I 
won't prepare it." So she swallowed it whole. 
When she returned home, she sat down and gave 
birth to a baby boy named Clay Ground Gilara. So 
Gilara and his mother stayed there all the time and 
the boy grew up. 
As he was getting older, his uncle who had gone 
to the Hele Obena returned calling out "I'm comingI" 
When Clay Ground Gilara saw him coming he said "I'm 
going to put a bridge acrcss the Gugubia river." His 
uncle was coming leading two Hele Obena pigs with cut 
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ears, accompanied by two Hele Obena women carrying 
salt packets in their string bags. 
As they were coming, the boy was putting the 
bridge across the Gugubia river and his mother was 
watching. "If I shake when I stand over the middle 
of the Gugubia, call out 'Clay Ground Gilara my son, 
my unexpected son, don't falll'" he said to his mother. 
But when he was standing, shaking on the bridge over 
the middle of the Gugubia, his mother didn't say any-
thing, even though he kept his eyes on her as he shook. 
When she didn't say anything, some parrots came 
screeching and carried the boy away. As they were 
going, the boys arm bones turned into wings and he 
said "Break off my wing and give it to Mother." 
That's all. 
The sad ending to this bi te illustrates the point that 
children and kin should not be taken for granted—if the 
woman had truly cared for her special son, she would have cried 
out to calm his fear of falling into the river. He was con-
structing a typical Huli vine bridge like that shown in Plate 
LXX), hence his nervousness as he balanced precariously above 
the raging waters. As a result of her indifference, he was 
taken from her by the parrots who gave him in the first place. 
Possibly, she was wondering how she would explain her 
unexpected son to her brother who had warned her not to go off 
into the bush. If the boy fell into the water and died, she 
would not have to give an account of her actions, 
Wandome uses the poetic term Fuliya, which also occurred 
in the manda gamu of Transcription 94, to describe both the 
woman's brother and her son. The woman is called Bebogo Wane 
Kandime which is the name of a female difma known throughout the 
Huli area. Nevertheless, the characters are essentially human 
—the woman paints herself with clay and uses pandanus leaves 
tp make a rain-cape; the man goes on a trading expedition to 
This was the dama which possessed Madiabe during the fnara 
cult. 
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the Wage or Wela and returns with pigs, wives and salt, yodel-
ling as he comes. The supernatural element of the story lies 
not in these characters, but in the parrots. Birds may be 
associated with both dama and dinini, and the young man's death 
could be implied in his metamorphosis at the end of the bi te. 
While most of the bi te is told in prose with laya used as 
a linking term, the words of the young man fall into poetry. 
Here a basic line is repeated three times, with alternating 
expressions meaning "unexpected son" substituted for the boy's 
name in the last two lines. 
Wandome recites her story using the basic melodic cell of 
three pitches, of which the lowest lies either a semitone or a 
tone below the main pitch. Melodic figures are determined 
mainly by speech-tone with low-rising tone causing rising move-
ments and high-falling tone producing falling patterns, while 
level tone words can be placed on any of the three main pitches. 
Sentence terminating intonation results in a movement to a 
monotone on the central pitch at the end of lines. Speech-tone 
is sometimes indicated by quartertonal fluctuations of the 
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basic pitch in monotonal sections. Adjacent words of a similar 
speech-tone, such as urubu ngawe, sometimes share a tonally 
significant melodic shape. 
The characteristic falling melodic figure between the out-
side pitches occurs in most lines, regardless of the words with 
which it coincides. When this happens, most of the word syllab 
-les are placed on the highest pitch with the final one falling 
to the lowest. The word fallowing this melodic figure usually 
begins on the highest pitch, although the central pitch may also 
follow it. 
The bi te of the woman Warutogo shown in Transcription 98 
displays a similar pitch arrangement to that used by Wandome, 
in which the lowest pitch may lie either a minor third or a 
major third below the highest pitch. In this example, however, 
the higher version of the lowest pitch is more frequent than 
the lower. The highest pitch is also occasionally flattened by 
a semitone, as on the words 'bio dombolo. 
In nearly every instance, speech-tone is indicated by the 
melodic shape of words with sentences terminating on the main 
pitch. The characteristic falling melodic figure between the 
outside pitches frequently occurs, but at first does not dis-
rupt speech-tone as much as in Wandome's bi te. As the story 
progresses, however, it becomes more evident as a purely 
melodic feature, quite distinct from speech-tone. 
Warutogo's bi te also mentions the Gugubia river, and 
serves as a warning for small children to obey their elders 
and not wander off to strange places where they could be killed 
by dama. It can be summarized as follows. 
Once upon a time there lived a girl and her young 
-er brother. The girl was called Bai's Daughter and 
the boy's name was Bai Hiribi Gilaya. They lived alone 
because their parents had died. 
There were five young men in the bush, four of 
whom donned bachelor's wigs and went ahead while the 
fifth followed behind. As he was going, he took the 
little children from the dilapidated old house where 
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they had been left and put them in his bag. When he 
returned home, he found a water hole and put them 
down beside it. He killed a Fai frog, a limbiya 
lizard, a limbai rat and a d'aliya lizard, and fed 
the children. 
Some of the other young men said "You were stay 
-ing at home, but you didn't tell us about these 
things you've got here. What are they for?" "Come 
and see," he replied. "I found these children. The 
boy is Hiribi Gilaya and the girl is Ibai's Daughter 
Ibalime." So the children stayed in the house and 
young men killed tabe, tayale, erele and ^ rebo lizards 
to feed them. 
One day, the young men said "Clouds are coming 
from one of our mothers' places, so we are going. 
You stay at home." But the children went down to 
the bank of the Gugubia river. While the boy hunted 
pigeons, the girl went ahead saying "I'm going down 
there on the bank of the Gugubia." A female da'ma of 
the bayage nali horali species was sitting there, 
and when she saw the little girl she took her bag 
off her head to catch her, saying "That's a casso-. 
waryI" When the little girl was hit, she fell into 
the river. 
.. :^4lfhen the young men came home they asked "Where 
is "Ibai*s Daughter Ibalime? She and Hiribiya Gilaya 
were staying home." So Hiribiya Gilaya told them 
what he and his sister had done. "You go and look 
for her!" they said. 
Down by the banks of the Gugubia river, she was 
floating backwards and forwards where waves were wash 
-ing backwards and forwards. Then he cried a lament 
about what had happened, saying, 
"Eoad the pig. 
Goad the pig. 
Eoad the pig. 
They painted in mud. 
They painted in red. 
They painted in yellow. 
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They painted in yellow. 
They painted in white. 
They painted in colours. 
A different woman's son killed tabe and tayale 
lizards and fed us. 
He killed erele and erebo lizards and fed us. 
'Did you ask or didn't you ask .whether I did i-t?' 
he said. 
He killed a gau lizard and fed us. 
He killed a g"ambolo lizard and fed us. 
'Did you ask or didn't you ask whether I did it?' 
he said. 
Look Hiribiya Giliya, 
they broke a bow and a"gu arrows. 
They broke a bow and tiyagua arrows. 
They broke a bow and mbola and mbodali arrows. 
She was standing down there on the bank of the 
Gugubia river, and while picking and opening 
ibili fruit, a stranger suddenly took her. 
A different woman's sons killed tabe, tayabe, 
erele and erebo lizards and fed us, 
different ones put them there. 
They have gone to divide the food. 
Different woman's sons, you went to get bauwi, 
bayani, ^klara, limbiya and wage lizards 
when we had gone." 
That's all, ... 
Warutogo's bi te shows a complete absence of linking expres 
-sions and the term laya, which follows quotations, is an 
integral part of the story. Her prose frequently breaks into 
poetry, particularly in the passages describing the food given 
to the children where a basic sentence is repeated several times 
with changing words for the various animal species. These rats, 
frogs and lizards are very small and indicate the tiny size of 
the children. 
The lament of the little boy falls into poetic sections and 
resembles kiabudugu verse forms. Although only women peri'orm 
- ^ X 2 
kiabudugu, Warutogo uses this as a conclusion for her bi te. 
It summarizes and elaborates upon the story. 
At the start of the bi te, the boy's name is prefixed with 
the surname Bai while the girl is simply called Bai Wane (Bai's 
daughter), s'ai is their father's agnatic hameigini. The name 
Ibai Wane I'balime (ibai's daughter Ibalime) may refer to the 
This is summarized in single spacing to distinguish it 
from the rest of the bi te. 
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girl's mother with the word ibai, although this is possibly a 
variant of Bai. 
The young men in the story were probably igiri h'aroli, as 
indicated by the reference to wigs near the beginning of the 
y \ 
bi te. In the boy's lament, the description of the colours of 
their face paint and the bows and arrows which they broke (an 
allusion to their strength) also implies this. 
Haroli often feature in stories by women, frequently 
appearing in unusual circumstances as in the bi te by Bebalu 
(Plate LXXl) which is shown in Transcription 99. Women are 
generally curious about the activities of this exclusive male 
group, and formerly girls eagerly anticipated marrying handsome 
graduates from the Haroli. 
PLATE LXXI: Bebalu 
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The following is a summary of Bebalu's bl t^. 
Listen, I'm telling a story. Once there was a 
girl who went for a walk. When she had gone quite a 
distance, she stopped because night was falling. 
She found a man's house with bundles of sugarcane 
tied up, and sat down there. 
While she was sitting there, an old man came 
along carrying firewood and put it down. As he was 
chopping it up, a chip flew off and hit the girl. 
When the man went to fetch it, he discovered the 
girl and carried her to where his five "sons" lived. 
He found a hole where she could lie down and put her 
there. 
After this, the five young men who had gone 
hunting returned bringing cus-cus in their bags for 
their "father" to cook. He cut the cus-cus into 
seven portions. When he did that, the five youths 
said "Father there are six of us here. Whose is the 
seventh piece which you've cut?" So the man said "I 
will eat it myself," and he put it aside to feed the 
girl when the others were sleeping during the night. 
At midnight when he had fed the girl, he tied 
the long hair of the eldest boy to that of the others 
and tied their dambale aprons and mindibu waist 
strings all together. Then he sat playing his gawa 
through which he said: 
"Water flooded the house on the ground. 
Water flooded the girl's house on the ground. 
Water flooded the house at Daralu. 
I'm decorating in yellow. 
I'm decorating Igila. 
I'm decorating Debela. 
I'm decorating pigs. 
I'm decorating Gila and Gilambo," 
Because he said that, parrots flew away screeching. 
Since those five young men were all tied together, 
how could they stand up? They just sat in a row. 
Then those two became husband and wife, and 
their descendants spread everywhere. We are descend 
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-ed from them, as it is often said. That's all. 
The use of the term blilamanda or balama anda for the man's 
house suggests that it was the abode of h'aroli in the bush. 
Since the old man was a senior h'aroli, he was addressed as aba 
("father") by his five young students. His association with 
the young woman and his yearning for her, as expressed in his 
gawa verse, ended his career as a h'aroli forever. The reference 
to parrots flying away in fright at the sound of his gawa may 
thus be symbolic of him losing the supernatural strength which 
he developed during his years of discipline. 
In the man's verse, which is typical of gawa performance, 
the flooding water symbolizes his love for the girl. The house 
on the ground is the place where the girl was lying, while 
Daralu is where the b"alama anda was situated. References to 
decoration and pigs suggest thoughts of marriage, and the names 
in this part of the verse are either places or clans associated 
with the performer. The shock of the parrots and the igiri 
h'aroli is understandable, considering that this love verse was 
composed by a senior bachelor who is not supposed to think about 
3 
women. 
When describing the youths' clothing being tied together, 
Bebalu accidentally includes the term hura or "skirt." She also 
uses hiriyula for the man's instrument, before correcting it to 
gawa. Although no names are given, this may be a story about 
the founders of the Tani hameigini or some more recent ancestors 
of Bebalu. 
Like Wandome, Bebalu uses laya as a linking terw and employs 
three main pitches throughout most of her performance. The low-
est pitch usually lies a tone (194 cents) below the central one, 
with a higher version situated a semitone (98 cents) below this 
middle pitch mainly occurring in rising patterns. 
A new pitch arrangement emerges in the man's gawa verse 
from the words Igili tJ^ li I'aro, This omits the lowest pitch of 
"The verse is shown in single spacing in this summary, to 
distinguish it from the rest of the bi te. 
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the former melodic cell, but includes a new pitch which usually 
lies a major third (417 cents) above the tonal centre. 
Melodic structures are again largely deterTnined by speech-
tone, with sentence terminating intonation producing the fall 
to the central pitch at the end of lines. The falling interval 
of a major or minor third between the outside pitches frequent-
ly occurs as a melodic feature distorting speech-tone. This 
usually coincides with a single word, but it also appears 
between the terms agali bilamanda so that the ba- syllable is 
placed lower than the rest of the word. 
Most of Bebalu's bi te is recounted in a singing vocal 
timbre, similar to those of Wandome and Warutogo. Just before 
the g^wa verse and in the following final section, however, she 
breaks into speech. This appears to be caused by the excitement 
of the events unfolding in the story. 
Similarly, the recitation of the man Diabe (Plate LXXIl) 
degenerates into speech in several places during and towards 
the end of the bi te in Transcription 100. This may also be 
due to tiredness in this case, since Diabe was standing up out-
of-doors rather than seated inside and his bi £e is twice as 
long as those of the women discussed here. The following is a 
synopsis. 
Once there was a stupid old man named Dalao 
Doyali who lived here with a small boy, his clan-
brother. One. day, the old man said "I'm going to a 
Firi mali dance." That was during a drought in Hele 
Obena country. In case the other went away, he said 
"Stay at home. Go and get sweet potato, firewood and 
water and put them here." Then he locJced the boy 
inside the house. 
How could the boy find a space to escape? There 
was no crack in there, so he sat quietly. Then he 
saw a sunbeam where the smoke was filtering out, so 
he got outside. 
He looked around and listening, he saw a dove 
down in the garden. So he sat quietly, hidden by the 
smoke and fired the bow which he had with him. When 
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the bird was hit, it flew away. So the boy followed 
it, thinking "I'll catch it." 
He crossed a clear river and a dirty river, a 
shallow river and a dry river. He started to chase a 
bird pulling up a worm, but it flew away. Red leaves 
which fell yesterday rustled on the ground, and those 
that fell today were bright and attractive. He broke 
off some haraya bamboo to use as a walking-stick as 
he went on and on. Over a depression there, he heard 
muyali and gunguni birds somewhere. Across here, 
there were several varieties of kingfishers and finch 
-es sitting and calling. 
He fired an arrow, thinking it was the bird he 
had shot, but he killed a girl's pig. The girl her-
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self came along shouting angrily, which made him shake 
all over. "How did you get here, and what do you 
think you're shooting at?'" she cried. "Well, while 
I was shooting at a dove, I shot a man's pig, see," 
he said. 
The man's daughter was incomparably beautiful, 
with a new net bag hanging from her head and a head-
dress of shiny beads and cowrie shells. She carried 
a bundle of fifteen sticks. "One of Lemabe's gardens 
is over there while another five, where I'm sleeping, 
are across there," she said; "You sleep where the 
other five are across there." 
When the boy had come and stood there, the girl 
hit him on the head with the sticks so that he bled. 
(Don't worry, I'm only jokingi) "How could you hit 
me?" he asked. She replied "I hit you without think-
ing. Come on, let's carry this good piece of meat 
lying here." So they carried away the pig which had 
been killed. 
They crossed the clear river and the dirty river, 
the shallow river and the dry river. "Sit down in 
this valley, then I'll go around another way," said 
the girl. So they rested then went around another 
way. "Sit here, then I'll go around another way," she 
said. So they rested then went around another way. 
"Sit here, then jump this depression," she said. So 
they rested, then jumped and went on and on. 
At home, they carried the pig to the house. A 
tege walu tree was growing nearby. The girl said 
"Hey you boy, get an axe and chop it down." So he 
started but was covered with sores and bruises where 
the old man had hit him and the wood was rotten, so 
he asked her to do it. She pulled her father's axe 
out of her bag and chopped down the tree. When it 
was chopped up, she split the pieces into smaller 
sticks, which Habiani's boy couldn't do. 
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Having laid down the pig, she singed off its 
hair saying (singing?) 
"Dolo Yangomago fires are burning o. 
Baninga anda fire is burning o. 
Hulu Namula fires are burning o." 
Then she said "Boys from Ayaga Yongoni usually cut 
the meat, so you cut it. Do Halime women cut up 
pig meat?" But he gave excuses why he could not do 
it. 
So that small Malaya woman carried the pig over 
Torogo, Dengene, Tebana and Bali drains, from Hayai 
down to Huluma and Bali drains. Then she said "You 
wait here." Taking a bamboo knife and the pig, she 
went to get water from the Tewai, Diri, Dingi and 
Dongoi rivers. She yodelled 
"Kingfishers southwards, kingfishers southwards, 
Dere married Dabu southwards, 
Abu bush southwards." 
Then when she pulled up the pig mea.t and cut it 
up, she said mockingly "Who doesn't eat? Little 
Gambeya boy, who doesn't eat? Who can't do it Hahi-
ani boy? Who doesn't eat, boy of Orobo, Dalu and 
Dandabu?" She cooked the meat in a ground oven here, 
pulled it out and cut it up. Then she said "Wait" 
and gave him half. He quickly returned home with the 
meat, went inside, closed the door and sat down. 
I. Across there on the flat ground, the old man 
was quickly returning from the dance amongst the Hele 
Obena. He crossed the dance grounds of Hiri, Landari, 
Gawini, Galalu and Gambolo, banging his hungi wood 
drum named Gunangairuli as he came along. 
When he reached home, he beat his "brother" with 
a stick on his sores and asked "Did you get me pig, 
sweet potato, food or not?" "Yes I've got it here," 
said the boy. He took it and gave it to him, and the 
old man sat eating and eating. 
Yes, when the boy had quickly run home after the 
girl said "Wait," night was falling and he slept. 
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The girl out there had said "You two staying there 
eat the pig, and when it's dark I'll speak to you. 
So listen." That's what happened. 
At night while those two were sleeping, the 
girl was staying across there in the other house 
with the man's wife. While the man and the boy 
with the sores were sleeping in their house, the 
women put grey clay around their eyes and were 
cooking pig in a ground oven. That girl had come 
here while the man and boy were sleeping. While she 
was there, that small boy was down inside with the 
door closed. While he was there, the two women were 
eating pig and the younger was thinking "What would 
he lilSe to eat?" She took a shoulder of pork, a 
bamboo water container and some greens from her bag 
and they shared it. Those two ate while the others 
slept. 
In the morning when the larks began calling, 
when bibiya birds were chattering in her father's 
casuarinas and when ole, dombo and obmbolo birds were 
sitting in the wale tree, without putting on face-
paint, the young woman said "Let's go." They rose 
early before hulago, aluago, ngai and ongolo birds 
had cried, and went on and on. 
After a while, they stopped over there. Across 
there near where the pig had been cooked in a ground 
oven, stood a young black palm. The woman split it 
halfway through and put the small boy inside. Then, 
an incomparably handsome man wearing an elegant cos-
tume with nicely-made leg bands, an axe and red face 
—paint stepped out. 
Those two went on and on, until they came to a 
ladder going up to Heaven, Going up and down, they 
climbed into the sky. That's all. I've finished. 
Although the abc3ve synopsis is abstracted from Diabe's bi 
te, it can be seen that he has a rather rambling story-telling 
style which is quite unlike those of the women bi te performers. 
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His story is coloured by lengthy descriptions of wildlife and 
detailed explanations erf the actions of the characters as they 
travelled about the countryside. Ideas are often repeated, as 
in the section where he described the women eating at night 
while the man and boy were asleep, and he frequently breaks his 
narrative flow to refer to earlier events in the story, 
Diabe's prose sometimes breaks into poetry which also adds 
to the length of his story. Poetic passages include some of the 
descriptive sections containing place names, such as the part 
where the girl carries the pig over various drains, as well as 
the girl's words. Unlike the women bi te performers who often 
name their characters at the beginning of their stories, Diabe 
identifies the boy and girl by several Himeigini names during 
the course of his bi te. 
The references to falling leaves and drying rivers rein-
force the idea of a drought which is first expressed near the 
start of the bi te. As in Wandome's bi te, the expression Hele 
Obena (the surname Hele being an alternative, for Hela) refers 
to the Wela and Wage east of the Huli. These peoples have many 
dance grounds located amongst their settlements. 
Characteristics which Huli men admire in women can be 
ascertained from Diabe's description of the'girl in his bi te. 
Firstly, she is incomparably beautiful (tabe tabe nabiya = 
"could not compare") and dresses attractively. She is also 
outspoken, with an adequate knowledge of Hameigini relation-
ships (as indicated in her words to the boy) and possesses a 
creative, poetic mind. Although small in stature, she has 
great physical strength and can carry bundles of wood and pork 
for many miles. When the boy complains that he is too weak to 
perform tasks norTnally assigned to men, such as chopping down 
trees, making fire and cutting and dividing meat, the girl 
executes these quickly and efficiently. 
Diabe uses three pitches for his recitation, of which the 
lowest always lies a semitone (144 cents) below the middle 
pitch. Speech-tone again largely determines melodic patterns, 
with terminating intonation causing the movement to the central 
pitch at the end of lines. As before, the descending melodic 
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figure between the outside pitches occurs in most lines and 
disrupts speech-tone. The regular occurrence of this interval 
in the poetic sections of the story emphasizes their verse-like 
structures. 
Throughout the melodically recited sections of his tDi te, 
Diabe uses larugo abiyani o, larugo laru abiyani or simply 
larugo as linking expressions between ideas. When he breaks 
into speech, particularly near the end from where the old man 
demands food after returning from the dance, these expressions 
do not occur. Sentences tend to be more fragmented here, and 
frequently begin with Diabe saying e as he invents the next 
idea. 
An unusual aspect of sentences towards the end of the 
story is the suffixing of verbs with -Fibi, This normally 
indicates second person dual verbs in the past active tense. 
In the context of this part of the bi te, however, it is non-
sensical (unless Diabe is addressing the characters of his story 
in conclusion) and can be interpreted as a stylistic device. 
From examining these four complete bi te, conclusions 
regarding bi t'e as an art-form can be drawn. 
Every bi t'e features two or three main characters, of which 
there is always a male and a female. Stories nearly always 
describe events occurring during a journey while one of the 
characters is absent elsewhere, and usually include a super-
natural element. This may be an actual character, such as the 
parrots and the boy in Wandome's bi te or the female dama in 
Warutogo's story, or a magical happening like those at the end 
of Diabe's bi te. 
Story-tellers often describe the unmentionable in their bi 
t"fe. The senior h'aroli wooing and marrying the girl in Bebalu's 
story is an example of this. While such behaviour would be 
considered outrageous in everyday life, it is interesting story-
y \ 
telling material. Bi te characters frequently fall in love, yet 
this is ncjt openly discussed in Huli life. 
Apart from the supernatural element in bi te, characters 
frequently perform impossible feats. Thus, the little boy in 
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Diabe's story escaped from the house with his bow and arrows 
through a minute space between roof fibres. Similarly, the 
woman in Wandome's bi te swallowed a parrot egg—shell and all 
—in one gulp. 
Some bi te, like Diabe's, contain humorous episodes and 
have happy conclusions. Most, however, are sad (dara hara) and 
frequently end tragically. 
Styles of bi te performance vary according to the individ-
ual. Stories can be recited loudly like Bebalu's or softly 
like Warutogo's, with vocal timbre varying from a song-like 
quality to normal speech. 
The term bi in the expression bi te distinguishes this 
genre from other types of Huli music as resembling ordinary 
speech, Bi te is a prose form with sentences of uneven length 
like those of spoken Huli. Unlike normal speech, however, it 
is frequently coloured by figurative expressions and unusual 
nouns, and often contains poetic episodes. 
Speech-tone is the primary determinant of melody with sen-
tence terminating intonation producing the movement to the 
middle pitch at the end of lines. As in other genres of Huli 
music, rapid articulation sometimes causes adjacent words of 
the same speech-tone to share a tonally significant melodic 
shape. Where passages are based on a single pitch, slight 
fluctuations sounding about a quartertone from this pitch may 
indicate speech-tone. Lines also feature the purely melodic 
figure of a falling interval between outside pitches, which 
often contradicts the speech-tones of the words with which it 
coincides. 
Within the loose melodic framework of three basic pitches, 
the \^i t^e performer can develop the story and continue for as 
long as is desired. Apart frpm the story-teller's announcement 
before the start of the bi te and concluding words like aiogo-
ni ("that's all"), there are no musical musical constraints to 
define the external boundaries of a bi te perfprmance. The e 
interjections, like the three main pitches and linking terms, 
help to maintain the uninterrupted flow of ideas. 
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Although bi te may refer to historical characters, they 
are composed extemporaneously as make-believe stories akin to 
the fairy-tales of the West, They are not the oi h'enene or 
myths of Huli oral history. Their purpose is to entertain 
rather than instruct, yet they may illustrate certain rules 
for children to follow such as not wandering off into the bush. 
Adults also derive pleasure from listening to imaginative and 
skilfully articulated bi -^ during, the night.. Despite the 
encroachment of transistor radios due to the current trade-
store boom in certain areas, oi te continue to be one of the 
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major forms of nightly fireside amusement. 
Some peopJ.e occasionally employ the bi te musical style 
when reciting oi. h'inene. The latter, however, are usually told 
in a normal speaking voice. 
CHAPTER 16 
DAMBA BI 
Damba bi (damba = to submerge, suppress, squash; bi = 
words) conveys the idea of "drowning someone out with your 
words" and is the name for a legal declamation by a skilled 
orator. It is essentially a form of heightened speech which 
sometimes approaches melodic recitation. 
During verbal disputes about land, pigs or compensation 
payments, the prator, a highly influential man who knows all the 
h'ameigini history of the arguing factions, stands legs astride 
and loudly recites facts pertinent to the case while turning 
from side to side with each sentence. His words are supposed 
to silence all argument. 
Four examples of damba bi will be discussed here. They 
illustrate variations between Individual performance styles and 
some of the different contexts in which damba bi may be used. 
The damba bi shown in Transcription 101 is typical of those 
dealing with land disputes. It was spoken by Alua (Plate LXXIII), 
who is related to both Muruma and Tani Hameigini, against Tani 
for defeating Muruma in past warfare and keeping their land. 
Land immediately to the north of Walete was once part of Muruma 
territory. During a battle which occurred long before white 
expatriates reached this part of the Huli area, the defeated 
Muruma fled further northeast leaving their lands to the Tani, 
Alua recites the names of composite Munjma ha'meigini in his 
damba bi, explaining that the land belonged to these sub-clans 
before they pulled out and left it to the Tani, When this 
happened, Alua returned to maintain his land claims and today 
lives amongst the Tani on sites which once belonged to the 
Muruma sub-clans of Tugu, Tabira, Gomai, Komai and Dayanda. 
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The concluding section suffixes h'ameigini names with the posses 
-sive -naga, and indicates that one of Alua's grandparents own-
ed land in the territory of Tara sub-clan. 
Alua's lines are short, often containing only a Hameigini 
name. The rhythm of the first line Gau dmdi o sets the basic 
pattern for most of the damba bi, until the line Huli w'agilinaga 
which expands this and establishes a new rhythm to the end. 
Since this oration is spoken, speech-tone is fully realized. As 
shown in the list of frequencies before the transcription, how-
ever, this is a stylized form of speech which uses four main 
pitch levels. 
The dispute between the Tani and Muruma was settled many 
years ago, and it appears that Alua performed this damba bi not 
only to illustrate the genre but to draw attention to himself. 
A Seventh Day Adventist, he came to the recording session 
wearing Western clothes and recounted a long history of himself 
and his family of which the damba bi formed but a small part. 
When the recording was completed, he launched .into a.loud, 
prolonged prayer. Wandome, who was present at the time, was 
infuriated by his audacity in using a conflict resolved long 
ago to try to boost his prestige by being recorded on tape. 
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A few days later she retaliated by performing the previously-
examined kiabudugu which was cried by Tani women against Muruma 
during the battle (Pugh(-Kitingan) 1975:55-58)."'' 
The damba bi by Haraya (Plate LXXIV), which is shown In Tran 
-scription 102, differs markedly from that by Alua. It is 
chanted instead of being performed in a speaking voice, and has 
a peace-making context. 
PLATE LXXlV: Haraya before microphones 
.Wandome is a member of the Walete E.C.P. and was probably 
irritated by Alua flaunting his Seventh Day Adventism, Alua 
thought we were government workers and hoped we would play his 
peri'ormance in the House of Assembly. On subsequent visits to 
Walete in 1977 and 1978, I noticed -that Alua had reverted to 
wearing Huli dress and had been tsalmed by the Christian Revival, 
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This damba bi is a welcoming speech which Haraya original-
ly performed when Europeans first came to the district. A free 
translation explaining its meaning fpllows the literal trans-
lation after the transcription. It is uncertain who the person 
named Miya Andaya ("Mister Anderson"?) is, but he may have been 
an administration patrol officer or early U.F.M, missionary. 
Haraya extends a message of peace and brotherhood to the 
newcomers, inviting them to share his food, drink his water and 
live with him. He explains that he has burnt his rubbish and 
broken his weapons (implying the cessation of sorcery and war-
fare) in preparation for their coming, and is willing to travel 
with them to the longhouses of the Duguba and the cane houses of 
the Obena (the horizons of Haraya's world). He does not want to 
drink alcohol or gamble, but hopes they can stay together and 
speak honestly with each other. The desire to yodel and play 
p'ilipe and gulupobe together reflects his wish for brotherly 
peace. This friendship will endure even if the mountains erupt 
or collapse. He knows that they did not come to obtain payback 
for the killing of some past man or woman (alluding to Baya-Baya 
and Tiame) but wanted to share their very souls in brotherly 
love. 
As in Alua's example, the lines of Haraya's damba bi fall 
into poetic patterns of groups of repeated lines each containing 
a changeable noun. Bi yobage or figurative imagery is used 
extensively, as Haraya explains during the course of his oration 
(bi yuli is an alternative expression for bi yobage). When 
describing ancestral rules or customs and in reference to the 
ancient murdered man and woman, he employs the terms huliya and 
hulu which also occur in bi te and manda g'amu. The word damba 
is used for abi or death compensation payment, while gulubabu 
ir gului 
_ p 
abbreviated to pili. 
is an alternative for gu pobe or gulungulu and pilipe is 
2 
Haraya chants his damba bi using two main pitches lying a 
minor third (339 cents) apart. The melodic configurations of 
'The Duna also use the word damba for compensation payments 
(Modjeska 1977:210). Haraya's suggested rising tone on pilipfe 
in the music may be an error due to rapid articulation. 
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these oitches are determined by speech-tone with sentence-
terminating intonation producing the fall to the lowest pitch 
towards the end of lines. Rising figures indicate low-rising 
tone and falling figures high-falling tone, while level tone 
words are usually placed on the higher pitch. Some high-falling 
tone words are confined to this pitch if the following words 
begin on the lower pitch, so that the relative falling shape is 
preserved. Occasionally adjacent words of a similar speech-
tone, such as ibiri ibule, share a tonally significant melodic 
shape. 
In monotonal passages based on either of these pitches, 
speech-tcne is sometimes shown by using quartertonal fluctua-
tions or additional pitches lying a semitone above the basic 
pitch (ll6 cents from the lower pitch and 79 cents from the 
higher). Elsewhere, the higher pitch is sometimes flattened so 
that its distance from the lower pitch is approximately a whole 
tone (164 cents). 
Haraya's use of two main pitches in chanting this example 
produces a similar stylized effect to the regular pitch levels 
of Alua's damba bi. The rhythm and pace of the first line also 
establishes the momentum for the rest of the performance. 
The d^mba bi by Nigiba (Plate LXXV), which is illustrated 
in Transcription 103, also displays these characteristics. It 
is loudly declaimed in a speaking voice and derives its rhythmic 
thrust from the pattern of the opening line. Five pitch levels 
are employed, of which the Highest is rarely heard. Since a 
speaking voice is used, speech-tone is automatically preserved 
with falling terminating intonation at the end of statements. 
Lines are usually short and are largely ccjmposed of changing 
Hameigini names. 
This damba bi is a declaration of praise and support for 
Dambali Habe following his election to Papua Mew Guinea's House 
of Representatives. As illustrated in the translatipn after 
the transcription, this example falls into two main parts. The 
first describes Dambali's electorate, which extends from Bebene 
-te and the southern section of the Huli region down to Mt. 
Bosavi and includes part of the Foe area, while the second 
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PLATE LXXV: Nigiba 
focusses on Dambali himself. 
In the first part, Nigiba lists the clans of the areas 
where Dambali campaigned and draws attention to them with direc 
-tional terms and the word handa ("look"). Huli h'ameigini are 
listed first, followed by Foe then Mt, Bosavi clans, Dambali 
is named Hague Dambali, Hagua being his h'ameigini surname. In 
the second part, Nigiba imagines these people asking Dambali 
about his clan affiliations. He identifies him as the son 
(igini) of various Himeigini and even figuratively calls him 
the son of some iba tiri. When the electors ask what he does 
inside his house, his supposed reply "I play gulupobe, I yodel, 
I play gawa, p"ilip^  and ylilambe'.' can be interpreted as "I play 
music." G^lupabu is an alternative for gulupobe, gawabu is 
g'awa, while aliwa is used here for solo yodelling or u. 
fjHLgiba asks in conclusion that he, Uguma Nigiba (Uguma is 
his father's hameigini), be identified as the damba bi perform-
er when this recording is played in the House of Assembly. This 
ending, like the references to the iba tiri and Dambali playing 
music in his house, are used mainly for effect and to add length 
to the speech. Nigiba may have said similar daimba bi during 
Dambali's electoral campaign. 
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The damba bi by Madiabe the Land Mediator, which is shown 
in Transcription 104, identifies the h'ameigini who were respon-
sible for Baya-Baya's murder, Madiabe performed this during an 
interview about Huli oral history, which took place in a house 
at Dauli Teachers College adjacent to the ground where Baya-Baya 
died. 
Like the damba bi of Alua and Nigiba, this example is rapid 
-ly articulated in a loud speaking voice. Most of the pitch 
levels used lie between 130 Hertz and 180 Hertz, and the rhyth-
mic impetus for the whole example is derived from the first two 
lines. 
Apart from the first few lines which mention the adjacent 
ground and other former dmdi p'ongone grounds that Baya-Baya 
visited, most of the damba bi is a list of Hameigini indicated 
by directional terms and handa ("look"). Madiabe concludes by 
declaring that all these clans should have given long strings 
of dange shell and pigs in payback for Baya-Baya. 
Although this example deals with the special case of Baya-
Baya, it represents damba bi in the context of unsettled death 
compensation disputes. Traditionally, most damba oi occur in 
arguments about war indemnities, murder payback and land claims. 
Other events which may involve debate, such as the arrival of 
Europeans or recent election campaigns and court cases, provide 
further opportunities for influential men to express themselves 
and mediate through damba bi. Examples like those of Haraya and 
Nigiba attest the versatility of this traditional genre and the 
adaptability of the Huli in applying elements of their culture 
to new situations. 
Most damba bi are declamations in heightened speech, and 
Haraya's chanted example is rather exceptional. The use of 
regular pitch levels in the spoken oration with short poetic 
lines providing a rhythmic thrust enables the orator to continue 
for as long as he wishes without interruption. His turning from 
oince this example was included from an interview tape 
after the other items were measured on the Real-Time Frequency 
analyzer, its pitches were estimated with a Sine Wave Generator. 
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side to side and loud, rapid articulation block any interjec-
tions and allow him to concentrate on his speech. 
In conclusion, it is interesting to note the status of men 
who perform damba bi. Madiabe, as indicated earlier, is one of 
the most renowned a"gali nomogo or "big men" in the Huli area 
and is respected for his wide experience, knowledge and in-
fluence, Haraya and Nigiba are not as famous as Madiabe, but 
they do maintain extensive h'ameigini contacts and are highly 
esteemed amongst their fellows. A deacon in the Bebenete E.C.P., 
Haraya is well-liked for his friendly and peaceable nature, 
Nigiba is quite wealthy and is married to Hime, a woman of con-
siderable influence who owns much land and livestock and is also 
an outstanding personality in the Bebenete E.C.P. 
Although he may be disliked by many Tani people, Alua is a 
skilful debater and carefully perpetuates his contacts amongst 
both Tani and Muruma Hameigini. His status is possibly similar 
to that of Haraya and Nigiba. 
PART THREE 
CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER 17 
MUSIC AS HULI EXPRESSION 
Speech-Tone Realization in Huli Music 
It can be seen from the preceding analyses that speech-
tone is nearly always preserved in the melodies occurring with 
words in articulatory genres. This does not necessarily 
involve assigning a particular pitch to a certain speech-tone 
level throughout a given performance, but rather, word-tone is 
indicated by the relative melodic contour of words. Thus 
rising melodic figures express low-rising tone, falling figures 
show high-falling tone and level movements indicate mid-level 
tone, while terminating intonation is usually shown by the 
progression to a tonic or regularly occurring concluding pitch 
at the end of lines. 
Apart from some words in Ngodenaga iba ^ ana, which must be 
understood in context, and the stylistic feature of a falling 
third between the outside pitches in bi te and certain gamu, 
melody is generally dominated by speech-tone. Language is thus 
as significant in influencing melodic structure as it is in 
determining rhythmic and formal structures. 
Yodelling and Music 
Language communication is the basis of Huli musical expres 
-sion so that verses are articulated with the orally-resonated 
gawa and hiriyula and words are whispered through the gulup'bbe 
and gulungulu. When such linguistic expression is rendered 
On the basis of tone patterns in other Papua New Guinean 
languages, Eugene Nida once suggested that mid-level tone might 
be an allotone of one of the other word-tones in Huli (personal 
communication Joan Rule). The Rule's research, however, has 
confirmed that Huli has three word-tones. These are also 
clearly differentiated in Huli music. 
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impossible due to instrumental construction, performance tech-
nique or context (as for danda, hibulu b'aralu and pulugela), 
the Huli resort to imitating an older, secondary form of 
communication—yodelling. 
Solo yodelling or u is a means of communicating across the 
mountainous environment, which the Huli believe to be the 
precursor of human speech. Group yodelling or iwa is a category 
of musical expression functioning both as communication and as 
a system of group organization. 
The pulugela draws upon all forms of men's iwa as subject 
matter for its music, while the danda and hibulu baralu utilize 
only the mali iwa. Inarticulate sections in ga»^ and hiriyula 
performances also imitate the mali iwa amongst upper partials 
and sometimes copy u calls. The pilipe is occasionally used 
for simulating various types of group yodelling in contexts 
where there are insufficient men to perform the actual iwa. 
The rhythmic repetition of simple patterns in iwa, where 
different calls are yodelled alternately, produces a super-
ficial feeling of duple meter which is generally absent from 
most language-based genres of Huli music. This metrical 
feeling is carried over into instrumental music imitating iwa, 
particularly that of the hibulu baralu and danda. 
Thus although it is not as important as language, yodelling 
is an emotive form of communication which exerts a significant 
influence on Huli music. 
Huli Musical Tonality 
Except for the dugu cried by young bereaved mothers and 
solitary women walking to duguanda, all genres of Huli music 
display definite tonal centres in the pitch arrangements used 
in their music. These pitch systems are summarized in cipher 
notation in Table 12, where the number 1 represents the tonal 
centre or tonic.^ 
From examining this table, it can be seen that there are 
three main pitch systems employed in Huli music. The first is 
( ) around a pitch indicates its rare occurrence. 
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Table 12: Pitch Systems of Huli Musical Genres 
Genre 
nogo u (LT call only) 
mali iwa and 
work/battle iwa 
gela (u & gela calls 
only) 
aliwa (group) 
heao 
gawa (hibuni and 
upper partials) 
hiriyula (effective 
melodic frequencies) 
y S , 
common gulupobe/ 
gulungulu 
pulugela (3 examples) 
hibulu baralu (hibuni 
and upper partials) 
pilipe (voice & pipe) 
u" 
Ngodenaga iba gana 
kiabudugu (3 examples) 
Yabuli's dagia gamu 
Warutogo's h"are gamu 
liruali a'wa 
y _ ,v, \ 
manda gamu/iba giya 
gamu 
bilogua 
bi te 
Haraya's damba bi 
Pitch Arrangement in Cipher Notation 
3^13 1 
1 3 1 (one mali iwa = 1 1 3 ) 
• 
2 3 1 
• • 
1 3 1 3 
1 3 1 
• • 
1 3 4 (7) 1 3 
1 3 5 7 (9) 
1 3 4 5 7''/7 1 3 
1 3*^ /3^  ^ l^H 3 5 6^ /6 
1 / 1 3 4 6 1 3 4 6 ' ' 
IV * * * ' b 
1 3 4"" 6 1 3 4 6 
• • 
. * • 
1 3 7 1 3 
• 
31^ /3 4 5 1 
1 3 4 
(5) (6) 1 2 3 5 6 (7) 1 
1 2 3t'/3 
1 (2) 3''/3 4 
1 2''/2 3^3 (4/4*) 
7 1 2 (3t')/(3) 
W 
1 2 3 
1 (2^) 3*^ /(3) (4) 
7 1 2 
• 
1 3 (4) 
7^7 1 2 (3) 
1/(1*^ ) (2) 3^(3) 
-
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based on the interval of a major third (or its allomorph in 
Huli music, the minor third) and is seen chiefly in the pitch 
arrangements employed in iwa, where it often appears in an 
inverted form as a minor sixth. It also forms the basis of 
pitch relationships in most liruali awa, bilogua and hibulu 
baralu music, and also the damba b'l which was chanted by Haraya, 
The melodically effective frequencies in hiriyula spectra form 
a chord resembling a stack of thirds. 
The second basic pitch system is derived from the first, 
and occurs in its simplest form in U and the pitches of the 
gaw£ Hibuni. This tonal cell, which is represented in cipher 
notation as 1 3 4, is expanded to include other pitches such as 
pitch 5 in the tunings of the common gulupobe and gulungulu and 
the variable pitches in pulugela tunings. It was also the melodic 
basis of Wandome's kiabudugu examples. The higher pipe pitches 
of the common gulupobe and gulungulu and the most audible upper 
partials in gawa and hibulu baralu performance resemble the 
intervallic retrograde of this cell- (7 1 3), Pitches used in a 
- "^  y 
pilipe performance by an unmarried man forsaken by his lawini 
also belong to this system, with the pipe fundamental functioning 
as a high frequency tonal centre. 
y \ 
The third pitch system occurs in bi te and certain types of 
gamu, and is notated as 7 /7 1 2 in cipher notation. Music 
based on this system displays the falling interval of a third 
between the main outside pitches as a recurring melodic feature, 
A fourth less widely-used system, notated as 1 2 3, is used 
in kiabudugu and also occurred in Warutogo's dagia gamu. This 
is often fragmented to include semitonal variations of the 
pitches, especially in kiabudugu, and is sometimes enlarged to 
span the interval of a fourth between its outside pitches. 
Pitch arrangements used in Ngodenaga iba gana resemble a combine 
-tion of all four systems and are derived from non-Huli sources. 
Thus unlike Western tonality which is explained using 
scales and mcdes, Huli musical tcnality can be described in 
terms of three or four related tonal cells or basic pitch 
systems. Each tonal cell is distinguished by a characteristic 
intervallic arrangement and pivots on a tonic or tonal centre. 
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The most outstanding interval is the major third, with the tone 
3 
and semitone also occurring. 
Texture and Form in Huli Music 
Huli music exhibits a variety of textures, from the mono-
phonic characteristics of solo vocal music such as bi te and 
kiabudugu, to the colotomic polyphony of iwa and the rich 
chordal sounds of hiriyula and gulupobe music. An interesting 
two-part texture is found in gawa verses and u, where the lower 
part moves horizontally (la amuh^) like a drone below the 
melody (lo podo iri dali). 
The main harmonic interval is the major third, with the 
fourth also frequently occurring in u and gawa and gulupobe 
music, and the minor sixth appearing regularly in iwa. Melodic-
ally, tones and semitones predominate. Thirds also appear at 
the end of gawa verse lines, during inarticulate gawe passages 
imitating iwa, hiriyula, gulupobe and hibulu baralu music, bi te 
and certain gamu. The minor sixth occurs melodically in the u 
call which initiates group yodelling and puntuates solo yodelled 
communication. Fifths and occasionally fourths are found in the 
pentatonic melodies of Ngodenaga iba gana which also include 
tones. 
Huli musical examples also display variations in overall 
y y ^ 
formal structure. Gawa and hiriyula performances are clearly 
defined by inarticulate introductions, interludes and conclusions 
around their verses. In gulupobe, hibulu baralu and danda music, 
however, the performance event is not outlined by clearly marked 
boundaries end the musician may continue for as long as he 
wishes. 
^ — / N 
The vocal genres iwa, kiabudugu and bi te can also be 
described as having comparatively free forms in which performance 
events are not bound by a rigid overall structure, although bi te 
usually begin with expressions like bi te m^ira laro ("I'm tell-
ing a story") and end with ai cjgoni ("that's all"), ^ interjec-
3 
Although actual pitches vary with each performance, 
relative intervals remain more or less constant for each genre. 
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tions in bi te and the o at the end of kiabudugu verses help to 
separate sections and give small-scale structure to the perform 
-ances. Similarly, pilip'e blasts between the lines wailed by a 
young man, who has been deserted by his lawini, define small 
sections in the same manner as breath pauses during gulupobe 
performance. Despite the tendency to annouee and conclude 
verses with several pipe blasts, pilipe music has a continuous 
quality like that of gulupobe. 
U are initiated by a solo line and have a rigid form of 
five group lines, of which the second last is always shorter 
than the rest. Although Ngodenaga iba gana may begin with a 
solo line and have a clearly defined structure based on their 
verses, they vary widely in form with each performance. Gamu 
also tend to have definite structures determined by their 
individual verses. Liruali iwa and bilogua may be chanted over 
several hours, however, and display continuous characteristics 
like kiabudugu and other free form genres as many verses are 
strung together during performance,• 
Language and Instrumental Music 
—Implications for Research in Papua New Guinea 
The Huli practice of articulating lengthy poetic verses 
with the gawa and niriyula is an unusual musical/linguistic 
phenomenon, as is the whispering of words with the common gulu-
pobe and gulungulu. Similar practices may exist amongst all 
cultures of the West-Central Language Family. 
The Samberigi, a small group of about 3,000 people who 
live in a valley around Mt. Murray in the southeast corner of 
the Southern Highlands Province (see Map IV), articulate poetic 
verses with their jaw's harp or soke and imitate yodelling in 
the inarticulate passages of their performances (Pugh-Kitingan 
1979b:12-21), Although the Samberigi are linguistically part 
of the West-Central Family, being part of the Mendi (Angal)-
Laurence Picken (1957:154-155) has described a triple 
jaw^s haiTD played by the Mosuo (a Tibeto-Burmese people) which 
is used for articulating ^ nessages. It is. not clear whether 
this involves the creation of poetic verses. 
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Huli Samberigi 
S. = Samberigi 
^^ = boundary of Austronesian languages 
= phylum boundary 
.„, = stock boundary 
... = family boundary 
(adapted from Wurm 1977e:463) 
MAP IV: West-Central Family Languages and Their Neighbours 
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Kewa/Pole sub-family, they have absorbed many cultural features 
from their unrelated neighbours. They live in villages resemb-
ling those of the Polopa (Teberan Stock-level Family) to the 
south/southeast and the Foe (Kutubuan Stock) to the west/north-
west (MacDonald 1973:119, 135; Williams 1940-41:18-25). Each 
village consists of a longhouse for men and boys, surrounded 
by smaller houses for women. Houses have timber floors and roofs 
of sago palm leaves, and contain several rooms leading off a 
passageway. 
Unlike the Huli, Samberigi men eat food prepared by women 
and often sleep in their wives' houses. The society is based 
on a patrilineal descent system like that of the Foe, in which 
villages are organized according to patrilineages that form 
patricians. Inheritance passes from father to sons, or from 
father to sons-in-law where a man has only daughters. In con-
trast to their Huli counterparts, Samberigi women are generally 
downtrodden by men and have an inferior status in the society. 
The women's costume of long bark or calico cape and short 
reed skirt resembles that of the Foe and Polopa, (Some women 
also wear the longer thicker skirts of the Highlands.) The Foe 
appear to have adopted a cultic dance and drums from the Sambe-
rigi, who have in turn acculturated elements of the Foe belief 
system (Pugh-Kitingan 1979c:14-15). Samberigi is spoken as a 
trade language by the Polopa, many of whom have settled amongst 
the Samberigi. 
5 _ 
I recorded some soke music during a brief stay at Samberigi 
in 1978. There is no specific name for the language as a whole, 
Wurm (l977e:470) uses the term "Sau," a mispelling of Sao to 
label the language. Sao is a major longhouse in the area com-
posed entirely of the descendants of Sao, members of the Lu 
Halipi clan (also called Masiki people). People of the Pole/ 
Kewa language to the north use the name Sao to refer to the land 
of the Lu Halipi near Mt, Murray where the A.P,C,M. station lies, 
"Samberigi" is a mispronunciation by early government patrols of 
Sambeleke, the name of a longhouse composed mainly of Sikida clan 
people. Sambeleke was destroyed and its people dispersed during 
fighting with the Yankuli clan in the early 1950s. Sikida is the 
largest single clan/lineage in the area, composed of Polopa immi-
grants and their descendants who justify their presence by an 
historical legend that claims several Sikida hunters from the Polo 
-pa area found the lone house of a man named Sao south of Mt. 
Murray at the eastern end of the valley. They married his daughters 
and, since he had no sons, inherited his land (personal communica-
tion Ken Macnaughtan), 
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The Kewa also employ language communication in the perform 
-ance of their jaw's harp (personal communication Karl Franklin). 
Since this practice occurs amongst the Kewa groups and the Sambe 
-rigi (who belong to the same sub-family as the Mendi) as well 
as the Huli, it may also occur amongst the Mendi groups who are 
situated between the Huli and the Kewa. It might occur through 
-out the Enga sub-family as well, and thus would be a West-
Central Family characteristic. 
Acculturative factors must also be considered, not only 
between members of the West-Central Family but also with their 
neighbours. The Samberigi case illustrates this—considering 
the cultural interchange that has occurred between Samberigi and 
Foe and Samberigi and Polopa, especially that some Polopa actual 
-ly live amongst the Samberigi, it is possible that these groups 
may have adopted language communication in jaw's harp performance 
although this has yet to be substantiated by further ethnomusico-
logical research. 
Apart from jaw's harp performance, language communication 
may characterize other instrumental genres like the Huli gawa 
and gulupobe. (it appears that this is not the case with the 
Samberigi.) 
The organological hypothesis could be extended further. It 
is possible that the peoples of the West-Central Family are also 
distinguished from their neighbours by the types of instruments 
they use. The Huli, for example, play chordophones (gawa, danda 
and hibulu baralu), aerophones (hiriyula, "gulupobe," gulu'ngulu, 
pulugela and pilipe) and membranophones (tombena and dindanao 
tabage). They do not play idiophones, although the palm wood 
floors in the gurua'nda during the ayag t^go in the t¥ge pulu, 
the midriffs or sticks hit by male mali dancers without drums 
and the swishing skirts of girl dancers at a mali could be 
classified as idiophones. 
Both the Huli and the Wage play bundle panpipes, but these 
instruments are not indigenous to their southern neighbours the 
Foe (personal communication Joan Rule; see also Williams 1940-41: 
32). Similarly the West-Central Family members do not have the 
secret paired flutes characteristic of other peoples of the East 
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New Guinea Highlands Stock, such as Chimbu and Eastern Highlands 
peoples who with their village settlements form a different 
culture complex. This hypothesis would also apply to yodelling 
and other purely vocal genres. 
Differences in tuning, performance style and structure 
amongst common instruments may highlight musical and cultural 
variations within the West-Central Family, as well as further 
distinguishing these cultures from surrounding ones. The Sambe 
-rigi jaw's harp, for example, has the same basic structure as 
that of the Huli except for a tail of grass which is tied to 
the bent ends of the arms of the instrument where it is 
supported at the mouth by the hand (see Figure 3l). The sap or 
beeswax added to the lamella to lower its pitch is affixed in 
evenly-spaced fine globules, not in a single large lump as on 
y \ 
the hiriyula. Beeswax or sap may be used to hold the string in 
place at the basal end. Soki performance has a slower pace and 
its verses appear to have simpler structures than those of the 
hiriyula (Pugh-Kitingan 1979c:16-21). 
pu/soki pu (untwined grass) 
you ("head") ** 
=sasake ("sides") 
kekeke ("tongue") 
doma (beeswax/sap) 
pu (grass)-
doma 
front view back view 
Figure 31: The Samberigi jaw's harp (soke) 
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Future ethnomusicological research will thus provide an 
additional insight to linguistic and anthropological work in 
further identifying the distinguishing cultural, social and 
historical characteristics of West-Central peoples. One of 
the most important musical practices to be considered will 
undoubtedly prove to be language communication in instrumental 
performance, especially if poetic verses are articulated. 
The Huli are the second-largest group in the West-Central 
Family, and display a comparative homogeneity in language and 
culture. An understanding of their music and what it conveys 
(most genres are language based and use poetry primarily to 
express dara or sadness) is an important step in developing 
an appreciation of the Highland cultures of the New Guinea 
island. 
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